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Producing an amplifier with 
all these quality features 

for under£120 
takes a wealth of ex perience

YAMAHA 1887-1987
Back in 1887 Torakusu Yamaha built Japan's 
first reed organ and Yamaha's first product. 
The rest, as they say. is history. Now 
Yamaha celebrates 100 years of 
involvement with music. An involvement 
that has given the company a wealth of 
experience. The sort of experience that 
has enabled Yamaha to produce Hi-fi 
equipment for the digital age that is 
unmatched in quality. The new Yamaha 
AX-300 integrated amplifier is one such 
product. A pleasing return to the basics. 
Basic power, basic purity and high dynamic 
power that delivers sound with stunning 
accuracy. And despite its modest cost this 
amplifier has real quality features.

the AX-300 a 
singularly 
dynamic 
amplifier with 
greatly 
improved 
ability to 
drive loud
speakers
effectively. The ALA design provides 
perfectly linear signal transmission from 
input to the physical speaker interface with 
absolutely zero distortion in the amplifier 
stage. The result of this new circuit, 
complex in configuration but simple in 
theory, is a pure and dynamic sound quality 
rarely heard in amplifers at this price.

Designed for Digital Audio
The combination of Absolute Linear
Amplification and high dynamic power

ALA
ABSOLUTE LINEAR AMPLIFICATION

makes the 
AX-300 
uniquely, 
prepared to 
drive the 
digital audio 
source The 
rear panel 
inputs for CD
source are gold plated, eliminating the 
chanrp nf •izn^I dpgrndation. keeping the 
signal clean.

reproduction. The phone inputs are also 
gold-plated and the amplifier's phone 
equalizer amp itself employs Yamahas Pure 
Current Servo circuit for a highly stable, 
regulated current supply with an absolute 
minimum of noise. Again, the result is 
audibly improved musical clarity and 
imaging in phone reproduction.
With these features, high dynamic power, 
low impedance drive, tone controls with 
defeat, quality speaker connections and 
the usual Yamaha sleek, stylish appearance, 
the AX-300 is the result of Yamahas vast 
experience in musical reproduction. It may 
have taken a wealth of experience to have 
produced the Yamaha AX-300. But you 
don't have to be wealthy to own one.

Yamaha ALA (Absolute Linear
Amplification) This new circuitry 
guarantees zero signal distortion making

Higher Purity in Phono
Reproduction As well as being digital 
ready the AX-300 incorporates carefully 
designed circuitry for maximum phone

Send for full literature on Yamaha Hi-Fi
and details of your local stockist to
Yamaha Electronics (UK) Ltd., Yamaha
House, 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford, Herts WDI 7JS. Tel: 0923 33166.



EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

I
 It is about six years since I was last closely 
involved in a Choice: Amplifiers & Tuners 
edition. At that time I was both editor 
and author (assisted on measurement and 
additional auditioning by Dave Watson 

of Russ Andrews Hi-Fi) — a role adopted some
what reluctantly in an age when the consensus 
view was that amplifiers all sounded more or less 
the same. (Ah nostalgia! This view I didn't, and 
still don't share). Subsequent Amplifiers & Tuners 
projects have been handled (very capably) by 
Martin Colloms, but my return to Choice last 
year presents the opportunity to become more 
closely involved, as 1 am currently taking a co
authorship role in MC's projects.

The Changing 
Marketplace

A five years' perspective on amplifiers is fas
cinating, as the whole marketplace has shifted 
dramatically. In 1980 there were far fewer British 
models around, so there was precious little alter
native to the standard, full-featured oriental 
offerings. The 'valve revival' had gone into a 
temporary lull, and the 'high end' market as we 
know it today had scarcely begun to develop.

Since that time specialist models have 
flourished across a broad front. Imported exotics 
have established a foothold at prices that would 
have seemed absurd five years ago. There are 
now some half a dozen UK valve amplifier 
manufacturers, producing a range of alternatives 
from mid-priced integrated models up to high 
priced monoblocks. And UK transistor models 
offer steadily improving quality at steadily 
reducing prices.

Several of the mass market oriental manufac
turers have woken up to the fact that the UK 
market demands sound quality as well as attrac
tive, well-finished visual packages — some even 
to the point of leaving out frills like 'loudness' 
contours, tone controls, speaker switching and 
the other peripheral facilities that prejudice 
sound quality.

As ever at Choice we have assembled a group 
that attempts to cover all bases as fairly as pos
sible. Inevitably some manufacturers get a better 
crack of the whip than others, and some have 
chosen to remain on the sidelines. But we have 
tried to be as evenhanded as possible in selecting 
new models for review, and have devoted sub
stantial resources to incorporating updated infor
mation on many existing popular models. 
(Regular 'tweaking' is a particular vice of amp
lifier manufacturers.)

Orjective Vs Surjective 
Despite years of searching for more effective 
objective indicators, the relationship between 
measured performance and sound quality 
remains substantially elusive. Measurements pro
vide indicators that may relate to subjective 
observations, but it is virtually impossible to 
establish precise cause and effect relationships, 
that relate either to perceived sound quality or 
loudness levels.

Furthermore the notion of amplifier sound 
quality remains ephemeral, controversial, and 
downright difficult to pin down. Some still hold 
the opinion that there are no real differences 
as long as the amplifier is operating within its 
design limits, and that such differences that are 
perceived are due to small differences in mea
sured frequency response. Such a position has 
proved difficult to challenge under controlled 
conditions, but no longer represents more than 
a minority view in the marketplace. For the 
majority, amplifier sound now plays a crucial role 
in the overall performance of the hi-fi system.

A Question Of Taste 
However, the term 'amplifier sound' can cover 
a multitude of value judgements, to which dif
ferent listeners under different conditions will 
react in different ways — in much the same way 
that elaborate loudspeaker systems produce 
strongly polarised opinions amongst enthusiasts, 
due to their alternative blends of conflicting 
compromises. ..
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◄ This point was brought home forcefully during 
our initial informal listening tests. During the 
presentation of the Creek 4040 I commented 
to Martin and his assistant Chris Bryant that 
it was nice to hear some real musical communi
cation despite a few 'rough edges'. Both looked 
mildly thunderstruck in response, having them
selves found the 4040 a major disappointment. 
Out came Cyrus One for comparison, and the 
sonic differences were quite dramatic — much 
greater than could be accounted for by measure
ment. And although I think we managed to 
achieve some perception and understanding of 
each others' contrasting views, none found it 
easy to come to terms with what amounts to 
alternative philosophical perceptions of the role 
of the amplifier/system.

Where such distinct differences of opinion 
can arise — even without changing variables 
such as the room and the other system compon
ents — it would be arrogant to assume dial 
Choice (or any other agency for that matter) can 
provide the definitive guide to amplifier sound 
quality. We have endeavoured to come up with 
a balanced and informed opinion — one which 
is based on considerable experience and which 
is probably nearer to a hi-fi consensus than any 
alternative. But hi-fi enthusiasm is not a matter 
of consensus — it is essentially a matter of extre
mism, pursuing an (often blinkered) obsession 
to its logical conclusion, irrespective of alter
natives. (Again the analogy between high end 
amplifiers and loudspeakers is most apt).

The Sound Quality 
Quest

Though they lack economies of scale and so on, 
one strength the small specialist manufacturer 
has over the large consumer electronics brand 
is the freedom to pursue a personal vision of hi-fi 
sound quality. Any such amplifier will consist 
of a particular blend of sonic and aesthetic taste. 
presentation and build quality, at a specific price. 
And will succeed just as long as dealers and 
enthusiasts are keen to share that same vision 
by parting with hard cash. But the crucial com
ponent is invariably the sound quality. Ulti
mately, this is the key factor that distinguishes 
the hi-fi amplifier from the cassette radio or 
midi-system.

Speaking from personal observation, there 
appear to be certain distinct 'flavours’ of sound 
quality, within which every single 
designer/manufacturer creates hisown individual 
blend. For example, Tim de Paravacini is known 
for his valve designs, but has also been active 
behind the scenes for both Musical Fidelity and 
Heybrook — and yet in each case the result has 
its own distinct recognisable 'flavour', reflecting 
the manufacturer as well as the designer. One 
can make a similar case with Stan Curtis’ in
volvement in Rote! and Cambridge Audio 
designs.

Though it is dangerous to stereotype too 
rigidly, certainly some models represent distinct 
examples of UK or US strains of development. 
There is little if any, common ground between 
the Nairn/Exposure/AR/Creek/Meridian/Linn 
UK-type sound with active-upgradeable but 
comparatively low cost packages, stressing 
musical communication ahead of sonic trans
parency, and the Counterpoint/Quicksilver/PS 
Audio/Audio Research/Krell/Conrad Johnson, 
passive but pricey US tradition — and we are 
gradually starting to see evidence of a Japanese 
'high end' influence in certain quarters too. 
What is particularly impressive is the way UK 
manufacturers such as Mission, Audiolab and 
Musical Fidelity are proving adept at creating 
a 'budget' version of the US 'high end’ sound.

While I dislike the oversimplication that links 
certain devices or techniques with specific sonic 
characteristics, it is irrational to deny that there 
is not an unmistakeable qualitative difference 
between valve and transistor designs, or that the 
latter in Class A mode can provide something 
of a middle ground. However, it is just as import
ant for the reader to bear in mind that the amp
lifier is a key component in a complete system. 
Achieving sympathetic harmony with the band
width and resolution characteristics of the disc 
playing front-end and the partnering loudspea
kers — not to mention your own particular pair 
of ears and taste in music — can turn out to 
be more important than the inherent qualities 
of the device in question. As I noted earlier, 
we've done our best, but it would be arrogant 
to aRRume that that is eood enoueh. To some 
extent you are on your own so I hope you find 
a good dealer to help you along.

Paul Messenger
4



To certain unfortunates 
who decided to buy Arcam; 

an apology.
Last year, demand for Arcam Alpha Plus amplifiers was so high. it irns 

almost endmrra^iiig.
II e simply couldn 't supply them fast enough a tit I ^ople had to trait up to a 

month for delivery, (Here we red-fat ed.)
Still. they were content to trait ami their patiemv was rewarded. They were 

eventually aide to discover for themselves precisely why the Alpha Plus was 
recently selected as the best budget amplifier in the 1987 "W hat Hi-Fi" 
Alvards.

Th e sa me generous fellou s aho lav is h ed praise on our oth er tram. 
Welcome though these at colades were, they increased demand on the assembly 
line still further.

We could have increasetl speed anti delivered earlier, admittedly. But ice 
weren't prepared to compromise our rigorous assembly and quality coni nd 
methods. (We still offer two year guarantees, rather than one.)

Telephone or write to us for details of your nearest Arcam dealer. At long 
last, we non have the time to answer all enquiries.

Once more, we apologise. But don 't fret, despite the flood of orders, the 
queues are getting progressively shorter.

>4RCAM 
audiophile products 

from A&K Cambridge

A&RCAMBRIDGE UM/TED. DENNY INDUSTRIALCENTRE. IU4TERBE4CH. C4 WRI DCE Œ5 91'11. EVCUMJ. TELEPHONE: (0223) H(l55U. TELEX: H/73 4 5.



CHOOSING AND USING

AMPLIFIERS

C
liché or not, the amplifier is the 
heart of the hi-fi system. Its 
purpose is to accept the different 
signals from the various sources, 
conform and order them as neces

sary, and then provide the power to drive and 
control the loudspeakers. In what is known as 
an integrated amp!ifier, the first part of this task 
is carried out in the pre-amplifier section, while 
the power amplifier part deals with the loud
speakers, but the whole is contained within a 
single box. In more costly systems these two 
sections are often separate units, and power 
supplies may also be separately cased. The tasks 
are quite distinct, so integration is only a matter 
of cost, convenience and compactness.

Twenty years ago amplifiers were mostly low 
powered, using Class A circuitry wiLh valves and 
output transformers. Then the transistor took 
over rapidly, offering higher specification power, 
lower cost, and improved longevity. So far, so 
good, but the valve amplifier — like the moving 
coil cartridge — never quite died. And after a 
couple of false starts it is currently enjoying its 
strongest revival yet, albeit at prices which will 
make many readers blanche. The valve versus 
transistor debate is a fascinating one, though too 
rarefied for much of an airing in this 
introduction. Where cost-effectiveness is king, 
the transistor still rules.

The other historical trend concerns the 
complexity of the pre-amplifier section. When 
hi-fi had to make the best of barely adequate 
source quality, a complicated and flexible pre
amplifier section was a useful means of making 
the best of a bad job. During the Japanese 
invasion of the '70s, rival manufacturers vied 
with each other to invent and incorporate more 
and more extensive features: tone controls 
became graphic equalisers, and the often baffled 
user was encouraged to fantasise that he was on 
the bridge of the Starship Enterprise. However, 
improvements in sources have since started a 
'simply better' backlash. Ten years ago a fledg
ling Naim Audin ahanrlnned tone controls on 
the grounds that they degraded sound quality. 
This was a major heresy at the time, but the 
trend is now firmly established, and even some 

of the Japanese manufacturers have since fol
lowed suit.

Two Markets
There are now two distinct types of hi-fi 
amplifier. The so-called 'bells and whistles' 
models still exist, though they now tend to be 
down- rather than upmarket products. Those 
who appreciate the flexibility of extensive 
switching and tone shaping can now take 
advantage of the low prices which derive from 
highly efficient manufacture for a mass market.

However, the real hi-fi amplifier action has 
been towards improvements in sound quality, 
much of which has been due to simplifying the 
circuitry by eliminating as many frills as possible, 
and even in some cases omitting a complete 
gain stage through the use of the latest transis
tors. The ear has proved a more subtle tool than 
any spectrum analyser in adjusting circuit 
topography, simplifying earth patterns, beefing 
up power supplies, and selecting key passive 
components, all in the interests of improving 
sound quality.

Pre-amplification
As hi-fi amplifiers become increasingly 
minimalist, the pre-amp now only retains two 
key functions: the sorting out of the signals from 
the vinyl disc source, and the switching of the 
various inputs and outputs. Tuners, cassette 
decks, CD players, and what-have-yrni all put 
out more or less the same sort of signal, which 
is already equalised to ‘flat’. Vinyl disc apart, the 
pre-amp then becomes little more than a glori
fied switch with volume and balance controls. 
Which explains why suchlike devices — using 
purely passive components and hence inher
ently simple — are now becoming available in 
the most specialist end of the marker.

Vinyl disc replay is quite a different kettle of 
fish. The pre-amp is connected directly to the 
transducer itself, with no intervening electron
ics, and this introduces all sorts of difficulties. 
Furthermore, the signal from the cartridge is 
very small, and requires two distinct stages of 
equalisation to get a 'flat' end result. To add 
insult to injury, there are now two popular kinds
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A new angle on Creek

Creek Audio Systems 2 Bellevue Road Friern Barnet Umdon NU 3ES England 
Tel: 01-368 4425 Tix: 261507



of cartridge, the high(?) output moving magnet 
and low output moving coil (plus a few odd 
permutations), and they are different enough to 
need quite separate treatment. There’s not even 
a standard for the source or input impedance 
of low-output cartridges.

For the future, it is quite possible we will see 
wider use of turntables with built-in cartridge 
pre-amps, so that each source feeds a 'flat’ signal 
at line level to a simple switching and 
attenuating pre-amp. But now that the first 
digital signal source (CD) is becoming accepted, 
with others planned for the future, we will also 
shortly be seeing a new type of pre-amp which 
accepts digitial signals directly, carrying out 
various functions by means of an on-board 
microcomputer before finally converting the 
signal back to analogue before feeding to the 
power amplifier. Such a system should 
theoretically be immune from the signal 
degradation which has been leading the market 
rowards simpler analogue amplifiers, and could 
lead to a revival of more complex pre-amps, 
though progress will be slow because any pre
amp section will need to handle conventional 
signals alongside digital for many years to come.

Power Amplifiers
This is the part of the amplifier whose job it 
is to drive the loudspeakers — and a right old 
job that can turn out to be. Like the cartridge, 
a loudspeaker is a transducer, and the task is to 
turn the electrical model of the music signal 
back into a mechanical (acoustical) signal for 
the benefit of the ears. The loudspeaker is a form 
of motor, but its task of covering the whole range 
of audio frequencies is mechanically almost 
intolerable, and there is an inevitable lack of 
control at various resonance points. While the 
amplifier provides the loudspeaker with a 
voltage which corresponds to the amplified 
music signal, it is the characteristics of the 
loudspeaker itself which determines the current 
demand. This current demand can be very un
predictable, particularly at resonance points, 
which is why serious hi-fi amplifiers are usually 
designed with plenty of surplus current capacity, 
and with an eye on the stability of the voltage 

signal whatever the current demand.
The main measurements on amplifiers relate 

to power output and distortion. Power is 
normally expressed in Watts, but we translate 
this into a measure of relative loudness, the 
dBW, which is far more meaningful. More 
important than the maximum power output 
itself is the way the power is maintained into 
different loads, and this is analysed in the 
reviews. The various distortion measurements 
also help explore the limits of the amplifier, but 
paradoxically, striving for very low distortion 
seems to prejudice sound quality.

Choosing
There are a number of criteria one could use 
when selecting an amplifier, and the most valid 
is probably sound quality. Despite the attention 
it attracts, power output comes much further 
down the list, because the differences between 
most models is not in fact that great, and 
measured power is by no means a reliable 
indicator of subjective loudness capability. At 
the top end of the market, upgrading is less 
likely to involve an increase in power than im
provements in sound quality gained through 
changes in power supplies for pre- and power 
amplifiers.

The range of facilities required should natur
ally be taken into account, paying particular 
attention to the type of cartridge being used. 
But it should also be borne in mind that every 
unused feature contributes nothing and will 
probably have a negative effect upon the 
potential sound quality. While some people 
seem more sensitive than others to the sound 
of amplifiers, both pre- and power sections are 
fundamental to the system as a whole, simply 
because all signals pass through them en route 
to the loudspeakers.

The reviews provide an excellent guide to 
shortlisting some of the better sounding bargains 
in amplifiers around. But as ever they cannot 
replace an individual's selection to his or her 
own tastes, preferably in the correct system and 
ideally in an 'own room'context. Once again, 
the conscientious specialist dealer provides a 
vital link.
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MAGNEPLANAR
RADIATING GLORY

The world of high-end hi-fi equipment is crowded with 
questionable components. However, within this realm 
there exists a valid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without 
expert assistance, for the music lover to make selections 
from this electronic jungle: Absolute Sounds was 
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise 
one. To provide equipment worthy of the connoisseur, 
Absolute Sounds has searched the world for compo
nents without equal and tested them for their total 
excellence. We would like to introduce to you the range 
of Magneplanar loudspeakers from the United States.

An elegant, slim panel capable of revealing the majesty 
of a symphony orchestra, an aesthetic statement which 
renders hi-fi ownership a joy rather than a domestic 
trial: this is the accomplishment of Magneplanar loud
speakers, a combination of absolute musical fidelity and 
sublime styling.

The MG-Ill: "These speakers can create an exceptionally 
holographic soundstage, that defies the physical bound
aries of the two panels." Hi-Fi Answers July 1985.

"It is as if the transducing mechanism perpetually takes 
a back stage position relative to the program." Hi-Fi 
News & Record Review, June 1984.

The SMGa: "The SMGa is a little gem." Hi-Fi News & 
Record Review, February Ì985.

The MGl-8: "This 'hanging together'. or coherence of 
the sound is the quality that is going to make the 
Magneplanar MGl-8 a hard act to follow." Hi-Fi 
Answers, D84ember 1984.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

▲ ABSOLUTE SOUNOS
318 WORPLE RD.,LONDON, SW20 BOU. J^B^^B TEL: 01 947 5047 MSP TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes . . 
I am always satisfied with 
the best". Oscar Wilde

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, 
California Audio Laboratories, 
Counterpoint, Entec, Goldmund, Koetsu, 
Krell, L'Audiophile, Madrigal, 
Magneplanar, MIT, Oracle, Randall Research, 
Robertson Audio, Siltech, W8T.



"Notjusta prettyface''*
Behind the stylish and sophisticated exterior of the 

Linx Stratos system, you'll discover the exciting sound 
of a true professional studio perfomiance amplifier.

The Linx Stratos system encompasses three units 
- a pre-amp and two separate power amps. The pre
amp uses a 'double mono' internal design which 

minimises crosstalk to better than -75 dB. This 
combines with state-of-the-art componentry and a 
discrete FET design to ensure that the signal from 
your software (disc, tape or CD) retains its original 
stereo imagery

The pre-amp then delivers the two signals to the 
separate power amplifier units. l iiese wuuubluck 
amplifiers feature high power MOSFET designs, with 

a conservative rating of 120W into 8 ohms, and with 
a reserve capacity able to deliver a staggering SOOW 

of real power into low impedance loads. This advanced 
engineering provides the basis for the Linx Stratos 
performance.

Result: an astonishingly life-like feeling of depth 
and breadth to the image of the music. A dynamic 
response that re-creates both the energy and the 
sensitivity of every performance.

You can immerse yourself in the Linx Stratos 
experience at the specialist retailers listed below.

LINX STRATOS
Once yuu've heaid it 
- you'll know! =LiNX^

*HI PI Ans^^ April &i

Hear Linx demonstrated at:



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
In the test programme for this edition, comprehensive laboratory testing was 

combined with carefully-controlled listening tests. This Technical Introduction 
explains the methods and relevance of the various lab tests and approach used in 

the subjective assessment.

Laboratory Tests

I
n general the tests conform to IHF A202 
practice which makes comparison bet
ween units straightforward. Where pos
sible, dB rather than percent of linear 
scaling is used, which again makes com

parison of performance rather easier.
For example, dB scaling of power output shows 

the subjective capability far better than (linear) 
watts ratings. For reference purposes OdB is set 
at 1 watt, and the typical lOOW amplifier output 
is thus 20dBW. The next higher power to give 
a worthwhile subjective power increase is 
23dBW, 200 watts. When quoted in watts this 
gives the impression of being a lot louder, 
whereas in reality it is not that great an increase.

Average amplifer outputs are around 17dBW 
(SOW), which in fact is not a lot less subjectively 
than the levels produced by 100/ZOdBW models. 
It is worth remembering that 3dB is only a little 
greater than one notch on a typical volume 
control.

While power output may be the most often 
quoted specification for amplifiers, in fact it is 
not the most important. Indeed the test pro
gramme demonstrated that some SOW-specified 
models could get louder under real use 
conditions than some 120W-specified units.

With a typical loudspeaker sensitivity of SSdB 
for IW, a lOOW undistorted programme input 
will raise an in-room stereo sound level of around 
102-104dBA, which is pretty loud. A 2SW 
model will still achieve 9S-100dBA, and more 
if allowed to clip occasionally, while a 2SOW 
model, assuming the speakers are able to tolerate 
it, will raise only 4dB more, giving 106-lOSdBA.

With modern speakers in average rooms 
30-60W is all that most users will require for 
decent maximum sound level. A low sensitivity 
model such as the BBC LS3 SA (at S3dB for 
!W) will need lOOW plus for highish volumes, 
while those users who want the potential for 

really loud sounds will need a combination of 
100+W per channel and speaker sensitivity of 
90dB/W or more; alternatively, an active speaker 
system might give them what they desire, 
employing multiple power amplifiers to do this.

Output Power And
Current

Output power is referred to output level, on the 
basis that a good amplifier represents a voltage 
source. Zero reference, OdB, is equal to !W, that 
is 2.S3V across the standard Sohm load. The 
scaling of level is not adjusted in power terms 
to account for the various load regimes, however. 
The objective is to explore the 'stiffness' or load 
tolerance of the amplifiers, and the theoretically 
correct addition of 3dB for 4ohms and a further 
3dB for Zohms only serves to confuse this fact. 
In reality many of the more sophisticated Sohm 
speakers provide a complex and variable load 
impedance which can fall as low as 2ohms under 
dynamic music-related drive conditions. The 
matching amplifier is likely to have been pur
chased for its specified Sohm output level, but 
we need to know how that level is sustained 
under possible real load variations.

Accordingly, the output level was examined 
for Sohms, one channel driven to less than 1% 
clipping distortion, as well as with 4ohms into 
both channels driven and into 2ohms pulsed, 
20Hz to 20kHz. For pulsed and peak analysis 
an impulse !ms wide was used interspersed with 
SOOm rests.

In addition, peak output level readings for S, 
4, and 2ohms impedance are shown for 
comparative .purposes. A further test served to 
explore momentary peak, current capability and 
its symmetry. To achieve this a !ohm (or when 
necessary 0.5ohm), load was used. Short pulses 
of !kHz repetition rate are used here, current 
excursion being read from an oscilloscope trace.
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AU-G 11 Mk2 Integrated Amplifier

A U-G30X Integrated 
he Amplifier

TUD99X SLDD Quartz-PLL Digital Synthesizer Tuner

D- 705 Three head cassette player

Some highly rated hi-Ii products 
look as irthey've been built in ZkSSS
a garage, but at Sansui, we ffiSjUgi 
know that our discerning 
customers want a balance of 
useful features. attractive appearance and 
superb sound.
Sansui's standard of excellence has seen 
our PURE Hi-Fi range frequently tagged 
'BEST BUY' or 'RECOMMENDED' by the 
experts. In What Hi-Fi's April 1987 
Amplifiers Supertest the AU-G30X 
achieved more points than any other
amplifier and, under 'Value for Moneys - 
"Sansui score again with their remarkable 
blend offacilities and good sound quality".
Send the coupon or 'phone Sansui's Brochure 
line on 01-965 3530. Please send me the new 

Sansui Pure Hi-Fi brochure.



The peak current figures should be judged 
with some discretion since the required capa
bility must logically depend on the available 
power rating as well. Thus a small amplifier of 
up to 15dBW is unlikely to need more than ±9 
amps, while ±25A would be more appropriate, 
for a 20dBW (lOOW) model. With really large 
amps of 23dBW and more, 35A would be 
regarded as a generous peak current capability.

Total Harmonic 
Distortion

The figures recorded for total harmonic distor
tion include the noise within the measuring 
bandwidth of 400Hz to 80kHz, and for the 20Hz 
results they also include hum. The amplifier is 
set with one channel driving 8ohms to rated 
output, and the results provide a check on 
sample quality and give a general idea of 
linearity.

Intermodulation
Distortion

This is a more sensitive indicator of perfor
mance. The test is carried out with 19kHz and 
20kHz input frequencies, the sum of the differ
ence tones being recorded using an HP3582a 
spectrum analyser with a resolution of 80dB. 
Where no products were visible the result is 
given as better than 95dB -80dB. Via auxiliary 
input the peak composite input level was IV, 
via moving magnet 200mV, and via moving coil 
20mV. These are strong signals but are within 
the normal expected dynamic range. For 
example, 50cm/sec peak disc modulation, 15kHz 
to 20kHz will typically raise 250mV peak from 
a moving magnet cartridge and 10-40mV from 
a moving coil model.

Supply Modulation
This test assesses the supply rejection of the 
amplifiers under load. Run at two-thirds of their 
rated output level, with a 4ohm load, a spectral 
analysis was made from 0-500Hz to assess the 
degree of supply hum modulation and break
through to give a sort of 'mud' index. Analyser 
resolution extends to — 90dB relative to the 
fundamental.

Noise
An average of left and right channels was re
corded, with the input appropriately loaded — 
for example, with equivalent cartridge sources 
for mm and me (200ohms, lOOohms). The noise 
contribution of the termination has been deduc
ted, leaving weighted CCIR/ARM readings. 
Residual noise was also noted over a 20Hz to 
20kHz bandwidth, with the volume control at 
zero. A 1kHz reference frequency was used.

De Offset
This was measured with inputs and outputs ter
minated and when the equipment was well 
warmed up.

Input Gverwads
These referred to IHF input levels of 0.5mV for 
me, 5mV for mm and 500mV aux at 1kHz. Note 
that for practical purposes the maximum 
recorded disc modulation remains pretty con
stant above a few kHz. In consequence an amp
lifier does not require a much increased disc 
input overload at high frequencies. More than 
15dB at 20kHz will be ample for disc headroom.

Input overload for auxiliary/line input was also 
checked; if it exceeded 20dB (5V) >20dB figure 
is recorded.

Channel Separation
Using a sensitive spectrometer, stereo channel 
separation was measured with the inputs 
terminated.

Output Resistance
(Damping Factor)

At OdBW a 2ohm load was applied and the drop 
from open circuit output voltage noted. This loss 
represents the amplifier output resistance and 
is converted to ohms. The notion of damping 
factor is considered irrelevant in the light of 
cable and loudspeaker resistance. A simple figure 
for the amplifier's resistance contribution is 
much easier to judge.

Disc Sensitivity
This and the other sensitivities were measured 
using a computer DVM to compare input and 
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output voltage at a decent signal-to-noise ratio, 
providing the voltage gain. This is converted 
to !HF sensitivity for a rated O.SV in the case 
of a pre-amp, or to a OdBw output for a com
plete amplifier.

Input Impedance
In general these were checked using an auto
matic RLC bridge, but where the input condi
tions (biasing, overload etc) gave erroneous 
results, the loss produced via a 600ohms source 
resistance was computed to a loading factor for 
!kHz and 20kHz.

Disc Equalisation
For moving magnet this was measured using an 
HP200 computer via reference to a table of exact 
RIAA equalisation values which were then used 
to plot the final curve. A 600ohm source impe
dance generator (6ohm m-c) was employed, rep
resentative of a cartridge source; hence some 
high frequency loss would be experienced in the 
response where substantial input capacitance 
was present, as would be the case with a real 
cartridge.

General Appraisal
In addition to the above lab tests where practical 
the products were opened up for an engineering 
design appraisal as well as an assessment of safety 
and constructional quality.

Some of the test result figures in the reviews 
may cause readers some confusion if they are 
compared with manufacturers' specifications. 
With the latter, for example, the sensitivities 
are usually related to full output, but with !HF 
practice they are referred to a standard IW 
(OdBW) output for all amplifiers, thereby allow
ing better comparisons to be made. A IOOW 
(20dBW) amplifier with a 0.28irV !HF disc 
sensitivity will have a sensitivity figure of 2.8mV 
for full output.

Listening Tests
A two-tier system of listening tests was emp
loyed, whereby the procedure was divided into 

two parts. A/B full blind listening was found to 
be impractical for all the models in such a large 
scale project. Instead, using listening techniques 
developed by the author and his assistant, the 
products were carefully assessed on an individual 
basis. Many of the products were subjected to 
repeat assessments, and a number were moni
tored under blind conditions to ensure that the 
panelists were not subject to significant errors 
or indeed prejudice.

Key factors involved in arriving at satisfactory 
judgements included the author's personal ex
perience of over 200 models over the past two 
years; the use of an acoustically controlled and 
neutral listening room; ancillary equipment of 
good accuracy, and the use of both analogue and 
digital programme. Typical listening levels were 
around 95dBA, which was within the compass 
of the smaller models. Following analytical audi
tioning via the disc inputs, (both mm and me 
where applicable) and the auxiliary input, the 
amplifier's volume was increased to the onset 
of audible distortion under two conditions, 
namely on ‘Sohm' speaker load and a ‘3ohm’ 
simulated speaker load. Peak programme power 
levels were also monitored to assess subjectively 
the adverse load capability. The dynamic 
possibilites of the larger amplifiers were explored.

Where the pre- and power-amps from a given 
manufacturer could logically be separated, these 
were assessed as individual components, and if 
appropriate individual ratings appear in the 
conclusions.

The latest 1987 auditioning mainly involved 
using special bi-wired Celestion SL6o0s on Cliff 
Stone TT stands, with various exotic Van den Hui 
cables. Sources were Pink Triangle PT Too, SME 
Series V and Van den Hui MC One, and 
Cambridge Audio CD!. Reference amplification 
included Cello Audio Suite (premium) and Krell 
^MAIOO II, plus Nairn NAT OJ for the tuners 
assessments, and a broad range of programme 
material, from Grandmaster Flash to Vivaldi was 
used.

Acknowledgernents
Thanks are due w Paul Crook arnl Chris Hiywit, 
for general assistance on auditioning and measure
ment throughout the projects.
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Just pure class!
"... listening to the Amadeus Gold proved exceptional . . . the dynamic power of 

Amadeus is never caught out, always giving the impression that we are dealing with 
an amplifier at least four times as powerful ... one of Amadeus's major qulaities 

lies in the superb and luxurious spread of sound levels similar to that of valve 
electronics.”

Amadeus GOLD. La nouvelle REVUE DU SON. November 1986

"It didn't take long to recognise that this is no slouch ... you'll have no problems 
getting all the level and dynamics you could want. . It retained the lovely sense of 

depth and space while representing the individual instruments' pyrotechnics 
convincingly . . . Playing this CD makes me think the amp should cost £500 — its 

asking price is just £230!"
Amadeus SILVER. New Hi-Fi Sound. March 1987.

A three year transferable warranty is provided on Amadeus amplifiers which 
combine audiophile sound quality with useful and versatile features. The attractive 
Amadeus has a discreet and modern high-end appearance with outstanding build 

quality throughout and is easily accommodated in your home with other ancilliary 
equipment.

Please contact us for further details.

Designed & Engineered by Sondex Limited 
Lightbrook House 4 West Street Alderley Edge Cheshire SK9 7EG 

Tel: 0625 583472 Telex: 669440



A&R ARCAM ALPHA
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny Industrial Centre, W aterbeach, Cambridge cbs 9pb.

-Tel: (0223) 861550-• •

T
hough now rumoured to carry a 
'Plus' suffix, there was no sign of 
such designation upon either the 
amplifier or its carton, though a 
number of changes have been 

made over the original Alpha which was first 
introduced three years ago. Our 1987 sample was 
now in an all black finish, emphasised rather 
effectively in pale blue legends and highlights. 
We carried out full re-auditioning and updated 
the measurements where necessary, most of the 
changes relating to the power supply and detail 
component selection for enhancing sound 
quality.

The Alpha shows a slight but worthwhile 
increase in power over its predecessor, main
taining its good load tolerance and power band
width, and with a significant increase in peak 
current capability.

A compact integrated design, Alpha is dis
tinguished by a good finish and appearance 
which result from A&R's professional view of 
engineering design. The five inputs include 
moving magnet disc, and the well-laid out con
trols incorporate bass and treble. Ergonomically, 
however, the five identical knobs do not make 
for the easiest, most instructive operation.

Output power is 30W per channel, with an 
output stage rated to take account of some of 
the more difficult loudspeaker loads. The disc 
input comes with a standard 4 7kohms/l00pf 
characteristic, but additional loading may be 
retro-fitted with options down to Skohms and 
up to 420pE

The price is modest but A&R have not 
skimped on quality details, such as the custom 
silver-plated 4mm speaker cable sockets, which 
provide 'direct' and headphone-switched 
options. All inputs are the usual RCA phono 
jacks, with the headphone outlet a standard fain 
socket on the front panel.

Lab Report
Inside, the construction quality is exemplary. 
The unit is built on a single board with clean, 
simple signal paths and optimised 'star' 
grounding. Internal wiring is virtually non 
existent. The output stage is complementary bi
polar direct coupled, and the earlier stages use 
high quality (and improved) integrated circuits. 
Coupling components have been reduced to a 
minimum in order to maximise sound quality 
and some top grade polypropylene capacitors 
have even been included.
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Attaining a comfortable !OldBA maximum 
loudness on test, the peak Sohm power delivery 
reached 17dBW (SOW) and rated power was 
comfortably achieved into 2ohms on peaks. 
Power bandwidth was fine with a healthy peak 
current averaging 9A.

Distortion levels were moderate, particularly 
with respect to high frequency intermodulation. 
Noise levels were fine, with the DC offsets 
satisfactorily low. Input overload margins were 
ample and the stereo channel separation results 
were rather better than average. Power supply 
modulation was respectable for the type, while 
all other aspects conformed to a well balanced 
competent design.

Sound Quality
Rating a solid above average, the Alpha 
continues to maintain its competitiveness on 
sound quality. Unanimously described as 'nice- 
sounding' this is both praise and criticism, but 
more than most it should fit unobtrusively into 
almost any system context. The sound was a 
little small', somewhat 'softened’ and lacking 
a little speed, 'sparkle and transparency. But it 
was also refreshingly free of 'hi-fi-ish’ qualities 
in the perjorative sense, staying well under 
control and giving good musical involvement.

Conclusions
Comfortably continuing to merit recommend
ation, the Alpha is a fine and essentially musical 
allrounder, with sound lab performance, sensible 
facilities, fine build quality and attractive 
presentation. Though it showed some sonic 
limitations in the context of the very highest 
quality ancillaries, the overall balance has been 
very well judged to make the most of the lesser 
components its price indicates will be likely 
partners.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spec 30W(= ISdBW)
Power ourpui 201-lz IkH: 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load 16.4JBW 16.SdBW 16.BJBW
Both channels, 4ohm loaJ l3.ldBW 14.ldBW 14.IJBW
One channel. 2ohms, pulsed______ -JBW 14.9dBW -JBW 
Insrantancous peak currcni_____________________ +13A -12.5A
Distortion
Tora\ harmonic Jistoniun, 20Hz IkH: 20kH: 
ai rated power, aux input -73.7JB -73.ldB -66.ZJB 
lntermodularion, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ____-77.9JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm) ______ -73.7dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCJR weighted} -73.0JB
Aux/CD inpui (IHF. CCIR wcighied)-76.9JB 
Residual. unweighted (volume control at min)-78.9dB 
DC output offset lefr -SmV, right + 6mV
DC offset, pre-amp _________ __ -left n/a mV, right n/a mV
Input overload _________________ 201-iz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) __________ 17.0dB 17.IdB 27.6dB
Disc (me) inpur (!HF) __________ nla dB n/a dB nla dB
Aux/CD inpur (!HF)
Stereo separation

>10dB >10JB >10dB

Disc input (mm) 68.2dB 71.BdB 56.ldB
Aux inpul 69.ldB 70.ldB 64.ldB
Oulput impedance (damping)______
Channel balance, Jisc. at !kHz

0.27ohm 0.17ohm 0.33ohm 
IdB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB 
Aux inpur . 0.06dB I .OSdB I.07dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.42mV 46kohms HOpF
Disc (me) input* n/a n/a mV n/a kohms n/a nF
Aux input ,__________   Phono 36.0mV 23.0kohms l6pF
Power amp n/a nla mV n/a knhrns n/a pF
Output, pre-amp (rape) ... IO.OV max. J 80ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-lSkHz +OdB, - 1.5dB
Size (width, height, depth) 40x8x22cm
Typical price inc VAT £140
Reaudirioned

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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ARCAM DELTA 90
A&R Cambridge Lto, Denny Industrial Estate, Waterbeach, Cambridge cbs 9pb. 

---------- Tel (0223) 861550----------

H
ighly restrained in appearance, 
the Delta 90 may be seen as a step 
up from the deservedly popular 
Alpha, adding the capability of 
accepting moving-coil cartridges 

plus a worthwhile increase in power — at a 
substantial price premium nonetheless, as the 
Delta costs more than twice the Alpha.

Finished in matt black throughout and with 
very restrained legends, the user will presumably 
get used to the fact that the middle of the five 
identical rotaries controls the volume (with 
concentric balance adjustment). Those to its left 
select the listening and record output sources, 
those to its right the bass and treble tone 
controls. A series of three pushbuttons provides 
tone defeat (direct), mono/stereo, and selects a 
second pair of loudspeakers. The latter delib
erately keeps the main pair connected — dis
connection may of course be done manually — 
to avoid compromising their sound quality with 
signal path switches. The headphone socket has 
a similar connection arrangement, so regular 
headphone users can connect their loudspeakers 
to the •SPL' term ma Is for convenient 'plug-In' 
muting, accepting the mild compromise 
involved. The rear panel has phono sockets and 

substantial loudspeaker sockets/binding posts, 
and incorporates a switch which selects between 
MM and MC cartridge inputs.

Lab Report
Closely following the pattern established with 
the Alpha, the Delta shows neat construction 
on a single main PCB. The main circuitry is 
again clearly Alpha-derived, but with uprated 
power supply and output stages in addition i:o 
the extra moving-coil stage.

The power delivery comfortably beat spec 
with single channel Sohm drive, showing a 
significant 3.5db extra output over the Alpha.

•Power was respectably maintained into lower 
impedances, though the overall current avail
ability was somewhat less than might have been 
expected. The power supply behaved very well 
during the modulation test, the spectrogram 
remaining free of mains-related spuriae despite 
some harmonic distortion products.

The distortion results were generally good, 
though the 21dB difference between mm and 
m-c cartridge input intermodulation figures does 
attract attention. Notice also that the high 
frequency overload margin available on the m
e input is significantly below the average and 
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that shown by the mm input, though it should 
be adequate nonetheless.

However, taken as a whole the measurements 
look pretty good, with sensible input parameters 
and very good stereo separation throughout. The 
0.4dB disc input imbalance in our sample could 
certainly have been better, but the RIAA 
equalisation is to a high standard, the moving
coil input showing rather tight bandlimiting 
particularly at low frequencies.

Sound Quality
The overall sound quality ratings for the Delta 
90 did not differ too greatly from those achieved 
by the Alpha, which is something of a 
disappointment, though of course the 90 will 
go significantly louder. Somewhat lacking in 
both impact and transparency:, the overall sound 
was essentially well-balanced in every respect, 
drawing little adverse comment but failing to 
raise particular enthusiasm as well. Generally 
neutral, there was some criticism of a slight 
upper-mid harshness, and a slight lack of low 
frequency 'weight' and 'scale’. Instruments gave 
convincing integration, but focus and stereo 
placement was a touch vague.

Conclusions
The Delta 90 is a very well balanced, sweet- 
natured amplifier that is almost certain to work 
well in just about any given system, offering 
decent power ourput plus a moving-coil cart
ridge option. However, the cost premium over 
the Alpha does seem a little steep, £300+ taking 
the Delta 90 into a price band where the 
competition is rather tougher. The Delta is 
certainly worth considering, though it falls a 

shade short of formal recommendation.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 70W(= l8.5dBW) 
Power ourput .... ..............   20Hz IkHz ZOkHz
One channel, Sohm load 19.SdBW 19.SdBW 19.ldBW
Both channels, 4ohm load 17dBW 17SdBW 18dBW 
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 18.4dBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current  + \ l.6A -9.ZA
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz I kllz 20kHz
al rated power, aux/CD inptii ____ -71dB -72dB -67dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input ______ -80dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -76dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-55dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (\HF, CCIR weighted) -70dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) . ____________ -67dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted) ____ . ______ -7IdB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min) -78dB
DC output offset ________________
Input overload
Disc (mm) input (!HF)
Disc (me) input (!HF)*
Aux/CD input (IHF)
Stereo separation
Disc input (m-c) _________
Aux/CD input
Output impedance (damring)______  
Channel balance, disc, at IkHz

left -2mV, right -ZmV
20Hz IkHz ZOkHz

35.ZdB 33dB 32.ldB
3l.4dB 26.4dB 20dB
>20dB >20dB >20dB

67dB 72dB S!dB
68dB 73dB SOdB

0.06ohm 0.06ohm 0.13ohm
0.4dB

Volume/balance tracking ________ OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux/CD input 0.1 SdB 0.34dB l.48dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.30mV 46kohms 76pF
Disc (me) input* O.OISmV 88ohms n/a pF
Aux/CD input Phono 24.BmV 8.4kohms 30pF 
Output, pre-amp (rape)10.ZV max, 2.7kohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz +0.IdB, -2.0dB 
Size (width, height, depth)  43x9x29cm
Typical price inc VAT ._______ _________________.1330
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AUDIO RESEARCH SPll/MlOO
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 318 Worple Road, London swzo.

---------- TEL:Ol-947 5047-----------

T
hese true ‘high end products are ex
tremely expensive, and together 
with matching cables will cost in 
the region of £10,000. Excepting 
the odd regulator, tubes (valves) are 

used throughout, and the basic specification is 
IOOW, ZOdBW per channel. Since something 
of comparable power may be purchased for a 
fraction of the cost of the Audio Research units, 
we have to be talking of some pretty substantial 
sound quality advantages to justify the differen
tial. In fact these products are close to the state 
of the art, with advanced circuit design reflected 
by exceptional sound quality.

In a sense the MJOO monoblock power ampli
fiers can be seen as a similar logical develop
ment. The excellent DI 15 II power amp 
represents a practical high performance stereo 
chassis; in the M100 a DI 15 frame becomes a 
mono power amp, with all its resources devoted 
to just one channel.

Left at this point, such an amplifier would 
have certain advantages, but ARC have gone 
further. New generation circuitry lifts the per
formance well beyond the previous, already very 
good, standard. High current output drivers have 
been fitted, while the output biasing scheme has 
bccn improved with the advanragc of easier 
setting up. Capacitors have been eliminated 
from earlier stages by using DC coupling, aug

mented by an additional servo amplifier to 
stabilise the correct operating points, dynami
cally and statically. ARC’s balanced cross
coupled circuit technology is retained including 
the special coupling for the output tubes, both 
to the primary and secondaries of the superb 
output transformers.

The SPl l pre-amplifier is a two-box affair, the 
second box containing the solidstate power 
supply. Comprehensive inputs include a disc 
input suitable for moving-coil cartridges of 
healthy output, and the ideal loadings may be 
selected conveniently by a front panel switch. 
A ‘straight line design, no tone controls are 
present, and the signal paths are wideband. A 
bypass switch routes the disc signal direct to the 
output stage, avoiding the ‘balance and ‘mono
stereo’ selector sections.

Pre-amplifier circuitry includes advanced 
cascade configurations combining low noise 
FETs and valves at the input to improve the 
overall dynamic range. Good channel separation 
is assured by the separated internal design and 
the extensive use of regulated supplies to isolate 
the channels and separate stages. ARC have 
long made it a policy to devote as much 
attention to the sound quality effects of their 
power Supplies d> Lu L1il dlitplifyi"g c.iic.uilly.

On matching, the SPl I is capable of driving 
quite long cables — up to 15 metres if required.
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On the M100 power amplifiers, output taps are provided for 16, 8 and 4ohm loads, but the 
Scintilla speaker (by the same importer) is a special case.

Sound QualityThese are both truly exceptional products. They worked superbly as a pair, effortlessly delivering musical dynamic sound stages, and at the end of the review it proved hard to part with them! The new SPl l pre amp provides still further improvement on the already exceptional SPJO. It is clearly one of the world's finest, capable of superbly focused, stable stereo images, finely textured and virtually grainless.Essentially neutral with only mild coloration, all areas of the audible frequency range were reproduced very well. A particular strength concerned subjective dynamics, where the SPl l drew and held one's attention by maintaining the 'drive' and 'life' in the programme. This proved true of both classical and popular material over a wide range of programme quality.The MJOO power amplifier initially left us speechless. It was one of those great products that can genuinely expand one's horizons and point to the way ahead. One of the finest amplifiers I have ever had the pleasure to hear, its tonality was extraordinarily rich — one might think too much so if one did not know better. The treble was devoid of grain and false projection while the bass was immensely deep and powerful, suggesting that the loudspeakers had been set in a concrete sub-floor. Against this authoritative, pure musical character, the amplifier displays a sparkling lively transient performance with thrilling dynamic impact. Dynamic contrasts took me by surprise, so revealing was this amplifier's performance in this particular area. It was highly transparent over a very wide frequency range, and produced excellent subjective depth in the stereo image. The latter was of huge scale, yet remained superbly and stably focused.
Lab ReportWe experienced no headroom problems with the SP11, since it could produce more than SOV output from a moderate 240ohm output impedance. At nominal O.SV outputs, with an !HF standard input the harmonic and intermodula

tion distortion figures were very good over the whole frequency range, for example 0.003% at I kHz. An increase in intermodulation was noted via disc. Noise levels were very good for the nominally moving-magnet disc input and when this was used as a moving-coil compatible input with the appropriate loading, noise levels were just satisfactory; but this is a technical qualification only, and in practice, many owners use Koetsus and other similar cartridges with fine results.Figures for input overload relate to two gain conditions, set to 'high for moving-coil and 'low' for moving-magnet. Good overload margins were shown for both conditions, while the reducing margin at high frequencies is not uncommon with valve pre-amps. Channel separation varied depending on whether the crosstalk was measured right on left or left on right, and was fairly unimpressive at high frequencies. However, no adverse subjective effects were noted as a result of this. The RIAA equalisation was highly accurate.The MJOO power amplifier comfortably met its 20dBW specification when working into a correctly matched Sohm load. Output impedance was a moderate 0.46ohms, and it showed a good power bandwidth provided that the appropriate load tap was used. Current delivery was pretty good for a valve amplifier and it also proved surprisingly load tolerant. Distortions were satisfactory at full power and improved markedly at more realistic, lower powers. For example, by OdBW, I watt, the 19/20kHz intermodulation distortion had fallen to — 72.3dB compared with -47.6dB at full level.Noise levels were satisfactory while the frequency response was very wide, extending from less than 0.5Hz to 33.skHz for small -O.SdB limits. Within the audio range it was almost perfectly flat though some variation will be imposed on the output impedance by speaker loading differences. A good result was obtained for the power modulation test, producing a graph dominated by pure harmonics of the input frequency.
ConclusionsBoth these products are currently secure at their respective price points. Given good matching to the source, the SP11 s performance was very ►
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Audio Research SPll/MlOO 
continued from previous page 
good indeed. Such review approval is extended 
still further in the case of the MIOO power 
amplifier, whose performance bordered on the 
magical within the current power limits of this 
transformer-coupled valve design. The com
ments were all highly positive for an amazing 
product which is destined to make its own audio 
legend.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Rared power inro 8ohms, maker's spec 
Power output — 20Hz
One channel, Sohm loaJ_________ l6.6dBW
Boih channels, 4ohm load 
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed _____  
lnsrantaneous peak current
Total harmonic distortion,  20Hz 
at rated power, aux input -47.9JB 
NOISE*

 l00W( = 20dBW)
IkHz 20kllz

21.ldBW 20.4dBW
17.6dBW

l6dBW
+ 1ZA -1ZA

IkHz ZOkllz
-52dB -41.SdB

Disc (mm) input (!HF. CCIR weighted) 
D;sc (me) ;nput (!HF, CCIR we;ghted) 
Aux/CD ;nput (!HF. CCIR weighted) _ 
Input overload   
D;sc (mm) ;nput (IHF) _
D;sc (me) ;nput (IHF) 
Aux/CD ;nput (IHF) .
Input data
Disc (mm) inpul 
Disc (me) input 
Aux inpur 
Power .in;

20Hz 
25dB 
45dB 

>ZOdB
socket 1ype sensitivity

Output, pre-amp (tape)

. Phono 
Phono 
Phono 
Phono

0.09mV
0.09mV

29mV
69.SmV

IkHz 
ZSJB 
45dB 

>ZOJB 
loading 
47kohms 
JOOohms 

4.7kuhms 
lOOkohms

.-SOJB 
-64JB 
-89dB 
20kl i.

JldB 
5ldB 

>ZOdB

500pF 
150pF 
50pF

94.8V max, 240ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz + 0.03dB, -0.04dB
Size (width, height, depth) ___ ________48 X 14 x 34cm*
Typical price inc VAT   i 5,150, £2,850
First reviewed: The Collection 1986 and 1987
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Contact one of the following dealers, to hear the new LS7t and 
Studio 1a. Find out, for yourself why Graham Mayor said 
"The LS7t is a speaker to aspire to!"’.
BRISTOL 
CAMBRIDGE 
CHANDLERS FORD 
CHELMSFORD 
CROYDON 
EDINBURGH

GLASGOW 
HUDDERSFIELD 
LEEDS 
LEICESTER 
LIVERPOOL 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W2 
LONDON W5 
LONDON NW6 
LONDON SW19 
NEW MALDEN 
MANCHESTER 
RAYLEIGH 
READING 
ROTHERHAM 
SEVENOAKS 
SHEFFIELD 
SOLIHULL 
WARRINGTON 
WATFORD

Radford Hi Fi, 52/3 Gloucester Road
Steve Boxshall Audio, 41 Victoria Road
Hampshire Audio, 8/12 Hursley Road
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 216 Moulsham Street (on the Parkway)
Spaldings, 352/4 Lower Addiscombe Road
Hi Fi Corner, 1 Haddington Place
In Hi Fi, 63 George Street
The Music Room, 221 St Vincent Street
Huddersfield Hi Fi, 4 Cross Church Street
Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane
Alpha Electronics, 1 Guildhall Lane
W.A. Brady, 401 Smithdown Road
Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road
K.J. Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore Street
Thomas Heinitz, 35 Moscow Road
Ealing TV & Hi Fi, 4 The Paddocks, Popes Lane
Studio 99, Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage
M. O'Brien Hi Fi, 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street
The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 44a High Street
Reading Hi Fi Centre, 6 Harris Arcade, Friar Street
Moorgate Acoustics, 2 Westgate
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, 111 London Road
The Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road
Alternative Audio, 95 Hobs Moat Road
Duuy l'atly HI Fi, Kiuy^wdy 3ludiui., Kiuyi.wdy
Acoustic Arts, 101 St Albans Road

SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
310COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 1HX. Telephone: 01-640 2172
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AUDIOLAB 8000A
Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd, 26 Roman Way, Godmanchester, Huntingdon, 

-CAMBS PE18 9LN. Tel (0480) S2S21

N
ow a well established model, the 
BOOOA has undergone extensive 
sound quality revisions for 1987, 

through subtle development and 
refinement. It is conservatively 

rated at SOW per channel.

In contrast to much UK equipment today, 
which is of 'straight line' design, the Audiolab 
does have tone controls; however these are said 
to be specifically designed to have a negligible 

effect on sound quality. Comprehensively 
equipped, the input facilities are all phono, and 

include disc (mm and me), rape I and 2, plus 
tuner and CD/aux. A proper 'record out' selector 
matches the input selector. A headphone socket 

is provided, which mutes the two sets of speaker 
outputs via a high-quality relay. A small dealer 
modification provides for separate pre/power 
amp use if this is required by the user, but in 

this mode the circuitry which prevents switch
on thumps will not operate.

As well engineered internally as it is finished 
externally, the amplifier uses a large 2SOVA 

toroidal transformer specially mounted to reduce 
mechanical hum. The output stages are high
current, direct-coupled complementary, with a 
DC servo to rolloff the extreme subsonic 
response without need tor the usual decoupling 
capacitor in the feedback loop. Full electronic 

protection is designed to allow adverse load 

drive. All discrete circuitry is employed, The me 
headamp is a particularly careful design, and; 
in fact many of the design features are more 

commonly associated with more costly models.

Lab Report
Specified at SOW (17dBW) the amplifier demon

strated a fine power bandwidth at 19dBW into 
Sohms. The 4ohm continuous delivery was also 

pretty good, while its ±28A peak current 
capability was more than sufficient for the rated 

power. Peak level approached lOOW per channel 
(19.SdBW) holding well into 4ohms at l8.6dB 
and still very strong at !SdBW, 2ohms.

Harmonic and particularly intermodulation 
distortions were at negligible levels, in a sense 
showing that high-linearity circuits are not in 

themselves a barrier to good sound quality. 
Noise levels were fine, and the DC output offsets 

negligible. Input overload levels were ample, and 
stereo separation up with the best, bar the 

special double-mono amplifier types. Output im
pedance was low and channel balance very 
accurate, except at the lowest volume settings. 
Input sensitivities were sufficient for all classes 

of source, and the input characteristics can be 
changed via optional loading plugs. RIAA 
equalisation followed the !EC rolloff, hence the 

subsonic fall shown here, while the tone controls 

were suitably mild in action. The pre-amp out
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put also offered a decent level at low impedance 
for other power amplifiers. Subjectively/, no 
change in sound quality could be heard with 
the tone controls engaged.

Sound Quality
This amplifier surprised all those who heard it. 
On moving-coil input the overall subjective 
rating was 'good plus, which is ahead of the 
competition. Its character was highly neutral, 
if very slightly 'clinical, with an open, wide 
frequency range and very presentable bass, the 
latter offering power, precision and extension. 
The midband was well defined, articulate and 
well-focused while the stereo image showed 
decent depth and ambience.

A marginal improvement of depth was 
noticed via moving-magnet input, while the 
treble remained slightly imperfect; here a hint 
of 'fuzziness’ and 'grain’ was a little sweeter than 
on moving-coil, with some further advance in 
treble quality and a touch more clarity/.

The sound remained very good via aux 
dominated by a fine transparency and with addi
tional, admittedly minor, improvements in 
stereo staging, depth, bass power and detail. It 
could get pretty loud, and sounded very tolerable 
into clipping, with 103dBA possible into the 
normal loudspeaker. A fine load tolerance was 
also evidenced by the 102dBA produced into 
the severe load.

Conclusions
For '87, Audiolab have further enhanced the 
sound quality/, by subtle improvements to the 
interior circuitry/, so fully maintaining the 
model’s keen competition. The BOOOA is a fine 
integrated amplifier of very good power delivery 
with excellent finish and build quality.. The tone 
controls do not detract from the performance,

while its load tolerence is exceptional. A highly 
versatile model, this superior quality design 
remains firmly recommended.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as m usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Ratei! power into 8ohms, maker's spec SOW(=17dBW) 
Power output  201—lz I kllz 20kHz
One channd, Sohm load J9.4JBW 19.5dBW 19.0JBW
Both channels, 4ohm load J7.2JBW 17.6JBW 17.0<lBW
One channd, 2ohms, pulsed______ 17.BJBW 18.0JBW 17.3JBW
Instantaneous peak current +27A -28A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 201lz lkllz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -90JB -95JB -80JB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, rated power, aux input ______-85JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -85dB 
Intermodulation, !9/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-SOdB 
Noise

Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) 73dB
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted)— 82JB

Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -78dB

Residual, unweighted (volume control at min) _ -78JB
DC output offset_____ .______ ______ ___ ___ left 2mV, right 3mV
Input overload_______________ 20Hz I kHz ZOkHz
Disc (mm) input (IIIF) . 29JB JOJB JOdB
Disc (me) input (II—IF)* ....  _ 26JB 26JB 26dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)
Stereo separation

>20JB >20dB >ZOJB

Disc input (mm)_________________ -90d& -72dB -SOJB
Aux ;nput_____________________ -78dB -77JB -56JB
Output impedance (damping)______ 0.03ohm 0.04ohm O.l2ohm
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz ... __ _____________  ,Q.04JB

Output, pre-amp (tape) _  _ 7.7V max, 600ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz + 0.ldB, -2.2dB 
Size1 (width, height, depth)  44.5 x7.4 x34cm

Volume/balance tracking ______ OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input 0.04dB O.OdB 3.6dB
Input data socket rypc sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input __ _ DIN 0.3mV 47kohms JSpF
Disc (me) input__ DIN 0.007mV lOOohms 4.7nF
Aux input DIN [ 2mV 20kohms 70pF

Typical price inc VAT£299
First reviewed: 1983. Rt'lesced 1985.
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AUDIOLAB 8000C/8000P
Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd, 26 Roman Way, Godmanchester, Huntingdon.

-C AMBS PEI8 9LN. TEL: (0480) 5 25 21

T
hese modetp transistor designs offer 
impeccable specifications, yet 
much care has also been devoted to 
how they sound. The 8000C pre
amp is extremely versatile, includ

ing quality moving-coil and moving-magnet 
inputs, plus sensible tone controls which are 
virtually inaudible in terms of sound quality 
degradation when not in use; two tape decks 
and many other inputs may also be accom
modated. A headphone outlet fed by its own 
small power amplifier is also provided.

The lOOW (20dBW) per channel power 
amplifier has no controls bar the on/off switch. 
Speaker connection is via standard 4mm socket/ 
binding posts.

Sound Quality
Used with good cable, the Audiolab separates 
provided an impressive standard of sound quality, 
proving tidier, more refined and also more 
powerful than the 8000A integrated amp. High 
levels were produGed into both loadings: 
lOSdBA into 8ohms and 104dBA into 4ohms.

1 he good standard of stereo depth was main
tained, while that slightly cold 'clinical' charac
ter of the integrated 8000A was again noted, 

indicating that the combination is again best 
suited to mildly rich speakers and cartridges. 
Precise and detailed with a clean articulate bass, 
the Audiolabs' competitive scores set them apart 
in their price territory.

Lab Report
The power amplifier first, is clearly a very 'gutsy' 
performer with immaculate figures for power 
bandwidth, adverse load delivery and peak 
current - to the test limit of ±40A! The pulsed 
delivery into 2ohms corresponded to 400W per 
channel into this load. All distortions were very 
low, negligibly so in fact, while DC offsets were 
also microscopic, thanks to the special DC servo 
in the amplifiers.

The pre-amp also measured very well, with 
flat frequency responses, good noise levels, 
sensible sensitivities and impedances, plus fine 
overload margins. Stereo separation was very 
good. The pre-amp could provide up to lOV 
output, from a low source resistance of lOOohms.

Conclusions
A new round of detail improvements introduced 
at the end of 1986 have resulted in further 
significant subjective improvement. As a result, 
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both components fully maintain highly compe
titive performance in their respective price 
categories.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Pre^ and power amplifier 

Rated power into 8ohms, mah*r's sjwc JOOW(=20dBW) 
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Ont' channel, Bohm load__________ 2 l.6dBW 21.8JBW 2 l.4dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load !9.6dBW 20.0JBW !9.6dBW 
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed ______ -dBW 20.3d8W -dBW
Instantaneous peak current +40A —40A 
Total harmonic distortion,  201 Iz Ikl Iz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input<-90dB -93dB —74dB
NOISE
Disc (mm) input ([HF, CCIR weighted) ____ _.-
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weiglted) -67dB
Aux/CD input (IIIF, CCIR weighted)-70dB 
Input overload 201 Iz Ikl I: 20kl Iz
Dise (mm) input (IIIF) 26dB HdB JOdB
Disc (me) input (II IF) JOdB 26dB 25dB
Aux/CD mput (11\F) >20dR >ZOdR >ZOdR
Input data socket typi’ sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.28mV 47kohms SOpF
Disc (me) input  Phono O.OIBmV lOohrns -nF
Aux input . Phono I5/52mV 20bihrm -pF
Power amp . Phono l lOOmV 47kohms 320pF
Output. pre-amp (tape) ... ___ _____________ : - >5V lOOohms
Disc equalisation error, JOIh IJklh +0dB, -2dB
Size (width, height, depth) ____ 45 x 8 x Hem, 45 x 8 x Hem
Typical price inc VAT .U75 £450
Firs rcuinecd: 1985 (rcstcHcd, 1986). Rating: Rt'onnmendt'd

THE MUSICAL FIDELITY Al
MUSICAL FIDELITY

OUTSTANDING SOUND
Musical Fidelity Ltd., 16 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley HA9 OND 

Tulex: 21792 Ref. 1200
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BEARD 506/M70
Beard Audio, Industrial Unit bi. Askew Crescent Workshops, London wi2 9dp.

--------- Tel: 01-749 4258---------

T
his very substantial British valve 
amplifier combination is beautifully 
finished and clearly designed to be 
seen as well as heard. The £1600 
per pair monoblock power ampli

fiers have distinctive gilt chassis, and each is 
supplied with its own metal frame stand. Large 
ventilation slots add a touch of individuality to 
the covers of both pre- and power units. But in 
the case of the pre-amp these may be 
questionable with regard to electrical safety.

Unlike so many modem valve designs which 
tend to ignore all but the most basic facilities, 
the £1000 506 pre-amplifier is a quite complex 
affair, with a variety of esoteric features such as 
separate active and passive volume controls, 
AC/DC coupling, and high/low gain, in add
ition to the familiar balance and input selection. 
The rear panel carried high quality phono 
sockets, and has switches for the inbuilt step- 
up transformer to handle moving-coil cartridges, 
and for completing the active/passive switch
over.

The power amplifiers take up rather less 
height than many valve devices because they 
use comparatively small EL84 valves, in com
paratively large quantities — a dozen per 
channel in this case. Fuses, phono inputs and 
Michell speaker plug/screw terminals are the 
only visible teatures here. A halt power mode 
adequate for low level listening gives extended 
valve operating life.

Lab Report
The large pre-amp case is well packed with 
quality components including high quality 
polypropylene capacitors etc., with extensive 
power supply reservoirs and complex regulation 
at each stage. The active sections use ten double 
triodes, while the passive option bypasses the 
line stage with a passive volume control. There 
is one large main PCB, arrd the toroidal mains 
transformer is in a screened compartment. Price 
notwithstanding, there is a lot of engineering 
for the money. The M70 uses twelve small EL84 
tubes — effectively a doubling up of the P35 
configuration — and these are relatively cheap 
and easy to replace. Again following the P35 
pattern, the M70 has superior, wider bandwidth, 
larger output transformers. Individual solid state 
regulators supply the cathodes from a low hum 
transformer, and the circuitry is simple and 
direct.

Power output just met its fairly modest speci
fication midband, 8ohms, but for its type was 
quite well maintained at the frequency extreme. 
Lower impedances were less well served, but not 
seriously so and again with good power band
width. The instantaneous peak current was re
spectable enough, and the rather alarming 
looking power supply modulation in fact consists 
mainly of simple harmonic distortion — mains 
components are quite well controlled.

Harmonic and intermodulation distortions 
were rather indifferent, but with no obvious 
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weakspots. Signal-to-noise ratios are satisfactory. 
Input overload margins are fine, though the 
m-c input deteriorated at high frequencies, and 
stereo separation at HF was also rather poor. 
Though the volume control tracked well, a 
2.45dB disc input imbalance should not have 
slipped past quality control.

High sensitivities on all inputs including 
moving-coil will give no compatibility problems. 
The RIAA moving-coil disc equalisation curve 
is even enough through the audio band, with 
no LF bandlimiting and a slightly 'warm’ lower 
midband, but also has a rising characteristic at 
ultrasonic frequencies.

Sound Quality
Both pre- and power amplifiers were rated 'good 
plus’ on sound quality, sounding detailed and 
well focused, with fine stereo imagery. Though 
‘lively’, the bass was a touch softened and 
thickened, while the treble lacked a little 
‘sparkle’ and 'air', vocals slightly 'pinched’. The 
moving-coil transformer stage lacked a little of 
the resolution of the moving magnet input. CD 
certainly sounded clearer via the passive route 
than through the line stage, though this option 
is only really viable with valve power amplifiers. 
The power amplifiers had good balance and 
‘bounce’ but added some congestion and lacked 
‘slam’.

Conclusions
Despite its complexity the pre-amp sounded 
good, and the corresponding versatility is the 
major plus point that justifies recommendation 
despite a highish price tag. The M70 mono
blocks are less clear cut - their beautiful build 
is expensive and the only sonic advantage over 
the P35 seems to be a couple of dB extra

Disc input. RIAA equalisation accuracy

loudness, but they are still clearly worth con
sidering.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power oulput Pre/power amplifier
Rated power into Sohms, maker’s spee 70W(= I S.S<lBW) 
Power output 201—lz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load 18.0dBW 18.SdBW 18.IdBW
Both channels, 4ohm load I4.7JBW 15.Z<lBW 13.9<lBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed_____ -dBW 13.0dBW -JBW
Instantaneous peak current________ . +9.0A -9.0A
Distortion
Tomi harmonic distortion, 201 Iz \kHz 20kllz 
at rated power, aux/CD input   -44d8 -SZJB -46dB 
lntermoduhttion, 19/ZOkHz. rated power, aux input _____ -52JB
lntermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, ar OdBW, disc (mm) -43dB 
lntermolulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-52dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) . ___ -70JB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)-61dB 
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted)______________ . _ — 72dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min) -SldB
DC output offset_______________ _ „left n/a rnV, right n/a mV
DC offset, pre-amp ._______ _____ __ left n/a mV, right n/a mV
Input overload______________ ZOllz IkHz 10kHz
Disc (mm) input (lllF) _______ 34.4dB 43.5dB H.ZdB
Di" (me) input (Il IF)* . . 40. ldB 52.6dB 2 J.9dB
Aux/CD input (II iD__________
Stereo separation

>20dB >20JB >20dB

Disc input (me)______________ 64dB 52dB ZSdB
Aux/CD input_____________ 89<lB 57JB J !dB
Output impedance (damping)_____ I .Oohm 0.98ohm 0.94ohm
Channel balance, disc, al I kHz ......... ......... . _2.4SdB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -ZOdB -60dB
Aux input OdB 0.18dB 0.1UB
Input data socket rype sensiiivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono O.ISmV 47kohrs \ IOpF
Disc (me) input* Phono 0.037mV 530ohrs n/a nF
Aux/CD input Phono 20.4mV 250kohrns SOpF
Power amp Phono 91OrnV 340kohms 530pF
Output, pre-amp (tape) ------------- ------->30V max, IOSohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz (me) ___ +0.3 IdB, -0.6ZdB
Size (width, height, depth)53 x9x 37cm pre- & Zx(44.5x 15 x 33.5)

power
Typical price inc VAT------- - ----------------------- _£995, £1595

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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BEARD P35 POWER AMPLIFIER
Beard Audio Systems Ltd, Unit Bl, Askew Crescent Workshops, London wi2 9DP.

-------TEL: 01-7494258-------

Built superbly, on a massive chrome 
chassis, this Beard power amplifier 
uses a simple straightforward circuit 
design, with high quality compon
ents, plus a substantial reservoir 

capacity. Six EL84 output valves per channel 
give a 35W rating in ultralinear configuration.

A large central toroidal transformer supplies 
the two channels, which have independent 
rectification and storage. ‘Floating' biasing 
simplifies the construction, though each valve 
needs to be individually set in production after 
‘burn in' at the factory. An alternative standby 
mode may be used providing half power with 
a vastly increased valve operating life. Speaker 
connection is via Michell gold plated binding 
posts which take cable or plugs up to 4mm.

Sound Quality
Beard's best yet, this amplifier proved capable 
of higher sound levels than its rating suggested, 

and could reach 102dBA on the 8ohm load. 
Mild transformer hum suggests it should pref
erably be sited away from the listener.

Reauditioned for 1987 in the light of certain 
detail modifications, the high rating established 
the year before was fully maintained. Stereo
typically valve in sound, it was sweet and 
slightly ‘soft', a little on the ‘rich’side but en
gagingly rhythmic and ‘bouncy'. Lacking some 
of the low frequency scale and dynamic drama 
of other designs, string tone and orchestral 
perspectives were both very convincing.

Lab Report
Our clipping limit of 1% distortion was relaxed 
to 3% to accommodate the high frequency 
harmonic distortion of this model: At rated 
power, rht> 20kHz h;umonic distortion 
approached 3% but improved at lower power 
levels. Conversely, the more important high fre
quency intermodulation result was pretty good, 
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and better still at lower powers.
Stereo separation was predictably excellent, 

due to the virtual double-mono construction. 
Rated as satisfactory for load tolerance, this low 
feedback design gave a consistent output imped
ance of !ohm, which would slightly modify the 
perceived tonal balance of some speakers.

Conclusions
While this amplifier will need some care in 
matching it to a given system, it offered a 
genuinely high sound quality/, with that distinc
tive and valued transparency associated with 
better valve designs. Considering the high build

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input

quality it is competitively priced, and continues 
to be confidently recommended.

Test Results
Rated power into 8ohms, maker’s spec --------------- 35W(=l5dBW)
.Power output 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load\6.3dBW 16.SdBW 15.7dBW 
One channel, 4nhm load l l.7dBW ll.SdBW 7.7<lBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed ______ -dBW 12.4JBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current+6.SA -6.SA
Tomi harmonic distortion,  2011z lkH: 20kll: 
at rated power, aux input -57.ldB -58.ZdB -H.3dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ____-60.4dB

NOISE
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted)  .______________ -86.0dB 
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-70.0dB 
Output impedance (damping) 0.88ohrn 0.88ohm 0.84uhm
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Power amp Phuno 160mV 650kohms 320pF
Size (width, heigh!, depth)44.5 X 15 X 33.5cm 
Typical price inc VAT i695
First wieu-ed: J 986. Rmmj:: Recommended.

The Musical Truth and the 
ugendaryQuickSi^^
This amplifier’s ability to portray a tonally accurate soundstage with exceptional 
transparency and dynamics places it in the same league as high-fidelity equipment 
costing substantially more. .
Designer Mike Sanders has combined known Audio Truths with meticulous attention to 
components including his own Transformer design to produce an amplifier with superb 
technical specifications and which is second to none for definitive reproduction and 
sheer Musical enjoyment.
Put simply, the Quicksilver Mono is the best value high-end amplifier available. Listen for 
yourself and bring the ultimate goal, the illusion of live music, one step closer.
For details on OuickSilver MonoBlocks, 
Quicksilver Moving Coil Transformer, 
Superphon Revelation Pre-Amplifier, 
Souther Parallel Tracking Arm, and 
ClearAudio MC cartridges contact:
Vital Systems 
38a The Meadow Way 
Harrow Weald 
Middlesex HA3 7BW 
Tel:01-8638988
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Hifi choice
1987SERIES

FEBRUARY- SEPTEMBER

run coi.Licnox LOUDSPEAKERS

'State of the art' means the best that we can 
do with available technology. This special large 
format edition covers hi-fi equipment which 
aims at true excellence — with no expense 
spared. As well as the truly esoteric, this guide 
covers the very best that is to be found at 
(fairly) reasonable prices.

Progress brings better-value speakers every 
year. Hi-Fi Choice puts the important new 
models through its unique 'blind' listening 
comparisons to find out which really do 
represent a step forward. Combined with full 
lab analysis, they provide a comprehensive 
guide to speaker sound quality.

APRIL OCTOBER

AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS BEST BUY GUIDE
At the heart of any system is the amp\ifier, 
and its performance is critical. But only a 
combination of carefully-controlled listening 
and lab tests can give the true picture of amp 
performance, and in some cases prove that the 
best low-cost amplifiers can sound better than 
many at several times the price.

Hi-Fi Choice give a 'Recommended' rating to 
models which perform well — and the coveted 
' Best Buy' accolade to those found to be out
standing value for money. Amplifiers, CD, 
speakers, cassette and record decks — all are 
fully covered in this bumper volume with 
around 200 complete reviews.

JUNE NOVEMBER

COMPACT DISC PL AVERS CD& MIDI SYSTEMS

Digital audio has come of age, with a wide 
range of players to choose from and even 
some mini-size portables. We've tested every 
player under consistent conditions to give a 
true picture of the often perplexing differences 
between models. Programming facilities, 
features and software are also covered.

Specially for the buyer who wants an all-in-one 
system. Presented in a strictly non-technical 
way, this special edition tests and compares 
a huge range of one-brand 'midi' or compact 
systems, with the emphasis on Compact 
Disc options. Consistent test methods make 
for fair comparison and clear advice.

AUGUST DECEMBER-

C ASSETTE DECKS & TAPES TURNTABLES & CARTRIDGES

The best cassette decks can give recordings 
almost indistinguishable from the original. Hn 
Fi Choice will help any cassette deck buyer 
through the jungle of noise reduction systems, 
fancy facilities and flashing lights, to find the 
right deck whatever the budget. Virtually all 
hi-fi tapes are tested too.

Searching comparison tests across the whole 
range of turntables and cartridges sort the 
myths from reality to discover which models 
and combinations really sound best — and 
find some low-cost 'Best Buys' that out 
perform many exotically-priced models. Plus 
guidance on matching and setting-up.
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P40
Cambridge Audio Systems International, Home Farm, Diddington, Huntingdon,

■Cambridgeshire pei8 7es. Tel: (0480) 811811

T
hough the name stretches back 
nearly two decades, Cambridge 
Audio products have only been in
termittently available, the company 
changing hands and lying dormant 

on occasion. Now owned by an engineer who 
was involved back in those early amplifier years 
and having conspicuous current success with a 
state-of-the-art CD player, after some hesitancy 
the amplifier range is beginning to re-establish 
itself too. Last year’s Integer has evolved into a 
P55, at a slightly higher price and power rating 
than the new £200 P40 integrated amplifier re
viewed here, itself reviving one of the names 
from Cambridge’s past.

This being the eighties rather than the ‘six
ties, P40 is now a simple ‘straight line’ design 
with minimal facilities to clutter thesignal path. 
Housed in a simple slimline black enclosure, 
finish has been significantly improved over 
earlier Cambridge production and is now to a 
high standard, though one could still pick a nit 
or two over the feel’ of the controls. There are 
just three large control knobs and three push
buttons, the former for volume, balance and 
input selection, the latter for power on/off, 
mono/stereo and tape monitoring. The rear 
panel has a single row of phono plugs for inter
connection, plus 4mm sockets for loudspeakers; 
between the disc inputs a switch selects the 
extra gain needed for moving-coil cartridges.

Lab Report
The P40 has a particularly clean and direct 
layout, construction being based on a single 
printed circuit board that has an ‘audio quality’ 
substrate. The output stage is conventional com
plementary direct coupled bi-polar, and high 
quality !Cs are used for the disc input. The pas
sive line stage provides lower sensitivity on line 
inputs. A generous toroidal transformer with 
plenty of reservoir gives shared supply to the two 
channels; build quality is good, and high current 
fuse protected transistors are used.

The P40 comfortably beat its rated 
40W/16dBW, but the 3dBW loss when driving 
both channels into 4ohms is a little severe, 
indicative of the shared supply. Power bandwidth 
is very good, and peak current capability a fine 
+ /—20A, so there is plenty of reserve ‘urge. The 
power supply modulation test showed that 
spuriae were at a low level, but the background 
was a little ‘dirty’ in terms of the number of 
components generated at low level in the power 
supply.

Distortions were pretty good except at high 
frequencies where there was some significant 
deterioration: there was some question about 
high frequency stability when rigged up using 
sshort low inductance wiring in the lab, but this 
was not encountered during normal use with 
cables. The noise figures were reasonable except 
on the moving-coil input, where — SSdB is 
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barely adequate and was gently audible. Stereo 
separation was reasonable enough, and overload 
margins adequate, if a little suspect at high 
frequencies on the moving-coil input. Sensiti
vities were a little lower than average, and 
volume/balance tracking could have been im
proved at low levels. The RIAA disc equalisa
tion curve showed quite sharp bandwidth 
curtailment at low frequnencies, - 20dB at SOHz 
and -7dB at 20Hz, but a smooth, neutral char
acteristic elsewhere.

Sound Quality
Our first sample delivered only mono, but still 
sounded very promising nonetheless: its replace
ment rated good overall, a fine result for the 
price. Particularly impressive was the subjective 
'speed’ and 'grip’, giving a fine impression of 
coherence and integration with excellent 
dynamics. There was some criticism of a treble 
'untidiness', and a certain lack of sweetness here, 
with some sibilant emphasis, but the soundstage 
was open and clear with good transparency and 
reasonable depth portrayal. The quality im
proved with CD, suggesting that the power 
amplifier is more capable than the pre-amp 
section.

Conclusions
Subjectively one of the better integrated amp
lifiers around, the P40 still shows room for im
provement, particularly on the moving-coil disc 
input, But at least it has this option available, 
and produced a sound quality which justified 
the step-up in price from popular £150 models, 
particularly for rock music listeners. The sample 
fault we encountered was clearly just that (late 
as usual, they rushed us a sample diverted from 
an export batch, modifying it without proper 
checking!), and some caution should be taken 

avoiding exotic loudspeaker cables and/or very 
short runs, but the P40 is clearly a welcome new 
Best Buy, even if it is still a little wet behind 
the ears.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output lntegrarcJ amplifier
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spee 40W(=l6JBW)
Power output 20Hz l kHz 20kl lz
One channel, 8ohm load________  17.5JBW 17.86dBW 17.65JBW
Both channels, 4nhm load ______ 14.SdBW 15.2JBW 14.9dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed   -JBW I 5.SdBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current . , +20.0A -20.0A
Distortion
Total harmonic distonion, ______ 20Hz !kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input ______  -75.0<lB -74.0dB -51.0JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ____-75.0dB
lntermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) ______ -71.0JB
lntermodulation, 19/20kH:, at OdBW, disc (mc)63.0JB
Noise
Disc (mm) inpul (IHF, CCJR weighted) -73.0JB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -55.0JB
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -75.0JB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-78.0dB
DC output offset______________
Input overload_____ ___________
Disc (mm) inpur (IHF)
Disc (me) inpur (IHF)*
Aux/CD input (IHF) 
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)______________
Aux input__  ________
Oulput impedance (damping) ____ 0.

______ left 25mV, right JOmV
ZOHz I kHz 20kHz

31.0dB 30.0dB 30.0dB
31.7JB 30.6dB ZZ.7dB
>ZOJB >20JB >ZOJB

67.0<lB 67.OJB 50.0dB
76.0dB 71.0dB 50.0dB

122ohm 0. \ 16ohm 0.118ohm
Channel balance, Jisc, at Iklddz___________________ .______ n/a JB
Volume/balance tracking ______ OdB -20dB -60JB
Aux CD input _ OdB 0.7JB 5.0dB
Input data socket type sensitivity ioading
Disc {mm) input Phono 0.56mV 47kohms lISpF
Disc (me) input* , 0.062mV 47kohms ll 5pF
Aux inpur Phono 42.SmV 7.0kohms 410pF
Output, pre-amp (tape) 10.2SV max, 7.7kohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz+OJB, -5dB 
Size (width, height, depth)43.6x6.25x28.2cm 
Typical price inc VAT _ __ .________ £200
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO C75/P75
Cambridge Aduio Systems International, Home Farm, Oiddington, Huntingdon, 

----------Cambridgeshire pei8 7es. Tel: (0480) 811811-----------

T
hough the name stretches back 
nearly two decades, Cambridge 
Audio products have only been in
termittently available, the company 
changing hands and lying dormant 

several times. Now owned by an engineer who 
was involved back in those early amplifier years 
and having conspicuous current success with a 
state-of-the-art CD player, after some hesitancy 
a new line of amplifiers is also beginning to re
establish itself. The combination of C75 and 
P75 pre- and power amplifiers is near the top 
of the range, priced at £260 and £280 respec
tively, though more powerful monoblock power 
amplifiers are also available.

Housed in two similar slimline black enclo
sures, finish has been significantly improved over 
earlirr Cam hridgt> prndiirtirm anrl is now to a 
high standard. The units could hardly be more 
discrete in appearance, the control unit 
distinguished by five large identical rotaries 

which look neat enough even if they do not 
make for the most self-explanatory layout. This 
is effectively a 'straight line’ design, so there are 
no tone controls, let alone speaker switching 
and suchlike paraphernalia, merely volume and 
balance plus input, tape monitoring, and record 
output switching. The pre-amp socketry is gold 
plated phonos throughout, while the power 
amplifier rear panel has 4mm speaker sockets 
plus a couple of heatsinks.

Lab Report
The C75 pre-amp uses carefully selected !Cs 
throughout, but with Cambridge’s shunt feed
back equalisation technique using a buffer at 
the disc input. With a generous SOVA trans
former, the overall layout and construction is 
dean. The power amp is a pure double-mono 
design using two 250VA toroids, one for each 
channel, with generous 48,000/T reservoirs. It 
uses carefully trimmed custom thick-film hybrids 
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for the driver stages, and parallel pairs of 
quasi-complementary bi-polars (with good 
linearising circuits) for the outputs. Good quality 
components are used extensively.

Comfortably exceeding its rated 20dBW speci
fication to Sohms, the P75 showed a realistic 
delivery into 4ohms plus a fine power bandwidth 
and very generous peak current capability. The 
power supply modulation spectrogram was not 
too clean, showing mains components at 
-70dB.

Harmonic distortion was rather poor, particu
larly at low frequencies, and noise on the 
moving-coil input could have been better, but 
intermodulation and overload margins were fine. 
Stereo separation deteriorated at high fre
quencies, and volume/balance tracking was poor 
at low levels. The RIAA equalisation was 
smooth and fairly flat, with little bandwidth 
limitation.

Sound Quality
Both pre- and power amplifiers were rated 'good 
plus’ overall. The power amplifier is a particu
larly strong performer, sounding open and effort
less with good transparency and stereo staging, 
fine bass 'drive’ and dynamics, if a touch 'grainy’ 
and harsh at high frequencies. The pre-amp too 
provided excellent stereo imagery and an open 
'big’ sound with good, powerful bass, if a touch 
'heavy’ in character, lacking a little 'sparkle.

Conclusions
Clearly deserving firm recommendation, this 
combination performs well in combination or 
separately, measures pretty well and delivers a 
sound quality which more than justifies prices 
which are far from extravagant. Accepting the 
lack of tone controls and suchlike, the inputs 
and outputs are sufficient even for complicated 

Power supply rejection. 40Hz input

systems, and finish and construction are both 
good.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB = IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec JOOW(=20dBW)
Power ompur ZOHz I kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load 21.ldBW Zl.ldBW 20.9dBW
Borh channels. 4ohm load l9.ldBW 19.ZdBW 19.ldBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 23.0dBW -dBW 
lnsrnnrancous peak current +40.0A -39.0A 
Distortion
Tomi harmonic distortion,ZOHz I kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux inptll -56.0dB -70.0dB 65.0dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ____-73.0dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) ______ -71.0dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)-69.0d.B
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF. CCIR weighted) . .  . -77.0dB
Disc (me) input (IHF. CCIR weighted) . _ _ -63.0dB
Aux/CD input (IHF. CCIR weighted)  .. -83.0dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-84.0dB 
DC output offset left 25mV, right 27mV
DC offset, pre-amp
Input overload _____________ 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) _________ 31.0dB 31.0dB 30.SdB
Disc (me) input (IHF)* __________ 31.0dB 31.SdB 31.0dB
Aux/CD input (IHF) ____________ >ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) 71.0dB 73.0dB 47.0dB
Aux input . 100.0dB 65.0dB 39.0dB
Output impedance (damping)______ O.lohm O.Johm 0.ISohm
Channel balance, disc, at I kHz----- / ___5 ldB
Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux CD input OdB 0.3dB 5.SdB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono l.SmV 47kohms IZOpF
Disc (me) input* n/a 0.16mV lOOohms lnF
Aux CD input Phono 111mV 15.0kohms 70pF
Power amp ____________700.0mV 47kohms n/apF
Output, pre-amp (rape) _____ . ... 12.7V max, 80ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz+OdB, -0.35dB
Size (width. height. depth)  44x6.5x28cms
Typical price inc VAT ____ _______________ _______£260+£280
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CELLO AUDIO SUITE
Automation Sciences Co, 20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted, Herts HF4 l PA.

■ Tel(044284)2786

C
ello (by Mark Levinson) are a fairly 
new company that brings the 
legend himself back into high end 
audio manufacture. The original 
ML amplifiers created their repu

tation almost as much for their extravagant 
prices as undoubtedly fine performance; they are 
still manufactured and marketed by Mark 
Levinson Audio Systems (MLAS), and still com
mand considerable respect.

Cello represents a whole new ball game. It is 
unique in a number of respects — and on this 
occasion challenges the well-heeled to put down 
the price of a Porsche for his amplification! Or 
you can start with a Golf GTl's worth of Audio 
Suite pre-amp, which is the specific subject of 
this review. But for interest's sake we'll also run 
through the other goodies lurking under the 
Cello banner.

In fact Cello is conceived as a complete end- 
to-end system, in the belief that this is essential 
in avoiding frustration and disappointment. 
Signal source components are planned, but are 
so far limited to the Chowle cartridge (see p85), 
but the Audio Suite combines with the tone
shaping Palette, Performance power amplifiers, 
and Amati loudspeakers to create the rest of the 

chain. Each component is essentially modular, 
allowing flexibilty in configuration to match 
changes in circumstances.

Audio Suite
The Suite itself does a pre-amp's job, but is 
something of a system in its own right. Fed from 
a massive external, fully regulated power supply 
the size of many power amplifiers, it is a large 
full-width rack to which the desired pre-amp 
modules are fitted, and can accommodate any 
desired selection of inputs and outputs from a 
wide (and planned wider) selection.

Unused sections of the rack are fitted with 
blanking plates until such time as they are 
needed. Furthermore, the various modules are 
available at different quality/price points (from 
the very expensive to the faintly ludicrous, it's 
true). This exceptional flexibility naturally 
ensures that the entire system is 'future ready', 
able to accommodate any new requirements or 
performance upgrades. The rack itself is a passive 
device wirhout electronics, which consists of a 
dozen substantial copper buss bars which provide 
signal and power supply paths between the 
modules and power supply, the requisite contacts 
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being made automatically when the module is 
screwed into place. This buss bar system acts like 
the ‘virtual earth' system often used in studio 
mixing desks: the output module simply reads 
the buss, while the input modules may be as
signed as required (severally or one at a time, 
according to taste!}. Balanced line operation is 
available on some of the modules and extends 
through the power amplification.

One key element of the Suite is its remarkable 
‘volume control', probably the least compro
mised and most expensive such device ever pro
duced, and clearly the product of frustration 
with a component that was increasingly be
coming the limiting factor in the signal path. 
The Cello control is a 59 position rotary atten
uator, using discrete high quality metal film 
resistors throughout. It is fully calibrated, 
typically holding !dB steps with an accuracy of 
0.1%. ‘Feel' is enhanced by the low torque shaft 
running in ballbearings, with positive detent 
action.

The quality of components and construction 
is completely beyond criticism — a glance inside 
is guaranteed to stimulate the salivary glands of 
any red-blooded electronics engineer. A major 
design consideration is longevity and longterm 
reliability — which accounts for the exotic con
nectors that are used, simply because most stan
dard types show some deterioration over an 
extended period. Fischer (3-wire} connectors are 
preferred for balanced work, and Tiffany phonos 
for unbalanced applications, though any 
connectors may be specified.

OPTIONS
The Audio Suite shopping list is formidable. 
You've got to start with the £1270 Master Supply 
and £1575 Mainframe. You then need to add at 
least one but probably more input modules and 
an output module. These modules are currently 
offered in B (basic} and P (premium} forms, the 
former combining discrete components with !Cs 
and costing around £1,000, the latter being 

constructed entirely in discrete components and 
retailing at nearer £3,000 each.

A typical configuration would include 
premium m-c cartridge, premium output, and 
basic line input (a passive unbalanced switcher 
for up to five general sources}, and this would 
add up to a total price close to £10,000, 
Additional balanced premium line inputs cost 
around £1,000 a time.

Lab Report
Mildly exhausted by the general description, 
what can one say? The prospect of finding any 
technical flaws in a system of such pretension 
and price is risible, and testing bound to be 
largely going through the motions. We analysed 
both premium and basic inputs, the printed data 
referring to the former. There was not much dif
ference, and nothing worth criticising on either 
of them.

One interesting observation is that although 
the disc RIAA response is very flat from 20Hz- 
20kHz, distinct rolloffs commence immediately 
beyond that range. This is probably a good 
thing, but it could be described as a little 
conservative in the light of current trends in 
‘ high end' pre-amps.

Sound Quality
After the foregoing it would be disappointing 
if the Audio Suite didn't deliver the sonic goods. 
Happily quite the reverse, the Suite comfortably 
established new standards of reference in a 
number of performance areas. The combination 
of relaxing high resolution across a wide band
width and through a deep and fast’ dynamic 
range was entirely seductive.

Delicacy, transparency, and 'bounce were all 
notable characteristics, while the stereo staging 
was handsomely extended every which way with 
focus, depth and precision. The Suite is to some 
extent only as good as its sources, but can be 
relied upon to make as good a job as possible 
with whatever it receives — vinyl surface noise
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Cello Audio Suite
continued from previous page
effects seemed less inclined to get in the way 
than is usually the case.

Conclusions
The Audio Suite may be a silly price, but it is 
a far from silly product. Anyone who is really 
searching for the best ought to make a serious 
effort to check this one out. The aesthetics may 
not be to everyone's taste, but the operational 
feel and constructional standards match a superb 
sound quality. The unique architecture makes 
conventional pre-amps appear a little concept
ually dated, ensuring a freedom from the old 
bugbear of regular obsolescence. With Cello you

j usl upgraJe a muJule (granteJ that said module 
can cost as much as most pre-amps). 
Recommendation is mandatory.

Test Results
Power output 
Distortion

Prt^amp

Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz \kM: ZOkll: 
at rated level. dbc <-90JB <-88ilB <-90JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kH:, rated power, ,iux input_____ <-90JB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, ar OdBw, dise (mm) -73dB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OJBW, disc (mc)-63dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) inpur (IHF, CCIR weighted) n/a
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -64JB 
Aux/CD inpul (IHF, CCIR wcightt'J) . . -84dB
Residual. unweighted (volume conrrol ar min) -97d8 
DC offser, rm:-arnp left OmV. right OrnV
Input overload 20H: IkH: 20klI:
Disc (mm) inpur (IHF) n/a n/a n/a
Disc (me) input (!HF)* 30JB 28dB 28.4d8
Aux/CD input (IHF) >2OJB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)________ ______ >I tOJB 86dB 64dB
Aux input <-lIOd-

B 76dB 56dB
Channel halanct:, Jisc, ,it Ikl I: O.OldB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB —60dB
Aux mpur . __ . OJB 0.03JB O.OldB
Input data socker type scmitiviry loaJmg
Disc (me) inpur* ______Fischer hal. O. I 5mV 992nhrm SOpF
Aux input Fischer hal. !65mV lOkuhms 480pF
Output, pre-amp (tape) 16.8V max, 9\ohms
Disc i‘4ualtsarion error, 3OHz-15kHz +O.IJB. —O.OSdB
Size (wiJrh, height, Lleprh) 48x23x10
Typical price inc VAT from i6,000 (lypicdly 110,000)

THE P270 VERY HIGH QUALITY POWER AMP - 135 WATTS PER 
CHANNEL USES PRECISELY THE SAME CIRCUIT AS A370

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., 16 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley HA9 OND 
Telex: 21792 Ref. 1200
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Quite simply, the 
best £200 amplifier 

available.

But don't just take our word for it, 
look at what some of the leading Hi-Fi 
dealers have to say about the QED A240SA
Suttons - Bournemouth
"Not only is the A240CD great value at £149, now QED have a real
winner in the A220SA at only £199!" , , _J fohn Ferguson

Listen Hear - Derby 
"It really is a superlative amplifier"

Bill Spendlove

Andrew Thomson - Dunfermline
"The Amp for the man with a missiondn life"

Scott Reed

Telesonic - London 
"Try and better it for double the money!"

Charles Harding

Beechwood Audio - Bury St Edmunds 
"The QED A220SA is a welcome addition to the elite £2000 
superamps"

Serge Dalmazzo — Auckland

Uxbridge Audio - Uxbridge
"The A220with SA Board, has just won the "What Hifi" award, you 
can buy it from us, without any fuss, in a system that you can afford"

REMEMBER, THE QED A240CD ALSO OFFERS OUTSTANDING 
VALUE AT £149 AND IT CAN BE UPGRADED TO FULL 'SA' 

SPECIFICATION, BY THE SIMPLE ADDITION OF A PLUG-IN 
SUPER ANALOGUE BOARD (£59) 

BEST

AMPLIFIER
UNDER 
£275

QEDA240SA

BEDffiFi
The Audible Difference

MADE IN ENGLAND BY: 
QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD. 

UNIT 12, ASHFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
SHIELD ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDLESEX TWIS !AU

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS, 
MAY AUDIO MARKETINGLTD.. P.O. BOX 1048, CHAMPLAIN, NY 12919



CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIF MC-8
Automation Sciences Co, 20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamstead, Herts HP4 1PA. 

---------- Tel: 044284 2786----------

T
he Motif series of products are Con
rad Johnson's transistor alternative 
to their renowned valve amplifiers, 
and use FET technology in place of 
valves. There are currently two 

such ‘minimalist' pre-amps on the UK market, 
the MC-8 being the cheaper (cf2,500), newer 
version which is a cost-pared version of the 
original £4,000 MC-7. This review concentrates 
on the MC-8, but with subjective and objective 
comparison to the '7.

Whereas the MC-7 has a determinedly 
double-mono construction, the MC-8 has a 
conventional stereo layout, complete with such 
luxuries as a balance control. Economies have 
been achieved through the single case and on
board power supply, but not on the quality of 
internal componentry.

The simple, substantial, almost featureless 
design is beautifully finished in brushed 'silver', 
with just the selectors, volume and balance 
controls on the front panel, while the rear 
carries a switch to choose between the separate 
moving magnet and moving coil inputs — the 
latter inverting absolute phase, which can prove 
misleading during subjective comparisons. 
Sockets are high quality Tiffany phonos, and 
no on/off switch is provided, as the unit is 
designed to be left on more or less permanently.

t the circuitry is very simple, using a minimum 
of components many of which are exclusive to 
C-J. There are no electrolytic capacitors what
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ever, the power supply using small but good 
quality polystyrene types. The basic construc
tion is largely symmetrical between channels, 
operating in class A with single-ended FET 
devices throughout.

Lab Report
The frequency response was flat, showing a 
slight improvement over a '7 sample measured 
some months ago and confirming that the slight 
error has now been corrected for all Motifs. 
Though designated mm and m-c, the former is 
sufficiently sensitive for some of the higher 
output 'low output' cartridges.

The distortion characteristics were a trifle dis
appointing considering the price level: following 
the figures obtained for the '7 very closely, high 
frequency intermodulation and overload could 
both have been improved, while the '8 showed 
similar mild weakness on channel separation at 
high frequencies. In other respects the technical 
performance was first class, with high quality 
construction standards throughout.

Sound Quality
The Motif 8 suffers from one significant dis
advantage — comparison with the '7. In 
isolation it is recognisably a very refined device, 
one of the best around and fully capable of justi- 
tying its not inconsiderable price. It sounded fast 
yet polite, fundamentally neutral yet with a 
slightly 'light', 'bright’ balance, lacking a little 



'weight. Stereo space and depth were very good, 
as were transparency, focus and dynamics. 
Whereas the '7 sounded remarkably similar in 
character, it delivered a significantly more solid 
image and sense of space, with all-round greater 
precision and control.

Conclusions
The Motif 8 is an undoubted success in 
maintaining the essential character of the Motif 
sound at a significant reduction in cost. At the 
same time it sits a trifle uneasily in the market
place, inasmuchas people prepared to pay £2,500 
for a pre-amp are quite likely to be in a position 
to spend £4,000 — and are consequently better

advised to go for the '7. This aside, the fine 
sound quality demands recommendation.

Test Results
Distortion
Tora! harmonic
Jisiiirtion,  20Hz lkHz 20kHz
at rated power, CD input _ -83dB -83JB -80JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, :mx input ______-7ldB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OJBW, disc (mm) -24JB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OJBW, disc (mc) -30dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) ---------------------- -72.0JB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -64JB
Aux/CD inpur (IHF. CCIR weighted)......................... .-80dB
Residual, unwcighrcd (volume control at min) -88JB
DC offset, pre-amp__________________________________0, OmV
Input overload ______ 20Hz IkHz ZOk^
Disc (mm) inpur (IHF) 32JB JIJB 17.SJB
Disc (me) input (IHF)* 31JB JOJB 20JB
AuxlCD inpur (II-IF) __ >20JB >ZOJB >ZOJB
Stereo separation
Disc inpur (me) ______ 64dB 66dB 38JB
CD inpur 88JB 63JB 37JB
Channel balance. disc, at
Volume/balance

\kHz _____—____0.04dB

tracking 0.02(0JB) 0.2dB(-20dB) 0.26dB(-60dB)
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input phono 
Disc (me) input* phono

0.82mV
0.07mV

36kohms 120pF
0.3nF

CD input ______ phono
Output, pre-amp (rape)

41.SmV ZOkohms 60nF
__ 6V, 130ohms

Disc equalisation error, 30H z-15kHz__ .......... +O, -0.18dB
Size (width, height, depth)  48x33x9.Scm
Typical price inc VAT..________ _____ ____  £2,500
Firsr reviewed: The Collection 1987

THE MUSICAL FIDELITY Pl70

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., 16 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley HA9 OND 

Tulex: 21792 Ref. 1200
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COPLAND
Automationsciences Co, 20 LittleGaddesden, Berkhamstead, Herts hf4 ipa. 

---------- TEL:(044284)2786-----------

T
he arrival of a valve amplifier 
combination from Denmark of all 
places is further evidence that en
thusiasts throughout Europe are 
starting to get into small scale 

manufacture despite a much weaker tradition 
than the US or UK. The Coplands are priced 
at £589 for each bit, amounting to a substantial 
£1,178 for the complete system — on the high 
side for a modest 12W/channel rating!

The pre-amp is tersely simple, apart from the 
full width name 'Copland Tube Control Ampli
fier'. The unit has a solid, quality feel, finished 
in matt black aluminium fabricated panels with 
a ventilated top panel, and has just three toggle 
switches for input selection, plus unlabelled 
volume and balance controls. The rear panel 
consists of phono sockets throughout (moving 
magnet matching only on the dice input), pluc 
a pushbutton power on/off switch.

The similarly eponymous power amplifier is 
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neat and quite compact with the usual venti
lated grille over a basic metal chassis, the whole 
taking up less height than most valve devices. 
The output valves are four of the fairly small 
EL84 pentades, with silicon-carbon high 
symmetry transformers.

Lab Report
The pre-amp uses a simple single board 
construction and has extensive track lengths. 
Using four selected double triodes, there is a 
regular main power supply and unregulated 
heaters. Components are of medium grade, and 
build is neat enough if a trifle microphonic, 
following traditional valve practice. Again based 
on a single board, the power amplifier has rather 
small output transformers (reflected in the rather 
weak LF power delivery). Output tubes are 
EL84o, conotruction ic cound, with good 3crvicc 
provisions using decent normal grade com
ponents — in some senses it is a little old- 



fashioned.
Despite its very modest rating, the Copland 

struggled to meet lldBW, the power ratings at 
high and low frequencies severely limited by 
harmonic distortion. Peak current delivery was 
very restricted, though the spectrogram for 
power modulation is not as bad as it looks, the 
most obvious lines being simple harmonic 
distortion.

Even at lower power levels, distortion results 
were not up to much. Noise levels were fine, 
but input overload margins and stereo separation 
were distinctly mediocre. Volume/balance 
tracking showed some room for improvement, 
but inputs should be compatible enough. The 
RIAA equalisation was reasonably flat, with a 
slight lower bass emphasis.

Sound Quality
Despite, and taking account of its limited 
output, the power amplifier was well liked, rating 
'good' on audition. The sound was pleasant, easy 
and airy, slightly soft and slow but essentially 
musical. The stereo image was well defined with 
good focus and width. However, the pre-amp was 
a disappointment considering the price, rating 
only average. The sound was a little scrappy and 
brittle at high frequencies, and rather flat and 
lifeless elsewhere. Focus and depth were quite 
good, but the low bass sounded a little plodding.

Conclusions
Though not without its attractive qualities — 
the power amplifier was particularly easy on the 
ear — the Copland pre- and power amplifiers do 
not really deliver the measured or subjective 
performance necessary to justify their highish 
UK prices.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spec I ZW(=l IdBW) 
Power output s_ _____________ . 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load  2.0dBW 11.2dBW 10.5dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load 0.4dBW 6.9dBW 3.5dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 3.8dBW -dBW
Insrnntaneous peak current  +3.4A -3.3A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz !kHz 20kHz
at clip power, aux/CD input ______ -40dB -44dB -44dB
Intermodulation, \9/20kHz, rated power, aux input ______ -52dB
Intermodulation, 19/2OkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -38dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)n/a dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted)-7ldB 
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) .....______________ n/a dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted) .. -75dB
Residual, unweighn:d (volume control at min) -8ldB 
DC output offset left n/a mV, right n/a mV 
DC offset, pre-amp left n/a mV, right n/a mV

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input _ . O.OdB 0.65dB 3.9dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.73mV 46kohms lOpF
Disc (me) input* n/a n/a mV n/a kohms n/a pF
Aux/CD input __________ Phono 85mV 117kohms 60pF
Power amp . . .. Phono l.240mV 97kohms 40pF
Output, pre-amp (tape)16.4V max, I .7kohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz +0.4dB, -0.2dB

Input overload __  ____________ 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) __________ I l<lB 27dB ZOdB
Disc (me) input (IHF)* n/a dB n/a dB n/a JB
Aux/CD input (IHF)
Stereo separation

>ZO<lB >ZOdB >ZOJB

Disc input (mm) - . JZJB l7dB 22dB
Aux input .... ...... ... ........................... 39dB JSdB 19dB
OutpiU impedance (damping)______
Channel balance, disc, ac I kHz ___

. 0.22ohm 0.22ohm 0.41ohm
0.4dB

Size (width, height, depth) - - - 42x 12.Sx29cm
Typical price inc VAT ___________ ____ £589,£589

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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CREEK 4040
RmAuoioS=,Ms. i Bellevue Road, FriernBarnet,Lonoonn<< 3es,

----------TeL: 01-368 4425----------

F
ully re-auditioned and partly re-tested 
for 1987, Creek's UK-built budget 
amplifier is specified at 35W 
(15 .SdBW) per channel, and while fea
tures are fairly basic, it does provide 

tone controls as well as a headphone socket, not 
to mention a black wooden sleeve. Loudspeaker 
connection is via 4mm socket/binding posts, 
while the input connectors combine DIN 
sockets with a phono disc input.

The 4040's low-level stages use top quality 
integrated circuits, with the RIAA effected in 
two stages. The treble rolloff section is passive, 
with a separate switchable rumble filter to add 
the final low-frequency rolloff, this -3db at 45Hz.

Lab Report
The tone controls are incorporated in the feed
back luop of the power amplifier section, this 
a high loop gain design. The strong negative 
feedback is necessary to reduce the otherwise 
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high level of distortion that results from the use 
of an unbiased pure Class B output stage with, 
further assistance given by the Class A driver, 
which is run at higher than usual current.

Some weakness was exposed by the lab tests. 
The output specification was just met over the 
power bandwidth, 8ohms, one channel driven. 
The small power supply was reflected by the loss 
into 4ohm on continuous drive, but it made a 
good try at the 2ohm load on peaks, the level 
here falling by a reasonable 4.5dB below the 
Bohm peak level. The peak current capacity was 
satisfactory at + 10, -9A.

Since our previous review the harmonic and 
intermodulation distortions have improved 
markedly, at least partly redressing one of our 
earlier criticisms, though there is still room for 
improvement nevertheless. The RIAA equalisa
tion continues to show a rather 'rollercoaster' 
profile, which will play some part in the sub
jective balance, while remaining within



+ /-0.4dB limits.
Stereo separation was about average and chan

nel balance good except at very low volume set
tings where a 5dB error appeared. Input 
sensitivities were rather low, particularly auxil- 
liary, this measuring 70mV as opposed to the 
usual 20mV or so. Disc equalisation had signi
ficant error in the treble.

Sound Quality
The Creek proved a most controversial 
performer during the listening tests, splitting the 
panel between those who found its failings 
unacceptable and those who rated its strengths 
as more important than its limitations. Sonically 
it was rather coloured, but the slightly ‘forward' 
midband showed fine focus and projection. The 
treble was rather grainy and coarse, but 
restrained in terms of the balance, while the bass 
had good 'life' if rather ‘thickened' textures. 
Though short on transparency and stereo 
subtleties, there was a good sense of timing, 
‘speed' and integration which was found 
musically involving. Certainly it is rather 
different from the norm — something of an 
acquired taste perhaps?

Conclusions
This model is difficult to sum up, as individual 
reactions varied significantly. Though the 
‘averaged' mark is sufficient to rate recom
mendation, our advice must certainly be to try 

it for yourself. Subjectives aside, it is encouraging 
to note the improvements in our measured 
findings this time around. Though still not a 
Creek strength, there are certainly now fewer 
grounds for criticism in this respect.

Test Results
Power output lntcgrntcJ amplifier
Rated power inw Sohms, maker's .-.pee 35W(= 15.SJBW)
Power output  201\z \kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load 15.SJBW 16.JJBW 16.0dBW
Borh channels, 4ohm loaJ l 1.0JBW 13.9JBW I3.2dBW
One channel, Zohms, pulsed 8.SdBW 12.0dBW 12 .6JBW
Instantaneous peak current + IOA -9A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion,_ 201\z !kHz 20kHz
al rated power, aux input _ ______  -60JB -69JB -51dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, irated power, aux input ______-57dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OJBW, disc (mm) 27dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR wcighle<l) -74dB
Aux/CD inpur (IHF, CCIR weighted) -75JB
Rcsidunl, unweighrcd (volume control at min) -61JB
DC output i offset
Input overload ZOHz
Dbc (mm) ;npul (IHF) 23.6dB
Aux/CD ;npur (IHF) >20dB
Stereo separation
Dbc input (mm) 69JB
Aux input . -65JB
Output impedance (damping)______ 0.03ohm
Channel balance, dbc, at I kH2

2mV
IkHz ZOkHz

22.9dB -16.JdB
>20dB >20dB

-67dB -43
-65<lB -40JB

0.04ohm 0.09ohm
_______________0.04dB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -ZOJB -60JB
Aux input 0.6JB 0.2dB 5.l<lB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.47mV 47kohms 220pF
Aux input DIN 70.4mV 54kohms -pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-ISkHz + 0.4dB, -0.4JB 
Size (width, height, depth) . 42x6x18cm
Typical price inc VAT . £145
Reassessed
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CROFT SUPER MICRO/SERIES IVS
Croft Acoustics, is Harrison Road, Erdington, Birmingham B24 9ab. 

---------- TEL:(O21)^731+I22----------

I
t is arguably taking subjectivity too far to 
comment adversely upon the aesthetics 
— as distinct from the ergonomics — of 
a piece of hi-fi equipment, but adverse 
reaction to the Super Micro’s appearance 

was so universal that we feel bound to mention 
it at least. This pre-amp more closely resembles 
a rudimentary kit-build package of a decade or 
two ago than anything currently available, 
though that does not mean the performance or 
sound quality are in any way compromised 
(possibly the reverse), and certainly the £250 
price is very modest. The basic configuration 
of this all-valve device is simplicity itself: it is 
a double-mono design; the only knobs are sep
arate channel volume controls; simple toggle 
switches provide 'mute' plus separate input 
selection for each channel.

The £730 Series IVS power amplifier with 
which the Super Micro was tested is a much more 
impressive-looking beast — quite enormous in 
out: LUllipdlt:J Lu lllU>L udtt:1' uf d OitUildt pLiLt:, 
and as heavy as it looks. Inside the ventilated 
case valves glow invitingly, reflected in chrome- 
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finished transformers.

Lab Report
The pre-amp has a unity gain line stage using 
cathode followers, so some lower output ancil
laries like tuners and cassette decks may under
drive the system. Built as double mono, it uses 
high quality components and an unusually soph
isticated high voltage regulator, with triode/ 
pentode ECL85 and three successive stages of 
main reservoir capacitors, plus regulated heaters. 
The substantially built 'ultralinear’ power 
amplifier has generous transformers and reser
voirs, with valve regulators and EL34 output 
tubes. Construction uses single strand PTFE 
coated hardwiring throughout, with no printed 
circuit boards. Craftsman built, greater care 
could be taken over the insulation of some of 
the internal wiring.

Though it met the modest specification in the 
midband into 8ohms, the usual valve power 
dtuplifiet dtdtdLlct i>Liu uf lii ulLeJ puwer 
bandwidth and restricted low impedance drive 
are inescapable here, though the +/-5.SA peak



current value is reasonably healthy. The power 
supply modulation spectrum consists mainly of 
simple harmonic distortion — spurious mains 
components are under good control.

Harmonic distortion was very ordinary, even 
at lower power levels, but intermodulation was 
distinctly poor, as was the high frequency input 
overload margin on the disc input. Noise was 
fine, and stereo separation quite respectable, 
while separate channel volume controls render 
tracking checks irrelevant. The RlAA disc input 
equalisation was reasonably even through the 
audio band, with no low frequency limiting and 
a slightly 'warm' upper bass region, but the rising 
characteristic at ultrasonic frequencies looks a 
little alarming, and could give unpredictable 
results with, say, high output moving-coil cart
ridges. Sensitivity is low on both disc and aux
iliary inputs, so some care needs to be taken 
matching ancillaries.

Sound Quality
Despite the measurement characteristics, the 
Croft items rated 'good plus' on sound quality. 
This was particularly liked on the disc input for 
its fine focus, wide staging and good 'foot
tapping' speed. The balance was a little forward 
and bright. CD reproduction proved a trifle dis
appointing in comparison, sounding rather more 
'shut in’. Once a first-sample stability problem 
had been sorted out, the power amplifier 
sounded lively and 'fast’, with good space and 
depth, and some decent scale and 'power', 
coupled with a pleasing classical tonal quality.

Conclusions
The oddly-styled Super Micro demands 
recommendation for a sound quality which is 
exceptional for the price, but the measurements 
suggest that prospective owners should try it in

their system prior to purchase, and the lack of 
moving-coil facilities is an obvious handicap. 
The power amplifier also sounds very good and 
is recommended.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4uhms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Inregratcd amplifier
Rated poweT inro 8ohms, maker's spec 40W(= 16dBW) 
Power output 20l!z \kHz ZOkl-lz
One channel, 8nhm load l I .5dBW 16.4JBW 10.ZJBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l.IJBW 12.4dBW 2.6JBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW I0.2JBW -dBW
Instanrancous peak current +5.5A -5.SA
Distortion
Total harmonic Jisrunion, 20!-lz 1kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -48dB -52dB -42JB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input ______ -25dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -1 ldB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) 
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted)  
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)
DC ourpul offset _________________
DC offset, pre-amp_______________
Input overload
Disc (mm) input (!HF)
Aux/CD input (!HF) 
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)
Aux/CD input___________________
Output impedance (damping)______
Channel balance, disc, ar IkHz ,, ...

-76dB
>90JB

__________ ->90dB 
left -mV, right mV

__left mV, right mV
20Hz 

14.5dB 
>ZOdB

64dB
97dB

0.93ohm

1kHz
14.ldB
>ZOdB

20kHz
4.9dB

>ZOdB

59dB
88dB

0.90ohm

34dB
60dB 

0.95ohm 
__ O.ldB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input 0.03dB n/adB n/adB
Input data sockel type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) iiipiH Phono l.19mV 47kohms llOpF
Aux/CD input Phono SSSmV lOOkohms 4SpF
Power amp co dipping 345mV lOOkohms 90pF
Output, pre-amp (tape) . 20.5V max, 480ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz + 0.42dB, -0.!0dB 
Size (widrh, height, depth) . Pre-amp 38x7.Sx26cm
Typical price inc VAT .. Pre £250; Power £730

Power supply rejection, 40Hi input
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DELTEC
Oeltec Ltd, 16 Claude Road, Roath, Ca roiff cfz 3PZ. 

-----------Tel: (0222) 482818----------- •

T
hough Oeltec are still a tiny oper
ation, one would not have guessed 
it from the quality of construction 
and finish evident in this new high 
performance power amplifier, 

which costs nearly £2,000 for a modest 
SOW/channel rating. It is a slim unit, though 
very deep and heavy enough to need a sub
stantial shelf. The front panel is diecast and the 
sides rounded off in a generally successful 
attempt at styling, while the battleship grey 
finish lends a further distinctive touch.

Internal constructional details are to the 
highest standards, with no expense spared on 
components. The substantial pricetag is to some 
extent justified by the high frequency grade 
printed circuit boards, heavy RF power supply 
filtering, and nice touches like the Vishay bulk 
foil re3i3tor3 which define the feedback 
performance.

Regulated power supplies are driven from a 

single large toroid. Star grounding is adopted 
and close coupling maintained to the comple
mentary bi-polar output stage, which includes 
extra devices that impart a 'pseudo class A’ 
characteristic, keeping the transistors perm
anently on, but with the heat dissipation of a 
normal class A/B design.

The input is balanced to reduce ground noise, 
and very heavy special loudspeaker cables are 
used. Cannon sockets are used in non-standard 
configurations. An interesting design 'wrinkle' 
is a 'four-wire' loudspeaker connection which 
extends the feedback loop around the loud
speaker cables, so neutralising their influence. 
The unit was supplied with made up leads which 
tightly packed the four conductors, and our 
suspicions were aroused by certain oddities in 
the sound quality as to whether the main signal 
in the wire could be directly inducing cignub 
within the feedback wire resulting in misleading 
error correction. Oeltec checked this and con
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firmed this finding, so the feedback wires have 
now been separated from the other two.

Lab Report
The power output met specifications precisely, 
and showed that delivery was very well main
tained into lower impedances, the unit deliver
ing 19A peak current symmetrically. The fact 
that it was impossible to draw additional 'burst’ 
power is merely evidence of the heavy power 
supply regulation, rendering further protection 
circuitry unnecessary. All the distortion, noise, 
channel separation and balance measurements 
were fine. Supply modulation and distortion 
residuals were both very low, though there was 
a slight hum from the transformer and the DC 
offset showed a mild drift of around +/-lOmV. 
Absolute phase is inverted when signal is passed 
through the amplifier, a factor that can 
influence subjective comparisons.

Sound Quality
Despite the odd' quality encountered during the 
initial listening sessions due to the above
mentioned feedback/wire induction problems, 
the Deltec still managed to rate 'very good’ 
overall, and the sound was further improved after 
the loudspeaker wires were changed. The sound 
gave the typical characteristics of a top quality 
transistor power amp — essentially 'fast', with 
tight dry' bass and excellent midrange transient 
resolution, dynamics and focus. Extreme treble 
was very sweet and unexaggerated, but the 
overall balance was considered a touch clinical’. 
Control was exceptional — perhaps too much 
so for some palates .

Conclusions
Once the four-wire configuration had been 
sorted out, the Deltec came through as an 
exceptionally fast, clean-sounding amplifier — 
distinctly solid state in character but funda
mentally accurate and quite transparent. Engin
eering and construction quality is truly 
exceptional throughout, but this is inevitably 
reflected in a price which is on the high side, 
bearing in mind the unexceptional power rating. 
Nevertheless the subjective rating alone deserves 
recommendation.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW). without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output IntegrateJ amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms. maker's srcc 80W(18.5dBW) 
Power ourput ...... ZOHz I kHz ZOkHz
One channel, Sohm load 18.SdBW 18.SdBW 18.4dBW
Borh channels, 4ohm load ______ 18.JdBW 18.JdBW 18.1dBW
One channel, lohms. pulsed______ -dBW 16.7dBW -dBW
Insranrnncous peak current ±19A
Distortion
Torn\ harmonic distortion, ______ 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated powtr, aux inpm  -96JB -96dB -84dB 
Intenrnx.lulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input ______-94dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, ar OdBW, disc (mm) -94dB
Noise 'A' wtd. -87dB(OdBW), -105dB(full output)
OC output offset ____ . ... lefc ^OrnV, right <70mV
Output impedance (damping) ____0.003ohm 0.003ohm 0.03ohm
Channel balance. disc, m I kHz £.cAIB
Input cannon ISOmV 9.8kohm 0.8nF
Size (width, height, depch)_________________ __ _ 34xl2x46cm
Typical price inc VAT . . 1900
First reviewed: The Collection 1987

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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DENONPMA-250 . _
Hayde n lAOORATORJEs. HaydenHouse, ChilternHill.Chacront StPeter. Bucks 

---------- TEL: (0753) 888447 •

B
uilding upon the undoubted success 
of their 'budget' '707 model, Denon 
have moved a little upmarket to the 
next convenient price point with 
the £120 PMA-250. Rated at a 

modest 25W/channel, this offers a little more 
'under the skin' engineering in an even simpler 
'straight line' design which is clearly intended 
to accept some of the compromises necessary 
to achieve good sound quality. For example, 
there is no switching in the output to the 
loudspeakers, so headphone listeners will have 
to unplug the speakers (at the amplifier and with 
a little care please) if they want to avoid 
disturbing others.

Tone controls are still fitted, and can only be 
bypassed when using the CD input, but they 
remain the only unncessary frills. The rest of 

the front panel offers only input switching (MM 
only disc), tape monitor and 'CD direct' push
buttons, plus the headphone jack, volume con
trol a nd on/off switch. The rear panel mes 
phono inputs throughout, with substantial 
binding posts providing high quality connection 

for a single pair of loudspeakers. Internally there 
is evidence of care and expense taken in 
selecting high quality components for enhanced 
sound quality, the sort of approach normally 
only adopted by smaller, more specialist 
manufacturers.

Lab Report
Technically this amplifier has a conventional 
class A/B direct-coupled complementary bi
polar output, with IC driver stage. It is clearly 
derived from the 707, but has an improved 
power supply and uses more carefully selected 
high quality components and has a simpler, 
more direct signal path. Internally it is built to 
a very high standard, reflecting the external 
finish in this respect.

The '250 comfortably beat its admittedly 
modest power rating, the power delivery being 
reasonably well maintained into lower imped
ances, though the ultimate current capability 
is adequate rather than generous. Distortion wag 
low, and signal-to-noise ratios were satisfactory. 
Stereo separation and input overload margins 
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both measured very well.
Though input sensitivities are sensibly 

chosen, note that the disc input already has 
250pF capacitance loading: add another lOOpF 
or so for the leadout wires and the total might 
be on the high side for ideal matching with the 
odd cartridge, though most will match fine. The 
power supply modulation test gave a decent 
enough result, mains harmonics being below 
signal harmonics. There is a little room for 
improvement in volume control tracking, 
indicative of component tolerancing perhaps. 
A similar factor may explain the RIAA equal
isation: the gentle undulation here will probably 
play a minor role in determining the overall 
character of the sound from disc. There is no 
evidence of bandlimiting on the disc input, so 
results may vary somewhat with different turn
table systems.

Sound Quality 
The '250 was rated comfortably above average, 
good for the price, and towards the top of an 
increasingly varied and extensive range of 
'budget plus’ integrated amplifiers from both UK 
and Far Eastern sources. The sound was distinct
ively more 'open’ than that found with more 
complex designs, with some attempt at depth 
portrayal and proper stereo staging, albeit at a 
sub-audiophile level. Dynamics were quite lively 
with an attractively 'bouncy’ character, while 
remaining generally tidy and coherent, though 
the sound lacked a little 'sparkle' and any real 
sense of 'scale’.

Conclusions
Improving significantly on the sound quality of 
its 707 predecessor, though to some extent 
reflecting the steady forward progress of the 
market as a whole, the '250 turns out to be a 

well balanced package, sensibly conceived and 
attractively priced. At the £120 stated typical 
price, it just manages a Best Buy rating, success
fully creating a blend with broad appeal across 
a wide range of tastes.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifierRated power into Bohms, maker's spec 25W(= 14JBW)Puwcr output 201 Iz IkHz 20kHzOne channel, Sohm load 16.5JBW \6.6JBW !6.6dBWBoth channels, 4ohm loaJ IJ.3JBW 13.8JBW !3.7dBWOne channel, 2ohms, pulsed_____  -dBW l 3.5<lBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak cum:nt+ 9.5A -9.5A
DistortionTomi harmonic distortion------------------- 201!z lkllz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input  -8klB -87dB -68dBIntermodulation, !9/20kllz, rated power, aux input__ - lOldBIntermodulation, \9/20kllz, ar OdBW, disc (mm) -75dB
NoiseDisc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -68dBAux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -75dBResidual, unweighted (volume control at min) -79dBDC output offset 
Input overload

_ lefl - i 9mV, right -1 SmV ZOkHzZOHz 1 kHzDisc (mm) input (IHF) —.... l2.5dB J l.9dB J0.8JBAux/CD input (IHF) ____ >ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB
Stereo separationDisc inpur (mm)_  . . 69dB 54dB 6ldBAux input _______ 73dB 54dB 61dBOurpur impedance (damping)__ 0.24ohm 0.24ohm 0.24ohmChannel balance, disc, at !kHz . 0.02dB
Volume/balance tracking  OdB -ZOdB -60dBAux inpuc _ ---- _ 0.06dB O.39dB 3.94dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loadingDisc (mm) input Phono 0.56mV 47kohms 250pF Aux input  Phono 32.3mV 90kohms 40pfOutput, pre-amp (tape) _____ J0.9V max. 100ohm>Disc equalisation error, JOHz-ISkHz + O.32dB, -O.33dB Size (width, height, depth) . . . 43 5X8.5 x26cmTypical price inc VAT£120

Disc input. RIAA equalisation accuracy Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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conrad-johnsan
The fine art of music

Conrad-johnson are world leaders in the 
design of audio amplifiers and strive to 
make audio products that are uncompris- 
ingly musical. CJ amplifiers are reknowned 
for their superb reproduction and their 
ability to recreate the emotional experi
ence of a live performance.

Conrad-johnson are usually associated 
with their outstanding valve amplifiers. 
They have recently introduced a range of 
state-of-the-art solid-state FET amplifiers 
called MOTIF which have received unani
mous acclaim:

"... a major achievement . .. success
fully taking on the finest competition 
in its price range.”
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.

"... will redefine the way we think 
about solid-state preamplifiers, and 
more significantly, help us push for
ward into a new audio frontier ...” 
The Absolute Sound;
Conrad-johnson do not simply strive to 
make some of the best sounding and most 
expensive amplifiers in the world, they 
are also committed to producing "afforda
ble excellence". The PV7 was designed to 
be a musically accurate valve preamplifier 
at an affordable price. It is a dramatic de
monstration of the excellent results attain
able with simple circuits. At its price the 
PV7 has no peer in terms of the sheer 
musical enjoyment it delivers.

Automation Sciences Company, 
20. Little Gaddesden, 

Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1PA 
Tel: (044 284) 2786
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THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS
5 FISHERGATE ROW PRESTON LANCS TELEPHONE PRESTON 10772) 53057

MAIN STOCKISTS OF' 
MISSION AND CYRUS 
• LINN PRODUCTS

DUAL • DENON 
A&A • MARANTZ
YAMAHA • NAO 

NAKAMICHI • QUAD 
• MONITOR AUDIO • 
BOSE • REVOLVER 

• OED • KEF• 
ARISTON • EXPOSURE 
' ‘ We would like to thank all 
our satisfied customers for 

their votes."

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

Hold 120 records 
price £37.00

Holds 360records 
price £96.00

Holds 480 records 
price £118.00

Holds 240 records 
price £70.00

ST1
Holds 600 record 
price£140.00

The Professional Sound Storage 
System Direct from The Manufacturer

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system 
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries through
out the country ARJAv is considered essential equipment.

Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available 
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.

You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five 
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or 
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a 
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is a unit just 
right for you.

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five 
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look 
good wherever you choose to keep them.

You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-3902101 or send coupon below to:-
ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System 
brochure.

"I

Name
Address •• .

.TelNo
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EXPOSURE Vll/Vlll
Exposure Electronics, The Works, 59 North Street, Portslade, Sussex bn4 idh.

he Vl 1 andVJ J J type numbers are evidence enough that this manufacturer has been established for many years, though they have tended to keep a low profile and this is the first occasion they have appeared in Hi-Fi Choice. Both units of this pre-/power 
< mplifier combination cost around £300, and jre compact, neat and finished in matt black. A 'wrap-over’ case construction breaks the rectangular monotony, and bold gold legends provide a further welcome distinctive touch.The pre-amp is significantly narrower than the power unit, and unusually light in weight, as it has no power supply of its own — a modus operandum which allows a range of different higher quality power supplies to be used with the same basic circuitry. The cheapest version tested here takes its power from the transformer in the power amplifier (properly regulated of course), but an upgrade path to improved performance is available by adding a substantial outboard pre-amp power supply such as the V 1, either at initial purchase or a later stage.The pre-amp is a simple 'straight line’ design — Exposure were one of the first to abandon tone controls — with two large and two smaller knobs. l he tormer provide input selection and 'master gain, while the latter are separate volume controls for each channel, allowing 

balance adjustment. Power supply LEDs show when the unit is active, while the rear panel consists of phono sockets for inputs and outputs, a toggle switch to select between moving magnet and moving-coil disc sources, and a special 270° 5-pin DIN socket for connecting to the power amplifier or other power supply. The power amplifier has a matching socket for the power supply, phono inputs, plus 4mm sockets for loudspeaker connection.
Lab ReportThe pre-amp has a very neat double mono build, with nicely laid out single channel PCBs with direct signal paths and generally good quality components. It uses all discrete bi-polar circuitry with separate regulated power supplies for stages and channels, the moving-coil input using a traditional, multiple parallel transistor array. The power amplifier has 10,000 pF supply reservoirs and a shared sizeable toroid with good regulation characteristics, including a regulated pre-amp supply. It uses discrete bi-polar output devices with good layout and high quality build.The output comfortably met the modest specification with good bandwidth measured with one channel into 8ohms, the 2.SdB drop into 4ohms being partly due to the shared supply. The peak current of lOA is on the low side, but practical load tolerance is good. The power 56



supply modulation spectrogram could have been 
cleaner, with the lOOHz component at -72dB.

Distortion levels were nothing special, with 
the m-c disc input intermodulation standing out 
a little. Noise was fine, and both stereo separa
tion and input overload margins were excellent. 
Channel balance and volume tracking both 
show good quality control, and input sensinvites 
are generous enough to match any ancillaries. 
Note, however, the moving magnet disc input 
capacitance is rather high for some cartridge 
types: a prior trial is advised here. The RIAA 
m-c equalisation curve shows a smooth trend 
with sensible bandlimiting, but a characteristic 
which will give a slightly 'bright' balance.

Sound Quality
The Exposures rated good overall, with a notably 
'punchy' and dynamic character which drew 
somewhat different reactions from individual lis
teners. Though the two components will almost 
certainly be used together, there was a distinct 
preference for the power over the pre-amplifier 
when auditioned separately, creating a good 
impression of 'speed' and power. Treble was well 
controlled, but slightly coarse and 'grainy' in 
character - a trifle 'fierce' and with a mild loss 
of air and transparency. Focus and vocal projec
tion were good, but depth and stereo precision 
were considered about average.

Conclusions
The VI11 power amplifier is a convincing all 
round performer with decent lab performance, 
fine build and a sound quality that deserves re
commendation. The pre-amp was a little more 
controversial, but offered fine construction and 
a decent moving-coil stage, plus various power 
supply options for future upgrading. Personal 
audition in a system context is recommended.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
Test Results

Power output Inr^rntcd amplifier
Rated power inro 8ohms, maker's spec SOW(= 17dBW) 
Power output  ..................20Hz I kllz ZOkHz
One channel, Sohm load 17.8JBW 18.01.IBW l7.7dBW
Both channels, 4ohm luaJ l4.9dBW 15.SdBW 15.ZJBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed--------- -dBW 14.IJBW -dBW 
Insiantancous peak cum:nr ------ ,________ + 10.0A - 10.0A
Distortion
Total harmonic disrorrion, 20Hz !kHz 20kHz 
ar raieJ power, aux input -87.0dB -68.0dB -63.0dB 
lntermodularion, 19/20kHz, rnied power, aux input  -67.0dB 
lntermodulatinn, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW. disc (mm) ______-71.0dB
lntermodularion, !9/20kllz, at OdBW, disc (me)-56.0JB 
Noise
Dbc (mm) input (IIIF, CCIR weighted) -71.0JB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) . .9090900
Aux/CD ;nput (!HF, CCIR wc;ghrcd) . -79.0dB
Residual, unweighted (volume conrrol at min)-86.0dB 
DC output offset left -11mV, righr +SmV
DC offset, pre-amp left OmV, right OmV

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux ;nput . 0.02d8 0.04d8 0.16dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading

Input overload----------- 201lz I kl-lz 20kHz
D;sc (mm) ;npur (!HF) — 40.3JB 38.Z<lB J7.4JB
D;sc (me) ;nput (!HF)* __ 17.OJB 34. !dB 39.9JB
Aux/CD ;nptn (!HF) „__________
Stereo separation

>ZOdB >20dB >20dB

Disc inpur (mm) ._________ 79.0dB 80.0dB 60.0dB
Aux ;nput ____ . 80.0dB 81.0dB 60.0<lB
Ourput impedance (damping)______
Channel balance, disc, at I kHz __

. 0.27ohm 0.34ohm 0.28ohm
_0.08dB

Disc (mm) input-------------Phono
Disc (me) input* Phono 
Aux input Phono
Power amp Phono

l.OSrf\.V 46kohms SOOpF
0.064mV 400kohms IOOpF

34.0mV 7.Okohms 265pF
l.SOOmV 18.0kohms 520pF

Output, pre-amp (tape)12.SV max. Sohms
Disc e4ualisation error, 30!lz-1SkHz + 0.36dB, -O.BSdB
S;zc (w;drh. height, depth)______ (25x7.5x27) + (I4.5x9x27)cm
Typical price inc VAT___________________________ 90316, £309

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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HARMAN KARDON 655
Harman (audio) uk Ltd, Mill Street Slough, Berks SL2 do. 

-------- Tel: (0753) 76911-----------

A
vailable in either black or 
'champagne' finish, the '655 is a 
large full-featured £350 integrated 
amplifier of exceptional finish 
and presentation. Formally rated 

at 60W, it has substantial reserve current 
capability, and special phase compensation 
circuitry is also used. Developed from a range 
which was originally conceived by Marti Otala 
in conjunction with HK's US engineers, it is 
in fact manufactured in Japan.

The tone control flexibility is enhanced by 
alternative turnover frequencies and the 
provision of a bypass switch. The '655 can 
accept either moving-coil or moving magnet 
cartridges, and the latter's responses may be 
'fine-tuned' by four different input capacitance 
values selected from the front panel. A complex 
collection ot rotary switches select input, output 
to tape, tape monitoring, and speaker selection, 
while additional pushbuttons operate MM/MC, 

mono/stereo, high and low filters, 'fondness' 
contour, and pre-/power separation. Finish and 
build quality is to the highest standards.

Lab Report
The elaborate construction includes an 
encapsulated moving-coil head amp. Separate 
channels of discrete circuitry have individual 
power regulation for RIAA and moving-coil 
stages. The large transformer has dual secondar
ies, with good recovery time for this power 
supply. The overall layout is tidy but over
complicated with four separate boards and 
complex interconnect harnesses. Good quality 
components are used, with evidence of careful 
design and assembly.

The '655 delivered ample power into all loads, 
with fine bandwidth and quite exceptional peak 
current capabilities. The power supply modu
lation spectrogram is reasonably clean, with 
some harmonic distortion visible but very low 
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mains harmonics.
The distortion results were generally good 

nonetheless, though the intermodulation figure 
for the moving-coil input was significantly out 
of step. Noise figures are all low, and overload 
margins impressively large. Inputs sensitivities 
suggest fine compatibility, including the variable 
capacitance loading for the disc input. The 
RIAA equalisation curve shows some gentle 
changes in direction, but is basically quite flat 
overall. DC offsets are a little larger than aver
age, and the low level volume/balance tracking 
and disc channel balance could both have been 
closer toleranced.

Sound Quality
Rating solidly above average, the '655 goes some 
way towards justifying its above average price, 
though it is also true that it is not a subjective 
class leader. The firm, lively bass was well liked, 
showing good control and 'speed', with plenty 
of 'welly' and power. However, high frequencies 
attracted some criticism for a degree of harshness 
and brightness, leading to a well-focused but 
slightly untidy sound overall. Stereo imagery had 
quite good resolution and managed to portray 
a fair amount of depth and space. Good on 
details, the '655 didn’t quite manage to pull 
everything together to create a properly 
integrated whole.

Conclusions
In many ways a fine amplifier of exceptional 
finish, good power delivery and high quality 
engineering, the '655 ultimately seems to be a 
victim of inherent constructional complexity, 
as this appears to be the most likely constraint 
upon the sound quality. It certainly performed 
respectably enough to merit consideration, but 

is a little on the expensive side for formal 
recommendation.

Test measurementsTo show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, as m usual 'power ratings.
Test Results

Power output IntcgrateJ amplifier
Ratei! power intu Sohm:., maker's :-.pee 60W(= 18JBW) 
Powcfomput 20Jlz JkHz hlco
One channel, Sohm load 19.IlIBW \9.6dBW 19.JdBW
Both ch;mnd:., 4ohm load J7.JJBW 18.ldBW 17.9lIBW
One channel, 2ohm:., pul:.ed______ -lIBW 18.0dBW -dBW
ln:.tantaneum peak current +40.0A -40.0A
Distortion
Ttiial harmonic di:.tonion, 2011: lkllz 20kJlz
at rated power, aux input -74.0JB -81.0dB -72.0dB 
lntt:rmmlulation, l9/20kll:, rated power, aux input ___ -85.0dB
lnrermoJulati(in, N .''HL. at OdRW, disc (mm) ______ -87.0dB
Inrcrmodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-54.0dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) 
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted)

.. _______ -73.0dB
-74.0dB

Aux/CD input illlco CCIR weighted) -71.0dB
Residual, unweighted (volume conirol at rnm) . -79.0dB
DC output offset left + 42mV, right +42mV
Input overload 201lz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) inpur (!HF) JJ.7dB JJ.2JB Jl.ldB
Disc (me) input (IHF)* ____ 29.6dB 49.JdB 48.0dB
Aux/CD input (II !i _____  >ZOJB >ZOJB >ZOdB
Stereo separation
Disc input (me) „ _______ . 60.0JB 59.0dB 39.0JB
Aux input 71.0JB 69.0JB 42.0JB
Output impedance (damping) _ _____ O.l lohm 0.1 \ohm 0.12ohm
Channel balance, disc, at lkHz ✓ 0.52dB

Output, pre-amp (rape) . . 14.4V max, 650ohms

Volume/balance tracking ________
Aux input_______ _ .. .______

. OdB
0.06JB

-20dB
0.2 3dB

-60dB
1.4dB

Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input _______ Phono 0.3mV 4Skohms 160pF (var)
Disc (me) input*__ ______Phono 0.019mV 57kohms n/a pF
Aux inpur . . . Phono n/a pF
Power amp ______Phono 107.0mV 22kohms 575pF

Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz+ 0.14dB -0.33dB
Size (widrh, height, depth) 44x12.Sx40cm
Typical price inc VAT . . _______________ £350
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JVCAX42
Jvc (UK)Ltd, 12 Priest-ley Way, Eldon Wall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 

---------- London,nw2 7aeTel:01-4503280---------- •

C
omplete with a flashing light 
'power' meter, the AX-22 is the 
larger of a pair of compact inte
grated budget JVC amplifiers. 
Rated at a generous 55W consider

ing its £120 price tag, the facilities are quite 
comprehensive, with bass and treble controls 
operated by sliders beneath the meters, balance 
by a slider beneath the volume control.

Input and tape monitoring is selected from 
a row of four main pushbuttons, and three 
smaller buttons choose between two pairs of 
loudspeakers (connected in series only, so of 
little interest to those concerned with sound 
• luality) and 'loudness' compensation, while the 
on/off switch and headphone jack complete the 
front panel complement. The rear panel has 
rhono sockets only, alongside the spring-loaded 
speaker terminals. The disc input covers moving 
magnet type cartridges only, and there is no pro
vision for tone defeat.

Lab Report
Essentially a single-PCB design with a few con- 
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trols on subsidiary boards, this amplifier has a 
large transformer but smallish reservoir capaci
tors and no real evidence of serious audiophile 
intent in the choice of components. It uses a 
stereo thick film hybrid output module, and dual 
IC disc input, with a generally tidy layout which 
is quite complicated nonetheless.

Comfortably meeting, indeed slightly exceed
ing its rated power into 8ohms, the '22 showed 
a little constriction into lower impedances, with 
some distortion rise at low frequencies, indicat
ing that it is more suited to higher impedance 
loudspeakers. Harmonic distortion measure
ments were significantly worse than usual — this 
doesn't prove anything in itself, but is usually 
an indication of some sort of stress in a circuit 
configuration of this kind.

Input overload margins and stereo separation 
were reasonable enough in themselves, but again 
somewhat below par compared with others. 
Another limirnrion may he sr.r.n in the pnwer 
supply modulation spectrum, which shows sig
nificant breakthrough of harmonics suggesting 
inadequate decoupling and/or reservoir capacity..



The RIAA disc equalisation curve was fine, 
closely bandlimited at high frequencies.

Sound Quality
Returning a determinedly below average rating, 
the AX22 did not raise much enthusiasm 
amongst the panel. The sound had a basically 
attractive 'bounce', but lacked much of the 
subtlety expected in the specialist sector these 
days. Poor focus and detail led to indifferent 
stereo imagery and coarsened tone colours. An 
exaggeration of disc surfface noise, plus a serious 
lack of 'scale’ and 'authority’ results in a sound 
that is aptly enough described as 'cheap and 
cheerful'.

Conclusions
This is an honest enough amplifier in many 
ways, but it is serving a market that buys on fea
tures, appearance and specification rather than 
sound quality. The Sohm power rating is higher 
than many immediate competitors, but current 
delivery is no greater, and some weakness 
showed up in the power supply measurement 
and on basic harmonic distortions. What would 
probably have passed muster a year or three ago 
is now sounding increasingly dated compared 
with many more sound quality oriented alter
natives.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 55V.X 17dBW;
Power output , „ __  __ ... ZOHz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load l7.6dBW 18.SdBW18.ZdBW
Both channels, 4ohm load\3.6dBW 14.9dBW 14.7dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed_____  -dBW 13.7dBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current _ +lZA, -lZA
Distortion
Tora! harmonic discortion, ZOHz !kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -42dB -60dB -47dB 
lnrermoclulation, l9/20kHz, rated power, aux input _____ -73dB
lnrcrmodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -66dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (\HF, CCIR weighted) -63dB 
Aux/CD input (\HF, CC\R weighted)-65dB 
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min) -8ldB 
DC output offset left -7mV, right -6mV
Input overload . ___ . 20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (\HF) _________ . 29.6dB 28.8dB 28.ZdB
Aux/CD input (\HF) ________ >ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)__ _  . 57dB 47dB 24dB
Aux input____ . 55dB 48dB 25dB
Output impedance (damping)_____ 0.19ohm 0.2ohm 0.22ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz______ _____________O.SdB
Volume/balance tracking
Aux input OdB, 0.ldB; -ZOdB, O.ZdB; -60dB, 0.52dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.34mY 48kohms l30pF
Aux input Phono 21.9mV 6.5kohms 80pF
Output, pre-amp (rape)__ ._______________ 8.4V max, 470ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz +0.l6dB, -0.7dB
Size (width, height, depth)  M 5z9xm mm
Typical price inc VAT 119

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Disc input. RI^A equalisation accuracy Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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KENWOOD KA-550
• Trio Kenwood uk Ltd, 17 Bristol Road, Metropolitan Centre, Green ford,

--------- Middxub68up. TEL:Ol-5756030--------

C
uriously, only Japan and the UK 
used the Trio brand name on this 
company's hi-fi equipment. 
Throughout the rest of the world 
they were known as Kenwood, a 

brand identity that was until recently considered 
unacceptable by a certain UK manufacturer of 
small kitchen appliances. Japan came into line 
last Summer — with a postitive influence on 
sales to boot — and the UK is now following. 
From Spring '87 all Trios will now be Kenwoods.

The KA-550 is a 40W integrated model, 
retailing for around £130. Very smartly finished 
and sensibly laid out, it makes a few compro
mises in the interests of convenience, notably 
the separately switched accommodation for two 
sets of loudspeakers. But Kenwood have clearly 
made an effort to keep signal paths short for the 
sake u( souuJ 4uallty, anJ unlike many of Its 
immediate rivals in this increasingly competitive 
sector of the marketplace, the ’550 sports a 

moving magnet/moving-coil cartridge matching 
option.

Aside from the prominent power switch and 
volume control, the top section of the fascia 
provides 'CD Direct' and 'line straight' 
switching. The lower section has a set of large 
pushbuttons for input and tape monitoring 
selection, small pushbuttons select loudspeakers, 
subsonic filter, -30dB attenuation, and mm/m-c 
cartridge. The rear panel uses phono sockets 
throughout, and generous binding posts for 
loudspeaker connection.

Lab Report
Differential FETs improve the performance of 
the disc input IC op amps to the point where 
the mm/m-c option is feasible. Both the 'direct' 
switch routes shorten internal signal paths, and 
some care has been taken over the circuit layout. 
The power amps are fully integrated hybrid !Cs 
using conventional complementary configs 
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uration, fed from a decent size power supply with 
separate regulation to earlier stages.

Power delivery clearly exceeded the speci
fication when one channel was driven into 
8ohms, and still held up reasonably well into 
lower impedances, reflecting the generous, if 
somewhat asymmetric current capability. The 
power supply modulation spectrogram shows 
generally good isolation and behaviour.

The various distortion and noise measure
ments were all good, input overload margins 
were ample, and stereo separation was very 
respectable too. The various input parameters 
all appear to be sensibly chosen. The RIAA disc 
equalisation was commendably flat and sensibly 
bandlimited particularly via moving-coil (the 
mm trace shows much less low frequency cur
tailment).

Sound Quality
Rating comfortably above average, the ’550 
proved to be a gutsy performer, with decent bass 
'speed' and 'attack’, albeit lacking a little in 
'weight' and accompanied by a little 'untidiness' 
in the treble. Stereo imagery was well portrayed, 
with fairly good focus and only mild depth 
curtailment. Furthermore, the moving-coil cart
ridge input was no also-ran of indifferent per
formance as has been the case with some 
cheaper integrated amplifiers over the years: it 
is genuinely as capable as the other inputs, 
which is to Kenwood's credit.

Conclusions
Deserving firm recommendation on the basis 
of its decent sound quality at an affordable price, 
the '550 has the additional bonuses of fine finish 
and build quality and a capable moving-coil 
input, the latter something of a rarity amongst

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power outpul Integrated amplifier
Rated power inw 8ohm\, maker's spec 40W(= 16dBW) 
Power output   201 Iz \kl Iz 20kl Iz
One channel, Bohm load 17.8dBW 18dBW 17.8dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load___________15dBW 15.5JBW 15JBW
One channel. 2ohms. pulsed______  -dBW 16dBW -JBW
Instantaneous peak current + 13A -17A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion,ZOHz Ikl Iz 20kl dz 
at rated power, aux/CD input ____ -74dB -85dB -74JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kllz, rated power, aux input ______ -92dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, ell OdBW, disc (mm) -80dB 
Interirnxlulation, 19/20kHz. at OJBW, disc (mc)-60dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -71dB
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -67JB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)-74dB
Residual. unweighted (volume control at min) -91JB
DC output offset _ ___
Input overload ------- _------------ ,—
Disc (mm) inpur (II-IF)
Disc (me) input (IHF)* . . . _
Aux/CD input (IHF)
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)
Aux/CD input
Output impedance (damping)______
Channel halance, disc, at Hufr 

lcfr <5mV, right <5mV
20Hz IkHz 20kHz
34dB 33dB 32JB
13dB 32dB 28dB

>lOdB >20dB >20dB

67dB 7 ldB 48dB
80dB 70dB 50JB

0. l 5ohrn 0. [ 5nhm 0.25ohm
0.21dB

Volume/balance !racking OdB -20dB -60dR
Aux/CD inpur O.O3dB O.ldB 0.2dB
lnpul data socket lype sensitivity loading
Oisc (mm) input Phuno 0.4mV 47kohms 180pF
Disc (me) input* Phono 0.04mV lOOohms n/a pF
Aux/CD input Phono 26mV 57kohms 450pF
Output, pre-amp (rapt.)11.4V max, 220ohms 
Disc equali::atiun error, 30Hz-lSkHz +OdB, -0.4dB 
Size (width. height, depth)___________________ _42x 10.5x33cm
Typical price inc VAT _ __ _________U O
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KRELL KMA 100 II
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 318 Worple Road, London swzo.- TEL:Ol-947 5047-

Krell were the first US high end amplifier brand for many years to make any significant impact on the UK market, when the KSA50 first started to appear about four years ago. It was expensive by UK standards, but Krell's power amp trademark is 'class A' operation (or at any rate class A over most of the available dynamic range), which guarantees high bulk, heat and cost per Watt, while at the same time offering stable operating device temperatures. In effect class A working is equivalent to regulating the power supplies of a class A/B configuration.However, US audiophiles are a power hungry breed, and 50Watts a side does lack a certain machismo appeal (even though Krell are extremely generous with the current reserves). So the home marker prefers monoblocks with even more current capability, or the higher power models in mono and stereo formats — which are now spreading to the UK. There is a also a wide range of PAM pre-amp partners which have evolved along similar lines. This review conccntmtc3 on the KM/\ 100 mv.i.JA.As — at £2,500 each, several steps up the ladder from the KSA-50 featured elsewhere — and also 

involved comparative auditioning with the significantly cheaper stereo KSA-100.In fact the difficult decision for someone contemplating £5,000+ for a pair of KMAs is whether to go instead for a FAIR of KSAs (for a grand or two more) and bi-amp the loudspeakers, passively or actively. It is a dilemma that the word-processing pundit (and the importer for that matter) is unable to resolve — the only course is to try out the alternatives. (First, find someone who has both a pair of KSAs and a pair of KMAs in stock ...)Though all Krells look alike on the surfface, each uses different circuitry specific to its task, the monoblocks possessing relatively more current capability and being 'more class A’ than the stereo models. External finish is to the highest standards, anodised to a soft silver grey with gilt brightwork. Construction is nonmagnetic, using mainly aluminium, and with extensive use of military grade componentry, massive high-current power supplies and very high slew rate bi-polar output transistors. The KMA-lOOs have permanent fan cooling, which ii auJiLle Lul tivl iLLLtuoive (giveu dean mains), sounding a little like the airconditioning of a modern hotel room.
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Lab Report
Rated at 100W/8ohms, this is effectively the 
class A rating, and the KMA-lOOs can virtually 
double this delivery in practice. They are 
capable of delivering a massive +45/-46A into 
any load, !ohm Scintillas included — indeed big 
Apogees and Krells seem more or less made for 
each other. The bandwidth is sensibly rolled off 
above audibility to a -3dB point at 70kHz. All 
the measured performance parameters for dis
tortion, noise etc, were excellent.

Sound Quality
Our main listening sessions had earlier updated 
Mk! KMA-lOOs, plus a current KSA-100 11 for 
interest’s sake, and correlation was later made 
with a brand new production pair of KMAs. 
Both generations of monoblock were clearly 
superior to the stereo model, particularly in 
terms of ‘grip’, solidity', focus and control, 
though the KSA still delivered reference’ 
standards of sound quality for its price.

The earlier KMAs suffered a little from fan 
noise, but gave outstanding sound quality, trans
parent and big in scale with tremendous relaxed 
power. Stereo staging was wide, deep and precise, 
with solid focusing and great stability. Criticisms 
were minor. One listener wondered whether the 
sound was just a little too relaxing and control
led, while a slight ‘bright' emphasis was also 
considered a mild departure from neutrality. This 
was found to have been resolved on the later 
samples, with treble sounding significantly 
sweeter, while the fan noise was also effectively 
cured.

Conclusions
The KMA-100 is a genuine reference standard 
power amplifier, arguably the best that Choice 

has assessed, capable of justifying an extravagant 
pricetag in an appropriate system and in com
parison with its KSA stereo sibling. Its forte is 
the combination of tremendous headroom and 
control that define its unique character, plus an 
ability to drive any sort of load up to genuine 
high levels. Similarly the KSA 100 11 may also 
be recommended as an outstanding performer.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output
Rati'd rnwer into Sohrns, maker's spec 
PoWCf output 20Hz
One channel. Sohm load 23dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load ______22.SdBW
One channel, Zohms, pulsed______ -dBW
Instantaneous peak current .
Distortion

Integrated amplifier 
lOOW(=20dBW) 

I kHz 20kHz 
23dBW 22.B<lBW 

22.SJBW 22.Z<lBW 
22.3JBW -dBW 

+ 45/-46A

Tow\ harmonic distortion, ______ 201-lz !kHz 20kHz
ar rated power, aux input  -75<lB -77dB -66dB
lntcrnuidularion, l9/20kllz. raied power <iux input ______-86dB
lntermodularion, l9/20kllz. at OdBW . ..... . .-105JB
Noise
'A' wtd-78dB(OdI3W), -98JB(ratl'J rower) 
DC uutput offsi'l  ...  C
Output impeJance (damping)  0.04 ohm:. 
Input phonos IZOmV 47kohm 0.7nF
Size (width, height, depth) . _____ ____ 48x48x23cm
Typical rricc inc VAT £5,750 per p<iir
First reviewed: The Collection I 987

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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KRELL PAM5/KSA50 Mk 2
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 318 W orple Road, London SW20. 

-----------TEL:Ol-947 5047-----------

_

B
uilt and finished to the highest stan
dards, the Krell KSA-50 power ampli
fier is an expensive American heavy
weight, though modestly rated at 
SOW (17dBW) per channel. Alterna

tives at !OOW and 200W are also available.
The KSA-50 is constructed as a double-mono 

design, with massive power supplies to each 
channel. The amplifier runs in pure Class A 
into Sohm loads up to its rated power, and has 
rapid warm up (minutes rather than the usual 
hour or so for other Class A designs.) The fan 
is relatively quiet, producing no more noise than 
the large toroidal transformers fitted.

The PAM-5 uses a single external power 
supply and offers good moving-coil input 
facilities.

Sound Quality
Re-auditioned for 1986, the Krell KSA-50 has 
held its own. It remains a powerful, musical- 
snundine model, eivine good stereo depth and 
ambience, fine clarity and excellent stereo focus. 
Tidy and controlled, dynamics were very good, 
and its high rating position was maintained. The 

PAM-5 is a welcome newcomer, in our view now 
quite to KSA-50 standard, and a very worthy 
partner overall.

Essentially neutral, PAM-5 gave good defini
tion throughout the frequency range with a good 
measure of 'excitement' and involvement in its 
sound. The special CO input was rather better 
than the auxiliary for this signal source, and 
comparably good results were obtained on 
analogue moving-coil.

Compared with the finest references, the 
Krells betrayed a mild 'dryness' and a hint of 
dimensional restriction but the results remained 
very good.

Lab Report
Rated at only l7dBW, the KSA-50 typically pro
duced on continuous ratings a 19.9dBW output 
level, and such was the extraordinary power 
bandwidth that no significant fall occurred from 
20Hz to 20kHz, relative to 1kHz. Likewise the 
loss into 4 and 2ohms was small. Peak output 
was approaching !OOW, reading 19.9dBW, with 
18.2dBW still provided into 2ohms, the Krell 
proving to have one of the 'stiffest' output and
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power sections measured. Peak power into 
2ohms exceeded 250W. Peak current output was 
:t32A, which was sufficient for the worst loads.

Both pre-, and power amplifier were exemp-

good investment in listening pleasure.
Both the KSA50 and the pAM-5 are well 

worth considering, despite their high prices.

lary on other parameters. Noise level and separa
tion were fine, and all distortions negligible at 
all levels below clipping. Substantially accurate,
the RIAA equalisation is slightly tailored for 
a specific sound.

Conclusions
In addition to the KSA-50, the '100 and '200 
units were auditioned recently, and showed small 
but progressive improvements as well as greater

Test Results
Pre^ and power amplifier

Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec ----------------50W(=l7dBW)
Power ourput 20Hz I kHz ZOkHz
One channel, Sohm load ______ 19.9dBW 19.9JBW 19.9dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load______ 19.7dBW 19.7JBW 19.6SdBW
One channel. 2ohms, pulsed ____ -dBW I 8.2dBW -dBW
Insrnnramcous peak currcnr + 32A -32A
Total harmonic disitirtitm,______  201lz I kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux inpur ______ -86.0dB -89.6UB -72.SJB

NOISE
Disc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted)- 
Disc (me) inpur (IHF, CCIR weighted) -60.0UB*
Aux/CD input (IHF, CClR weighted) 
lnpm overload

power. Superbly built, Krell products remain a
Disc (mm) input (!HF).
Disc (me) input (!HF) .
Aux/CD input (!HF) .
Input data s
Disc (mm) input
Disc (me) input 
Aux inpur .
Power amp____

socket rype

.Phono
Phono

20:tlz
-dB 

20.SdB 
>20dB 

sensitivity
-mV 

0.076mV

1kHz
-dB

20.SdB
>20dB 

loading
-kohms 
lOOohms

-88.0dB 
20kHz

-dB
21.SdB
>20dB

Outpur, pre-amp (tape)
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-l5kHz

136mV 9.4kohms
-mV -kohms 

. 8.25V max,

-pF
-pF
80pF
-pF 

I !ohms
. + 0.30<lB, -0.65dB

Size (wi<lrh, height, deprh)____ 48 x 5 x 29cm, 48 x 21 x 43cm
Typical price inc VAT 
★tmprmved since out test

£1589, £2300

First reviewed: PAMS, 1986; KSA50, 1983 (reassessed 1985, 1986).
Rating: Recommended.IN HI-FI

CHAINS AND CHOICE
Of all the items in the hifi chain the amplifier 

can be the most difficult choice There are many 
good designs available offering good sound quality. 
But choosing the best amp for your system requires 
patience, good music and a dealer to take the time 
to demonstrate the choices to you. Your first and 
easiest choice is to come to In Hi-Fi for all the 

best in amplifiers.
Stockists of A&R Audiolab. Beard Conrad
Johnson. Krell Marantz Musical Fidelity.

Naim QED. Quad Sony ES. Yamaha.
63 GEORGE STREET EDINBURGH 

Tel03 1-225 8854
M -o ' hl6 E^t^^by ^Jii^^CTl
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LINN LK1/LK2
Linn Products Ltd, 257 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk, Glasgow 045 9SZ. 

--------- Tel: (041) 6340371-----------

I
n their first amplifier design, Linn have 
aimed to produce a quality product, one 
which would be well engineered for pro
duction and which would not only match 
their own top-quality components but 

would also fit in a number of other hi-fi systems. 
Furthermore, they intend it to be 'user friendly, 
with simple operation and an optional remote 
control.

Rated at a load-tolerant 60W (18dBW) per 
channel, the power amplifier has fully regulated 
power supplies. The pre-amplifier incorporates 
electronic selector switching, balance and 
volume control, the last not a gain-controlled 
amplifier but a better-sounding ladder attenuator 
whose steps are selected electronically — thus 
there are no moving parts. Moving-coil and 
moving-magnet cartridge disc inputs are pro
vided plus two tape inputs and auxiliary (CD!). 
The disc inputs are the usual phonos, with a 
five pin ‘XI R' lannnn for rnpe in/onit and three- 
pin for tuner, aux. and, separately, the main 
outputs for left and right channels. Linn can 
supply the necessary inter-connect cables.

Sound Quality 
Re-auditioned for 1987, the Linn rated 'good' 
overall, proving to be self-effacing and pleasantly 
‘musical', with a nicely balanced mid-treble, free 
from the usual hardness or glare.

Its good quality held throughout the frequency 
range and it also sounded quite transparent, 
revealing a fair measure of ambience and depth. 
A little ‘<dark’ textured and somewhat restrained, 
some of the drama and excitement in the test 
programme appeared to be diluted.

Overall, it lacked subjective extension at the 
frequency extremes, sounding mildly ‘enclosed. 
We found that the sound was however com
mendably consistent throughout on all the 
inputs.

Lab Report
Re-measured for 1987, the LKJ/2 showed minor 
changes only. Almost exactly as specified, the 
power delivery was solid down to 2ohms, with 
ample 14A peak current. Distortions were low 
except for the intermodulation results via the 
disc inputs; the new overload figures will 
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improve upon the tabulated results by around 
lOdB. The de offset for the power amp was a 
little high at nearly a tenth of a volt. Channel 
separations were fine throughout, while channel 
balance was generally good, but deteriorated 
seriously at the -60dB setting. The auxiliary 
and power amplifier input impedances were on 
the low side — purchasers should check whether 
it is suitable for a given pre-amp and signal 
sources.

The overload margin on the m-c disc input 
is now healthier than before, but the mm figure 
and intermodulation on both disc inputs are still 
poor. The RIAA equalisation is very flat, mid
band, but rather tightly bandlimited at fre
quency extremes.

Conclusions
The power amplifier is durable, tolerant and also 
set a respectable standard on both lab test and 
audition. The pre-amplifier was marginally less 
successful, but the two succeed in working well 
together. In view of the facilities offered, the 
good build quality and overall competence, the 
combination is worth considering.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Pre and power amplifier
Rated JX>wcr imo Bohms, maker's spec 0?W( 1 SdRW)
Power output ZOHz IkHz ZOkHz
One channel, Sohm load l8.7dBW 18.5<lBW 18.5dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l8.0<lBW 18.0<lBW 17.9dBW
One channel, Zohms, pulsed______  -dBW 16.UBW -dBW
lnsrantaneous peak current+ 14A -14A
Distortion
Tomi harmonic disrorcion, 20Hz !kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -6ldB -78dB -66<lB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input _____ -83dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -28dB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OJBW, disc (mc)-42dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)__________ _-71dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) —__-61dB
Aux input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -71dB
Residual, unweighred (volume control at min) -79dB 
DC output offset ._________________ . lefr -ImV, right -ImV
DC offset, pre-amp__ ____ - -left OmV, right OmV
Input overload - 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)---------- ZS.8dB ZZ.6<lB Il.SdB
Disc (me) input (!HF)* —--------- ZI. IdB 33.4dB 35.ldB
Aux/CD input (!HF) ._______ ____
Stereo separation

>ZOdB >ZOdB >ZO<lB

Disc input (me) — 74dB 80dB 59dB
Aux input . 80dB 76dB 54dB
Output impedance (damping)______
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz ,—

. O.Olohm O.Olohm O.Olohm
O.38dB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input d.C.'dld 0.IOdB 15,QldB
Input data sockec type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.4BmV 7Bkohms SOOpF 
Disc (me) input* Phono 0.035mV 200ohms n/a nF 
Aux input ___ ,__-----------XLR 52,0mV lOkohms 230pF
Power amp XLR I20mV 5,Bkohms 1,000pF
Output, pre-amp (tape) ——.—— . ______ 5,JV max, 69ohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-l5kHz+OdB, -1. lOdB 
Size (width, height, depth)____Pre 26x8x32; Power 32x8x 32cm 
Typical price inc VAT________________ "425/£373
Re^itioned
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LINX STRATOS
HTS Group, Church Road, Lane End, High Wycombe, B ucks HP4 3HH.

Tel : (0494) 881685 •

L
inx, a New Zealand manufacturer, 
have presented the Stratos design as 
a set of three separate components, 
though the distributors are not at 
present intending to make the units 

available separately. Following the original 
review, there have been modifications to the disc 
input of the pre-amp, plus a significant price cut, 
prompting an extensive rea5sessment for 1987. 
The power amplifier is itself divided, comprising 
a pair of mono units. The interior design of the 
pre-amp has also been arranged to preserve a 
double mono aspect as far as possible. It uses 
a touch panel for source switching and a large, 
good-quality volume control. The circuitry is 
discrete, with fine components in evidence. 
Both moving-coil and moving-magnet cartridges 
are catered for, but with a 'straight line approach 
— no balance or tone controls are provided.

The power amplifiers are direct-coupled comp
lementary, using parallel pairs of MOSFETs. 
Rated at a substantial 120W (2ldBW), the 
amplifier uses a sizeable power supply with high
current 10,000pF reservoir capacitors and a large 

screened power transformer. Mechanical hum 
levels were low.

Sound Quality
Rating good overall on audition, the Stratos is 
slightly improved. Stereo is well portrayed, with 
a good standard of control, clarity and focus, 
plus a fair grip on dynamics. Subjectively, it 
sounded open' with a wide frequency range, but 
tonally there was a hint of hardness and thin
ness in the upper mid, which occasionally gave 
a compressive effect. The whole effect was of 
firm control with a pleasant ‘easy' sound.

Lab Report
Confirming the high sound levels, the peak pro
gramme power reached 200W with very little 
loss even into 2ohms (22.8dBW here equivalent 
to 800W true!). The continuous ratings were 
lower but still good, with fine load tolerance 
shown by the ±33A peak current available.

The changes to the disc input circuitry are 
immediately apparent, though not necessarily 
entirely positive nonetheless. The RlAA 
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equalisation is now commendably flat, but both 
the high frequency intermodulation and 
overload margins have become worse - and 
they were none too good in the first place. On 
the plus side, stereo separation is significantly 
improved. Channel balance and volume 
tracking were both fine, input parameters 
sensibly selected for broad compatibility, and the 
power supply modulation spectrogram was very 
clean.

Conclusions
The Linx faces strong competition in the UK 
market. The sound quality was very good, but 
not exceptional in its price category. Load toler
ance was good, coupled with a massive peak 
power delivery, and undoubtedly the power 
amplifiers are the stronger half of the package. 
Nonetheless the pre-amp, while not quite 
'100%’, still sounded well. Overall a full recom
mendation is inappropriate; but this is certainly 
a substantial product worthy of serious con
sideration.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Inlegratcd amplifier
Rated power inw Bohms, maker's spec !20W( = 21dBW) 
Power output 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load 21.ldBW 11.JdBW 11dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l9.4dBW 19.SdBW 19.JdBW
One channel, lohms, pulsed_______ -dBW 11.8dBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current --- --------------- +JJA -34A
Distortion
Tora\ harmonic distortion, 20Hz !kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux/CD input  -7!.9dB -71.ZJB -70.7dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ______-59dB
Intermodulation, \9/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -!?dB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-lOdB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) . .__-67.7dB
Disc (me) input (IIToF, CCIR weighted) -67dB 
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -68.1dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-76.JdB 
DC offset, pre-amp _______ ___ _ . „left 3mV, right 4mV
Input overload________________ 20Hz I kHz ZOkHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)__________ 3l.6dB 14.0dB 7.7dB
Disc (me) input (II-IF)* __________ 17.4dB 13.ldB 6.9dB
AuxlCD input (IHF) ____________
Stereo separation

>10dB >10dB >10dB

Disc input (me)---- - ------------------- 73dB 70dB 45dB
Aux/CD input___________________ 98dB 71dB 46dB
Output impedance (damping)---------  
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz

. 0.02ohm 0.02ohm 0.06ohm 
_0.07dB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux/CD input OdB O.SdB 0.7dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 
Disc (me) input* Phono 
Aux/CD input ----------------Phono
Power amp_______ ,_______Phono 
Output, pre-amp (tape) 

0.18mV 47kohms 250pF
O.OISmV 4.7ohms l.2nF

lO.ZmV 89kohms 85pF
125mV 42kohms l.6nF

------------ 4.84V max, 880ohms
Disc equalisation error, JOHz-15kHz ----------------+0.16dB, -0.8dB
Size (width, height, depth)3x(14x9x31)cm 
Typical price inc VAT ______ _______________________ £999
Reauditioned

Disc input. RITo equalisation accuracy Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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MARANTZ PM26
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, 

- Harmondsworth. Miodx UB7 OLW. TEL01-897 6633-

T
hough now owned by Philips, 
Marantz have managed to retain 
the individual identity of their 
products, and their amplifiers in 
particular. Models intended for the 

competitive UK market receive close sound 
quality scrutiny at the European end of the 
operation, and are frequently 'tweaked' in this 
direction before acceptance.

Simply styled with an attractive touch of 
individuality, preserving square and rectangular 
motifs throughout the front panel, the PM26 
is a compact integrated model, fairly modestly 
priced at £130. It is rated at only 30W, though 
generously so as it turns out, and is smartly 
finished and intelligently laid out. The main 
on/off switch and volume controls are clearly 
distinguished, while tone and balance is pro
vided on a set of sliders. Input, tape monitor 
and 'loudness selections are made on a row of 
piishhiitrnns, A sepamte hutton provides tone 
defeat, and a front panel headphone socket 
complements the single set of substantial loud
speaker binding posts on the rear. Rear panel 

source and tape connections are phono through
out, accommodating only moving magnet 
cartridges.

Lab Report
The PM26 uses conventional direct coupled 
complementary bi-polar output devices, with 
modular IC driver circuits. There is some 
evidence of careful component selection for 
sound quality and the single board construction 
shows neat, simple layout. A single power supply 
with generous transformer is shared between 
channels. Overall construction and build is to 
'quality budget' standards, though internal mains 
wiring was unshrouded.

Power delivery measured comfortably above 
spec driving one channel into 8ohms. Though 
not serious, the drop into 4ohms/both channels 
was larger than most, while the substantial peak 
pulsed rating and + 12/-14A current delivery 
suggest that this is a fairly 'loosely' controlled 
supply. The rather average supply modulation 
spectrogram is further supporting evidence of 
this observation.
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Distortion and noise measurements were per
fectly satisfactory, with good input overload 
margins. Stereo separation measured rather 
poorer than average at high frequencies, and the 
volume/balance tracking deterioration at low 
levels is some evidence of component econ
omies. The input sensitivities should be fine, 
but the highish input capacitance on the 
moving magnet disc input will not ideally suit 
all cartridges. Add the effect of cabling and 
SOO+pF will produce audible balance changes 
at high frequencies that will probably be larger 
than the range of RIAA equalisation curves 
found throughout our test programme. The '26’s 
RIAA showed sensible bandlimiting plus a 
slight excess in the 'warmth’ region of the 
spectrum.

Sound Quality
Rating a little above average, Marantz have 
clearly made a serious effort with the sound 
quality of this model, and this was recognised 
by the panel, albeit without great enthusiasm. 
A fair degree of 'bounce’ and 'liveliness’ was 
noted, but alongside some loss of resolution, 
'thickening’ of textures and flattening of per
spectives. The bass could have been firmer and 
better defined, and farther criticism was levelled 
at the 'grip’ and control, and a somewhat 'small’ 
sound. When driven hard, there seemed com
paratively little reserve of power.

Conclusions
This is a well built and attractively presented 
model which, on balance, just manages recom
mendation, though sonically it fell somewhat 
short of the best examples of its type. Tech
nically competent, there is some evidence of 
economy in the power supply side, and pros
pective purchasers should check that the 

highish cartridge loading is appropriate to their 
system. Overall, it provides decent performance 
at a quite modest price.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 30W(= !SdBW) 
Power output 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load 17.ldBW 17.4dBW 17.ldBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l3.7dBW 14.ldBW 14.SdBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 22.2dBW -dBW
Insranraneous peak current+12A -14.0A 
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, ZOHz !kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -78dB -83dB -76dB 
Intermodularion, !9/20kHz, rated power, aux input ______ -63dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -58dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)-7ldB 
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)-74dB 
Residual, unweighced (volume control ar min) —7ldB
OC output offset „___________ ,___ ____ lefr -2mV, right +3mV
Input overload  20Hz I kHz ZOkHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)32dB 32dB 3I^3dB
CD input (IHF)>20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) , „ 6ldB 66dB 36dB
Aux input _____ 65dB 64dB 38dB
Output impedance (damping)__ O.!Sohm 0.ISohm 0.l6ohm
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz 0.41dB
Volume/balance tracking  OdB -206dB -60dB
Aux input  0.03dB 0.56dB 5.66dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.56mV 47kohms 430pF
Aux inpur __ __ _______ .__:/bono 31.SmV SOkohms 210pf
Output, pre-amp (tape)I0.7V max, Ikohm 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz+0.33dB 
Size (width, height, depth) 41.Sx8.Sx24cm 
Typical price inc VAT__________________________________£130

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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MARANTZPM45
Marantz Audio (uk) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane,

---------Harmondsworth, Middx ub7 olw Tel: 01-897 6633

T
his large and imposing integrated 
amplifier has a high quality black 
finish and looks rather more expen
sive than its £180 and 40W/channel 
rating might suggest. Furthermore, 

it represents a valiant effort to apply the simp
lification techniques which promote sound 
quality in the context of a fully featured package, 
having undergone painstaking 'tweaking' in a 
European context prior to introduction.

The four rotary knobs provide some visual 
symmetry, the pair on the left adjusting 'tone, 
those on the right selecting input and adjusting 
volume. A variety of subsidiary controls include 
a small balance control, switches for tone defeat, 
'CD/phono direct’, selection of second loud
speakers only (the main ones being permanently 
connected), tape monitor/copy, plus 'loudness’. 
Phono sockets provide interconnection, with 
switching for matching moving-coil or moving 
magnet cartridges. Substantial binding posts are 
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used for the loudspeakers.

Lab Report
The output has a conventional complementary 
bi-polar configuration, fed from an IC driver 
stage. The protection circuitry is unusual in 
using a relay system instead of progressive 
current limitation; this is probably a preferable 
solution than current limiting, if still represent
ing some compromise. !Cs are used in the tone 
controls and disc input stages, with noise and 
linearity improved in both by a differential FET 
stage. The single power supply feeds both 
channels but separate regulation is supplied to 
earlier stages. Construction quality is good, with 
selection of components and layout showing 
clear attempts to maximise sound quality.

The 40W power rating is extremely conserva
tive, and was nearly doubled in practice under 
lab measurement. Power bandwidth is very well 
maintained, but the simple, shared supply is 



shown by the significant drop into 4ohms. Peak 
current capability is a generous ± 17 A, and the 
power supply modulation spectrogram shows a 
very clean result, devoid of mains harmonics.

Distortions were quite low, though the 
moving-coil disc input was rather poorer than 
the others on intermodulation. Noise was satis
factorily low, input overload margins ample, and 
separation pretty good. Input sensitivities offer 
good general compatibility, but 0.5 +db error in 
channel balance was found at several volume 
settings. The moving-coil RIAA disc input 
shows a sensibly curtailed low frequency band
width and generally even midband, but high 
frequencies seem to be left wide open, which 
is mildly worrying.

Sound Quality
Rating solidly above average, this is in fact an 
unusually good result for a full feature design 
such as the '45. Space, 'air' and focus were all 
quite good, with a decent attempt at depth 
portrayal. The balance was considered generally 
neutral through the midband, but with a touch 
of 'boom 'n tizz' coloration and 'untidiness' with 
resolution fading towards the frequency 
extremes. Generally pleasant and polite with 
above average clarity, there was some 'softening', 
particularly in the bass, restricting drama and 
dynamic impact somewhat.

Conclusions
This well balanced, fully competitive package 
has a sound quality which approaches some of 
the current 'straight line' integrated amplifiers, 
while offering a decent quality moving-coil disc 
input and some power advantage. Formal recom

mendation is clearly appropriate.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Inregrarcd amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 40W(= 16dBW)
Power ourpur .. 20Hz IkHz ZOkHz
One channel, Sohm load 18.8dBW 18.8dBW 18.7dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load 16.0dBW 16.4dBW 16.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 17.OdBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current . ______ + 17 .OA -17 .OA
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz IkHz ZOkHz 
at rated power, aux inpur -74.0dB -84.0dB -81.0dB 
lntermoOulation, l9/20kHz, rated power, aux input ____-92.0dB
lntermoOulation, 19/20kHz, ar OdBW, disc (mm) ______ -80.0dB
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW. disc (me)-61.0dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (\HF, CCIR weighted) -76.0dB 
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)-68.0dB 
Aux/CD input (IHF. CCIR weighted) -79.0dB 
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-90.0dB
DC output offset
Input overload

____ lefr <IOmV, right <IOrnV
ZOHz IkHz 20kHz

Disc (mm) input (\HF) ____ . 29.3dB 29.8dB 28.SdB
Disc (me) input (\HF)* . ___ .. 32.0dB 31.0dB 30.0dB
Aux/CD input (\HF) . ______
Stereo separation

. >ZOdB >20dB >20dB

Disc input (mm) . . 72.0dB 84.0dB 59.0dB
Aux/CD input 82.0dB 78.0dB 53.0dB
Output impedance (damping)______
Channel balance, disc, at IkHz ._

_ 0.07ohm 0.07ohm O.ISohm
.. .0.53dB

Volume/balance tracking ________ OdB -ZOdB -60dB
AuxlCD input O.O!dé 0.75dB 0.42dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input ________ ?hono 0.4mV 44kohms ZOOpF
Disc (me) input* ________ Phono 0.043mV !OOkohms InF
AuxlCD input __________ Phono 26.0mV 22.0kohms 85pF
Output, pre-amp (tape)_____________________ 9.5V max, 220ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz .____ +OdB, -O.BdB 
Size (width, height, depth) 41.Sx J3.5x37cm
Typical price inc VAT_______ ______ ____  .1180

Disc input. RI^A eq',lisation accuracy Power supply rejection, 40Hi input
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MISSION CYRUS ONE
Cyrus Electronics Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambs pei8 6ed.

-Tel(0480) 57477

S
omething of a modem classic among 
amplifiers now, the 1987 Cyrus One 
features revised layout and grounding, 
further component selection, and 
higher current output transistors. 

Rated output is a modest 30W (14.SdBW) while 
the amplifier is also distinguished by the 
inclusion of a variable gain disc input that is 
quiet enough to carry out a reasonable job with 
medium output moving coil cartridges.

Largely constructed from plastic casings this 
design is particularly compact. Input facilities 
are comprehensive (all phono sockets) and it 
also has a versatile 'record out' selector which 
can delete the recorder from the signal path 
when not in use.

Lab Report
Inside, the direct coupled complementary 
output amplifiers are fed from a single dual-rail 
power supply energised by a good quality toriodal 
transformer. Fast 15A output transistors are used 
with a 70 MHz FT. No line amplifier is present; 
instead the power amp is run at a higher than 

usual gain while the line inputs are fed directly 
to the medium impedance volume control.

The disc amplifier is based on a 5334 
integrated circuit, with evident use of high 
quality metal film resistors and selected audio 
grade coupling capacitors.

The specified rating was comfortably ex
ceeded, with a peak power of 17dBW into 
8ohms and a full power bandwidth 'cruising' 
power of almost 16dBW (40W). Fully driven 
into 4ohms, the power supply sagged with the 
level down to 13dBW overall. The 12.SdBW 
output into 2ohms was reasonably healthy 
coupled with a decent + 11, — lOA peak current.

All the distortion results were generally good. 
DC offsets were negligible, while input overload 
margins were fine. Channel separation was 
strangely and deliberately just average at around 
45dB, though this did not appear to spoil the 
sound!

Channel balance was very good with a 
uniform RIAA equalisation showing just a 
touch of bass and treble cut. A subsonic filter 
was included. Note that the disc input impe
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dance remained constant regardless of the me 
or mm operation. The auxiliary setting was well 
matched to CD sources. Ripple rejection was 
just average at -84dB judging by the 40Hz 
4ohm power spectrogram.

Sound Quality
Almost from the outset, the high sound standard 
set by the One was well appreciated. Here was 
a musical, transparent amplifier of adequate size 
which conveyed a decent measure of depth, 
space and ambience in the stereo sound stage. 
Focusing was good, and its overall character was 
relatively neutral, remaining so throughout its 
usable and surprisingly wide dynamic range. 
Moderate clipping overload seemed hardly to 
affect the sound.

Very little deterioration was noted via disc. 
The clean, confident and slightly lightweight 
character remained; such a performance in fact 
came close to rivalling some of the costly 
recommended separates.

Conclusions
Reauditioned for 1987, the Cyrus One continues 
to show detail improvements. Once warm (5-10 
minutes) the amplifier establishes a reference 
standard for its category. Dynamic and musical, 
it won't compromise even an expensive audio 
system and is therefore a strong Best Buy, with 
the caution that it will not withstand the abuse 
of short-circuiting the loudspeaker leads.

Test measurementsTo show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where OdB = IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
______ -90dB

______ -90dB
______ -90dB

20Hz IkHz ZOkHz
15.9dBW 16.SdBW 16.JdBW

_ IJ.OdBW IJ.7dBW 13.4dBW
-dBW 12.SdBW -dBW

+ IIA -JOA

20Hz !kHz ZOkHz
-90dB -92dB -72dB

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's 
Power output
One channel, Bohm load ______  
Both channels. 4ohm load______  
One channel, Zohms, pulsed____  
Instantaneous peak current . 
Distortion
Total harmonic disrorrion,______  
at rated power, aux input ______
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input 
Intermodulation, 19/20kllz, at OdBW, disc (mm) _ 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mc) 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -7ZdB
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -58dB
Aux/CD input (!HF. CCIR weighted)  -77dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min) -75dB
DC output offset . _  ...
Input overload
Disc (mm) input (IHF)___  .
Disc (me) mput (!HF) . .
Aux/CD input (!HF)
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)
Aux input . ___. ___
Ourpur impedance (damping)______

left 6mV, right 7mV
ZOHz IkHz ZOkHz
3 ldB Z8dB Z8dB
JOdB Z8dB Z8dB

>ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB

-47dB -47dB -48dB
-4ZdB -43dB -4ZdB

O.OSohm O.OSohm 0.06ohm
Channel balance, disc, al IkHz_________________________ 0.2dB
Volume/balance tracking ________ OdB
Aux input O.OSdB
Input data socket type sensitivity
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.4mV
Disc (me) input*Phono 0.04mV
Aux input Phono 64mV
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz 
Size (width, height, depth)  
Typical price inc VAT ,
Firsr reviewed: 1985.

-20dB 
!dB 

loading 
47kohms 
47kohms
-kohms 

.... + OdB,

-60dB
3dB

280pf
280pf

-pF
-1.6dB

Z1x9x34cm
_______ £150

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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MISSION CYRUS TWO AND PSX
Cyrus Electronics Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambs pei8 6ed. 

---------- Tel (0480) 57477----------

M
ission’s Cyrus One and Two 
look very similar but important 
internal differences distinguish 
them, as well as the matter of 
some £150 sterling! For the 

Two, the output level has been increased to SOW 
(17 dBW) and output current has also been 
doubled. Higher quality components are used 
while the disc stage has also been extensively 
upgraded to produce an lldB improvement in 
noise level via me with optimised input loading. 
Two large selector switches dominate the front 
panel, one for the sources and the other for 
record 'out'. No balance, tone or any other 
controls are present, save for volume.

The internal construction follows the 'One, 
using a single printed circuit board, plus a large 
Holden and Fisher toroidal mains transformer. 
The direct coupled output uses fast 
complementary output transistors in classic class 
A/B mode while the single power supply is 
shared between the channels. Input connections 
are phono, the speakers connected via large 
4mm socket/binding posts which are located 
rather too close together. Mains input is via an 
!EC socket and matching cable, while a 
headphone outlet is located on the back panel.

(This is not as inconvenient as it sounds, since 
the rear panel is an accessible horizontal ledge.)

Lab Report
Producing close on 18dBW on peaks, the Two 
happily drove the Sohm load to 17 .6dBW over 
the test power bandwidth. A significant 3dB loss 
in level was noted into 4ohms, both channels 
driven, suggesting the transformer could be 
larger (a special booster pack is now available 
- the optional PSX). The pulsed rating on 
2ohms showed a little more than 2dB loss, 
confirming the worthwhile peak current rating 
of +19.5, -19A Load tolerance was good.
Both types of measured distortion were very low, 
particularly the high frequency intermodulation. 
Input noise levels were fine, including moving 
coil, while the DC offset at the speaker 
terminals was held to a satisfactory level. Input 
overload levels were ample, and the overall 
output impedance was held to a negligible value. 
As with the One, channel separation was held 
at a constant but satisfactory average of 45dB.

Volume tracking was fine except at low 
settings and a better potentiometer would be 
an advantage here. All input loadings and 
sensitivities were to a sensible standard, while 
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disc equalisation was accurate with a subsonic 
rolloff plus a touch of HF rolloff. The 
significance of the 40Hz power spectrum is not 
yet well established, but here the Cyrus Two was 
unexceptional.

Sound Quality
One word sums up this remarkable amplifier: 
impressive! Good as the Cyrus One undoubtedly 
is, the Two is in another class altogether. The 
sound stage was spacious and deep, showing fine 
ambience, focus and breadth. It was transparent 
and produced much fine detail, remaining 
neutral and highly confident over the whole 
frequency range. It could also be driven hard 
without audible distress.

Maximum sound levels of 103dBA and 
101.SdBA into an adverse load were obtained 
and it also clipped well. The fine quality held 
up well via disc. The tonal character was slightly 
bright with a touch of mid 'thinness', but lacked 
the usual hardness or brittleness often 
encountered with moderately priced gear. It 
could also do fair justice to some substantially 
good cartridges such as the van den Hui MCJO, 
costing as much as the amplifier!

Conclusions
Reassessed for 1987 the Cyrus Two performance 
continues to improve and remains quite 
exceptional in sound quality terms. Adding the 
PSX (a larger, separate power supply for the 
power amp section) we have a pre- and power
amp combination of slightly greater power 
delivery but not necessarily better sound, since 
the Cyrus Two alone is already edging towards 
true audiophile territory and commands a Best 
Buy rating.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
RareJ power inro 8ohms, maker's spec SOW(= 17dBW)
Power outpur . 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load l8.3dBW 18.SdBW 18.4JBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l5.2dBW 15.SdBW 16.0<lBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -JBW 17.0dBW -dBW
lnsranianeous peak currcnr+ 19.5 -19
Distortion
Tomi harmonic distortion, 20Hz \kHz 20kHz 
<if rated power, aux inpu!  -59JB -68JB -70dB 
lnrcrmoJubrinn, 19/20kHz, rcncd power, aux input______>-88JB 
lnrcrmo<lularinn, 19/ZOkHz, ar OdBW, disc (mm)>-84dB 
lnn:rmodulatinn, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, Jisc (me) >-84dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)-76.0dB
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) . .___________ -69.0dB
Aux/CD input (\HF, CCIR weighted) -80.0JB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-73.0dB
OC output offset left -26rnV, riglH 13mV
DC offset, pre-amp left n/a rnV, right n/a rnV

Volume/balance tracking

Input overload 20 Hz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (\HF) 38.0dB 36.0JB 36.0dB
Disc (me) input (\HF) ._____ 26.0dB 23.0dB 23.0dB
Aux/CD input (\HF)...................
Stereo separation

>ZOdB >20dB >ZOdB

Disc input (mm) 47.OdB 47.OdB 46.0dB
Aux input 43.5dB 43.0dB 42.0dB
Output impedance (damping)_____
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz __

_ O.!Sohm 0.15ohm 0.15ohm
___l.8dB

-60dB
5.0dB

OdB 
0.06dBAux input .

!nput data
Disc (mm) impur
Disc (me) input

260pF 
7pF

-20dB
0. IdB 

loading 
47kohms 
470ohms

socket type sensitivity
Phono 0.33mV
Phono 0.023mV

Aux input Phono 60.0mV 14.0kohms 300pF
Power amp______— -mV —kohms -pF
Output, pre-amp (tape)________ ________ 75.0V max, 700ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz   . +OdB, -1.0dB
Size (width, height, depth)   21 x9x34cm
Typical price inc VAT_________________  .£300 (£500 with PSX)
First reviewed: 1985. hating: Best Buy.
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MUSICAL FIDELITY Al
Musical Fidelity, Unit 16, Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley ha9 ono. 

---------- "Tel: 01-900 2999----------

R
e-assessed for 1987, the rated 20W 
per channel, Musical Fidelity Al is 
one of the smallest amplifiers in 
Choice yet its price exceeds £200. 
In return, however, it sets out to 

offer a high standard of sound quality, based 
primarily on the fall class A output stage. 
Enough standing current flows continuously 
through the output stage to always meet the 
rated load demand and to help dissipate the 
large amounts af heat generated, the whole top 
surface is a finely finned satin black radiating 
surface.

A 'straight line' design, the Al's only controls 
are for volume and input selection. All inputs 
are via RCA phono sockets; speaker outputs are 
4mm sockets. Tape, auxiliary/tuner, CD and disc 
inputs are provided, and the latter may be 
switched for moving magnet or moving-coil 
sensitivities, and the relevant loadings.

With the iqput stage executed in integrated 
circuits, the bi-polar output stage is direct- 
coupled complementary. The power supply is 
shared between channels and energised by a size

able toroidal transformer.
After prolonged use this amplifier runs rather 

hot — too hot in fact to touch comfortably, and 
under no circumstances should it be covered: 
LP's melt readily on it! I suggested a thermal 
trip to safeguard against overheating, and this 
is now a production feature.

Lab Report
The rated output was met into 8ohms, but the 
level fell significantly into 4ohms, effectively to 
under half power here. Peak current was a 
modest ±3.8A, which was just sufficient for 
4-8ohm speakers under peak programme condi
tions. At rated power, distortion levels were a 
satisfactory -SOdB or 0.3%. It was fine on inter
modulation except via moving-coil, this result 
due to premature overload. Noise levels were 
fine while the output offset was satisfactorily low. 
Input overloads were fine in practice while the 
stereo separations were particularly good.

Channel balance was accurate and the Input 
sensitivities were judged sensibly.. The output 
impedance was higher than average at a typical
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0.4ohms, and this could marginally affect the tonal balance of some loudspeakers.It performed well with respect to the 40Hz modulation tests, showing a very clean output at a modest power level. The RIAA equalisation has been improved over the original review sample, and now shows a sensible, slightly bandlimited characteristic, still a touch depressed in the treble but generally even and properly extended on both mm and m-c disc inputs.
Sound QualityStill rating good overall, the improvements in the bass extension on the disc input were noted. The Al is exceptionally 'sweet' in character — almost 'syrupy' in the words of one panelist — producing a well defined three-dimensional stereo image with good detail and perspective. Polite yet informative, the sound was a little 'slow' and 'thick, lacking a little transparency and 'air' but with a good impression of ambience. String tone was considered particularly attractive for an amplifier of this price level.

ConclusionsComfortably maintaining its fine ranking in terms of overall sound quality versus price, and showing some improvement to the disc input, the Al remains a distinctive-sounding amplifier which is a trifle idiosyncratic, particularly in terms of its excessive heat output, but clearly continues to merit firm recommendation.

Test measurementsTo show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where OdB = lW), without ¡adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
Test Results

Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec __________ 20W(=l3.SdBW)
Power output . 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
One channel. Sohm load 13.SdBW !3.7dBW 13.5dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load 8.7dBW 8.9dBW 8.SdBW
One channel, 2ohms. pulsed________ -dBW 8.JdBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current  +4.0A -3.6A

Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, ZOHz !kHz 20kHz 
al rated power, aux input -50.0dB -52.0dB -50.0dB 
lncermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input _____-62.4dB
lnrcrmodulacion, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) _______ -71.9dB

lnrermoduhnion, 19/ZOkHz, ar OdBW, disc (me)-26.0dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (\HF, CCIR weighted)-70.0dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -----------------„-67.0dB
Aux/CD input (\HF, CCIR weighted) -82.7dB
Residual, unwcighted (volume control at min)-76.2dB
DC output offset  left 26mV, right 4mV
DC offset, pre-amp Idi n/a mV, right n/a mV
Input overload 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (!HF) ____________ 21.6dB 29.9dB 29.SdB
Disc (me) input (!HF)* __________ 25.ldB 28.6dB 23.0dB
Aux/CD input (\HF) ____
Stereo separation

>20dB >20dB >20dB

Disc input (me) 66.9dB* 92.SdB 65.SdB
Aux input __________________________ 66.6dB* 93.ldB 68.4dB
Output impedance (damping)_______
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz__

. 0.37ohm 0.4lohm 0.44ohm 
_0.15dB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input 0. !5dB 0. !2dB l.64dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input 0.43mV 47kohms 120pF
Disc (me) input 0.04mV 120kohms 0.20nF
Aux input 23mV 46kohms SOpF
Output, pre-amp (tape)  7.SV max, -ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz+OdB, -2.75dB
Size (width, height, depth) . 41x6.5x26cm
Typical price inc VAT _ ________-1209
*inc noise
Reauditioned

Power supply rejection, 40Hi input
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MUSICAL FIDELITY A100
Musical Fidelity Ltd, Unit 16, Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley ha? ond.

--------- TEL: 01-900 2999---------

T
he AJOO is an ultra-simple inte
grated amplifier that operates in 
class A over a substantial part of its 
dynamic range. Clearly based 
closely on the successful Al, it is 

only when the units are actually placed next 
to each other that the physical differences 
become apparent. Front-to-back shelf depth has 
been held the same, but the others have been 
expanded while keeping the same overall pro
portions — the 'JOO being higher and wider, not 
to mention heavier, with slightly more than 
twice the power output (SOW instead of 20W), 
and nearly double the price (£400 instead of 
£209).

Highlighted by bright blue legends, the in
telligently sculptured case is fabricated in ribbed 
black alloy to help dissipate the substantial waste 
heat of class A operation: on our sample the 
fit of these sections could have been better. A 
permanent internal fan further assists cooling, 
and this is slightly audible in quiet environ
ments. Notwithstanding these precautions, the 
high case temperature remains a matter of some 
concern: the thermal trip played an effective if 
infuriating role by interrupting our listening 
tests, though it refused to repeat the trick later 
on; rumour has it that eggs will cook slowly on 
the top surface!

Taking minimal facilities to its logical con
clusion, AJOO even eliminates the (normally 
rather useful) balance control in the interests 
of simplifying the signal path. We are left with 
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two large knobs for volume and input selection, 
plus pushbuttons for power on/off and tape 
monitoring, all of which are a little 'clunky' in 
operation. Phono sockets are used on the rear, 
internal switching selecting MC or MM cart
ridge sensitivities, while 4mm sockets provide 
for loudspeaker connection.

Lab Report
This is very much an extension of the Al 
design, but with a larger heatsink area and 
internal (gently audible) cooling fan. With a 
multi-transistor complementary low-noise MC 
disc input (IC) and high quality shunt/series 
regulation particularly in pre-amp section, the 
power amplifier uses complementary bi-polar 
output transistors operating largely in class A. 
The power supply has a toroidal transformer 
with substantial reservoir capacity.

The power characteristics look much more 
like a valve than a transistor amplifier. Meeting 
specification without problem into 8ohms, 
single channel, there was a substantial SdBW 
loss into 4ohms. Peak current delivery is 
restricted, so this design is clearly not ideally 
suited to awkward or lowish impedance loud
speaker loads, and is somewhat restricted in 
loudness capability. The power supply modu
lation spectrogram looks a little alarming, but 
in fact most of the lines refer to a generally high 
level of simple harmonic distortion rather than 
mains-related spuriae.

The various distortion measurements all gave



poor results, though the harmonic products 
dropped significantly at lower drive levels. 
Signal-to-noise ratios and input overload 
margins were both quite acceptable, and stereo 
separation was very good. Input sensitivities 
should be fine, though volume/balance tracking 
went a little awry at low levels. The RIAA 
equalisation showed tight low frequency band
limiting particularly on moving-coil, and a mild 
ultrasonic rise on moving coil.

Sound Quality
Rating a very encouraging good on sound 
quality overall, even here there was some con
troversy among the listening panel. The 'JOO's 
main virtues of sweet midrange and treble 
seemed particularly well suited to classical music 
while the modest bass 'drive’ was felt to be some
thing of a handicap on rock material. Violin 
tone was particuarly liked. Stereo imagery re
ceived high praise for a transparency, space, 
depth and precision that is exceptional amongst 
integrated amplifiers, but the impressive sense 
of scale generated gave a slightly 'heavy' overall 
character that was not to all tastes.

Conclusions
The fine results on listening demand 
recommendation, but this is something of an 
idiosyncratic product nonetheless, polarising 
opinions according to the relative importance 
to a listener of bass 'drive’ versus treble 
'sweetness’. It is fair to assume that the thermal 
cut-out problem was an isolated incident, but 
the fact that the case does get very hot in use 
should be borne in mind, by those with young 
children for example. The technical weaknesses 
do leave some room for improvement and 
suggest partnership with a 'kind' loudspeaker of 

highish impedance, but the fine transparency 
for the price demands recognition.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW). without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power inw 8ohms, maker's spec SOW(= 17dBW)
Power output 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
One channel. Sohm load 17.BdBW 17.7dBW 17.ldBW
Both channels, 4ohm load ll.4dBW 11.6dBW 11.0dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed_____ -JBW 12.0dBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current_________________ +6A -6A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz !kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux/CD input ___ -36dB -35dB -34dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ____ -46dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -46dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-40dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF. CCIR weighted) -76dB
Disc (me) input (IHF. CCIR weighted) -68dB
Aux/CD input (IHF. CCIR weighted) -70dB
Residual, unwcighted (volume control ar min) ______ _ -80dB
DC output offset lefr <20mV, right <20mV
Input overload 20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (!HF) ... . . .. JldB 19.SdB 19.SdB
Disc (me) input (IHF)* __ _____ 34dB 17.5dB 18.ldB
Aux/CD mput (IHF) >10dB >ZOdB >10dB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) 68dB 75dB 67dB
Aux/CD input 70dB 93dB 76dB
Output impedance (damping)_____ 0.4ohm 0.37ohm 0.42ohm
Channel balance, disc, at I kHz . 0.04dB
Volume^alance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux/CD input 0.ldB 0.ldB 5dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input ______ Phono 0.32mV 47kohms n/a pF
Disc (me) input* Phono 0 .027rnV 47kohms n/a nF
Aux/CD input Phono 18mV 47kohms 20pF 

980ohmsOutput, pre-amp (t.ape)________ _ _ 3.31V max,
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz . +OdB, -!dB
Size (width, height, depth)______ ___ 44x9x25cm
Typical price inc VAT ________ . _L400

Disc input. RI^A eqadlisation accuracy
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MUSICAL FIDELITY SEPARATES
Musical Fidelity Ltd, Unit 16, OlympicTrading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley Haqond 

----------- TEL: 01-900 2999--------

T
he fastest growing amplifier specia
list for many a year, Musical Fidelity 
have hitherto had the somewhat 
irritating habit of updating their 
models at a similarly rapid rate, to 

the point where the reviewer at least finds it 
difficult to keep up. The overall format has now 
stabilised with two pre-amplifiers, the £300 The 
Preamp 2a (pronounced pre-amp), and the 
£1,000 MVT; and three power amplifiers, the 
PI70, P270 and A370, at £500, £1,000 and 
£2,000.

Our knowledge of The Preamp 2a is limited, 
being based upon the Mkl model at least two 
upgrades ago, but this simple 'straight line' 
model was warmly recommended in its day and 
presumably continues to maintain a competitive 
position. The basic data on the MVTand P170 
goes back to early 1986, but we have subse
quently re-auditioned the MVT once (we under
stand that a Mk II upgrade is imminent), and 
the Pl70 twice, along with minor circuit im

provements. The P270 was originally reviewed 
at the beginning of 1987 for The Collection II, 
with the A370 making its debut in this issue, 
compiled into this composite review for brevity’s 
sake.

Where The Preamp 2a is a compact unit, the 
MVT is more conventional in appearance, with 
a heavy full-width anodised front panel com
plete with rack-mount 'ears’. Both units are 
tersely simple in facilities, accomodating 
moving-coil and moving magnet cartridges but 
otherwise restricted to input selection, tape 
monitoring and volume — MVT possessing the 
additional luxury of a balance control!

The power amplifiers all follow the MVT style, 
sharing a common width with dark grey heavy 
anodised front plates equipped (theoretically at 
least) for racking, and with an excellent stan
dard of external finish. All are basically double
mono in internal construction, with IC op-amp 
inputs and multiple complementary FET out
puts. But besides offering 2dBW steps in output 
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power as one goes up the range, each successive 
model operates in class A over a greater part 
of its dynamic range.

Consequently the Pl70 is largely class B and 
is housed in a slimline case, with a rating of 
85W (19dBNX). The 2ldBW P270 occupies three 
times the vertical height and half as much depth 
again in order to provide the power supply and 
cooling necessary for working in class A over 
20-30% of its dynamic range. The A370, its 
prefix indicating a much closer approach to fall 
class A operation, is nearly twice the height — 
looking almost cuboid and far from elegant.

Class A operation above all means the sub
stantial production of waste heat all the time 
that the amplifier is on. A nice by-product is 
of course that everything warms up quickly after 
switch on, but when you've got a black cube 
sitting in the room with a case temperature of 
around 60°C, it's generating as much as a small 
radiator. Nice in the winter, when you can just 
turn the heating down, but not so convenient 
for summer listeners — in this respect the big 
MF power amps are better suited to outdoor 
types or those with air-conditioning.

Attention to constuctional detail is reflected 
in single strand LC internal wiring and custom 
polypropylene capacitors. The '370 reservoirs 
total 100,000uF per channel, using selected Jap
anese audio premium electrolytics, and other 
special components are used elsewhere.

Lab Report
The MVT pre-amp measured well in every 
respect, with accurate RIAA, low distortion and 
ample overload margins. The Pl70 comfortably 
beat its rated power into 8ohms, but showed 
some restriction towards frequency extremes and 
into lower impedances. However, peak current 
delivery and high frequency intermodulation 
were both exceptional.

Likewise the 270 comfortably exceeded its rat
ing on test; generally well maintained into lower 
impedances, the ultimate current delivery of 
+ 25/—277 peak to peak is not exceptional — 
this is not really a bargain-price Scintilla driver. 
There was an odd ldB peaking in the frequency 
response at 20Hz, while the output impedance 
is high enough to cause slight response dif
ferences with low impedance loudspeakers.

The '370 delivered a comfortable 200+W per

Test ResultsMVT/P170 Pre- and power amplifierRated power into Sohms, maker's spec 85W(=l9dBW)Power output ..    _ .. 20Hz IkHz ZOkHzOne channel, Bohm load 20.3dBW 21.0dBW l 7.4dBWBoth channels, 4ohm load 17.7dBW IB.9dBW 16.6dBWOne channel, 2ohms, pulsed _ -dBW 14.7dBW -JBWInstanianeous peak current ._ __ +8.0A -9.SATomi harmonic distortion, 20Hz Ikl-lz ZOkHzat rated power, aux input-88.0dB -94.0dB -82.9dB
NoiseDisc (me) input (IHF, CCIR wcighccd) _ ,-72.SdBAux/CD input (IDF, CCIR weighted) -93.0dBDisc (mm) input (II-IF, CCIR weighted) . .. _-77.OJBInput overload 20Hz IkHz ZOkHzDisc (mm) input (IIIF) 32.0dB 31.9dB 31.ZdBDisc (me) input (II-IF) 27.0dB 25.7dB 25.7dBAux/CD input (II-IF) >lOdB >20dB >20dBlnpur dara sacker cypc sensitivity loadingDisc (mm) input Phono I.78mV 46kohms 60pFDisc (me) input Phono 0.09mV 94kohms 25pFAux input Phono 89mV 45kohrns -pFPower amp . Phono/XLR n/a nla n/aOutputs, pre-amp 7.8V max, lOOohmsDisc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz +OJB, -0.34dBSize (width, height, depth) _48 x 6 x 20.Scm, 48 x 6 x 23cmTypical price inc VAT <990, £460
First reviewed: 1986. Rating: Recommended.

Test Results
Power output P270 Integrated amplifierRared power inro 8ohms, maker's spec 135W(=2ldBW)Power output_ „__ 20Hz IkHz 20kHzOne channel, Bohm load  .2 3EYJBW 23.7dBW 23.SdBWBorh channels. 4ohm load _22.6dBW 22.6dBW 22.3dBWOne channel, 2ohms, pulsed _ -dBW 23.6dBW -dBWInstantaneous peak current ._, + 25, -27A
DistortionTotal harmonic distortion, _ 20Hz IkHz 20kHzat rated power, aux input _ -78dB -87dB -72dBIntermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input _-98dBIntermodulation, !9/20kHz, at OdBw. disc (mm) _ -97dB
Noise 'A' wtd _------ -----------B4dB(OdBW), -IOSdB(full output)DC output offset left OrnV, right OrnVOutpul impedance (damping) _0.13ohm 0.13ohm 0.13ohmChannel balance, disc, at IkHz.O.OódB Input . __„_phonos 93mV B4kohm 4.4nFSize (width, height, depth)___ 4Bx1Bx31cmTypical price inc VAT_ ____ £1,000
First reviewed: The Collecrion 1987.

Test Results
Power output A370 Integrated amplifierRated power into Bohms, maker's spec l85W( = 22.5dBW)Power output _ _  20HzOne channel, Bohm load_ 23.9dBWBoth channels, 4ohm load _23.0dBW IkHz 20kHz24.0dBW 23.SdBW23.ldBW 22.6dBWOne channel, 2ohms, pulsed _ -dBW 24.SdBW -dBWInstantaneous peak current+59, -58A 
DistortionTotal harmonic distortion, _ ZOHz IkHz ZOkHzat rated power, aux input _ -90dB -93dB -82dBIntermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input _-95dBDC output offset -- - left -33mV, right -20mVAux/CD input- --  !20dB 1IBdB 98dBOutput impedance (damping) _0.12ohm 0.12ohm 0.13ohmChannel telance, disc, at !kHz___ 0.04dBPower amp    1,SOOmV lOOkohms 200pfSize (width, height. depth)  4B x 33 x 3lcm Typical price inc VAT  £2,000
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Musical Fidelity Separates
Continued from previous page

channel, with good bandwidth and load toler
ance, backed by a substantial peak current out
put of +59/-58A. The power supply 
modulation spectrogram was particularly clean, 
and other measurements all meet high stan
dards. A small +O.SdB response rise at lOHz 
was noted.

Sound Quality
Latest samples confirm that the MVT remains 
competitive. It was particularly liked for the 
vocal range though the extreme bass and treble 
attracted less enthusiasm, with some congestion 
and untidiness, and the overall sound had its 
own distinct character.

The '170 was last auditioned simultaneously 
with its bigger brethren, and continues to rate 
'good plus. Slightly 'larger than life, it produced 
fine stereo images with good dynamics, but was 
a little 'untidy’ and lacked some subtlety in the 
comparison.

The ’270’s fundamental character was a little 
rich, with some criticism of bass uneveness and 
'speed', but an appreciation of good staging with 
scale, detail and clarity. The treble was a trifle 
bright, lacking some fine detail but still quite 
sweet.

The A370 is arguably the finest sounding 
power amplifier manufactured in the UK, bear
ing comparison with significantly more expen
sive American alternatives. Effortless weight and 
scale, accompanied by fine neutrality and con
trol creates unusually solid and convincing 
images, giving a rare 'very good’ overall rating.

P170 Power supply rejection, 40Hz inpuc

Conclusions
Lacking recent experience of The Preamp 2a, 
we advise you to check for yourself here, but 
there is no doubt that the MVT delivers a fully 
recommendable sound quality in an attractive 
and competitive package. Much the same can 
be said of the power amplifiers, each represent
ing a step up from its predecessor with the A370 
capable of sonically rivalling far more expensive 
imported exotica. Each has its own character, so 
audition is certainly worthwhile, but each may 
be comfortably recommended providing the 'hot 
box’ aspect of the larger models is born in mind.
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A BREATH OF FRESH SOUND

Heybrook brings a breath of fresh sound 
to your listening environment with a brilliant 

realism that's almost beyond belief.
Savour aural excellence from an award winning 
range of audio products; contact your Heybrook 
dealer listed opposite, or send the coupon today.

HEYBROOK
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MYSTTMA3Myst Ltd, The Old Surveyor's Office. Weobley, Hereford.
------------Tel: (054431) 8811------------

T
he TMA3 is an example of an 
amplifier built to very high 
standards but in low production 
volumes. The company concerned 
is small but dedicated, and have 

designed this no-frills, low-line integrated 
amplifier to give a normal-use output of 40W 
per channel.

Appearance is distinctive, with a cobalt blue 
case complemented by a satin silver alloy front 
panel; black finish is now available at a slightly 
higher price. The controls are reduced to a bare 
minimum, namely power, volume and just two 
selector buttons whose various combinations 
produce tape, tuner, CD and LP disc. All inputs 
are DIN sockets except for LP disc.

Internal construction is a model of its kind 
with neat cabling, clear layout, and fully 
shrouded mains wiring and contacts. Both 
moving coil and moving magnet cartridges are 
catered for by plug-in boards, and various loading 
requirements may be readily met.

A combination of integrated circuit and 
discrete transistor technology is employed, each 
where considered appropriate. Via me the input 
is a virtual earth or shunt feedback current 
input, considered by many to be the ideal 

loading, and an input buffer is placed before the 
RIAA equaliser stage. The moving-magnet 
offers the normal cartridge loading.

The CD input bypasses the line buffer and 
is fed directly to the power amplifier via the 
volume control. The impedance here is a 
satisfactory 12kohms while the normal auxiliary 
input is higher at 17kohms.

Remarkably simple, the power amplifier is 
based on a classic Hitachi circuit, with only five 
transistors. The output is direct coupled 
complementary with Hitachi 2SK226/2Sj82 

MOSFET output devices coupled to the 
speakers via a 2.5amp quick blow fuse.

Lab Report
Rated output was comfortably exceeded, with 
the peak programme output near to 17dBW 
(SOW) per channel with an excellent power 
bandwidth shown at 16.7dBW. The output held 
well into 4ohms, while the 2ohm pulsed level 
was only 2dB below the Sohm result. The ± 12A 
peak current was sufficient for the rating, and 
good overall load tolerance was shown.

Harmonte distortion had deteriorated by 
20kHz, measuring only — 50dB at full power 
with considerable crossover effects. The high 
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frequency intermodulation results were fine, 
however, so distortion was not considered a real 
cause for concern. Input noise levels were fine 
while input overload levels were satisfactory. 
Note that the me figures relate to EMF at the 
input, whereas in practice the shunt design 
implies much better figures using a real cartridge. 
Channel separation was above average, while 
volume tracking was excellent. Above 200Hz, 
the RIAA equalisation was most uniform, but 
the subsonic filter rolloff incorporated rolls off 
a little early in the audible bass register, and may 
account for the 'light’ character via LP disc.

Sound Quality
Scoring above average, a rating re-affirmed in 
1987, the TMA3 sounded a trifle 'lean’, even 
bright, in tonal balance terms, but this did not 
impart noticeable 'brittleness’. Tidy and well 
integrated in character, it provided moderate 
depth to the stereo images, and above average 
focus. The bass was found to lack some 
definition, and did not throw full 'weight.

The quality held up well via disc (mm), but 
via me some additional loss of definition and 
clarity was observed. It behaved well at full 
power into the normal load, providing 
102.SdBA, with lOldBA into the adverse load.

Conclusions
This excellently constructed, compact 
integrated amplifier offers well matched inputs, 
no frills, and a dependable performance with 
good load tolerance. It should offer a long life, 
and with the above average sound quality, 
definitely merits consideration, recent price in
creases blunting its competitiveness somewhat.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 35W(= ISJBW) 
Power output 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load ______ 16.7dBW !6.7dBW !6.7dBW
Both channels, 4ohm loaJ_______J4.2dBW 14.3dBW 14.3dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed ____ -dBW !4.6dBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current +12.0A -12.0A 
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion,______  20l!z !kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input ______ -80.0dB -68.0dB -50.0dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkl-lz, rated power, aux input ____-75.0dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, ar OJBW, disc (mm) ______-77.0dB
Intermodulation, !9/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)-74.0dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)......... .....................-66.0dB
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted)-66.0dB 
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -72.0dB 
Residual, unweighteJ (volume control at min)-78.0dB 
DC output offset _ ldr 13mV, right 6mV
DC offset, pre-amp____  __ left nilmV, right nilmV

Channel balance, disc, at !kHz .... __ ..... ............0.4dB

Input overload ... 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
D;sc (mm) input (!HF)__________ 20.0JB 20.0dB 20.0JB
Disc (me) input (!HF)* ________ 10.0JB 6.0dB 6.0dB
Aux/CD input (IHF) >ZOJB >ZOdB >20JB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) __ _ _ -70.0dB 70.0dB 64.0dB
Aux input__________ __________ 77.CdB 7l.0dB 55.0dB
Output impedance (damping)____ 0.095ohm 0.09ohm 0.l lohm

Volume/balance tracking ______ OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input    ....... O.ldB 0.2dB O. !dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input ________ Phono 63mV' 47kohms 200pF
Disc (me) input* ________Phono see text see text
Aux input DIN 40.0mV -50.0kohms I lOpF
Power amp n/a n/a mV n/a kohms n/a pF
Output, pre-amp (tape) 00.0V max, OOOohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-l5kHz + 0.08dB, -0.SSdB 
Size (width, height, depth) . . _____________43x2t.5x6cm
Typical price inc VAT____  .. ___ _____________.£288
First reviewed 1985. Reassessed 1987.

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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„ NAD 3020e.................  .
5ales.CoustiauHouse,GreycaineRoad,Watr>rd HertsWD2 458.

- TeL:(0923)26499-

T
 hough interim versions have risen 
steadily in price over the years, this 
new e suffixed 3020 brings the price 
back down to £109 — near its 
original launch level of some six 

years ago. The original 3020 swept all before it 
for a year or two until other manufacturers woke 
up to the fact that there was money in sound 
quality. The overall concept has been retained, 
so this is essentially the same simple, integrated 
amplifier which seeks to present better sound 
quality through the careful omission of some, 
but not all of the 'frills’.

It is neatly presented with a logical control 
layout and 'camouflage' dark brown finish to 
high enough standards. The single large volume 
control is backed by rotaries for tone and 
balance, with no tone defeat switching, while 
the seven pushbuttons, in three groups, provide 
power on/off, input selection including tape 
monitoring, plus mono/stereo and — 20dB 
muling (the telephone answering >w itch). The 
rear panel connections are phonos, the disc 
input accommodating moving magnet cartridges 

only. Speaker terminals are (still) cheap spring
loaded types, while small switches select 
optimum power matching to 4ohm (normal) or 
Sohm loudspeaker load, and optional 'soft 
clipping' circuitry the use of which is recom
mended to provide a sweeter sound when 
driving at continuous high levels.

Lab Report
This is the classic NAO 3020 design but with 
some 'streamlining' to keep costs down. Using 
a conventional direct coupled complementary 
bi-polar output configuration, component layout 
benefits from a single board construction, but 
with rather untidy wiring looping around. The 
circuitry is all discrete and some care has clearly 
been taken over bandwidth noise suppression 
and stage matching, but there was clearly in
sufficient budget available for special audiophile 
components. The power supply is standard 
enough, internal mains connections were un
shrouded, and there was also some evidence of 
Taiwanese production economies.

Rated at only 20W, the measured power de
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livery was really quite generous for such a 
modestly priced model. It was respectably main
tained into lower impedance, and current 
capability was again very respectable at this price 
level. The quality of the power supply itself is 
confirmed in the excellent power supply modu
lation spectrogram results, where mains and dis
tortion effects are notable for their near absence.

Distortions were all low and signal-to-noise 
ratios very good, as were overload margins and 
stereo separation results. Volume tracking cali
bration and input sensitivities were also fine, 
while the RIAA equalisation curve shows sen
sible bandlimiting plus slight bass cut/treble 
boost, sufficient perhaps to 'lighten’ the sub
jective balance of the amplifier a trifle.

Sound Quality
Rated securely above average, NAO have 
manged to keep the essential sonic character 
of the 3020 despite their production economies 
in this version, and it is further to their credit 
that this basic design has remained competitive 
for such a long time. The balance remains a 
little on the 'light and bright’ side of neutral 
to be sure, but the result is attractively airy and 
quite transparent, if a trifle 'softened’. Though 
falling well short of the best, the stereo image 
presentation and the overall integration were 
praised, and the sound was reasonably lively, but 
listeners also noted some lack of 'weight’, 'speed’ 
and incisiveness.

Conclusions
NAO continue to brew a fine budget amplifier, 
and have also managed to keep the price sharp 
against the immediate competition, despite 
working from a design basis that is now several 
years old. At the typical £110 the 3020e is clearly 
Best Buy material, with a clean laboratory bill 

of health and generally high standards of con
struction. It has its own distinctive subjective 
character, a little light in balance and 'weight, 
so may not suit all tastes equally,, but is un
doubtedly superior to run of the mill budget 
amplifiers.

Test measurementsTo show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
Test Results

Power output Integrated amplifier
Rarnl power into Bohms, maker's spec 20W(= \ JdBW) 
Power output 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load IS.2dBW 15.7dBW 15.JdBW
Both channels, 4ohm load ll.SdBW 13.JdBW 12.7dBW
One channel, Znhms, pulsed__ -dBW I 3.BdBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current +12A -11.0A
Distortion
Toral harmonic disronion, 20Hz IkHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -90dB -96dB -73dB 
Intermodulation, !9/20kHz, rated power, aux inpul _____ -85dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, ar OdBW, disc (mm) -72dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) ........-75.0dB
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCJR weighted) ___ . .... -SIJB
Residual, unweighied (volume conrrol ar min) -89dB
DC ourput offset .. . lefl + ImV, right +2mV
Input overload 20Hz h:hz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (!HF) 34.SdB JJ.7dB JZdB
Aux/CD input (!HF)
Stereo separation

>ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB

Disc inpur (mm) 74d^
75dB

76dB 62dB
Aux input 75dB 6!dB
Oulput impedance (damping)_____ . 0.18ohm O.!Sohm O.Zohm
Channel balance, disc, ar !kHz .. ______________ O.JldB
Volume/balance tracking  OdB -ZOdB -60dB
Aux input  O.OSdB O.OJdB O.J7dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) inpul Phono O.SlmV 47kohms 70pF
Aux input _ Phono 340mV 48kohms 80pF
Output, pre-amp (tape)  IS.IV max, l.6ohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz +0.26dB, -0.45dB 
Size (width, height, depth)_____________ ... 42x9x28cm
Typical price inc VAT________________ £110

Disc input. RIAA equalisation accuracy Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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NAIMNAIT
Naim Audio Ltd, Southampton Road, Salisbury spi zln. 

---------- -TEL: (0722) 332266----------

T
he NAIT, Naims inexpensive inte
grated amplifier, offers an ‘unspeci
fied’ low output power, with a 
‘ straightline circut design format. 
Tape tuner, and disc mm inputs are 

provided, the first two in DIN and the disc in 
phono. Controls comprise push-button selectors, 
balance and volume. The unit is built in 
traditional Nairn extruded alloy case with black 
textured finish and satin polished front edge. 
The effect is simple and clean, this aspect also 
reflected by the interior, which from an 
engineering viewpoint is most elegant.

A single printed circut board is well laid out, 
using good quality components. A toroidal 
transformer supplies the modest reservoir 
capacitors, chosen to give a quick recovery as 
well as high peak current capacity. The output 
stage is fully complementary direct-coupled, 
while the electronic protection integrates 
voltage and current against time, and allows the 
use of complex loads. In-fact the circuitry is 
largely borrowed from Naim’s more costly 
amplifier line. r

Lab Report
Hearsay suggests a 1SW programme rating 
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(12dBW), though Nairn offer no specifications 
whatever. Measurement indicated 13dBW over 
the audio bandwidth, with a fair tolerance of 
4ohm loading on continuous duty. The peak 
current delivery was fine for the size of amplifier, 
with the Sohm peak output level measuring 
13.SdBW and still holding up well at ll.3dBW 
for the 'extreme 2ohm load.

Harmonic distortion was just satisfactory at 
20kHz, but improved at lower frequencies. Via 
aux the full-power intermodulation was fine, but 
va disc at a lower output it was less impressive. 
The input signal level was closer to the disc 
overload point in this test. Signal-to-noise ratios 
were fine, though the disc input sensitivity was 
lower than average. Disc input overloads were 
satisfactory and stereo separation about average, 
with output impedance negligible and channel 
balance good, except at the lowest volume 
settings.

While the auxiliary frequency response was 
essentially flat, the disc input showed a mildly 
rising characteristic, with fair agreement to the 
!EC rolloff in the bass. Mild lift around 7kHz 
and a subjective treble rolloff ot -1.5dB at 
20kHz were also apparent. Such a response may 
help to 'flatter inexpensive mm cartridges.



Sound QualityThe NAIT was found to produce a clear crisp sound with a surprisingly good exposition of the depth and atmosphere present on many recordings. It played louder than expected, louder in fact than the peak programme ratings suggested, due to its good subjective behaviour into mild clipping. For the normal loudspeaker load it provided 97.5dBA, with 95.SdBA into the adverse load.Via disc the tonal balance was trifle thin, but vocal detail was impressive with decent focus and depth rendition. The bass was not perfect, yet it seemed articulate and gave a good impression nonetheless. The treble was not too precise, but did not raise objections from the panelists.On auxiliary input, the sound quality was better still, with the detail and mid transparency of this design remaining its strongest point. Overall the effect was that of a lively', involving and musical sound, one which bore comparison with some of the best.
ConclusionsDespite its mild RIAA response aberration, which in a sense is inextricably bound up with any judgement of sound quality, and also bearing in mind the modest output, the NAIT must nevertheless be viewed favourably. Possessing an excellent build quality and good load tolerance, it also delivered a sound which stood up to its immediate competition. With little hesitation, the NAIT deserves recommendation.

Test measurementsTo show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where OdB= 1W), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
Test Results

Power output Integrated amplifier
Rared power into 8ohms, maker's spec !SW(= 12.SdBW) 
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 
One channel, Bohm load 13.0dBW 13.JdBW 13.ldBW 
Both channels, 4ohm load\O.OdBW l l.6dBW l l.4dBW 
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed_______  9.4dBW \ UdBW \0.9dBW 
Instantaneous peak current .__ ________ +9A -9A
Distortion
Total harmonic diswnion, 20Hz !kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -68dB -72dB -51dB 
Inrermoduiation, 19/20kHz, r<ued power, aux input _______ -70dB
Imcrmodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -52dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (\HF, CCIR weighted) 
Au,/CD input (\HF, CCIR weighted) 
Residual, unweightcd (volume control al min)
OC output offset ____________________________
Input overload 20Hz
Disc (mm) input (\HF) 2SdB
Au,/CD input (IIIF)>20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)-69dB
Au’ input  -68dB
Oulput impedance (damping)_______ 0.03ohm 
Channel balance, disc, at \kHz 

- 78dB 
-80dB 
-75dB

2mV 
20kHz

24dB
>20dB

-SOdB 
-42dB

1kHz 
25.SdB 
>20dB

-66dB 
-66dB

0.04ohm 0.04ohm
______________ OJdB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB
Aux input OdB O.JdB
Input data socker type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.52mV 46kohms
Aux inpur DIN 21.lmV 6lkohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-ISkHz +O.SdB.

-60dB
8.1;!B

140pF
220pF

-1.5dB
Size (width, heighi, depth)28x22x7.Scm
Typical price inc VAT____________________________________________£242
First reviewed 1983
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NAIM AUDIO SEPARATES
Naim Audio Ltd, Southampton Road, Salisbury spi 2LN. 

■--------- TeL: (0722) 332266-- ■

The various building blocks in the Nairn range consist of two pre-amps (broadly similar in performance but with different facilities), two preamp power supplies, an active filter unit, plus three power amplifiers. Between them they can be combined in enough ways to fill the colour-coded wallchart looking a little like a railway marshalling yard schematic which Nairn have produced.The simplest configuration combines the 
NAC42-5 or NAC32-5 pre-amp with NAP110 or NAP140 power amplifiers (the '140 is a recent upgrade on the '110, but both remain available); in this instance the pre-amp draws power from the power amplifier. The next stage involves adding a separate power supply for the pre-amp, either the smaller SNAPS or the heavyweight 
HI-CAP. Thus far each unit is contained within attractively discreet black alloy 'half width' boxes.Except in special circumstances, the power amplifier improvements dre considered best left until the pre-amp' is fully extended. The next step up the ladder is the famous NAP250 - possibly the iongest standing amplifier sttll m current production. This is a full-width model rated at 70W/channel with four regulated power 

supplies, two of which utilise the same transistors as the output. The final passive step is the 
NAP135 monoblock, of similar power rating and size as the '250 but with improved supplies and, a built-in cooling fan. This only comes into operation when the amplifier is working very hard, so it is effectively inaudible.The passive ladder brings a maximum amplification price of around £2,700, but a price premium of around £750 can bring a neat transfer to the active ladder, by adding an active crossover unit and its accompanying HI-CAP. Currently Naim's active systems are oriented towards their own and Linn's loudspeakers, though there is no specific electronic equalisation within the filters so suitably wired alternative speakers are certainly theoretically possible. There are alternative crossovers for twoway and three-way loudspeakers, for which one can use two or three NAP250s, or four or six 
NAP135s. The full 'six pack' carries a total amplification price of around £7,OOO, which is well up into 'high end' territory if still a little paltry compared with some US offerings.The pre-amps are simple affairs with minimal tacilittes — volume, balance and input selection, plus mute and tape monitoring. Inside, a series of sub-boards are plugged onto a main 96



motherboard, allowing substitution for different 
cartridge matching or upgrading. Both mm and 
m-c disc boards contain appropriate equalisation 
and amplification in a single stage.

Fed up with the limitations of phono sockets, 
Nairn have had the temerity to fit BNCs for 
their disc inputs — which is fundamentally an 
advantage, though inconvenient for dealers and 
reviewers! Again eschewing phonos (and causing 
further inconvenience), XLR and DIN socketry 
in various configurations is used throughout the 
remaining Nairn interconnects, appropriate 
leads with good quality locking plugs being 
provided. The power amplifiers are entirely 
plain, their substantial alloy casings providing 
the heatsinking (fan supplemented on '135). 
The rear loudspeaker terminals are simply 
recessed banana sockets — wire wrapping and 
spade terminals are regarded as suffering from 
gradual material compression, whereas a sprung 
banana plug preserves contact pressure and self 
wipes on insertion.

Lab Report
The basic design configuration is bi-polar quasi- 
complementary, using selected high speed 
devices. Lack of output filtering requires the 
inductance provided by about 3m of Nairn cable, 
so some caution should be taken with unknown 
exotic types. For similar reasons, there is a 
tendency to pick up RF breakthrough and 
mains-borne interference. Both these effects are 
unpredictable, depending upon the particular 
site, and seem to affect a fairly small percentage.

Nairn amplifiers have always delivered a 
thoroughly sound if unspectacular lab per
formance. The '250 for example, rated at 
70W/8ohms, delivers a fine power bandwidth 
into 8 and 4ohms, still holding up respectably 
into 2ohms with current delivery of +/-16A.

The disc frequency response shows a precisely 
tailored characteristic, very flat through most 
of the range but rolled off fairly early at the 
extremes, — IdB points being at 20Hz and 
20kHz, with acceleration beyond.

Sound Quality
While there is little to complain about in terms 
of musical communication — the Naims are 
very involving, lively and informative, delivering 
a high 'boogie factor'with realistic dynamic 
shading — the sonics have a distinct character 
that is not to every taste. There is little of the 
‘air’, 'space'and transparency that is usually 
associated with an 'audiophile'sound, while 
imaging sounds rather 'shut in’ and constrained 
in depth.

Conclusions
The Naims continue to merit recommendation, 
subject to personal taste and appropriate system 
matching, for they do seem to perform best in 
a known and controlled context. There is 
impressive subjective commonality and 
coherence as one moves up the range, each step 
clearly audible, while excellent build quality and 
a good record on avoiding obsolescence are 
further plus points.

Test Results
NAC 32/250 Pre- and power amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 70W(= 18dBW)
Power output .. . 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel. Bohm load 19.0dBW 19.0dBW 19.0dBW
Both channels. 4ohm load 18.JdBW 18.JdBW 18.JdBW 
One channel. 2ohms, pulsed ______ 16.JdBW 16.SdBW 16.9dBW 
Instantaneous peak current__________ ... + 16A -16A
Toral harmonic distortion, 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input-80dB -80dB -63dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) ...........  -79dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) ___ _
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)____  .
Input overload 20Hz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) _  JOdB
Disc (me) input (IHF) 25dB
Aux/CD input (IHF) „____________ >20dB
Input data socket type sensitivity

_____  -72dB
..____ -80dB

!kHz ZOkHz
32dB 32dB
25dB 25dB

>20dB >20dB
loading

Disc (mm) input____________Phono O.ZOmV 46kohms lOOpF
Disc (t;Q.c) input _.__ ._ Phono O.OlmV Ikohm
Aux input DIN 10.JmY ZOkohms 220pF
Power amp____ _____________ XLR IOS.4mY 18kohms 190pF
Output, pre-amp (rape) 7.7V max, 4.9ohms
Disc equalisacion error, JOHz-ISkHz +OdB, -0.7dB
Size (width, height, depth) _ \ . 32 X 20.5 x 8.Scm,

32 x 43.5 x 8.Scm
Typical price inc VAT £42 5, £960 

(Hi-Cap power supply, £385 extra) 
Firsc ceviewed, NAC321250, 1983; NAP135, 1985. For fUll lah cepon 
on NAP/35, see issue 39.Disc input. RI^A equalisation accuracy
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NUANCE/PLENITUDE
Presence Audio, Eastland House, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 6NY.

- Tel(044485)333-

T
he Nuance/Plenitude pre-/power 
amplifier combination is the result 
of that strangest of events, Anglo/ 
French cooperation. The manufac
turing is done in France, as was 

the original format layout, but there has also 
been considerable additional input from 
Malcolm Hawksford, particularly on the pre
amp. This redoubtable academic leads a research 
group down at Essex University, and has some 
unusual - not to say somewhat abstruse - ideas 
of hi-fi and circuit design, including a concept 
of ‘fuzzy distortion related to small errors in 
feedback control. The French contribution has 
also extended to the careful comparative sub
jective assessment of the components used 
within the signal paths for optimum end results.

Manufactured by Famco of Paris, these tran
sistor amplifiers are invariably known by their 
romantic French pet names, are distributed in 
the UK by Presence Audio, and are available 
in shiny ‘champagne and now black. The pre
amp reviewed here is the moving coil model; 
a cheaper moving magnet Nuance will be avail- 
dLk oltutLly. finish io fim claM, giving a ¿olid 
feel and expectations of a long life.

Nuance is a very simple design, with just two 

knobs and three switches, covering volume and 
balance plus input selection. Additional internal 
adjustments are available for switching in a 
rumble filter if desired, and for changing the line 
stage gain in order to accommodate different 
cartridge and power amplifier sensitivities com
fortably. The power supply is outboard, similarly 
finished in its own compact case. The high qual
ity componentry includes extensive LC wire, 
Roederstein Resistas, and a Noble volume 
control.

Plenitude is no more complicated, the de
signers believing in keeping things as simple as 
possible. Rated at SOW/eh, this is a conventional 
complementary bi-polar design with a single 
power supply, carrying doubled output terminals 
to assist in bi-wiring. Now fuse protected, signal 
path components have been carefully selected 
and Hawksford has again had a hand in the 
circuit development.

Lab Report
Nuance behaved well in the lab, giving no real 
concern on the various tests. The frequency re
sponso showed Kmiblc bnndlimiting at the 
frequency extremes, though the low frequency 
rolloff began at a high enough frequency to 
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affect accuracy marginally/; the rumble filter is 
sensibly shaped with a gradual rolloff and no 
peaking. There was some increase in IM dis
tortion at high frequencies on disc input, but 
overload margins were fine.

Plenitude’s 18dBW (SOW) power rating was 
comfortably exceeded under most conditions, 
though distortion rose a little at high frequencies 
when heavy current was demanded. Midband 
power was very well maintained into low impe
dances, reflecting the generous ±25A peak cur
rent, and also indicating a 'firm’ power supply. 
Distortion results were rather ordinary/, but 
should be adequate nonetheless, and there was 
no cause for concern on other measured para
meter’s. A slight mechanical hum could be 
heard.

Sound Quality
Nuance was quite well received, sounding 
basically polite and comfortable, albeit lacking 
the resolution of some alternatives. There was 
some treble 'sheen’ with surface noise mildly 
exaggerated, a mild 'softening’ of dynamics and 
focus, plus a little loss of low frequency scale 
and weight. The overall staging was nicely con
trolled and tidy/, showing slight veiling and a 
mildly ‘muted’ effect.

Having recently benefited from an upgrade, 
Plenitude rated slightly above its sister, while 
showing much of the same ‘nice’ character. 
There were no serious adverse comments, and 
the sound showed good transparency, depth, 
space and focus. There was some loss of scale 
and the treble was a trifle lacking in grace, but 
the sound was well under control and quite 
‘tight.

Conclusions
This is a nicely balanced combination that 
shows fine build quality and close attention to 
detail. Lab performance and sound quality were 
both on the ball, the latter having a distinctly 
'soft’ and attractive character, not unlike some 
valve models. The price is sufficiently com
petitive to suggest cautious recommendation 
subject to personal audition.

Test Results
Power output
RateJ power into Bohms, maker’s spec
Power output 20Hz
One channel, Sohm load 20.6dBW
Both channels, 4ohm
load _____ !8.9JBW
One channel, 2ohms, 
pulsed________________
Instantaneous peak current__________
Distortion

sow (I8JBW)
IkHz ZOkHz

Z0.4JBW 19JBW

18.8JBW lldBW

!9.7dBW
_________ _ -25A

Total harmonic
distortion,  20Hz IkHz 20kHz
at nued jx)wcr, aux input -80dB -80dB -7&1B
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input ______-83JB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-48dB 
Noise
Disc (me) input (IHF, OOIR weighted)-63dB 
AuxlCD ;nput (IHF, CCIR weighted)-77dB 
Residual, unweighted (volume control al min) -89JB 
OCoutputoffset ______ ________________________ -JmV, -ImV
LDO offset, pre-amp OmV
Input overload ________ 201-12 Ikl-lz 20kllz
D;;e (me) ;nput (!HF)*__ 30.lmV Z9.7JB Z9.3JB
Aux/CD input (!HF)____
Stereo separation

>ZOJB >ZOJB >ZOJB

Disc inpul (me) ________ 66dB 70dB SOdB
Aux inpul ____________
Ourpur impedance

86dB 74dB 48JB

(damping)____________ 0.07ohm O.lohm O.llohm
Channel balance, disc, at IkHz O.OldB
Volume/balance tracking OdB(OdB) 0.16dB(-Z0dB) 0.16dB(-60dB)
input data socket type sensitivity
Disc (me) input*__phono 38.SpV
Aux input ______ phono 66mV
Power amp ______ phono 104mV 
Output, pre-amp (tape) _____________
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz _

loading
14ohms

35kohms 140nF
30kohms 2nF

___  15.9V, 470ohms
+0.04dB, -O.SSdB

Size {width, height, depth)_____ ________________________
(41xZZ.Sx6.6)+(1lx17.5x6.6)+(4 l xZBxS.S)cm

Typical price inc VAT ______ _____ ____ ___ £695 + £695
Firn reviewed: The Collecrion 1987

Disc input. RIA A equalisation accuracy Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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PIONEER A44
Pioneer High Fidelity GB Lto, Field Way, Greenford, Middx UB6 8UZ. 

TEL: 01-S7 S S7 S7----------

T
his large full-facility integrated 
amplifier is rated at a conservative 
SSW/eh, with the sheer physical 
weight at least one indication of 
substantial power and good load 

tolerance. It is a medium price model, clear of 
the morass of budget and near budget models 
yet by no means extravagant at £180 all in, with 
fine and imposing standards of finish and 
presentation.

Some thirteen pushbuttons provide compre
hensive switching, though not without some 
aesthetic 'bittiness' and a tendency towards over
complexity. Besides the large volume control 
with its attendant slider for balance, two smaller 
knobs provide bass and treble tone controls, 
while a third, similar rotary acts as a record-out 
selector. Inputs are selected by pushbuttons, with 
supplementary buttons providing MM/MC cart
ridge option, and speaker selection. Though 
there is no provision for tone-defeat on all 
inputs, a prominent 'CD Direct' button provides 
convenient 'straight through' bypass from the 
CD input terminals if desired. The rear panel 

has spring-loaded terminals for two pairs of 
speakers, while the remaining connections are 
phono throughout.

Lab Report
Inside, the single main power supply has a large 
regular power transformer but modest reservoirs. 
The output uses complementary bipolar high 
current devices operating conventionally in class 
A/B. The power transistors are mounted on 
heatsink units so that the whole sub-assembly 
can be unplugged for easy service. The circuitry 
is a mixture of IC and discrete, using IC driver 
stages, and is built on three main boards with 
long ribbon interconnects. A fairly tidy con
ventional layout is manufactured to normal 
commercial quality.

Power delivery comfortably exceeded specifi
cation, was generally well maintained into lower 
impedances, and showed a substantial current 
delivery margin over cheaper models, con
firming where some of the extra money has 
gone. The power modulation spectrogram is 
pretty decent, though not as clean as many.
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Most of the other measurements gave exemplary 
results, with low noise and distortion, ample 
overload margins, and reasonable volume/ 
balance tracking. Stereo separation might have 
been better at high frequencies, and the moving
coil input showed a near IdB bass boost 
20-SOHz, with influence above lOOHz which 
could well produce a subjective reaction in 
listeners. The moving magnet disc input is 
marginally on the high side for optimum 
matching with some cartridges, the combi
nation of amplifier and lead-in wiring probably 
presenting some 350pF to the cartridge in toto.

Sound Quality
Rating only poor on the listening tests, it is hard 
to pick any strengths in a sound which drew 
unanimous criticism with impressive consistency 
for lack of 'life' and ‘speed, plus a general 
murkiness' alongside a ‘hard' balance and flat 

stereo presentation. The severest criticisms were 
aimed at the moving-coil input, presumably re
flecting the measured RIAA aberration to a 
degree, but even 'CD Direct’ only helped im
prove matters slightly..

Conclusions
Once again we have come hard up against an 
amplifier which to all intents and purposes 
produced a thoroughly decent measured per
formance, offering a substantial power delivery 
for the price, yet which proved a complete 
disappointment on the listening tests. It is a 
phenomenon that we have encountered before 
with Pioneer and others, and the only rational 
explanation is that such matters as component 
layout and signal path simplicity are of over
riding importance in a hi-fi amplifier, and that 
the addition of multiple facilities can only be 

! accomplished at great expense and/or by sacri

ficing significant sound quality/.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Inrcgrntcd amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 55W(=l7.SdBW) 
Power output 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load 18.9dBW 19.ldBW 19.ldBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l6.3dBW 17.ZdBW 17dBW
One channel, Zohms, pulsed______  -dBW 16.8dBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current  .________  + 17A -17A
Distortion
Tomi harmonic distortion,------------- ZOHz !kHz ZOkHz
ar rated power, aux input  -80dB -82dB -60lB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input --------- -89dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, ar OdBW, disc (mm) ------------ -79dB
Intcrmcxlulaiion, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-----------------69dB
Noise

DC output offset____ .--------------------left + 16mV, right -SmV

Dioc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -71dB
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted)____ .___ -66dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)--------- ------------------- -73dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at rnin) -----------------86dB

Input overload______ 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)__________ 31.4dB 31.5dB 19.ZdB
Disc (me) input (IHF)*__________ 30.4dB 46dB 44.4dB
Aux/CD input (!HF) __________ >10dB >ZOdB >10dB
Stereo separation
Disc input (me)________________ 61dB 61dB 33dB
CD Direct input___  ______ 63dB 59dB 34dB
Output impedance (damping)______ . 0.12ohm 0.12ohm 0.14ohm
Channel balance, disc, at IkHz (me)--------- ------------------- 0.39dB
Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
CD Direct mpur O.OJdB 0.13dB 0.4dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input ---------------- Phono 0.33mV SSkohms 140pF
Disc (me) input*___________ Phone 0.028mV lOOohms
Aux input ___ _____ Phono 19.7mV 69kohms IJOpF
Output, pre-amp (tape)--------------------------!0.9V max, 1.65kohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz (me) ______ 0.76dB, -0.42dB
Size (width, height, depth)_________________ 41x 11x33cm
Typical price inc VAT 180

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input

e 
JBEU
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PS AUDIO PS4.5
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 318 Worple Road, London swzo. 

-----------TelOI-947 5047-----------

P
S Audio first appeared in Hi-Fi Choice 
a number of years ago with a curiously 
shaped and rather primitively finished 
pre-/power combination that sounded 
rather nice. At the time, the initials 

stood for co-proprietors Paul and Stan. In the 
interim the then UK distributor ceased oper
ating, and PS themselves went quiet for a time 
in the States. Now the company is back, this 
time with only one of its original principals, and 
the UK distribution of this quite reasonably 
priced (by high end standards) pre-amp is being 
undertaken by Absolute Sounds.

Gone is the idiosyncratic styling of those 
earlier models, replaced by a sleek, full-width, 
jet black unit of smart finish if rather con
ventional appearance. A see-through fine mesh 
lid adds a touch of ‘high tech’, while lettering 
is a discreet gold, lc:i.ving the potentiometers 
uncalibrated. A quite small power supply trans
former is sited along the mains lead, at a 

distance from the pre-amp proper, though there 
was still a gentle mechanical hum. This may 
be a function of our 50Hz mains, different from 
the US, or a sample idiosyncracy — either way 
it is soluble.

Facilities are minimal and sound quality 
oriented — simply volume and balance (using 
Noble pots), straightwire/high gain and mm/me 
switched options, plus input and output 
selection switching. The ‘straightwire’ option 
here permits bypass of the line stage for greater 
transparency when the sensitivities of inputs are 
sufficient to permit its use.

Lab Report
The disc response was generally smooth and 
even, showing a gentle downtilt through the 
treble amounting to less than IdB at 20kHz. 
Harmonic distortion w>< fine, and 14dB better 
than the published figure at low frequencies in 
the 'straightwire’ position. The same general 
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improvement was noted on a number of other 
parameters - which at least confirms things are 
working in the right direction!

However intermodulation via the m-c cart
ridge input was somewhat unsatisfactory, and 
this is reflected in the high frequency overload 
measurement which is a little too marginal for 
comfort. In other respects the measured per
formance was fine, and it can be seen from the 
bracketed figures included in the accompanying 
data that the 'straightwire' sensitivities should 
be quite sufficient for many sources (though this 
won't help any HF m-c overload problems).

SOUND QUALITY
Used in the 'straightwire' mode with highish 
output m-c cartridges, the PS turned in a 
cracking performance for its price, providing a 
level of integration, transparency, scale and 
dynamism normally associated with significantly 
more expensive devices. And even with the line 
stage in operation, the sound was still very good 
indeed, just knocked back a couple of pegs on 
the ratings.

The sound was powerful, quick and lively, 
with good space and depth (though wider than 
deep). However, a point of criticism was that 
the treble was slightly 'squeaky' or 'edgy', giving 
a little exaggeration to vinyl surface noise.

CONCLUSIONS
Sonically the best in its class under our listening 
conditions, assisted by the intelligent 'straight- 

wire' option, this is a strongly recommended pre
amplifier which represents fine value for money. 
There remains a touch of doubt over the high 
frequency overload on the m-c input, which sug
gests that prospective purchasers should try it 
out with the intended front end to ensure that 
results are to taste.

TEST RESULTS
Distortion
Toral harmonic distortion 20Hz I kHz ZOkHz
at rated output, CD input -77dB -82dB -SldB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input _ -79dB
lntecmodulation, 19120kH1, at OdBW, disc (mm) _ -72dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mc) -20dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) . . -66dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -63dB
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted)__ . -78dB
Residual, unweighced (volume control at min) _.-84dB
DC offset, pre-amp_________ _ OmV
Input overload _ 20Hz I kHz ZOkHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) _ 30.SdB 30.3dB 25.ldB
Disc (me) input (!HF)*_ 26dB 25.4dB I 3dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)_ 
Stereo separation

>ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB

Disc input (me} _ 54dB 65dB 45dB
Aux input_____________ 83dB 70dB 48dB
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz______ . 0.18dB
Volume/balance tcackingO.OZdB(OdB) O.ZdB(-ZOdB) 0.9dB( -60dB)
Aux input_____________
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input _phono l.1(5.Z)mV 43kohms 340pF
Disc (me) input* phono 0.06(0.3)mV 50kohms 0.34nF
Au' input _phonol49(725)mV 6.8kohms 40pF
Output, pee-amp (tape)  18.SV, 21K(l4)ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz  ,+ OdB, -0.32dB 
Size (width, height, depth)______ 48x5.5x26 + (12.5x9x 16 ps)cm
Typical price in VAT. _______ ,, £695
Firsr ret1iwed: The Collecrion 1987
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QED A230/240CD/240SA
QED Audio Products Ltd, Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, 

---------Middlesex twis !AU. Tel: Ashford 46236------------

T
his neat and simple in:egrated 
amplifier is available in three ver
sions, offering a hierarchy of quality 
at different price points, with the 
capability of upgrading between the 

two 240 variants. All share the same case, but 
the 'entry level' £120 230 has a smaller (SOVA) 
power supply transformer, giving less dynamic 
range than lOOVA 240s. The latter share the 
same basic amplification circuitry apart from the 
disc input: the £150 'CD has a simple MM input 
based on integrated circuitry, the £200 'SA has 
additional boards with discrete components and 
integral switching between mm and m-c cart
ridge types.

Choice has auditioned all the various versions 
at different stages in their development, for 1987 
concentrating upon the top 240SA version, but 
with reference to earlier findings. The 
measurements are based on an earlier review of 
the 240CD, though we have included the data 
diiJ RIAA e4udlbaLiuii foi the 'SA 111-c disc 
input.

Our review sample was in black livery with 
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gold legends. Offering a marginally higher rated 
power output at 40W, the 240 is only ldB louder 
than the 230, so in reality its other features are 
of greater significance than the power increase. 
The 'CD direct' facility allows the Compact 
Disc user to bypass the pre-amplifier for 
optimum sound quality1.

Lab Report
Essentially, the design is based on a single board 
construction, the interior revealing good build 
quality with fine quality components. The 
output uses a bipolar complementary 
arrangement, direct-coupled to the load: 
integrated circuits are used for the earlier stages 
including the RIAA equalisation, except of 
course in the SA version.

Conservatively rated, this amplifier raised 
18dBW under peak programme conditions. The 
continuous output was near 17dBW, falling to 
14.SdBW into 4ohms, and the output held up 
well into 2ohms, reflecting the good peak 
current rating of ± 12.7SA. Quite a good result 
was obtained on the 40Hz power intermodula-



tion test.
Distortion levels were fine. With really good 

results for intermodulation at high frequencies. 
Noise levels were fine while the DC offset at 
the power amplifier was respectably low. The 
modest input overload margins reflected the 
omission of a line amplifier but in practice they 
were considered sufficient. Really good for its 
class, the stereo separation results were commen
dable, with channel balance generally good but 
deteriorating at low signal levels — for example, 
an 8dB imbalance at a -60dB setting. The 
input characteristics were fine with the 
additional SA circuitry, the RIAA equalisation 
on the mm input is now flat, but still shows a 
slight treble shelf on m-c, though less 
pronounced than that of the 'CD's IC mm 
input, and without the latter’s mildly worrying 
ultrasonic rise.

Sound Quality
The 1987 auditioning confirmed the 240s good 
overall rating, somewhat ahead of the 230. The 
sound was well integrated, with tight and 
engagingly 'bouncy bass reproduction. A little 
forward in presentation and slightly 'brittle’ on 
the disc input, there was also some 'richness’ 
in the lower mid region. Stereo imagery was 
good, the open sound lacking only a little in 
resolution of space and depth, and with a good 
sense of 'scale’.

Conclusions
All three QED models deserve their Best Buy 
rating at their respective price points, offering 
a sensible range of alternatives from the civilised 
230 through the more dynamic 240 models, the 
'SA version of which has a quite respectable 
moving-coil disc input. Lab performance was 
generally sound, and subjectively these 
amplifiers remain highly competitive.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where OdB= IW), without ¡adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
Test Results

Power output A240CD
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spec 40W(= 16dBW)
Power output _ 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm \oaJ !6.9dBW 17.JdBW 15.9dBW
Both channels, 4ohm loa<l l3.4dBW 14.8dBW 14.SdBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 15.SdBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current_____________________ +I JA -12.SA
Distortion
Total harmonic disrortion, 20Hz IkHz ZOkHz 
at rated power, aux input -7!.6dB -76.9JB -63.IJB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux inpur ____-79.6dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) ______ -50.0dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OJBW, disc (mc)-30dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (\HF, CCIR weighted) ,__ -72.0dB
Disc (me) input (\HF, CCIR weighted) __  ___._.-68dB
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -69.SdB 
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-77.SdB
DC output offsei lefr !OmV, right 12mV
DC offset, pre-amp . _____________ -left n/a mV, right n/a mV

Channel balance, disc, at IkHz ____ __________________ .0.73dB

Input overload ____ 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (\HF)____ 19.JdB 17.SJB !5.1dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)*______. Phono0.021mV 6Zohms IOpF
Aux/CD input (\HF) >10dB >10dB >10dB
Stereo separation
Disc tnput (mm) 89.0dB 88.SJB 66.6dB
Aux input 75.0dB 69.3dB 43.6dB
Output impedance (damping) . ______0.09ohm 0.09ohm O.!Oohm

Output, pre-amp (tape)10.8 max, 8.9ohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz +O.OZdB, -O.BSdB 
Size (width, height, depth) . .................. ......... 36x6x15cm
Typical price inc VAT £149 
Reauditioned

Volume/balance tracking _
Aux input . ____
Input data sockec
Disc (mm) input

______ OdB
_____ 0.04dB 
type sensitivity 
Phono 0.49mV

-ZOdB 
0.68dB 

loading
47kohms

-60dB
8.0SdB

ISOpF 
lOnFDisc (me) inpur* Phono 0.02lmV 620ohms

Aux input - . . Phono 60mV I4kohms l SpF 
n/a pFPower amp .___ __ ,__ = n/a n/a mV n/a kohms

Disc input. RIAA. equalisation accuracy Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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QUICKSILVER POWER AMPLIFIER
Vital Systems, 38a The Meadow Way, Harrow Weald, Middlesex ha3 7bw.

---------Tel 01-863 8988--------

T
hese utterly traditional US built 
mono valve power amplifiers even 
use valve rectifiers and no regula
tion. Fixed bias have 8417 output 
valves at 63mA, each give a com

fortable enriched Class 'A' rating. Large (for a 
valve amp that is) 320PF reservoir capacitors are 
used in a CLC smoothing circuit incorporating 
a choke, the latter section feeding the low level 
stages. The simple signal paths are coupled with 
quality polypropylene capacitors, the input is 
direct coupled, while the output is transformer 
coupled, push-pull ultra-linear. At the (feedback 
coupled) secondary, tappings for 8, 4 and lohm 
operation are provided, the last for direct con
nection to ribbon drivers. The single pole mains 
switch is unshrouded — I would like to see an 
improvement here!

Sound Quality
Well, good amplifiers do exist after all, even if 
they appear to have been designed back in 1955! 
The Quicksilver scored 'excellent' on the listen- 
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ing tests, mainly by virtue of top class trans
parency. With that quality properly established, 
the rest fell neatly into place. It proved to be 
powerful, producing quite substantial sound 
levels. Bass was highly rated for 'speed' and 
articulation, but with a hint of richness and 
overhang. Slightly mellow, the treble remained 
airy and open with clear, articulate detail. The 
mid was considered neutral while the stereo 
focus, width and depth were all extremely good. 
Finally, it was also dynamic, lively and full of 
interest as well as possessing a low 'fatigue factor'.

Lab Report
On programmed peaks it reached lOZdBA, 
based on a peak level of !8.5dBW (around 
75W). A good power bandwidth was shown at 
rated power, indicative of a high-quality output 
transformer. Another surprise was the remark
able load tolerance, with u peak LuiieiiL of 
13.5A. On the 4ohm tap it would even handle 
Zahm loads!

Low feedback is a feature of this design and



resulted in rather high distortion of 1% mid
band, and nearer 3% at the frequency extremes. 
Better intermodulation results were observed, 
while distortion improved greatly at lower 
powers. Noise levels were fine, though some 
transformer hum was present on our samples. 
The output impedance was a rather high !ohm, 
which will be sufficient to change the sound 
of many speakers to some small degree.

Conclusions
This amazing amplifier demonstrated just how 
poor the lab results can be while at the same

time delivering a top class sonic performance. 
High load tolerance was a surprising asset, and 
the sound quality was heading towards the 
£2,500 level. Offering its own unique strengths, 
transparency was its trump card, and it may be 
warmly recommended, but check the trans
former hum and overall system compatibility 
carefully.

Test Results
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec 60W(= 17.SdBW)
Power output .___________________ 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load l7.5dBW 17.6JBW 16.9JBW
One channel. 4ohm loaJ l5.6<lBW 15.1JBW 14.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed ______ -dBW 15.0JBW -JBW
Instantaneous peak current + 14.0A -13.0A
Total harmonic Jistortion,  20Hz !kHz 20kHz 
at raced power, aux input -30.0dB -41.SdB -34.6JB

NOISE
Aux/CD input (II-IF, CCIR weighted) . _ -91.0JB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-79.0JB 
Output Impedance (damping)______ l.Oohm l.Oohm l.lohm 
Input darn socket type sensitivity loading
Power amp . Phono I 20mV I OOkohms -pF
Size (width, height, depth) __  23.5 X 15 x 36cm
Typical price inc VAT 0775 (pair)
Firsc reviewed l 986. Raring: Recommended.

l'ide ofplace
A & R Cambridge • Quad 
Thorens • Luxman •Kef 
Tannoy eDenon •Yamaha 
• Sony «Bang & Olufsen 
Ariston •Marantz •Revox 

Avance • Ruark.

HMM OF ST ALBANS
ST PETER'S STREET, ST ALBANS. Tel: 50961 • HOME DEMONSTRATIONS • FREE DELIVERY and INSTALLATION
Opposite British Home Stores Open 6 days a week • Access • Barclaycard • Instant Credit —subject to status*
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RADFORD STA25 RENAISSANCE
Woodside Electronics, Kimberley Road, Clevedon, A von BS2 l 6^. 

---------- Tel(0272)877611----------

F
rom the golden age of valve amplifiers, 
before the transistor types swept the 
market in the late 'sixties, a handful 
of British power amplifiers stand out 
as classics. For many the greatest of all 

were the Radfords. Enthusiasts rate the rare '15s 
the best sounding (especially the monoblocks), 
while the '60 and '100 offered plenty of power. 
But the real classic has to be the STA25, which 
seemed to provide just the right combination 
of quality and power, in a package that remains 
purposefully elegant by any standards today.

Good examples continue to hold their value 
on the secondhand market, and there has 
already been an 'anniversary' commercial revival 
of the original design in replica form a few years 
ago. Now some of the design team have got back 
together to create the Renaissance. This is' 
manufactured under license by Woodside Elec
tronics, carrying the blessing and identity of 
Arthur Radford. Staying close to the spirit of 
the original, it is in fana full iiprbtp ii<ing the 
latest components and twenty years of accumu
lated experience.

The appearance differs somewhat from the 

original — aesthetically for the poorer, as the 
valves are now hidden beneath the cover and 
no longer make a shining, glowing tribute, such 
is the evolution of safety standards. Still, at least 
they've kept the chrome handrails. The chassis 
itself is wider, with the major component layout 
more reminiscent of the 60/JOO models if 
memory serves right, and the number of changes 
are quite extensive throughout. Finish is excel
lent, and the various greys and silvers give an 
attractive appearance.

LED indicators are now provided to keep valve 
biases correctly set, though these are now fed 
from regulated supplies. The radiometal-core 
transformers look much as before, but the output 
taps are now fixed at Sohms to match most cur
rent loudspeakers, and there has been a vast 
increase in reservoir capacity. The main EL34 
output valve has been replaced by a US type 
6550: this is really closer to a KT88, and is a 
type widely used by Audio Research and others. 
The input i3 now d ca3evJ<. imLedJ uf penrode 
configuration, while star earthing is adopted. 
Much hardwiring is used in the construction, 
with high quality components such as poly
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propylene coupling capacitors.

Lab Report
Despite the many changes, this new STA25 
reveals its vintage roots in a range of 
performance measurements that are generally 
undistinguished. Power output is still only 
modest, typically 40W midband but showing 
some distortion increase when pressed at the 
bandwidth extremes (particularly the bass); 
however, ±7 .SA current capability is quite 
generous for this type of amplifier. The band
width is reasonably well constrained, — 3dB 
points being at 3Hz and 48.SkHz. Though dis
tortion measurements were fairly mediocre, this 
is no particular cause for concern, and factors 
like power supply modulation and distortion 
residuals were well under control while stereo 
separation is superb.

Sound Quality
The limited measured performance bore little 
if any relation to a handsome sound quality 
which could approach the sweetness and 
dynamics of expensive references in the vital 
midband. Initial listening was conducted on a 
prototype, but a full production sample was re
auditioned before finalising the review. This 
final sample further enhanced transparency and 
subjective bass power over the earlier Renaissance 
— and gives a big improvement in every respect 
over the original STA25's capabilities. The 
sound does lack a little effort and 'slam’ at low 
frequencies, and the treble adds a touch of 'lispi- 
ness', but the STA25 generates a generous and 
precise soundstage with genuine audiophile 
standards of imagery and dynamics. 

recommending this fine valve amplifier, but the 
latest enhancements have uprated the sound 
quality to a degree where it is fully competitive, 
albeit at a highish price. Its strength is subtlety 
rather than 'slam', but for those who appreciate 
the value of a delightful midrange it represents 
a fine proposition.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power inw 8ohms, maker's spec 25W(= l4dBW) 
Power output ZOHz \kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm loaJ______ 9.3dBW 15.7dBW 15.ldBW
Both channels, 4ohm load___ 5.6JBW 12.9dBW 7JBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed -JBW ll.6dBW -JBW
ln:.tantaneous peak current______  ____________ . +7 .SA
Distortion
Total harmonic Jisrortion, ____ 201-h IkHz 20kHz
at rated power ........ -l6JB(IOW) -59dB -4\JB
lntermoclu\arion, \9/20kHz, rated power......................... -43JB
lnrermodulation, 19/ZOkllz. at OdBW-54dB 
No;sc 'A wtd -79dB(OJBW). -94JB(full output)
DC output offset CnV
Stereo separation 95JB I09dB I08dB
Output impedance (damping}   0.69ohm 0.6ohm l. I5ohm 
Channel balance_____  ____________ _______ 0.161B
Input phono lOSmV lOOkohms
Size {width, height, Jepth)______ __________ __ 42x 23x 25cm
Typical price inc VAT
Finr reviewed: The Cullecrion 1987

Conclusions
Nostalgia and sentiment may play a part in

Disc input. RI^A equalisation accuracy
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ROTEL RA820BX II
Rotel Hi-Fi, 25 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes mki2 6HR.

-Tel (0908) 317707

P
roliferating suffixes indicate this 
model's steady evolution over the 
years, the popular and successful 
'820BX now achieving Mkll status. 
However, it has changed only slightly, 

and only under the skin, to keep abreast of 
steadily improving standards of sound quality. 
It now has a larger mains transformer in order 
to improve the transient performance of the 
reservoirs and the subjective bass 'speed', plus 
extra quality components in selected places. For 
the 1987 edition we have re-auditioned the 
current model, but the measurements and 
general description have been left as before.

A slim but full width integrated amplifier, it 
comes in satin black, with a fairly low nominal 
power rating of 25W (14dBW). However, a good 
load tolerance is claimed, and this was con
firmed on test. Another 'no frills' design, both 
tone controls and filters have been omitted; 
likewise fuses and protection circuits have been 
removed from the signal path. Inputs include 
tape, tuner, CD/aux and disc (mm only). Rear 
panel sockets are phono, gold plated for disc, 

while reasonably solid connectors are provided 
for speaker connection, these large enough to 
take a decent size of wire.

Inside, construction is very tidy, essentially a 
single board, with the mains wiring properly 
terminated and shrouded. Two 8200pF 
capacitors provide a sizeable reservoir, while the 
direct-coupled complementary output stage uses 
paralleled pairs of transistors to increase the 
current capacity as well as the overload margin. 
A 0.22ohm resistor is placed in series with the 
output — a backstop against extreme overload 
such as a short circuit. !Cs are used in the 
preamplifier stages together with selected audio 
components.

Lab Report
The specified rating was comfortably exceeded 
with a fine power bandwidth of 15.7dBW at 
8ohms. The reduction into 4ohms was moder
ate, while the 2ohm pulsed output exceedf'd 
rated level at 14.SdBW. This was equivalent to 
!OOW into 2ohms while peak current was a very 
generous ± ISA. Distortion levels were moder-
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ate, especially with respect to the high frequency 
intermodulation. Input noise levels were good, 
with excellent input overload margins. The DC 
offsets at the speaker terminals were poorer than 
average but should not give trouble in practice.

Channel separation was satisfactory via the 
disc input but should be much better via 
auxiliary particularly at 20kHz. Volume tracking 
and channel balance were both pretty good, 
while output impedance to the speakers was 
constant as well as moderate. Input sensitivity 
and loading characteristics were sensible, (0.7mY 
disc, 45mV tuner). Over a 50Hz to !OkHz range 
the RIAA equalisation was very accurate, with 
some rolloff outside these limits due to mild 
subsonic and ultrasonic filtering. Mains ripple 
was not particularly well rejected as the 40Hz 
power spectrum showed. Here the JOOHz line 
component was only 60dB down — one wonders 
how the 'BX would sound if this were improved.

tolerant, it also offered a respectable output plus 
a clear sound with excellent stereo. A Best Buy 
rating is the only logical conclusion!

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power inro Sohms, maker's spec 25W(= 14dBW) 
Power ourrur 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load l 5.9dBW 16dBWI5.7JBW

Sound Quality
The BX II showed a worthwhile improvement 
over the earlier BX, particularly in terms of bass 
‘slam’ and 'speed. Maintaining, and indeed 
slightly improving on the 'BX's established 
virtues of good transparency and focus and 
generous stereo staging, the II offers ‘weight’ and 
an enhanced sense of ‘scale’ in an essentially 
neutral character, erring slightly towards the 
‘clinical’. Considered a touch ‘bright’ and ‘coarse’ 
at high frequencies, overall praise comfortably 
outweighed minor criticism of an amplifier 
which has easily maintained its higly 
competitive performance.

Conclusions
This latest Rote! again stormed through the 
listening tests, the latest modifications reflected 
in particularly fine bass performance. Load

Both channels, 4ohm load l3.0dBW 13.7dBW 13.SdBW
One channel. 2ohms, pulsed_______ -dBW 14.5dBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current .... . +ISA - ISA
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 201-iz IkHz 20kHz 
<H rarc<l power, aux input  -66dB -74JB -SSJB 
lmermoJulation, 19/ZOkHz. rated power, aux input _______-65dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -73dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mc) JB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) 
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted) 
Residual. unweighrcad (volume control at min)
DC output offset
DC offset, pre-amp
Input overload
Disc (mrn) input (IHF)
Disc (me) inpw (IHF)*
Aux/CD input (IHF)
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) ___
Aux input  ..
Output impedance (damping)________
Channel balance, disc, at IkHz

-74dB
Ua dB 

_-82dB 
.-n/a JB

left 36mV, right 19mV 
left nh.j mV, right n/a mV
20Hz
J6dB 

n/a JB 
>ZOdB

IkHz 
34JB 

n/a dB 
>ZOdB

20kHz
34dB 

n/a dB 
>ZOdB

63JB '

62dB
64dB
48dB

0.24ohm 0.24ohm

41dB
24dB 

0.25ohm 
_0.05dB

Volume/balance tracking  OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input......... .................................  O.ldB O.SdB O.ldB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono -mV 50kohms 220pF
Disc (me) inruc*Phono n/a mV n/a ohms n/a pF
Aux input Phono -mV 50kohms 180pF
Output, pre-amp . .. . >IV max, 3.8kohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz  +OdB, -0.6dB 
Size (width, height, depth)  ,.4Jx6x25cm
Typical price inc VAT .. _ . ____________________________ £150
Reaudicioned

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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SANSUI AUG30X
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit ioa, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford,

----------Middlesex.TeL:O1-575 1133----------

O
utwardly, this Sansui model is 
virtually identical to the AU- 
G33X tested in the 1985 
Amplifiers and Tuners edition, but 
in fact the AU-G30X is the result 

of considerable development work by Sansui's 
engineers in Japan during the intervening 
period.

While the earlier version demonstrated a good 
technical performance when tested in the 
laboratory, it did not fare well in the listening 
tests. But this model has been totally redesigned, 
with redundant sections stripped away and the 
remaining components and circuit layout 
optimised for improved sound. Sansui have (to 
borrow Rotel's terminology) done a 'BX' 
upgrade, refining the design by listening for 
audible improvements rather than aiming to 
improve measured performance.

With a rated power output of 45W (16.5dBW) 
per channel, the '30X is a fully equipped design, 
reasonably priced considering the specification 
and features on offer. It incorporates the usual 
control facilities such as speaker switching, bass 
and treble tone controls and filters, but bypass 
settings are provided for optimum sonic 
performance.
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A higher-performance moving-magnet disc 
input stage has been included this time, while 
the old and compromised moving-coil option 
of the 33X has now been omitted. Based on 
a classic Sansui design, the power amplifier is 
a direct-coupled complementary configuration 
with a well located central power supply. 
Internal heatsinks are used with through-flow 
ventilation.

Lab Report
As so often happens, there was little to show 
in the lab measurements that could account for 
the new sound. The audible change is the result 
of revised circuits, components and layouts and 
not necessarily an alteration in specification. 
Power output reached 19dBW peak (90W), 
while short term delivery into 2ohms was a very 
satisfactory 17.5dBW, with a good peak current 
reserve approaching 19A. High frequency 
distortion was slightly poorer than before — this 
being the only clue to reduced negative 
feedback.

Input characteristics were fine, while the 

frequency responses were both wide and 
uniform. Channel balancing was very good, 
though a loss of channel separation was also 



evident at high frequencies. The output 
resistance was constant at a moderate 0.25ohms. 
The DC offsets were a little higher than average 
and could be reduced.

Good sound levels of 103dBA were achieved 
in the test system, while the 40Hz power 
spectrum showed a very dean result.

Sound Quality
Reversing our previous opinion, this time the 
amplifier scored a 'good plus' on the listening 
tests, which was a fine result for a model at this 
price level. On disc, the sound was robust, with 
firm stereo images, stably focused and exhibiting 
good depth and ambience. Offering decent 
clarity, good detail was also evident, while the 
sound improved further when using Compact 
Disc as the source. It produced fine bass, 
extended and powerful with good definition. 
Mid glare and treble 'grain were held to low 
levels, and did not impair the good stereo 
performance. Good sound levels were possible 
without strain and it also proved load tolerant.

Conclusions
Sansui now have a middle-rank amplifier 
offering a competitive sound quality. A load
tolerant model, it also has a decent power output 
as well as versatile facilities, if and when re
quired. The basic stereo performance was much 
better than before, with sufficient sound quality 
improvement for a firm recommendation.

Note: The author privately assessed an early model 
supplied by the manufacturer, prior to this review.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
<output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power iniii Sohms, maker's spec 45W(= 16.SJBW) 
Power output 201-iz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load 18.2JBW 18.3JBW 18.IJBW
Both channels, 4ohm load 15.9JBW 16.0JBW 16.SJBW
One channel, 2nhms. pulsed_______ -dBW 17.SJBW -dBW
lmtantaneous peak current +18.SA -20.0A
Distortion
Total hanrnmic distortion, 201lz IkHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input -77.4JB -78.SJB -68.SdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kl—lz, rated power, aux input ____-90.0JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) ______ -87.4dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kl-lz, <11 OdBW. disc (me)nla dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) ____ ,------------- -68.ZdB
Disc (me) input (!HF, CCIR weighted)--------- ---------------- n/a dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted) . „ . -73.0dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-87.OdB
OC output offset
OC offset, pre-amp_______________ ____left n/a mV, right n/a mV
Input overload ZOHz IkHz ZOkHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) 31.9B 31.0dB 31.6dB
Disc (me) input (!HF)* _________ . n/a dB n/a dB n/a dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)
Stereo separation

>10JB >10dB >10dB

Disc input (mm) 68.4d8 53.SdB J0.6dB
Aux input 77.9d8 53.0dB 30.JdB
Output impedance (damping)______ . 0.Z6ohm 0.26ohm 0.25ohm
Channel balance, disc. at lkHz ........................._ . 0.0UB
Volume/balance tracking _______ OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input  O.OldB, 0.08dB l.04dB 
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono l.75mV 47kohms IOOpF
Disc (me) input* n/a n/a mV n/a kohms n/a pF
Aux inpur ....Phono 27.0mV 55.0kohms 230pF
Power amp . ________ ____ n/a n/a mV n/a kohms n/a pF
Output, pre-amp (tape) . ___ _  __ _ 13.4V max, lOOohms
Disc cqualisarion error, 30Hz-15kHz +O.1dB, -l.9dB 
Size (width, height, 2 ; ________.____________ 43x 11 x 33cm
Typical price inc VAT__________________________________ £190
First reviewed 1986

Power supply rejection, 40H<
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SANSUIAU^GllX
Sansui (UK)Ltd. Unit ioa, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford,

-------- Middlesex. Tel: 01-57 5 1133----------

T
his compact budget integrated amp
lifier, claimed to be designed pri
marily for sound quality, is 
attractively finished with gold 
lettering on a well-ordered fascia, 

incorporating many of the usual facilities with
out producing operational confusion. It is priced 
a little over budget level at £130, and is rated 
at 25W/channel (14dBW). The disc input is 
moving magnet only, the tone controls are sup
plemented by a defeat switch, and further 
switches select loudness, mono/stereo and tape 
monitoring.

The headphone socket is accompanied by its 
own small volume control, and is in fact driven 
by its own little amplifier, independent of the 
loudspeaker connection and main signal path. 
The rear panel socketry is phono throughout, 
with a single pair of loudspeaker output bind
ing posts, capable of taking quite heavy gauge 
cable. The overall external finish is to the 
expected high standards, and the unit feels 
reassuringly heavy considering its modest price 
and pretensions.

Lab Report
Using a medium sized transformer, the shared 
5,SOOuF power supply incorporates extensive re
gulation and decoupling for different stages. The 
separate headphone amplifier avoids switching 
in the speaker path and gives optimum head
phone drive. There is evidence that care has 
been taken in signal path component selection, 
with polystyrene capacitors etc, and direct 
wiring paths. The conventional bi-polar output 
uses generous high current transistors.

Power output is fairly generous, comfortably 
above the admittedly modest 25W specification 
and quite load tolerant besides. Distortions were 
very low, and noise levels and overload margins 
were generally satisfactory. The DC offset was 
a little larger than average, and high frequency 
stereo separation is only just satisfactory. Inputs 
should be fine for compatibility with other com
ponents. The disc input RIAA curve shows 
ennd rnmponent tolcruncing and dii even rnld- 
band, with sensible bandlirniting at the extre
mes (amounting to a possibly audible -IdB at 
15kHz). Power supply modulation seemed very 
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well under control.

Sound Quality
Rating a little above average, the 'IIX certainly 
delivered a cleaner clearer sound than what one 
might call the ‘Far Eastern norm, but on balance 
it also fell a little short of the achievements of 
other audiophile-oriented integrated models at 
around the same price.

A degree of disc surface noise exaggeration 
was noted, and the most obvious characteristic 
was that the sound remained tightly controlled, 
at the expense perhaps of a little ‘weight' and 
‘attack'. Focus was pretty good, but there was 
some loss of depth, with mild congestion, and 
a slightly ‘dulled’, ‘thickened’ effect. Coloration 
was generally low, but with some ‘steeliness’ 
noted when using CD as a source.

Conclusions
Producing a thoroughly respectable sound for 
a relatively modest price, the 'GllX also 
delivered a decent lab performance. Build 
quality and finish are both excellent with 
generous component quality and quite simple 
layout of signals paths. Taking commercial con
siderations into account, Sansui have chosen 
a sensible compromise between facilities and 
sound quality here, and a recommendation is 
appropriate.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Sohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW). without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rate<l power into Bohms, maker's spec 25W( = 14dBW)
Power output 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load________ 16.0JBW 15.9dBW 15.BdBW
Both channels, 4ohm load IJ.3ÓBW 13.6dBW 13.SJBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW I3.6dBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current  + 11A -\IA
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20H2 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input  -82JB -9ZdB -70dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ______ -SOJB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, ar OdBW, disc (mm) -73JB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) „ ,-70dB
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted) . _ -7JdB
Residual, unweighrcd (volume control at min)-92dB 
DC output offset . .____________ __ .left 38mV, right 28mV
Input overload ... ______ .______ 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (!HF) 30.7dB 19.BdB 29.SdB
CD input (!HF) >ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)_________________ 6IdB 52dB 29<lB
CD input_______ ________________ 6IdB SldB 28<lB
Output impedance (damping)______ . 0.26ohm 0.27ohm 0.25ohm
Channel balance, disc, ar IkHz __ . 0.06d8
Volume/balance tracking____________________________________
Aux input OdB, O.OBdB; -20dB, O.OZdB; -60dB, L6dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input __________ Phono 0.44mV 48kohms IOOpF
CD input Phono 30mV 6Jkohms 215pF
Output, pre-amp (rape)10.IV max, Ikohms 
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz 70.06d8, -0.60d8 
Size (width, height, depth)43 X 7.5 x 28cm
Typical price inc VAT £130
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SONY TAF 500ES
Sony Uk Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twi8 4Pe 

■--------- TeL: Staines 61688---------- ■

B
ig, black and surprisingly heavy, the 
500ES is one of Sony's 1987 
attempts to get towards the specialist 
separates marketplace with de-luxe, 
build and mid-priced integrated 

amplifiers. These ES models reportedly involve 
additional UK design involvement on the sub
jective side of things, though most efforts were 
directed towards the more expensive 700ES — 
the £350 500 being basically derivative. The 
appearance is almost old-fashioned, with a large 
fascia and two rows of control knobs. Standards 
of finish and such intangibles as the 'expensive 
feel' of the control knobs is exceptional at any 
price.

The SOOES provides very comprehensive 
switching and control facilities, with at least one 
eye directed towards the anticipated future 
growth of integrated audio/visual systems, but 
inevitably, of course, at the cost of some 
operational complexity. The end result is a little 
intimidating, but does show some evidence of 
care in ergonomic layout and in the selection 
of facilities. It provides bypass routes for certain 
circuit complexities such as tone controls, and 
claims careful design of such circuitry. The large 
volume control is supplemented by smaller 
rotaries for balance, bass and treble, and rotary 
switches for input and output selection, and a 
wide variety of subsidiary functions are available 

on smaller knobs and buttons. The rear panel 
uses phono sockets throughout, incorporates pre- 
/power splitter sockets for adding an external 
processor of some sort, and has two sets of sub
stantial loudspeaker binding post terminals.

Lab Report
Vibration suppression receives a high priority 
in this solid, heavy design, with the massive 
'Gibraltar' chassis and anti-resonant 
heatsinking. The generous 'STD' power supply 
is here shared between the two channels, but 
with separate feed for the driver stages. The 
output is conventional complementary bi-polar 
and uses selected components in key positions, 
but the overall internal construction is complex, 
with many PCBs and extensive wiring.

Rated at 75W/18dbW, the 500ES comfortably 
beat this on test, managing a full-bandwidth 
20 + dBW with a single channel drive. Plenty 
of output is available into lower impedances as 
well, again with wide bandwidth and a generous 
+/-22A peak current capability. The high 
quality of the power supply side is seen in the 
excellent results on the supply modulation 
spectrogram.

Distortions AH' eenernlly low, hut the inter 
modulation result for the moving-coil disc input 
is clearly out of step with the others. However, 
there is no sign of this weakness being reflected 
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in the generous input overload margins. Inputs 
and outputs are sensibly chosen for compat
ibility, but our sample from early production 
showed two further weaknesses. Though the 
moving magnet response was flat, the moving
coil disc input showed a strange inaccuracy in 
the form of a bass 'bump’ hinging on SOOHz and 
amounting to nearly 2dB at SOHz. And the 
volume control was poorly aligned, giving 
1-2 + dB channel imbalances at progressively 
lower settings.

Sound Quality
The SOOES was disappointing on audition, with 
a below average rating despite a well above aver
age price. It was also found to be rather suscep
tible to RF interference, which CD players as 
well as other devices can generate. Using vinyl 
the bass in particular attracted consistent cri
ticism, possibly in part related to the measured 
SOHz peak. Results were rather more respectable 
with CD, but still sounded over-constrained, 
lacking 'fire' and ‘attack’. Although there were 
elements of transparency with improved imagery 
and focus, again bass was somewhat ‘softened’ 
and 'heavy', and the soundfield failed to inte
grate convincingly across the spectrum.

Conclusions
The fine presentation and finish with decent 
measured performance and the ability to cater 
for complex A/V integration ensures that these 
new Sonys will find a place in the marketplace. 
But despite various promising ingredients, the 
500ES was let down by a sound quality that did 
not knit together too convincingly, falling sign
ificantly behind its big brother in this respect. 
Sony are aware of our findings and are already 
taking action to improve this aspect of the per
formance.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
MB= JW). without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spec 75W(=18JBW)
Power output 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load 20.2JBW 20.SdBW 20.2JBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l7.7dBW 18.4dBW 17.9JBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -JBW 18.SdBW -dBW
lnstantaneous peak current +22.0A -22.0A
Distortion
Toral harmonic distortion, 20Hz !kHz ZOkHz 
at rnicJ power, <hix input -91.0JB -96.0dB --87.0JB 
lnrcrmoJulaiion, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux inpur  -96.0JB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm) ______-75.0dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, al Od8W, disc (me)-48.0dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF. CCIR weighted) . . . . __ , „ -72.0d8
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) . . _______ 73.0JB
Aux/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted) . -75.0dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)-86.0dB
DC output offset ________ left + 7mV, right - 1 mV
Input overload .._______ 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (!HF) J0.9<lB 30.4JB 29JJB
Disc (me) input (!HF)*___ 47.WB 43.6<lB 43.0<lB
Aux/CD input (II-IF) >ZOdB >ZO<lB >ZO<lB
Stereo separation
Disc input (me) . 63.0dB 78.0<lB 51.0dB
CD direct input 95.0JB 75.0dB 49.0dB
Output impedance (damping) ____0.12ohms 0.14ohms 0.1 Sohms
Channel balance, Jisc. at lkHz (me) J.67dB
Volume/balance tracking  OJB -20JB -60dB
CD input .... 0.07<lB l.42dB 2.ZldB
Input data socker type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.27mV 44kohms 160pF
Disc (me) input*Phono O.OJSmV lOOohms n/a pF
CD direct input Phono 16.SmV SOkohms 210pF
Otnpur, pre-amp (tape) , ____9.SV max, 2 kohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-l5kHz (me} ____ + l.68dB, -0.3JdB
Size (width, height, depth) 43 X 15 X37cm
Typical price inc VAT _ . £.349
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SONY TAF700ES
Sony uk Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex twi8 4Pf. 

•----------T EL: Staines 6I688

M
aking something of a welcome 
contrast to the 'straight line' 
purist devices which seem to be 
taking an increasingly large 
slice of the specialist market, 

this large, heavy and beautifully presented £500 
Sony 'ES' integrated amplifier incorporates a 
wide range of facilities and features, sufficient 
to cater for the most complex audio or audio/ 
video system, with a generous power rating of 
lOOW. However, there is evidence that these 
have been selected with some sensitivity, and 
the general layout is ergonomically intelligent, 
even though the large collection of rotary knobs 
and switches may prove a little intimidating for 
the untrained.

The large volume control is supplemented by 
smaller rotaries for balance, bass and treble, the 
latter with attendant pushbuttons for switching 
turnover frequencies and ‘defeat’. Three large 
rotary switches select loudspeakers (3), tape 
recorder and other inputs, while smaller rotaries 
cover mono/stereo, record output, and cartridge 
loading — thii last providing a iingle moving 
magnet setting alongside 3/40ohm moving-coil 
alternatives. Further pushbuttons select subsonic 
filtering, - 20dB muting (for answering the 

phone!), plus 'source direct’, to bypass the line 
amplifiers. The rear panel uses phono sockets 
throughout, incorporates pre-/power splitter 
sockets for adding an external processor of some 
sort, and has two sets of substantial loudspeaker 
binding post terminals.

Lab Report
A massive resin-reinforced 'Gibraltar' chassis 
plus a central heatsink with anti-resonance 
frame and fins shows a general obsession with 
mechanical rigidity and vibration suppression. 
Parallel pairs of bipolar complementary class 
A/B outputs are fed from power supplies with 
separate reservoirs for each channel; the voltage 
driver supplies are similarly separate. Con
struction is rather complex, with PCBs scattered 
around the frame, but there is also some pro
vision for direct signal paths, and some special 
component selection.

The power rating is generous, and this was 
generously exceeded on measurement, with 
good bandwidth extension. Interestingly, the 
actual peak current capability wog Gomcwhut ic33 

than that measured for the smaller SOOES 

model, but this may reflect the separate power 
supplies adopted for the 700. The power supply
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modulation spectrogram gave an excellent result.
Distortions were fine throughout, with no 

apparent weakspots. Noise was a little below 
average on the disc inputs, but input overload 
margins were generous and stereo separation was 
fine. Input sensitivities are fine, but note that 
the moving-coil input impedance is higher than 
most, and the capacitance loading for the 
moving magnet is a little too high to provide 
optimum matching with a few cartridge types 
(most will be OK). The volume and balance 
control tracking both showed room for im
provement, and the disc input frequency 
response showed the same + 2dB SO Hz 'bump' 
as the other tested ES model.

adequate. It would be nice to see a few of the 
details like the m-c response aberration cleared 
up, but the 700ES could be worth considering 
for those needing this level of operational 
complexity.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without ading 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as m usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results

Sound Quality
Auditioning significantly better than its smaller 
'500 brother, the '700ES still only managed an 
average rating overall, appealing more to some 
listeners than others and doing significantly 
better on CD rather than vinyl sources. A little 
'heavy' and 'slow' in the bass (due partly no 
doubt to the frequency response on the disc 
input), the sound was quite well controlled with 
a fair measure of focus and clarity and a good 
impression of scale and weight, but with a slight 
treble 'glare' nonetheless, and mildly 'softened' 
transients. Stereo staging was not entirely con
vincing, lacking some transparency, precision 
and 'air, but the sound had a welcome 'drive' 
and 'energy' which was well liked.

Power output
Rated power into Snhms, maker's spec
Power output  , . ...
One channel, Sohm loa<l i
Both channels, 4ohm loaJ I
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______  
Instantaneous peak current .
Distortion
Total harmonic <lisronion, 
at rated power, CD input 

20Hz 
. 22.ldBW 
. 19.6dBW 
. -dBW

20Hz
-87dB

Integrated amplifier 
IOOW(=ZOJBW) 

IkHz ZOkHz 
22.0dBW 2J.7JBW 
20.ldBW 19.6JBW
19.JdBW 

+ 17A

1kHz
-9\dB

-dBW
-17A

20kHz
-85dB

Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, rated power, aux input ______ -98JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)
Intermodulation, \9/20kHz, at OJBW, disc (mc)
Noise
Disc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted)
Disc (me) inpur (IHF, CCIR weighted)
CD input (IHF. CCIR weighted)
Residual, unweighre<l (vulume control <lt min) 

-76<lB 
.-79dB

DC \iutrut offset
Input overload
Disc (mm) input (IHF) 
Disc (me) input (IJIF)* 
CD input (II-IF) 
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) _
CD input _. .

left +17mV, right
20Hz 

li.7dB 
l J.6dB 
>ZOdB

IkHz 
J0.9dB 
l J.lJB 
>lOdB

-60dB
-67dB
-74dB

_-88dB 
+ IOmV

20kHz 
J0.4dB 
l J.ldB 
>20JB

77dB 
JOSdB

Conclusions
Turning out to be a better proposition than the 
cheaper '500, the 700ES is still rather too ex
pensive for the level of sound quality on offer 
to merit recommendation. That said, it does 
offer comprehensive facilities and an exceptional

Output impedance (damping)______ 0.06ohm
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz
Volume/balance tracking 
CD input____  _
Input data
Disc (mm) input 
Disc (me) input* 
CD input
Ourput, pre-amp (tape)

OdB 
0.02dB

socket lypc sensitivity 
Phono 0.27mV
Phono 0.0\BmV

Phono 16.0mV

67dB
74<lB

0.06ohm

-20dB
0.29dB

44dB
46dB 

O.!Oohm 
__ 0.23dB

-60dB
1.22dB

47kohms
960ohms
S4kohms

loading
345pF 
560nF
14SpF

. Phono JO.IV max, 1.2kohms
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TANNOY SR-840 POWER AMPLIFIER
Tannoy Ltd,The Bilton Centre, Coronation Road, Cressex Industrial Estate,

--------High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3SB. Tel (0494) 450606

T
his superbly built studio-class ampli
fier has a fine pedigree, in part 
derived from the Tresham company 
which is now part of Tannoy. The 
840 does nor have phono socket 

inputs; instead XLR and V4in jack inputs are 
provided, while speaker connection uses 30A 
binding posts. A massive creation of consider
able weight, it has one of the largest toroidal 
mains transformers we have ever seen. The 
specification discusses ratings down to 2ohms 
continuous per channel, and the transformer is 
commensurately rated for this arduous duty. The 
basic spec is 2SOW per channel, or 900W mono 
bridged.

Sound Quality 
Mechanical hum was moderate, while very high, 
unstrained sound levels were possible. This was 
onL uf the Liggest amps rested and 11ldBA was 
attained into 8 ohms, with llOdBA into 4ohms 
— a powerhouse indeed!

Few doubts were expressed on sound quality 
and on the listening test scores, the amplifier 
established a 'good plus' overall rating. Focus was 
fine, but with a slight constriction of stereo 
depth and image width. The treble register was 
musical with good definition, while the bass was 
effortlessly powerful and extended, yet with very 
good articulation and speed. Tonally, the mid 
was judged to be slightly 'clinical, but this did 
not detract much from the rating. Compared 
with the best examples, it could sound slightly 
veiled and lacking in 'air, Conversely it handled 
dynamics well, giving an impression of power 
and ease.

Lab Report
Considering its high output level, the peak out
put current was somewhat lower than expected. 
However, at over 40A this should not give ;my 
trouble except with reactive loads below 3ohms, 
or resistive loads below 2ohms. Peak Sohm levels 
exceeded SOOW per channel, and this level was 
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held even into 2ohms. Clearly a conservatively 

rated model, the 4-Sohm bridged output level 

will typically lie in the I ,SOO to l ,800W range!

Measured distortions were negligible, noise 

levels fine and DC offset at the output was virtu

ally zero. Channel separation was very good and 

output impedance very low. Channel balance 

was held to a typical 0.02dB. It represented a 

very easy pre-amplifier load requiring 67mV for 

the !HF !watt output; by our measurements full 

clipping would require around 2V.

Conclusions
This very powerful, professional amplifier has 

passed the critical listening test associated with 

more delicate exotics intended for 'audiophile' 

hi-fi use. Lab performance was very good, whiie 

the load tolerance was fine, and the power 

output exceptional. The very good sonic rating 

places it amongst the best for this power rating. 

Given its high standard of engineering, it repre

sents good value and is recommended.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 

output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 

4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 

OdB= lW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 

as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Rated power imo 8ohms, maker's spec 
Power output ZOHz
One channel, Bohm loaJ 25.0dBW 
Both channds, 4ohm load ______ 23.BdBW 
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW
Instantaneous peak currcm _ ....
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz
at rated power, ,iux input-80.9dB

NOISE

Power amplifier 
_250W( = 24dBW)

I kHz 20kHz 
25.ZdBW 24.BdBW 
24.UBW 23.7dBW 
26.4dBW -dBW 

+ 45A -40A
I kHz 20kHz

-80.6dB -68.3dB

Aux/CD ;nput (IHF, CCIR wc;ghtcd) -83.0dB
Rcsididual, unweighted (volume conrrol at min)-82.0JB
DC output offset . . left ImV, right ImV
Output impc<lancc (damping) 0.05ohm 
Input darn socket type sensitivity
Power amp _ ._____ XLR 67mV
Size (widrh, height, depth)  
Typical price inc VAT__________________

0.05ohm
loading 
32kohms
„48 x 13

0.l lohm

I .6nF
x 46cm 

£1200

First reviewed: 1986. Ratings Rccommen<le<l.

A: MPG TANNOY §1^6 SM” PftUSED
0 

dBEU

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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THE SPECALISTS

Ra)ll6ifjh Hi-Fi
_., , 216Moulsh am Street, On-Ihe-Parkway

Ä&» «.Ebjgs»
Tel: 0268-779762 

747571 ------- -U4757^^^^^^^"1_______—i.^HOOSEYOuHIGH QUALITY SYSTEM

EXAMPLE:
REVOLVER TURNTABLE WITH LINN
LVX ARM & BASIK CARTRIDGE £230.00
MISSION CYRUS 1 AMPLIFIER £149.00
MISSION 737R LOUDSPEAKERS £239.00

TOTAL £619.00

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE-
36 months at £23.94 (£5.53 per week)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
MISSION CYRUS TUNER £179.90
MISSION PCM 4000CD £399.90

VISIT EITHER OF OUR SUPERB SHOWROOMS
AND DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS WITH 
OUR ENTHUSIASTIC AND KNOWLEDGEABLE 
STAFF WHO WILL BE PLEASED TO TAILOR A 
SYSTEM TO SUIT YOU. ON HIH < aTEMS

g Xs °"

HIGH QUALITY Hi-FI FROM:-
AUOIOLAa. A&R, BEYER, BLQ, CREEK, 

CYRUS, CELESTION, DENON, DNM, DUAL, 
EPOS, GALE, GRACE, HEYBROOK, ION 
SYSTEMS, KOETSU, LINN PRODUCTS, 
MANTRA. MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, 

MORDAUNT SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, 
NAO, NAIM AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, QED, QUAD, 

REGA, REVOX, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, 
ROYD, SPENDOR, SUPEX, SYSTEMDEK, 

TECHNICS, YAMAHA

•SPECIAL OFFER • BRING IN (OR JUST 
MENTION) THIS ADVERTISEMENT FOR FREE 

SPEAKER STANDS, PLUS FREE SPEAKER 
LEADS AND PLUGS FOR ABOVE SYSTEM.

THE SPECIALISTS



THE AUDIO 
CENTRE 

84 BRIDGE STREET, PORTADOWN, 
NORTHERN IRELAND 

TEL: 0762 338059

Your only local stockists of hi fi 
separates, including: 

MARANTZ, DUAL, SANSUI, TOSHIBA, 
ROTEL, AIWA, AKAi, ORmFON, 

NAGAOKA, SENNHEISER, KOSS, etc, etc.

HI FI VIDEO RECORDES FROM £399 
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS FROM £119

FULL RANGE OF STYLI ALWAYS 
KEPf IN STOCK

3 Plassey Crescent, Kinson, Bournemouth, Dorset 
BH10 SJS. Tel. Bournemouth (0202) 570307

| LINN
CREEKAUDIOSYSTEMS | PRODUCTS 

^y— -

|[ Royd audio ||Re Rei; i ![!j re^
MA.. TW r 1

RATA

THE MUSICAL FIDELITY Pl72
....

MUSICAl FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., 16 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley HA9 OND 
Telex: 21792 Ref. 1200



TECHNICS SU-500
Panasonic uk Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SU 6 JB. 

---------- TEL:0753 34522----------

A
typical Japanese budget 
integrated amplifier in concept, 
rated at 40-5OW and priced at 
£100, the SU-500 has an 
attractive two-tone black/brown 

finish that highlights the controls, and is 
beautifully finished externally. The large volume 
control is visually complemented by three 
smaller rotaries for bass, treble and balance. The 
row of pushbuttons for three inputs plus tape 
monitoring also includes one dummy plus the 
'loudness' switch, while speaker selection, on/off 
and a headphone jack are sited elsewhere.

The speaker terminals are a twist-grip type, 
and a rear panel pushbutton provides series 
(ugh!) or parallel connections depending on the 
rated loudspeaker impedance if two pairs are to 
be used. Phono interconnection sockets are used 
throughout, the amplifier accommodating 
moving magnet cartridge inputs only.

Lah Repukt
There is no evidence of components chosen 
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specifically for sound quality, though the basic 
simplicity of this low cost design helps keep 
signal paths straightforward enough. Technics 
have a long tradition of innovation in amplifiers, 
and in this example use proprietary thick film 
hybrid IC output stages, fixed to an internal 
heatpipe, with a dual IC disc input as well.

The power output is generous enough, com
fortably exceeding specifications. The overall 
pattern shows a somewhat greater than usual 
drop when measured with both channels driving 
into 4ohms, yet generous pulse and peak current 
capabilities, which tends to indicate a fairly 
'loosely' controlled power supply. The power 
supply modulation spectrogram was pretty 
decent, however, albeit with a few distortion 
components in evidence.

In, other respects the measurements were 
pretty good: distortion and noise were both quite 
low, input overload margins and sensitivities 
were all fine, and volume/balance tracking and 
stereo separation pretty respectable considering 
the price constraints. The sensibly bandlimited



disc RIAA equalisation was quite accurate, 
though perhaps with enough of a bass/treble 
shelf to make a contribution to the overall 
subjective character.

Sound Quality
The panelists were none too kind in their 
comments, but nevertheless rated this amplifier 
below average, which is no disgrace at this sort 
of price point. There was a sort of grudging 
acceptance that the '500 did most things quite 
competently while clearly failing to raise any 
great enthusiasm or excitement amongst the 
panelists. The balance sounded quite neutral, 
and there was a bit of 'bounce’, but also some 
treble 'tizz', described as "very hi-fi" in one 
comment, and the sound started to get untidy 
when loud. Detail and stereo resolution were 
both limited, and depth practically non
existent.

Conclusions
Technics have something of a knack in creating 
very competitively priced models which just 
border on what we would regard as minimum 
standards for hi-fi, as distinct from music centres, 
and the '500 hits this particular spot as precisely 
as their low cost turntables tested in late 1986. 
The SU-500 is worth considering at £100, but 
our enthusiasm is muted in the knowledge that 
significant sonic improvement may be had for 
a little more expenditure. Still it does a work
manlike job, and provides a blend of perform
ance and facilities which will admirably suit 
many owners of modest systems.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Integrated amplifier
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec 40W(=l6dBW) 
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load \7.8JBW \8.4dBW \8dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load\3.SdBW 15JdBW 14.6dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 22.7JBW -dBW
Insrnntaneous peak current +I4A - J 2A
Distortion
Total harmonic disunion, 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input  -77JB -BOdB -74dB 
Inrermodulation, 19/20kHz, rared power, aux input ______-76dB
IntermoJulauon, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -74JB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted) -69dB
Aux/CD ;nput (!HF, CCIR we;ghted) .-72dB 
Residual, unweighteJ (volume control at min) -BOJB 
DC output offset ____ . .. left -4mV, right -4mV
Input overload 20Hz IkHz 20kHz
D;sc (mm) ;nput (!HF) __________ 31.SdB 30.9dB 19&1B
Aux/CD ;nput (\HF)__________ ._ >10dB >10dB >10dB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) ___ 65dB 6\dB 38dB
Aux input _____________________ 70dB 6\dB 36dB
Output impedance (damping)_____ _ 0.14ohm 0.13ohm 0.16ohm
Channel halance, disc, at IkHz 0.25dB

Disc (mm) input Phono 0.36mV 44kohms lIOpF
Aux input Phono 20.SmV 27kohms l IOpF
Output, pre-amp (tape)   9.9V max, 590ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz +0.37dB, -0.60dB 
Size (width, height, depth)43x 8.5 x25cm
Typical price inc VAT . . _...........   ............. £I00

Volume/balance tracking _______ OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux ;nput ._ 0.07dB OJJdB 0.09dB
Input data socket type sensitiviiy loading
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TECHNICS SUV60
Panasonic UK Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SU 6JB. 

---------- TEL:(0753)34522-----------

T
his large £200 integrated amplifier 
from Technics' upmarket ‘V’ range 
is crammed with facilities, in
evitably resulting in a complex 
front panel, and is rated at a sub

stantial 90W. Legends proclaim all manner of 
technical features over and above the inform
ation necessary for operation, notably that this 
is a ‘VC-4’ amplifier system with ‘class AN 
circuitry. However, the volume control and push
button input selectors are easy enough to find, 
and an over-riding ‘CD direct’ button is also 
provided, somewhat akin to a tape monitoring 
switch in operation.

The remaining rotary controls comprise tone 
(accompanied by a small ‘defeat’ switch), 
balance, and record output selector, the latter 
backed by an illuminated display alongSide th^t 
which monitors the selected listening input * 
Further pushbuttons operate power on/off, loud-' 
speakers main and/or remote, subsonic filter, 
‘loudness’, and select the disc input sensitivity 
to match moving magnet or moving-coil 
cartridges.
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The rear panel uses phono interconnects 
throughout, with the facility for two tape 
recorders plus an external processor (eg graphic 
equaliser). Substantial terminals for two pairs 
of speakers are Technics' unique 'push 'n' twist' 
types, with a switch for parallel or series (ugh!) 
connection according to the impedances of the 
speakers being used.

Lab Report
The 'V60 uses Technics' proprietary 'class AN 
thick film hybrid IC output modules. Internal 
cooling uses a heat pipe system which has thin, 
rather resonant fins. The power supply has a 
decent 8,000uF reservoir, but with a smallish 
transformer. The construction is quite tidy 
overall, combining discrete and IC circuitry and 
with no special evidence of the use of audiophile 
quality components.

This powerful integrated amplifier comfortably 
exceeded its 90W/8ohms rating on test. The 
power was quite well maintained into lnwn 
impedances too, though the 13.SA current 
rating is not especially generous in view of the 
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voltage rail setting. Distortion and noise 
measurements were generally good, though the 
moving-coil cartridge input noise is less than 
the best. Input overload margins are fine, with 
sensible, compatible sensitivity values. Stereo 
separation is poorer than most, perhaps re
flecting the simple shared power supply 
arrangement, though it behaved impeccably on 
the heavy modulation spectrogram. The RIAA 
disc equalisation curve is nigh impeccable, with 
little bandlimiting in operation.

Sound Quality
The V60 was rated average on auditioning, 
achieving satisfactory results but lagging a little 
behind the simpler, sound-oriented models that 
are increasingly contesting the price/power 
stratum below this model. The sound was con
sidered a little 'bland', 'softened' and 'slow', 
though politely inoffensive, 'open, 'clean', and 
generally easy on the ears. However, some 
general lack of coherence and integrity did tend 
to allow the attention to wander. Focus and 
stereo precision were unexceptional, with little 
'hear through' impression of depth and trans- 
arency, and some 'thickening' of textures.

Conclusions
Worthy and respectable enough in many 
respects, the V60 nevertheless failed to 
distinguish itself on audition, sounding a little 
'dated' compared with more self-consciously 
sound quality oriented models. Nevertheless, it 
did not disgrace itself either, and offers a healthy 
power output for the price, with exemplary stan
dards of construction and finish plus the plenti
ful features and facilities that some users will 
still prefer.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= 1W), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output lnrcgratcd amplifier
Rarcd power into 8ohms, maker's spec 90W(= 19.SdBW) 
Power output ZOHz I kHz ZOkHz
One channel. Sohm load Z0.4dBW Z0.6dBW Z0.4dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load l7.ZdBW 18.3dBW 17.9dBW
One channel, Zohms, pulsed______ -dBW 17.5JBW -dBW
Instantaneous peak current +13.SA -13.SA
Distortion
Toca\ harmonic distortion, 20Hz !kHz 20kHz 
at rated power, aux input  -85dB -92dB -78dB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, raced power, aux inpul ______-88dB
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -77dB 
Intermodulation, 19/ZOkHz, at OdBW, disc (mc)-77dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF. CCIR weighted)-70dB 
Disc (me) input (IHF. CCIR weighted)  .-65dB
CD Direct inpur (IHF. CCIR weighted) -7ldB
Residual, unweighted (volume control ar min) -7&JB
DC outpur offset ________________ _____ lefr -6mV, right -7mV
Input overload ---------- 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) 32.ldB 31.4dB 30.0dB
Disc (me) inpur (IHF)* 30.0JB 39 4dB 39.0dB
CD Direct (IHF)________________
Stereo separation

>ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB

Dose input (me) 44dB 50dB 32dB
CD Direct input 79dB 66dB 41dB
Output impedance (damping)______ . 0.2lohm 0.2lohm 0.28ohm
Channel balance, disc, at !kHz .............................  0.37dB
Volume/balance tracking  OdB -ZOdB -60dB
CD Direct .................... 0.07dB 0.1ZdB l.79dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.28mV 46kohms 140pF
Disc (me) input*Phono 0.021mV 230kohms 530nF
CD Direct input__________ Phono 16.3mV 35kohms llOpF
Output, pre-amp (tape)  10.9V max, 530ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz ,  ____ ,+OdB, -0.27dB
Size (widrh, height. depth) 43x1Zx34.5cm
Typical price inc VAT  £200

*

Power supply rejection, 40Hz inputDisc inpur. RI^A equalisation accuracy
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VTL MINIMAL/50W MONOBWCK
Vacuum Tube Logic, Unit k, Rear Block, 8-14 Norwood Road, Southall, Middx ubz 4Dl.

-------- Tel :01-574 4814---------

C
laiming to be the largest valve 
amplifier manufacturer in Europe, 
Vacuum Tube Logic's name — a 
gentle if ambitious parody of the 
world's largest studio mixer com

pany (SSL) — puts their commitment to valves 
and transformers firmly on the line, with a big 
enough range to back that up. They have three 
pre-amps, some nine power amplifier configura
tions including an in-car unit{!), and have even 
shown a prototype CD player with thermionic 
circuitry. Such a range cannot be fully 
represented in a single review, but the £300 
Minimal pre-amp, combined with a pair of SOW 
Monoblock power amplifiers (£1,150 each), will 
give a flavour of the YTL approach. Due for 
imminent launch, a stereo moving-coil all valve 
pre-amplifier will extend VTLs capabilities still 
further, but at a probable cost of £500-£700.

The Minimal pre-amp lives up to its name, and 
is notably compact and simple, if lacking some 
of the deluxe details enioyed by more expensive 
models, with just input selector, volume and 
balance controls. The monoblock power ampli- 
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fier is also suprisingly and conveniently compact 
compared with many of this breed, combining 
simple triode drivers and EL34 output valves 
with a substantial output transformer and solid 
state power supply.

Lab Report
Good quality components combine with cap
able 'hand built' construction and neat and 
simple layout. The pre-amp is based on three 
double triodes with solid stage high voltage 
regulators and regulated heaters. The line stage 
is a unity-gain cathode follower — so check that 
ancillary tuners, cassette decks etc. have enough 
output. The power amp uses straightforward 
'classic' ultra-linear circuitry, with regulated bias 
sllpply.

The power amplifiers had some difficulty 
meeting specification at high frequencies, and 
showed some reluctance to perform into low 
impedances, though the instantaneous peak cut 
rent figure of +I-BA was reasonable enough 
for this type of amplifier. The power supply



modulation spectrogram looks rather alarming, 
but largely reflects high levels of harmonic 
distortion: mains components are quite well 
under control.

Harmonic distortion was poor but intermodu
lation was reasonable. Noise and stereo separa
tion were both a little marginal on the disc 
input, but overload margins were generous, 
volume/balance tracking good, and input sen
sitivities fine, though there is no chance of 
getting away with a moving-coil cartridge on the 
disc input. The RIAA curve shows excessive 
bandlimiting, the - !dB points being at lOOHz 
and lOkHz, with - 3dB at SOHz and 20kHz.

Sound Quality
Both pre- and power amplifiers rated good on 
audition, despite their laboratory limitations. 
The pre-amp's limited bass extension was 
noticed, but perhaps contributed to a lively yet 
well controlled, 'punchy' sound. The mid and 
treble were clear and open, again well con
trolled, with fine focus but some constriction 
of depth and space. The power amplifiers 
sounded a little 'lumpy' and 'over-powerful' at 
low frequencies, compensating a little for the 
pre-amp here perhaps, and lacked a little in 
speed and transparency.

Conclusions
As so often with valve amplifiers we are faced 
with the weighing up good sound quality against 
modest measurements and awkward practical 
considerations. The pre-amp is particularly good 
value, and the units deserve recommendation 
on the basis of decent sound quality, but the 
lack of a moving-coil input (which costs a lot 
as a separate extra from YTL!) is regrettable. The 
power amplifiers are less distinctive and quite 

expensive - in fact for a 25% higher price we 
regard the lOOW monoblocks as a better propo
sition. The usual care needs to be taken in siting 
the hot little monoblocks.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= JW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output Inrcgratcd amplifier
RateJ power into 8ohms, maker's spec 50W(= J 7JBW)
Power oulput 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load l7.2dBW 17.9dBW 15.7dBW*
One channels, 4ohm load ______ l3.6dBW* 13.7dBW*l1.6dBW*
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed ____ -dBW ll.SdBW -dBW
Insranraneous peak current ---------- +8.0A -8.0A
Distortion
Tora] harmonic disronion, ______ 20Hz !kHz 20kHz
ac rated power, aux input-40.0dB -43.0dB -26.0dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ____-73.0dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) ______ -68.0dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (!HF, CCIR weighted) _ . -61.0JB
Aox/CD input (!HF, CCIR weighted) -86.0dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min}-71.0dB
DC output offset
DC offset, pre-amp______________
Input overload
Disc (mm) input (IHF)
Aux/CD mput (!HF)
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm)
Aux input
Output impedance (damping) ____  
Channel balance, disc, at I kHz .

OmV
-2mV

20Hz I kHz 20kHz
4 l.2dB 58.ZdB 38.9dB
>20dB >20dB >ZOdB

59.0dB 52.0dB 30.0dB
104.0dB 80.0dB 53.0dB
I. I ohm I -06ohm I .05ohm

. 0.09dB
OdB -20dB -60dB

0.09dB 0.09dB I .54dB
sensitivity loading 
l.27mV 29kohms 170pF
39.SmV 216.0kohms 60pF
730mV 130kohms 50pF

Volume/balance tracking
Aox input
Input data socket type
Disc (mm) input________ Phono
Aux input  Phono
Power amp . .
Output, pre-amp (tape) .  12.9V max, 410ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-1SkHz +0.14dB, -6.9d8 
Size (width, height, depth) . 34x16.5x24cm
Typical price inc VAT  £300 + £500 + £500
*Some harmonic distortion here.

Power supply rejection, 40Hz input
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YAMAHA AX-300
Yamaha Electronics, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, Herts Wdi 7js.

-Tel: (0923) 33166-

T
his just-above-budget-price £120 
integrated Japanese amplifier is 
typical of the new breed of simpli
fied designs which are aimed par
ticularly at the UK market. It is 

a compact model, though taller than most of 
its competitors, rated at 30-40W, and finished 
inevitably in black. A functional if stark front 
panel has five knobs, two pushbuttons and a 
headphone socket. Supplementing the main 
volume control are three subsidiary rotaries for 
tone and balance, plus an input selector, the 
centre position on the tone controls labelled 
defeat. Tape monitoring and power switching 
are provided by the individual pushbuttons. The 
rear panel has phono socketry throughout, the 
disc input restricted to moving magnet cart
ridges, plus a single set of binding posts for 
loudspeaker connection.

Lab Report
Using a very clean single board layout, the '3UU 
uses a high-gain discrete-component direct- 
coupled bi-polar power amplifier section which 

also includes the tone control circuitry, and so 
avoids using a line stage altogether. Output 
relays provide effective protection, disc input 
circuitry is dual IC, and although mains con
nections were unshrouded the unit generally 
showed very competent Japanese build quality 
throughout, with clear evidence of sound quality 
priority.

Power output was respectably above the fairly 
modest specification, and was also respectably 
maintained into low impedances, with a gen
erous current capability of 15/16A. Distortion 
and noise measurements were both very good, 
overload margins and stereo separation were fine, 
and calibration reasonable enough for the price. 
Inputs should show no matching problems pro
vided auxiliaries have normal output levels. The 
power supply modulation spectrum shows an 
excellent result at any price, while the RIAA 
disc equalisation might have been a little closer 
toleranced, and will provide a touch of 
' character'.

Sound Quality
The '300 was rated comfortably above average 
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and close to a 'good’ rating; it is clearly one of 
the more impressive models at its price level — 
up with well regarded models costing consider
ably more. Not the most comfortable of sounds, 
the liveliness and dynamics provided the strong
est impression, with good 'speed' and 'momen
tum’ outweighing criticisms of some loss of 
transparency and a rather 'bright' overall 
balance. Not the subtlest or most controlled 
sounding performer, a natural sense of exuber
ance more than compensates.

Conclusions
Fine build quality plus sound quality oriented 
engineering bring Yamaha strongly into the 
market for 'stripped down'budget audiophile’ 
integrated amplifiers with a very impressive con
tender. Livelier than most if a little less polite 
than many, the '300 clearly merits confident 
recommendation.

Test measurements

To show how well the amplifier sustains its Bohm 
output into real loudspeaker loads, the level into 
4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW (where 
OdB= IW), without adding 3dB or 6dB respectively, 
as in usual 'power' ratings.

Test Results
Power output lntegrateJ amplifier
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec _ _______ _ ..30W(!SdBW)
Power output 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load 17.SdBW 17.SdBW 17.4dBW
Both channels. 4ohm load ll.SdBW 14.SdBW 14dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed______ -dBW 15.4dBW -dBW 
Instantaneous peak current ......__ _ + 15, -16A
Distortion
Toral harmonic distortion, 20Hz I kHz 20kHz 
ar rated power, aux input  -92dB -95dB -88JB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux inpur ______ -98dB
lmermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm) -7ld8 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF. CCIR weighted) _ _____ ___ =-74dB
Aux/CD input (IHF. CClR weighted)-77dB
Residual, unweighced (volume control at min) -86dB 
DC output offset  lefr 17mV, right 17mV
Input overload _____ 20Hz I kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF) .___ „ JZ.SdB JZdB 31.SdB
Aux/CD input (lHF)_____ _____ >ZOdB >ZOdB >ZOdB
Stereo separation
Disc input (mm) 6ldB 69dB 4JdB
Aux input ------------------------- 83dB 68dB 44dB
Output impedance (damping) ____ 0.09ohms 0.09ohms 0. l 3ohms
Channel balance, disc, at I kHz 0.65dB
Volume/balance tmkingOdB, O.OSdB; -ZOdB, 0.79dB; -60dB. l .ZZdB 
Aux input
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.49mV 47kohms 70pF
Aux input Phono 29.SmV 62kohms 95pf
Output, pre-amp (tape) ... 11.SV max, 560ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz+OdB, -0.47d8 
Size (width, height, depth) . 44x9.5x31cm
Typical price inc VAT £120

Disc input. RIAA equalisation accuracy
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Up-date your hifi

RT - B5OL

RA -S2OBX2

RCD - B2OBX

ROT

Whether your need is for a complete HiFi system. or to upgrade your amplifier or tuner. add 
a CD Player or simply tune up your existing system by adding high quality speaker cable. 
Rotel's award winning range of high performance components will satisfy the most 
ardent enthusiast and music lover alike.

RT-850L-AM/FM STEREO DIGITAL TUNER
The definitive audiophile tuner in its class. UK designed to provide very high standards of 
radio performance and music quality with push button tuning and 16 preset stations

RA-820BX2-30 WATT INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
This is the latest in the line of critically acclaimed BSeries amplifiers with direct CD input. 
Furtherrefinement by component selection to this straightlme UK design has resulted in 
i mproved definition and resolution

RCD-820BX — 16 BIT 4 TIMES OVERSAMPLING
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
The very latest CD technology featuring additional power supply to give clean power rails 
to the lwm digital analogue converters and lhe UK designed twin two stage analogue 
filters. single beam high precision laser tracking and a fully programmable music track 
selection system combine to extract very high quality music reproduction from the exciling 
vumpaet disco now avmlablo

For full details of these and all Ratel performance products together with information on 
Ratel s design philosophy and details of your localdealer phone Ratel on (0908) 317707.



AMPLIFIER SUMMARY REVIEWS
These brief reviews summarise our findings on models which have been fully tested previously 
but have been displaced from the main review section by the inevitable pressure on space. Note 

that despite this briefer coverage, many of the models here are still fully recommended.

Akai AM-A90 (£400)
This upmarket integrated amplifier has a 
number of advanced features, a plethora of facili
ties, plus a healthy power output of around 
22dBW — comfortably exceeding the rated 
130W/ch. Capable of high sound levels, the 
sound quality was quite respectable, though 
bettered by a number of less costly models none
theless.
Audio Research SP8/D70 (£1998, £2190) 
This legendary US valve 'high end' pre- and 
power amplifier combination has been around 
a number of years, each item now costing about 
£2000. Though their respective sound qualities 
are now comfortably exceeded by more expen
sive alternatives from the same manufacturer, 
these models have themselves been steadily 
refined and remain competitive, fully meriting 
recommendation on sound quality grounds.

The 070 has a power output of around 
18.5dBW, but with some constriction into 'diffi
cult' loads. The SP8 is expected to be joined 
by an SP9 later in 1987, incorporating changes 
along the lines of those which distinguish the 
SPll from the SPJO.
Burmester 838/846/850 (£990/£1050/£2650pr) 
A slim, high-precision disc input device, the 838 
may be used as a pre-amp if no other inputs are 
required; adding the 846 brings a superior line 
output stage as well as additional input facilities. 
The 838's strong points include extreme 
neutrality, dry clean bass and notably sharp 
stereo focusing. While not quite entering the 
territory of the best tubed devices, these and 
the 850 mono power amplifiers are very fine 
pieces of equipment, and are recommended.
Conrad Johnson PV5/MV50 (£2010, £1795) 
More reasonably priced than many US exotics, 
the valve PV5/MV50 pre- and power amplifiers 
are still fine sounding models which sub
stantially justify their asking price on sound 
quality grounds. The PV5 has sufficient sen
sitivity for the healthier output moving-coil 
cartridges, and although the MV50's loudness 
and power delivery are both somewhat re

stricted, the quality is still highly regarded.
Conrad Johnson Premiere Ill/IV
(£3400, £3600)
This prestige valve amplifier combination is 
extravagantly priced but capable of genuine 
audiophile sound quality, with seductive stereo 
staging of great depth and transparency and fine, 
subtle detail resolution. Power output is generous 
for a valve amplifier, with reasonable bandwidth 
besides, while the pre-amp provides sufficient 
sensitivity to handle the higher output moving
coil cartridges, though at some cost in noise 
performance.
Counterpoint SA7/SA12 (£750, £1250)
This valve pre-/power combination from the US 
includes an unusually high sensitivity/low noise 
disc input allowing direct working with the 
higher output moving-coil cartridges. The power 
amplifier is a valve/MOSFET hybrid providing 
a good combination of the better characteristics 
of valve and transistor operation, with substan
tial wide bandwidth power delivery. Both rate 
highly on sound quality considering prices 
which are expensive but not unreasonably so, 
though the '12 power amplifier is the stronger 
performer overall.
DNM pre-amplifier (from £1000)
This pre-amplifier system has been through 
some major changes since we last received 
samples for assessement (despite promises). 
Historically it has proved a competitive per
former, though the price appears to have risen 
somewhat.
Deltec pre-amplifier (£666)
This simple up market pre-amplifier has minimal 
facilities but caters for mm and m-c cartridges. 
Lab results were satisfactory, but with limited 
high frequency overload, while sound quality 
was good throughout, indicating that a ‘worth 
considering' rating is appropriate at the price. 
Denon PMA-707 (£100)
Still rating recommendation, this simple and 
straightforward 'budget' integrated amplifier 
delivered a solid lab performance with good 
power delivery for the price, plus a sound quality 
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that sets it a little apart from the 'rack system' 
standards achieved by many immediate 
competitors.
Hafler DH120 (£3601295)
Available assembled or in kit form (£360/£295), 
this US transistor power amplifier has a very re
spectable lab performance and a power output 
around 18dBW, with quite good load tolerance. 
Sound quality was substantially good, though 
no more than might be expected for the price, 
indicating a 'worth considering' rating.
Harman Kardon HK645 (£225)
From the same series as the '655 given a full 
review in this edition, the '645 has a lower 
power output (18dBW/8ohms/one channel, com
fortably bettering the 16dBW spec.) and lacks 
the moving-coil disc input. It delivers a decent 
standard of sound quality, sufficient to merit 
consideration, if a little below recommendation 
by current standards.
Hitachi HA3 (£180)
This mid-priced integrated model has compre
hensive enough facilities but with the notable 
omission of a moving-coil cartridge input. Power 
output generously exceeded specification, 
reaching 2l+dBW into 8ohms but with some 
restriction on current delivery into low imped
ances. Sound quality was disappointingly well 
below average, however.
Krell PAM5/KSA50II (£1589, £2300)
Despite prices that are extravagant by UK stan
dards, the PAM5/KSA50II combination 
represents the bottom of this US class A 
specialist's line. Sound quality is qualitatively 
very fine indeed, though falling a little short 
of still more expensive exotics in terms of 
transparency. Power delivery is generous, moving 
from class A to A/B as extreme demands are 
made, and lab performance is to the highest 
standards.
Le Tube (£535)
This somewhat idiosyncratic minimalist French 
pre-amp system uses valves throughout, with 
outboard power supplies and an expensive 
optional moving-coil valve head amp (Le Pre 
Pre, £435). A little lacking in some areas of lab 
performance, the sound quality was to a good 
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standard, and in no way compromised by the 
additional head amp except in price terms.
Luxman LV-105 (£532)
This large integrated amplifier has a hybrid 
valve/transistor power amplifier, employing 
double triode drivers with MOSFET power 
devices. The £532 pricetag reflects exceptional 
finish and build quality, with comprehensive 
facilities. The power rating of 18.SdBW was 
comfortably exceeded in our tests at Sohms load
ing, but protection circuitry limited power 
delivery into lower impedances. Sound quality 
is comfortably above average — sweet, open and 
essentially musical, if somewhat 'softened' 
besides.
Magnum AlOO (£1995 pair)
The massive mono AJOO power amps can 
produce around 400W (26dBW) peak per 
channel into Sohms, and scored well on 
audition, with powerful and tuneful bass, though 
a mild 'thinning' in the midrange was noted, 
with a touch of treble 'grain. Recommendation 
remains appropriate.
Marantz PM64 (£300)
With a rated power of lOOW (20dBW), this large 
amplifier is well equipped with tone controls 
and input facilities. It showed restricted power 
delivery into difficult loads, but peak output was 
undoubtedly high at almost 200W (23dBW). 
Basically pleasant and inoffensive, the bass 
showed a boomy effect and lack of real defin
ition. Its smooth nature did suit CD sources, 
but the overall score was below average on 
listening tests.
Marantz PM84 (£500)
This large black integrated amplifier has comp
rehensive facilities and boasts class A operation 
up to a quarter of its substantial rated 2ldBW 
power. Our tests improved on this figure by a 
dB or so, but showed some protection limiting 
into low impedances. Sound quality is comfor
tably above average — smooth in nature and 
capable of high levels — while finish and build 
quality were both excellent.
Mentmore MlOO (£118L)
With some changes including different output 
valves, we partly re-assessed this traditional-style
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UK valve monoblock power amplfier for 1987. 
The latest sample showed some improvement 
in power bandwidth at high frequencies, and a 
respectable enough lab performance for this type 
of design. The sound quality still rates good, 
sufficient to merit consideration rather than 
outright recommendation at this price level.
NAD 2200 (£339)
This medium priced power amplifier is starkly 
functional in appearance. Rated at 20dBW 
(lOOW), it is designed to deliver undistorted pro
gramme peaks of up to 500W per channel — 
claims which actually turned out to be quite 
conservative on test. Load tolerance was good, 
and ample current of +52/-60amps was 
measured. The sound quality is also good — dry 
and controlled and capable of very high levels 
of around llOdB without strain — so the 2200 
is clearly worth considering for those who re
quire massive power output at a fairly modest 
cost.
Perreaux SAJ/1850 (£690, £990)
With an extravagant power rating of nearly 
25dBW (8ohms, one channel), the lab per
formance of this expensive and beautifully 
finished transistorised pre-power combination 
from New Zealand was nigh impeccable. How
ever, the sound quality was a little disappointing 
for the price, rating only above average by the 
latest standards adopted for 1987.
Pioneer A-77XBK
Large, black and imposing, the A-77X is a com
plex full-featured £400 device with substantial 
(20+dBW) power output and exemplary lab per
formance. However, the sound quality proved 
very disappointing, lacking balance, drama, 
dynamics and sheer interest-value, with indif
ferent focus and stereo depth.
QUAD 34/405 (£259/£299)
These established components offer great pre
amplifier flexibility with sensible and creative 
facilities. Lab performance was generally satis
factory, though the 405 is not ideal for 'diffi
cult' loudspeaker loads. Sound quality in our 
estimation is now a little below average. How
ever, the fine build quality — backed up by the 
finest after-sales service in the business — 

ensures these components remain worth con
sidering.
Robertson Forty Ten (£987)
A US-designed transistor power amp built in the 
Far East, the heavily-built Forty Ten is rated at 
60W per channel. It set a high sonic standard, 
as transparent and dimensional as the very best 
semiconductor amplifiers, and a number of valve 
amps, with lively dynamics and a clean open 
character; it was good enough to show most of 
the merit of a pre-amp like the Audio Research 
SP8. Though slightly clinical in tonal balance, 
it also proved unfatiguing, and most satisfying 
over long listening sessions.
Rotel RA820 (£110)
With tone controls and all the usual features, 
this 20W (13.5dBW) amplifier is the basis of the 
'stripped' 'BX version (see full review). It pro
vides a musical-sounding immediacy, conveying 
depth, space and ambience, though the treble 
was a little bright; via auxiliary, it was even bet
ter, with impressive dynamics and clarity. 
Though not matching the sound of the 'BX, the 
standard '820 is still recommended in its own 
right.
Rotel RA840BX (£200)
This bigger brother to the '820BX offers more 
power (a rated 40W (16dBW) per channel) and 
an me input facility, plus two tape inputs and 
a mono switch. Auditioned though not fully 
tested, it offered fine performance, retaining the 
virtues of the '20, and is recommended. A BXII 
type 840 is now available, but has not yet been 
received for assessment.
Rotel RA870 (£315)
This upmarket integrated amplifier was de
veloped from the '870 separates, adding lessons 
learnt with the cheaper 820BX series. It has 
minimal facilities but covers mm and m-c car
tridges. Power delivery comfortably exceeds the 
60W/18dB rating, with ample current reserves. 
Measured lab performance and sound quality are 
both good, so continued recommedation re
mains appropriate.
Rotel RC870/RB870 (£245/£245)
Rotel's pre-amp is built with separate optimised 
buffer amplifiers for its me and mm disc inputs,
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"This amplifier was the best 
tested of its power rating.”

"This very powerful, professional amplifier has passed the critical listening test associated with more delicate 
exotics intended for 'audiophile' hifi use. Lab performance was very good, while the load tolerance was fine, 
and the power output exceptional. Its very good sonic rating probably means that this amplifier was the best 
tested of its power rating. Given its high standard of engineering, it represented good value and is 
recommended." Hi-Fi Choice 

BOOW, four ohms, this amplifier gets a firm recommendation."

"With an explicit presentation, the speed and dynamics of good programme material was reproduced well, 
with a low fatigue factor. Overdriven, it clipped well showing a peak sound level rather greater than the 
specification suggested.
In conclusion, while this amplifier can be used for workhorse duties due to its generally durable design and 
professional build quality, its metier was undoubtedly in monitoring applications where an accurate 
programme transfer to the speaker system is essential. Large enough for almost all monitoring setups it 
offered a high standard of sound quality which rated well above the norm. with that special performance in 
mind, plus the good load tolerance and the programme power of some 400W per channel, eight ohms, or 
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and uses fine quality components. It preserved 
good stereo depth, resolving rear detail well, and 
though tonally a touch 'lean, verging on the 
clinical, it gave a fine sound for the money. 
Surprisingly for the price, the 60W (18dBW) 
power amp is constructed as a double mono 
unit, and provided a likeable sound with good 
dynamics, though with some bass softness and 
touch of steel in the treble. Though over
shadowed in value terms by the latest integrated 
'870, these units are recommended.
Sansui C2301/B2301 (£2306, £1880)
These massive units in beautiful lacquer finish 
are far from discrete visually, but very repre
sentative of 'flagship' models from mainstream 
Japanese manufacturers, with comprehensive 
features and facilities including a rather garish 
pair of power meters. Lab performance was very 
good, and power output quite generous, but 
although the power amplifier delivered a re

spectable enough sound quality, the pre-amp 
proved subjectively somewhat disappointing in 
relation to its high price.
Tandberg 3008A (£564)
Delivering a consistently good sound quality 
with impeccable lab performance, the 3008A 
pre-amp has comprehensive facilities to satisfy 
any needs, though in the final analysis the sound 
was a little 'clinical' in character, lacking full 
musical integration.
Trio KA-54 (£99)
A simple enough £100 Japanese budget ampli
fier, the KA-54 still carries a wide range of 
facilities and delivers a healthy enough 
17 + dBW power output. It showed a generally 
sound lab performance throughout, but was a 
disappointingly poor performer in the listening 
tests, with poor dynamics and significant loss 
of detail - a notable contrast to Trio/Kenwood's 
more recent and slightly more expensive '550.
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CHOOSING AND USING

TUNERS

N
ot the most glamorous of the hi
fi components, tuners are usually 
bought on cosmetic grounds, by 
the 40 per cerit or so who choose 
to partner a previously selected 

amplifier. Years ago, people bought receivers 
instead, but these have fallen from favour and 
fashion. But at least the separates option allows 
the tuner to be added later as a system upgrade, 
and may also allow the customer to choose a 
level of performance to suit his pocket and in
terest in the radio medium.

The motivation to buy a tuner must surely 
relate closley to the characteristics of radio 
programming in whatever country. And in this 
respect the UK is very wierd indeed — a bizarre 
combination of Government over-regulation 
and indecision at the local level alongside a 
national network widely regarded as the envy 
of the world. The result is certainly some of the 
best programming in the world, but biased in 
such a way that could only exist in a non-com
mercial operation, and leaving substantial gaps 
in the balance and depth of popularly-orient
ated programming. But for those with broad or 
specifically classical music tastes, the BBC is one 
of the few services which continue to transmit 
substantial amounts of live performance, and 
this is a powerful reason for contemplating a sig
nificant investment in a decent tuner. Given 
a reasonably decent hi-fi system, radio trans
missions of pre-recorded material rarely equal the 
quality obtainable by reproducing that same 
source directly in the home; broadcast treatment 
of LP discs is a particular travesty. Yet the live 
transmission from studio or concert hall, if 
sensitively miked and mixed, can produce a 
spine-chilling realism that transcends other 
sources in certain respects. It is a treat that 
should not be overlooked.

Basic Requirements 
From the hi-fi perspective, FM (VHF) is the only 
form of radio which is worth considering, and 
the only source of stereo broadcasts in the UK.

But many programmes are only available on AM 
(Medium and Long wave) transmissions, so an 
FM-only tuner may need the backup of a 
common or garden transistor radio to cope with 
the BBC's infuriating habit of trying to squeeze 
five channels into three FM networks by switch
ing and swapping frequency allocations. There 
is clearly a powerful argument for looking closely 
at the FM/AM combination tuner. But do not 
look too closely, because the quality of the AM 
sections fitted to most hi-fi tuners is embaras- 
singly bad. The typical medium priced portable 
will probably comfortably outclass the hi-fi 
tuner's AM section, presumably because its port
ability requires that it worksunder a wider range 
of reception conditions.

But frankly — and rather sadly — AM is a 
dead loss for quality reception in Europe these 
days, simply because the airwaves are grossly 
overcrowded with powerful transmitters. To get 
them all in without even worse interference 
problems, the stations restrict the bandwidth of 
the signals they transmit, by rolling off most of 
the treble range well below the natural range 
of human hearing, an expediency which deals 
fidelity a fatal blow. Moreover, AM in the UK 
remains resolutely monophonic, without even 
that curiously random and intermittent luxury 
of FM in stereo provided by the BBC.

The Vital Element
Nostalgia aside, we must accept that FM is it, 
and then see what is needed to get decent 
results. In pole position, not too surprisingly, 
comes the quality of the aerial ar antenna. It 
is a common misconception that you only need 
rooftop aerial if you're trying to pull in distant 
signals over difficult terrain. In fact you may 
need an even better aerial to get good results 
in the urban jungle than you do amongst the 
rolling hillsides, because of the need to get well 
above traffic and other electrical interference 
and to avoid the multiple reflection effects of 
nearby large buildings.

To get a decent aerial system needs a budget 
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of perhaps 25 per cent of the cost of the tuner, 
and the attentions of a skilled installation engin
eer. A knowledge of local terrain and transmis
sion conditions is very important in choosing 
and siting the aerial, and it makes some sense 
to look for a raJio enthusiast ratht:r than some
one who spends 90 per cent of his time pointing 
TV aerials at the local repeater. But program
ming preferences can also influence the selec
tion of an aerial, so make sure the contractor 
is properly briefed.

The ideal aerial for tuning to local stations 
is not the ideal for long distance reception. The 
final choice will depend upon the range you 
wish to recieve and the direction of the relevant 
transmitters. It may be possible to get adequal'e 
local signals from a single fixed antenna of two 
to four elements, though the disposition of tran
smitters may sometimes require the addition of 
an aerial rotator. Long distance reception needs 
a higher gain multi-element antenna, which has 
a commensurately 'tighter' reception beam, and 
a rotator will be that much more useful.

It is also worth pointing out that signal has 
to be many times stronger for the tuner to 
produce a stereo rather than a mono output. If 
you want stereo radio, you do need a real aerial, 
and preferably not something inadequate that 
needs a booster along the cable in order to make 
the stereo beacon light up.

The Tuner Itself
Tuners may be very simple or highly complex. 
The bare necessity is an aerial connection and 
a couple of sockets for passing the stereo signal 
on to the amplifier, plus some sort of device for 
tuning in the stations, but the ingenuity of 
manufacturers has come up with all manner of 
additional facilities to enchance the perform
ance or baffle the uninitiated. The opposite 
extremes are admirably illustrated by comparing 
two well-respected models which cost the best 
part of 11,000, one from the UK and the other 
from the Continent. The former has no ap
parent frills at all, carrying out functions like 

muting entirely automatically; the other gives 
an almost infinite number of options under 
manual or automatic control, with a front panel 
to rival the complexity of a personal computer. 
Both have their loyal adherents, yet the phil
osophical rift is so great it is hard to see how 
the purchaser of one would have even consid
ered the other.

Tuners consist of two distinct sections. The 
'front end' receives most of the attention, and 
is the part which is responsible for capturing the 
wanted signal from the aerial — and more im
portant, is responsible for rejecting all the other 
signals coming down the aerial, either interf
erence or from stations on other frequencies 
which are often many times more powerful than 
the wanted signal. The Choice tests analyse the 
front end RF performance in some considerable 
detail, but their complexity does not lend itself 
to simple interpretation in such a brief 
introduction.

Because specialist tuners have traditonally 
been designed by specialist radio engineers, most 
of the attention has been lavished on the 
receiving 'front end' circuitry. Yet the broadcast 
system in the UK is such that most locations 
receive a reasonably strong transmission signal 
for a limited number of stations. UK hi-fi man
ufacturers have been busily getting back into the 
tuner market after years of Japanese domination 
by emphasising the superior sound ,of simple, 
carefully designed audio circuitry — in much the 
same way as they have creamed off some of the 
top end of CD player sales. The paradoxical 
result is that some of the better sounding tuners 
often have comparatively weak RF performance, 
but this will only prove a liability under abnorm
ally difficult reception conditions. The sheer 
complexity of the tuner with exceptional RF 
capabilities can prove a handicap on basic sound 
quality. The customer has the option of going 
in either direction, according to his needs, 
preterences, and local signal conditions.
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BIRMINGHAM'S BEST
SYSTEM OFFERS

MISSION PCM 4000 £399.00
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■
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- - - " , > ....
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g b
MISSION 7011 MISSION 700 LE MISSION 737R MISSION 770F

SYSTEM PRICE SYTSTEM PRICE SYSTEM PRICE SYSTEM PRICE
WITH FREE LEADS WITH FREE LEADS WITH FREE LEADS WITH FREE LEADS

£459.95 £359.95 £739.95 £1,299.95
Mission Cyrus 1 £10 extra

MISSION PCM 7000 £599.00
Also stockists of:ADC, AIWA, AKAi, ALPHASON, AKG, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER, BOSE, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CELESTION, DENON, DUAL, ELITE ROCK, EXPOSURE, GALE, GLANZ, GOLDBUG, GOLDRING, GRADO, HARMAN KARDON, HELIUS, HEYBROCK, KEF, LOGIC, LINX, LYNX, MANTRA, MARANTZ, MAXELL, MERIDIAN, MICHELL, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, MONSTER, MORDUANT SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAO, NAGAOKA, NVA, OAK, ORTOFON, PHILIPS, PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, OED, QUAD, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SANSUI, SENNHEISER, SUGDEN, SYSTEMDEK, TANNOY, TARGET, TDK, TEAC, TECHNICS, THORENS, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO LTD
95HOBSMOATROAD,SOLIHULL,WESTMIDLANDSB92 8JL 

TEL: SALES 021 742 0254; SERVICE 021 742 0248Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.Q0-6.00 Demonstrations by appointment, please



DEFINITIVE
PERFORMER ...
Across the world the SME Series V precision 
pick-up arm is now the standard by which 
other arms are judged.

Holder of Japan's coveted Hi-Fi Component 
of the Year Award its performance is not an 
accident. its reputation not a market whim, 
but the predictable outcome of innovative 
design allied with more than a quarter of a 
century of high quality manufacturing 
experience.

Ownership of a Series V offers the serious 
audiophile or professional user deep and 
lasting satisfaction. Its development and 
many special features are described in a 
four-page colour brochure which we shall 
be happy to send you on request.

Among SME dealers specialising 
in Seres V are: 
Absolute Sound & Video 
Acoustic Arts 
Audiocraft 
Audioscene 
Audio Excellence 
AudioT 
Beechwood Audio 
Doug Brady Ho-Fi 
The Cornflake Shop 
Grahams H1-F1 
Hampshire Audio 
Harrow Audio 
Hi-FiCare 
Hi-Fi Corner
Hi-Fi Experience 
Horns of Oxford 
Image Hi-Fi 
James Kerr & Co. 
Kj Leisuresound 
Lintone Audio 
Midland Hi-Fi Studio 
The Music Room 
Phonograph
The Pinewood MusicCompany 
Radford Ho-Fi
Reading Hi-Fi Centre 
Sound Organisation 
Sounds Expensive 
Spalding Electrical 
Stafford Hi-Fi Studio 
Studio99 
Subjective Audio 
Telesonic
Unilet Products 
W+lmslow Audio 
ZeusAudio

The best pick-up arm in the world

SME Limited
Steyiiing, Sussex BhH 3GT 
Telephone : (0903) 814321
Telex; 877808



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION TUNERSAll the tuners included in the test programme were subjected to laboratory analysis as well as listening tests to determine sound quality under various reception conditions
T

ests were carried out on a group of 
tuners which are the logical part
ners of a number of the amplifiers 
covered in this book. All were 
examined carefully in the labora

tory and given thorough subjective tests, even 
though the reporting is somewhat brief.

Listening Tests
For the auditioning the tuners were tried on a 
variety of local and regional stations at the 
author's North London address. Critical tests 
included the use of a studio quality stereo en
coder and low distortion transmitter/generator. 
The degradation imparted by the tuners was 
assessed on a before-and-after transmission basis. 
In addition, the low-signal radio frequency and 
quieting performances were subjectively 
assessed, particularly with respect to the odd 
whistles which are still to be found on some digi
tally synthesised tuners.

Laboratory Testing
Lab testing included a number of distortion 
measurements, for example, at 100% modulation 
depth, lkHz, with the results for both mono and 
stereo working. Response to over-modulation 
was subjectively assessed on programme as well 
as by a 130% modulated lkHz tone, with 
distortion readings here in mono. Distortion was 
also assessed via a Curtis-designed test whereby 
one channel is fed lkHz, and the other 5kHz, 
with the resulting crosstalk and dynamic inter
modulation products analysed.

Muting levels were noted: these are the signal 
strengths below which the designer considers 
that noise is excessive and the tuner output is 
therefore automatically muted.

AM rejection is a measurement allied to 
capture ratio, seeking to quantify how powerfully 
the tuner can reject co-channel interference, 
multipath reflections, ignition and impulse 
breakthrough, unwanted radio signals from other 
transmitters or a weaker FM signal very close 
to the wanted one. Capture ratios of lower than 

l.3dB are pretty good; the range generally runs 
between 0.6 to 3.0dB, the latter being regarded 
as poor. AM rejection ratios go from 50 to 80dB, 
the former an adequate result, the latter an 
excellent one.

Pilot tone rejection is the supression of 
unwanted stereo tones at 19 and 38kHz. For 
most people these are inaudible, but they 
nonetheless can disturb tape recordings. Better 
than 55dB is considered good.

Ultimate signal-to-noise ratios (CCIR/ARM 
weighted with a !kHz reference) for mono and 
stereo are also given, the latter rather more 
relevant. Stereo separation is measured from 
1-lOkHz, with figures of 45dB (35dB, lOkHz) 
considered pretty good.

Alternate channel selectivity quantifies how 
well the tuner can receive a weak distant trans
mission spaced closely on the dial to strong 
stations. Here 60dB is considered a good 
practical standard, with 80dB very good.

Graphs were plotted of limiting and quieting 
versus signal strength, the former showing how 
quickly the output level stabilises and the latter 
how quickly the noise level improves to a good 
subjective value.

Finally, the frequency responses were measured 
from lOkHz to 20kHz. Most had pretty flat re
sponses, so this is unlikely to be a major 
influence in the auditioning.

Aerial Considerations 
FM reception conditions can vary considerably 
with quite small differences in district, address 
or local geography and buildings. When pur
chasing a tuner for use in a difficult area, it is 
worth having an arrangement with a dealer to 
return those models that prove unsatisfactory 
at your location. We cannot stress too strongly 
the need for a good, preferably roof-mounted 
aerial for FM if a hi-fi performance is to be 
achieved from a good tuner — a poor or badly 
sited aerial with multipath effects can produce 
a constant 10-15% distortion on peak modu
lation.
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EXPERT REPAIR OF YOUR 
AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

FREE ESTIMATE

SOUND
OUT

TREAT YOURSELF TO THE 
SOUND OF ESOTERIC HI-FI 
IN THE COMFORT OF A RELAXED 
ATMOSPHERE. PHONE FOR AN 
EVENING OR WEEKEND 
DEMONSTRATION
PERSONAL NATIONWIDE SERVICE 
AT THE MOST CREATIVE PRICES

23 The Mall, Clifton, Bristol 
Tel. BRISTOL 735788

AUDIO OASIS 
IN SALISBURY

N
o, it's no mirage.
It's the very relaxed 

atmosphere of probably 
the finest Hi-Fi Store in 
the area, with a 
reputation for friendly, 
personal and 
knowledgeable service. 
Whether you are 
choosing from 
our vast range 
of quality 
products, 
your first 
modest record

playing system or the 
most expensive Hi-Fi - 
the latest Compact Disc 
Player or a set of 
speakers, we leave you 
quite simply spoilt for 
choice.

So retreat to a true 
Audio Oasis and 

chat to our 
consultants 
John Trim or 
Richard Shea 
- you'll not be 
disappointed.

W 
Salisbury Hi-Fi 
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SP12DF 

Telephone(0722)221b9
SME '"'"‘"" &uarh •YwAl ouao

MANTRA PINK^^^TRIO ,;■ —

KIESKI CARTRIDGES
VECTEUR CABLE
STAD TURNTABLES
AUDIOSTATIC SPEAKERS
BEARD AMPLIFIERS
DECCA CARTRIDGES
ODDESEY TONEARM
AIR VALVE & MOSFET AMPLIFIERS
JECKLIN HEADPHONES
GLANZ CARTRIDGES
PAWEL SPEAKERS
NUANCE PRE-AMP
OMEGA POINT TURNTABLE & TONEARM

RECENT RANGE ADDITIONS
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 
AUDIO NOTE
LFD PRE-AMPLIFIER 
GRYTHON 
MILLTEK
ODDESEY CARTRIDGES 
PHONO AMPLIFIER 
PLENITUDE
QUICK SILVER 
SOUTHER
SNELL 
SAE 
VOYD

.Audio
27 CHURCH LANE BALDERTON NEWARK NOTTS 
TEL: (0636) 77242



\&B ARCAM ALPHA
A&RCAMBRIOOELT , CAMBR!OOE

TEL: (0223) 861550

M
arching the Arcam Alpha and 
Delta, this is an analogue tuner, 
covering FM and AM bands. 
The 'scale and pointer' present
ation has distinct advantages 

over a digital readout as does a conventional 
watchface over the digital equivalent.

Tuning is facilitated by a neat LED indicator 
in the indicator pointer. This emulates the 
traffic light by changing from red via orange to 
green when a station is correctly tuned, and the 
frequency may then be held by selecting AFC 
(automatic frequency control). Radio specialists 
could argue that the resolution and accuracy of 
the pointer/scale is a little imprecise, but this 
will not worry the user who should in any case 
'fine-tune' by ear. The tuning knob itself lacks 
any real flywheel action, but then one hardly 
has the right to expect this at a near 'budget' 
£140. The remaining buttons select FM and 
long and medium wave AM, plus mono/stereo.

SOUND QUALITY
FM sensitivity seemed fine, with decent stereo 
from around 500^V aerial input, albeit with a 
slight whistle, and fine quality stereo from lmV 
upwards. The sound quality itself was comfort
ably in the good class - less than the best but 
a fine result for the price nonetheless. It was 
described as inherently pleasant and musically 
relaxing, if a trifle bland and lacking 'air' and 
'drama'.

AM was rather insensitive with noticeable 
background noise which restricts dynamic range, 
but had the significant aural advantage of being 
able to 'fine-tune' the tuning envelope away from 

the station centre transmission frequency for the 
best trade off between balance and dynamics: 
as such results were amongst the most acceptable 
from a far from inspiring range of alternatives. 
At least this hi-fi tuner gives an AM per
formance to match a good transistor radio - 
and plays it through the main hi-fi system.

LAB REPORT
Sensitive and with good signal-to-noise ratios, 
the Alpha measured pretty respectably 
throughout. Stereo separation and harmonic dis-^ 
tortion were a little below par, and the pilot tone 
rejection figure dropped to - 3 ldB with modu
lation. The frequency response showed a mild 
high frequency rolloff.

CONCLUSIONS
This tuner has successfully established a dis
tinctly 'British' identity, with attractively classic 
ergonomics. A modest price plus sound quality 
comfortably better than most are further reasons 
for a Best Buy recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Scnsicivity for SOdB signal-co-noise Mono/stereo----------- 3pV/30pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise {CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref)
Mono/stereo- 68dB/- 6 2dB 
Muting threshold _—------ ------------------------- --------- ---2.S^V
Alternate channel selectivity 6 MB 
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz---------------------------66dB/55dB
AM rejection _ ----- ----- ------ ... ___ -60dB
Capture ratio   1.3dB 
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, lkHz
Mono/stereo -------------------------------------------------43dB/-43dB
Stereo separation, IkHz/SkHz/IOkHz---------------JOdB/28dB/24.SdB
Output level. 100% mod 84'OmV 
Dimensions (widch, depth, height) .__________40x9.7x22.5cm
Typical price inc VAT__________ ____________ _________ £140
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CREEK CAS 3140 _____
re" Audio SYsrems, 2 Bellevue Road, Friern B \ il h . Lonoon N’’ jes.

----------Tel 01-368 4425---------

M
atching the 4040 in 
presentation, the £140 FM-only 
3140 has some nice touches in 
the black wooden sleeve made 
up into a quality case with 

rounded front edges. The tuned frequency is 
displayed on a large green digital frequency 
readout, alongside a decent sized flywheel- 
assisted tuning knob.

A row of four pushbuttons provide useful 
functions, some rarely found on such a low cost 
model, including ‘narrow/wide' and ‘local/DX’ 
to optimise reception for short or long range 
reception, plus mono/stereo and AFC on/off. 
The fact that the stereo beacon glows green over 
a switch labelled mono is a touch idiosyncratic, 
but a useful centre-tune indicator is also fitted.

Sound Quality
Sensitivity was very good, with very low noise 
stereo available from a modest SOOpV aerial 
input, and with added flexibility through the 
narrow/wide feature. The sound quality was very 
well received, rating very good and showing 
many of the favourable characteristics of state 
of the art models at far higher prices. There was 
little to criticise apart from a slight 'thickening' 
of textures and slight rolloff detectable at high 
frequencies, but much praise was awarded for the 
clear, firm sound with good bass ‘weight’ and 
fine focus.

Lab Report
Giving fine results for sensitivity, signal-to-noise, 
pilot tone and AM rejection, selectivity and 
capture ratio, the RF side of this fine tuner is 
beyond reproach. On the audio side the response 
was flat enough, with a gentle low frequency 
rolloff, but distortion was only average and stereo 
separation rather below par. The DX/local 
selector had only a marginal effect. The output 
level is lower than most, so a check on amplifier 
compatibility will be worthwhile.

Conclusions
The Creek 3140 emerges as a true front rank 
performer with excellent ergonomics and audio
phile sound quality, all at a near budget price 
— clearly a strong Best Buy amongst separate 
tuners, albeit with the minor handicap of 
covering FM only.

Test Results
Tuner

Sensitivity for 50JB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo________3pV!35^V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM. !kHz ref)
Mono/stereo 74JB/-65JB
Muting threshold_____  ....____________________________ 4^
Alternate channel selectivity ------ ---------------------------- ----1OOdB
Pilot tone rejection, 1 <! l:/38kH:------------------------ 66JB/1OOJB
AM rejection_______________ ._____________ _____.___66.5JB
Capture ratio 1.3JB
Total harmonic distornon at 100% mod, IkH:
Mono/stereo------------------------------------------- -- _-52dB/-52dB
Stereo separation, IkHzDkHz/IUkHz------------------- L4dB/L0dB/L/dB
Output level, 100% mod _____________  ___ ____ _ _2 33mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height)42x17.5 x6.2cm
Typical price me VAT £150
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..........................DENON TU-450L _
Hayden Labdraoories, 11ayden House, Chili ern I Iill, Ci ialeont St Pittr. Bucks sl9 9ug.

-Tel (0753)888447

M
aking a natural partner for the 
PMA250 amplifier, the '450L 
is a simple £130 tuner which is 
quite typical of low cost, light
weight Japanese offerings. It 

uses digital synthesiser circuitry?.
Covering FM plus medium and long wave AM 

bands, with a row of 8 presets providing memory 
for up to 16 stations, there is no signal strength 
indicator as such, merely a single beacon marked 
signal alongside that which shows that a stereo 
broadcast is being received. Additional push
buttons select mono/auto stereo, multiplex 
filtering (to assist recording stereo broadcasts), 
memory setting, plus waveband. The electronic 
tuning is manual only?, with no search/scan 
facilities. The rear panel has the usual phono 
outputs with ferrite AM aerial and terminals for 
connection of 75ohm, 300ohm and AM 
antennae.

Sound Quality
The FM receiving capabilities of this simple 
tuner were very good. Background noise was 
generally free of nasties at low aerial inputs, 
stereo was useably quiet by SOOfrV and solid by 
lmV. The sound quality was reasonably good 
too, firmly rated above average overall, though 
there was mild criticism of a slightly 'dead, 
‘boxy?' character, and slight ‘untidiness’ and loss 
of resolution at high frequencies.

AM again showed superior receiving (RF) 
characteristics, being more sensitive than most 
and with quite quiet backgrounds, generally free 
from spuriae, though the fixeJ 9kHz digital 

tuning steps prevents adjusting fine tune to taste. 
Sonically pretty disastrous, this was undoubtedly 
partly due to a very tightly curtailed bandwidth 
at high frequencies — which did at least help 
it sound tidy enough.

Lab Report
The '450L returned from the laboratory with 
a clean bill of health, with good sensitivity, a 
flat frequency response, and respectable enough 
results on all other parameters save for rather 
weak pilot tone rejection. Even the muting 
threshold was set at a fairly sensible level.

Conclusions
The 450L is a well balanced, competitively 
priced tuner with above average FM sound 
quality and first class RF performance. Though 
poor AM sound quality might be a mild deter
rent, the balance of FM performance fully merits 
recommendation.

Test Results
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo 7«V/43«V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, !kHz reO
Mono/stereo -72dB/-62dB 
Muting threshold _-------------------------------------------------------lS«V
Alternate channel selectivity 72JO 
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz________-36dB/-68dB 
AM rejection _ _________ ________  ____ £7d0
Capture ratio ____ .---- -------- ------------------------------------- .____ i.7dB
Total harmonic <liswnion at 1OO% mod, IkHz
Mono/stereo __—--------   -56<lB/-55<lB
Stereo separation, lkHz/5kHz/IOkHz------------------- 46dB/40dB/32JB
Output level, 100% mod ----------------------------------------------782mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.02dB 
Dimensions (width, depth, height)-------- _________j_43x7x24cm 
Typical price inc VAT___ ________ __ ___ ... "----------___
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HARMAN KARDON TU915
Harman (audio) uk Ltd Mill Street, Slough, Berks Sl2 sod. 

-----------Tel: (0753) 76911-----------

T
his upmarket design is tastefully 
finished in pale gold (champagne) 
or black. Cleanly styled, the front 
panel sports several facilities, in
cluding eight preset buttons, valid 

for all three wavebands — long and medium
wave AM and VHF/FM. The muting level is 
continuously variable, while 'high blend’ is 
available to reduce the noise on weak stereo 
transmissions. Stereo/mono mode selection is 
independent of interstation noise muting.

Inside, the unit is quite sophisticated and the 
flywheel tuning is revealed as an optical shaft 
encoder, feeding the all-digital synthesiser 
circuitry. Manual and auto-seek tuning circuitry 
is present, with special care taken to maximise 
audio quality.

Sound Quality
This tuner gave a good performance on FM but 
liked a healthy signal if minor but audible 
whistles were to be fully suppressed. Bass was 
quite solid and extended, while the mid was 
open and clear with realistic stereo depth, width 
and focus. In absolute terms it was a touch 'for
ward' with a degree of treble 'slurring’. On AM 
it was thought wretched, sounding ‘tinny and 
scratchy' — a really unpleasant sound.

Lab Report
TliL pre^LiLLL uf duJibk whistlc3 prejudiced the 
50dB sensitivity in stereo, which was unexcep
tional at 80^Y. Likewise, the ultimate signal- 

to-noise ratio in stereo was just average at 60dB. 
Pilot tone rejection was fine and alternate 
channel selectivity was very good. AM rejection 
was also very good, while capture ratio was just 
average. The total harmonic distortion held to 
0.25% at full modulation is stereo, and channel 
separation was also good, nearing 50dB mid
band. On frequency response, the bass was very 
well extended while the treble rolled off a little, 
to — l.3dB by lOkHz for example.

Conclusions
With a promisingly good FM sound quality/, this 
tuner was marred by a digitally-related break
through into the audio at modest aerial signal 
levels. The AM sound quality was a huge con
trast and rated as ‘poor, which was disappointing 
for a model in this price class. Nonetheless, it 
rates as worth considering.

Test Results
Sensitivity for SOdB signal-to-noise
Mono/scereo 7.5pV/80pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCJR/ARM, IkHz reO
Mono/stereo . . ______ _  _____ -74dB/-59dB
Muting threshold. R.F. level l8pV— 
Alternate channel selectivity -78dB 
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHzf38kHz .______ .__ .____ -4ldB/-JOOdB 
AM rejection -66dB 
Capture ratio ._____________ ________ .. __________  __ 2.8dB
Total harmonic distortion
At 100% mod, !kHz
Mono/stereo ---------------------------------------------------54dB/-5!dB
Stereo separation, lkHz/5kHzl!OkHz ______ -46dB/-47dB/-44dB
Output level, 100% mod _____________ ,______ , i
Channel balance stereo U.LUdB
Dimensions (width, height, depth) ' C ' i 
Typical price inc VAT Champagne or Black £325 
First reviewed: 1983
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51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent
2 (01)658 3450

4 Railway Street

CHATHAM Kent
Si (0634) 46859

Dual C$505/2 
Dual CS505/2 
Dual CS505/2 
Dual CS505/2 
Dual C$505t2 
Qual CS505/2 
Duar CS505/2 
Dual CS50512 
Dual CS505/2 
Dual CSSOS/2
Dual CS505/2 
Dual CS505/2 
Dual CS505/2 
Dual CS505/2

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+

OED A240CO 
OED A240SA 
Sansui AUGJOX 
A&A A60+ 
Marantz PM26 
AR A04
Yamaha A320 
Tno KA550 
A & R Alpha + 
Cyrus Two 
Yamaha A420 
Aotel RA840BX2 
Maranlz ?M151 
Maranlz PM45

This advertisement is valid until at leas! ISlh April 1987 AII branches close Wednesday

+ Cel OL4 or AABBX or Kef ClO or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M!Short MS15 or
+ Cel Dl4 or AABBX or Kef ClO or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or
+ Cel DL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or
+ Cel DL4 or AABBX or Kef C10 or JPW PI or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or
+ Cel DL4 or ARBBX or Kef CIO or JPW PI or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or
+ Cel OL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW PI or Mission 7011 or M/Short mS15 or
+ Cel DL4 or AR88X or Kef C10 or JPW PI or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or
+ Cel DL4 or AR88X or Kef C10 or JPW PI or Mission 7011 or M/Sh11: MS15 or
+ Cel Dl4 or AR88X or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or
+ Cel Dl4 or AA88X or Ke! C10 or JPW PI or Mission 7011 or M/Shorl MS15 or
+ Cel OL4 or AA88X or Ke! C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Shorl MS15 or
+ Cel OL4 or AA88X or Ke! C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or
+ Cel Ol4 or AR88X or Ke! C10 or JPW PI or Mission 7011 or M/Shorl MS15 or
+ Cel OL4 or AA88X or Ke! C10 or JPW Pl or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or

Aotel Aa820 or Nad 3020E or Nad 3130 or Cyrus one or Aoiel AA820BX2 . See illustrated system below
The tollowinq are available as OPTIONS to !he turntable and speakers in the above systems.

AA E8101
B & W DM220 Imp
B& W DM110 Imp
Compacl Disc Players 
Dual CS505/2 deluxe

add £70 add £100add £40
P0.A.add £20

Mission 737A 
Heybrock HBI 
Moniior Audio A252V 
Moniior Audio A352 
Nad 5120 .

add £110 
. add £50add £20 add £100 deduct £30

Aotel AP830/AT110E
Aotel RP850/AT 110E 
Thorens T0l66
Whartdale Diamond II

».

Amplifiers Compact
Disc Players

ASK ABOUT
FREE DISCS

WITH THESE * MODELS

Tuners

Cassette Decks
AwaA^2M 
Aiwa ADF«O 
AiwaAOA^O 
Aiwa AOA5SO 
AiwaAOF6'0 
AiwiAOFHO 
Oenon0AM07 
9*™" 95«’° taion:MU 
O.nOn0AM20

Ma<an11 SO^5

Tuner Amps
P«cu "‘"uO^ vat ano •&• i
• ^HHdto<tpu0ncahon)Oula^t 
:uD|«I io <"^"9‘ w'"°"' "oUU

Each component has been acclaimed "Best Buy"
Export --- Phone Guildford (0483) 36666 _ in the UK H1F1 Press, and as a system offers /■ Mail order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi, 109/113 London Rd ■ Jhbeatable value for money 

g Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 458985 g f------
Please Send me

" I enclose cheque/cash/card no.

Dual CS 505/2
(deluxe add £20)

162 Powis Street. Woolwich

LONDON SE18
3i (01)855 8016

55 Preston Street

BRIGHTON Sussex
8 (0273)733338

(AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £201 
(AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
(AR18BX or B&W OM100imp add £20) 
(AA18BX or B&W OM100 imp add £20) 
(AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
(AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
(AR188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
(AR188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
1AR188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
(AR188X or B&W OM100 imp add £20) 
(AR188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
(AA188X or B&W DM100 imp add £20) 
(AA188X or B&W DM100 rmp add C20) 
(AA188X or B&W DM100 imp add C20)

add£15 
30 £55 add£55 deduct£15

FREE

Video HiFi
Speakers

£319.95 £359.95£309.95 £379.95£11:4.95 £311:.^ £274.95 £^.95 £^.95£309.95 £319.95 £359.95 £259.95 £339.95

• Cartridge supplied with above systems
• Leads provided with above sysems:
• Carriage for mail order customers 

on all orders in excess of £200

Turntables
Hotel RPB30
Ao:«: APB50
S,siArn—^nxie^i
SiiiemOe^ "X eieci ie^ir:o::n: T0^6

[)19.95 ti".95 t1H.95 till.« t1M.95

tiH.95Midi Systems
Specials

Ouao«5"
Ou30 33
Wnirtedi« 708 Gey

or ! Rotel Aa620 BX2 30 £40)

£264.95
। inc cartridge and leads

* * *

t279.95 C2M.95 t2".95 tM9.t5 t2M.95 tJ7t.M tiot95(51.« t2».95

(125.« (75.«CIHH.95

JPWP1
or (KEF CIO) 

or (Kef C20 30 £201 
or (Celestion DL4 add £10) 

or (Mission 70liadd £5) 
or(AR18BX add £20) 

or (M/Audio R252V add £20)
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Our new store in London is 
now open at 
18 MONMOUTH ST 
COVENT GARDEN 
LONDONWC2
Next to the Mountbatten Hotel 
and opposite Mon Plaisir 
Restaurant. Nearest 
Tube stations are 
Leicester Square & 
Covent Garden.

BRADY HI-FI IS A MUSICAL 
AND MOVING EXPERIENCE
Our best advertisement is a happy customer We are enthusiastic experts in hi-fi, 
but we won't talk technical jargon at you. We believe that a frutiful, long-term 
relationship can only be achieved through good service — before and after sales.

YOU CAN FIND US AT

Kingsway Studios 
Kingsway North 
Warrington 
(0925) 828 009 
ClubeU all Uay Thurb

401 Smithdown Rd 
Liverpool L15 3JJ 
051-733 6859

Closed all day Wed

18 Monmouth Street 
Covent Garden 
LondonWC2
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JVCFV33L
JVC (UK) Ltd, Jvc House, 12 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 

---------- London nw2 7ae Tel 01-450 3282----------

A
 natural cosmetic partner to the 
AX-22 integrated amplifier, the 
£100 TX-33L carries a ‘made in 
Singapore' label which pre
sumably gives a competitive ad

vantage over Japan-sourced products, though the 
package itself is virtually indistinguishable from 
many such ‘budget’, slimline, lightweight 
models. Covering FM and medium and long 
wave AM, this quartz digital synthesis tuner has 
8 preset buttons covering 16 memorised 
channels. The electronics tuning system has an 
orange digital display plus additional computer 
controlled tuning features labelled ‘preset scan’ 
and ‘auto memory’, besides the basic memory 
and mono/stereo mute buttons.

Sound Quality
The FM reception performance seemed well 
below average, with a whistle audible on stereo 
below SmV aerial input, and much background 
‘hash’ of a basically unpleasant nature at low 
signal inputs. Mono quality was acceptable 
above about SOOpV Furthermore the FM sound 
quality itself was not well liked, rating 
significantly below average. Vocals had a 
‘pinched’ quality, some background detail and 
space seemed suppressed, and high frequency 
musical detail lacked subtlety, though the bass 
and overall balance seemed reasonable enough.

The AM sound quality was marginally better 
than found in some similar competing models, 
but still offers little to the hi-fi listener. Dynamic 
range was better than some and the reception 
was whistle-free, but there was a ‘jangly’ quality 

related to the tight bandwidth limiting of the 
tuning ‘window' Sensitivity was unexceptional, 
and the 9kHz digital tuning steps prevented ‘fine 
tuning' optimisation off the wanted station 
central frequency.

Lab Report
Somewhat below average in sensitivity, the '33L 
also showed slight high frequency ripple in the 
response, and was -3dB at !SkHz. Pilot tone 
rejection was good, and other measurements 
indicate respectable enough all round per
formance.

Conclusions
Though generally competent the FX-33L 
suffered more than most from breakthrough of 
synthesiser ‘hash’ onto the audio circuitry, 
limiting the ability to accommodate a wide 
dynamic range at the aerial, and presumably 
playing its part in the generally indifferent 
reactions of the listening panel.

Test Results
Sensitivity for 50JB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo--------- 15pV/200pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, !kHz reO
Mono/stereo_____________________________________ 69dB/60dB
Muting thresholJ --- ---------- __ .--------------------- -----------1lpV
Alternate channel selectivity _______________________ _53dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz_______________ ___ 65dB/71dB
AM reject;on        ______ _______________  _57dB
Capture ratio_  ____ ______ _______ _________ _______1.6dB
Total harmonic distortion ac 100% mod, IkHz
Mono/stereo ----------------------------------------------------.-63dB/-53dB 
Stereo separrtion, lkHz/5kHz/lOkHz 49JB,40dB U4B
Output level. 100% moJ  1473mV
Channel babnce---------------------------------------------------------- ■ ' ■ DC
Dimensions (width, height, dcprh) ______________ 43.5x6x24cm
Typical price inc VAT ______ ______________ __________ c'lX
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MARANTZT26
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, 

-----Harmondsworth, Miodx UB7 olw. Tel: 01-897 6633-----------

S
tyled to match the PM26 with its 
rectangular motifs and absence of 
rotary controls, this slim, compact, 
lightweight tuner has good ergo
nomics, fine presentation and finish, 

and sells for a near-budget £130. Covering long 
and medium wave as well as stereo FM, the unit 
uses IC-based digital synthesiser electronic 
tuning and memorises up to eight stations for 
preset selection. Besides the presets the user has 
the option of 'manual' or automatic scan tuning, 
and may also choose between auto stereo and 
mono modes.

Sound Quality
Though mono noise was well suppressed above 
50pV or so aerial input, there was still a certain 
amount of 'birdie' interference on stereo below 
I mV. Furthermore, as the aerial signal increased 
above SmV there was a gradual onset of mild 
low frequency interference developing into more 
serious nonlinearity at highish levels. Given a 
suitable input the FM sound quality was rated 
usefully above average. The sound was a little 
'shut in’ with some 'grain’, a touch of sibilant 
emphasis, and a slight loss of impact and crisp
ness, but these criticisms were all mild, par
ticularly in the context of a modestly priced 
machine.

Though the AM section was quite sensitive, 
reception was also rather noisy, marred by what 
sounded like synthesiser hash breakthrough. 
Coloration seemed low, but the sound was 
clothy and thick, rating poor overall.
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Lab Report
The distortion level is very low, separation good, 
and for once the muting threshold is set to a 
sensible figure, but sensitivity was well below 
average despite reasonable RF results elsewhere. 
The frequency response show a mild treble 
droop, while the output level is distinctly higher 
than usual.

Conclusions
Something of a mixed bag, the FM sound 
quality of the T26 could have rated 
recommendation, but for the reservations re^ 
garding reception limitations which may be 
irritating under some circumstances. Mean
while the AM debacle did nothing to assist 
matters. Certainly worth considering for 
Marantz owners, a home trial to check on local 
reception performance is strongly advised.

Test Resuei's
Sensitivity for 50\IB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo______20pV/120pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM. ¡LI I: reO
Mono/stereo _________________________ ______________68dB/60dB
Muting threshold   .... _______  __ ___________________ 92pV
Alternate channel selectivity 58JB
rilot tone H-je-uion, Okll.nm.l I JOdBl82dB
AM rejection 55d8
Captun: ratio l.75dB
Total harmonic dtsrmnnn at 100% mod, lkH:
Mnno/stcrco fridB (AdB
Stereo scparatiom, TH: TH:/lOkH:_____________47JB/48dB/39dB
Output level. 100% mod   _____ .   _1260mV
Channel balance, stereo_______ ______ _______... _ . _0.06JB
Dimensions {\\idth, height, depth)  42x6.5x22.5cm
Typical rnce me VAT i 30



MISSION CYRUS
Cyrus Electronics Ltd, Stonehilll, Huntingdon, Cambs pei8 6ed.

- TEL: (0480)57477-

T
his compact design is styled to 
match the Cyrus amplifier series 
and the sound is claimed to match 
it too! Elegantly simple, it uses a 
large digital display with full 

synthesiser operation, and covers stereo plus 
medium wave AM bands. Tuning is manual via 
an auto-seek mode, with eight presets for each 
band.

Lab Report
We tested two tuners as the first provided a poor 
4.8dB result for capture ratio. However, the 
second sample was only slightly better at 4dB, 
pointing to some weakness in the IF design. AM 
rejection (!HF) was unexceptional at SldB and 
varied strongly with level. Sensitivity was fine 
but at low RF levels some mild backgruunJ 
warbles were audible in stereo mode. The 
ultimate signal to noise ratio reached almost 
60dB, which was rather poorer than the best 
examples in the issue; in our view, the muting 
level was set too low. Alternate channel 
selectivity was pretty good at 7ldB while the 
pilot tone rejection (!HF, no modulation) was 
fine on paper at -43 and -64dB for 19kHz and 
38kHz components. However, under 
modulation the 38kHz sidebands deteriorated 
to just -24dB - not a good idea for recording 
purposes and representing a potential source of 
IM beats. Stereo distortion was.just average at 
0.3% while separation wa5 likewise about 
average, measuring 44dB midband and falling 
to 35dB at !OkHz. The tuner's healthy IV 
output drive the Cyrus amplifier satisfactorily.

Sound Quality
Living up to its Cyrus namesakes, this tuner 
provides satisfying audio quality on FM stereo. 
Tidy and musical, it produced good stereo width 
and depth, plus pleasing ambience, a sweet 
treble and good detail. Backgrounds were not 
entirely silent, and on quiet programmes the hiss 
level was not up to the best possible standard.

On AM, the sound was rather below average, 
being 'thick' with a 'hollow' coloration.

Conclusions
Though 'best buy' material on sound quality 
grounds, this model's radio frequency 
performance let it down. For high-quality local 
station reception it will probably perform well 
but in more difficult conditions its abilities were 
4uestionable; at this stage the design qualifies 
only for recommendation.

Test Results
Sensitivity for SOdB signal-Co-noise ratio
Mono/stereo 7.7pV/Z7pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/lkHz ref)
Mono/stereo „   . _ . ______ __ ..... ==-68dB/-59.0dB
Muting threshold, R.E level___________ _ _______________5.SffV
Alternate channel selectivity  _   — 7ldB 
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz -43dB/-64dB 
AM rejection _ _________ ___________________ ___ -5IdB
Capture ratio ...  ____________________________4.8d8
Tora\ harmonic distortion
At 100% mod, !kHz, mono/stereo  _________..-57dB/-50dB
Stereo separation, JkHz/SkHz/IOkHz ______ —44dB/—4ldB/—35dB
Output level, 100% modulation _________ ____ ______ 998mV
Channel balance, stereo   _   _ ,0.04dB 
Dimension (width, height, depth) 21.5 x 8.5 x 39.Scm 
Typical price inc VAT___________________ ____ _____<180

First reviewed 1985. Reassessed 1987.
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NAD4020B
Hi-Fi Markets Ltd, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford wd2 4SB 

- Tel : (0923) 26499-

T
raditionally styled, looking much as 
tuners did a decade ago, the 40208 
is none the worse for that. A large 
'slide rule tuning scale dominates 
the front panels, showing clearly 

that traditional analogue design still evades the 
almost ubiquitous synthesiser chip. I still like 
analogue tuners and appreciated the rapid dial 
response of the flywheel-loaded tuning.

A simple but effective tuning indicator uses 
two red lamps flanking a green 'OK’ light. FM 
and the medium wave AM band are covered, 
and muting and mono modes can be separately 
engaged. On the rear panel, in addition to the 
movable rod AM aerial, there is also a proper 
UK coaxial socket for FM. Clip connectors are 
provided for an additional AM aerial as well as 
300 ohm and 75 ohm FM options.

Lab Report
While not up in the super class the sensitivity 
was sufficient for most applications (but not 
extreme fringe). Stereo signal-to-noise levelled 
off at 58dB and did not improve greatly in mono 
while the muting threshold of 5^ V was too low 
to give sensible service. The pilot tone rejection 
was fine and total harmonic distortion was 
satisfactory both as regards mono and stereo. 
Stereo separation was pretty good right up to 
lOkHz while the radio frequency parameters 
were also good, including selectivity, AM 
suppression (rejection of interference) and 
capture ratio. The audio frequency response was 
sensibly flat and the RF input showed a fine 
overload performance.

Sound Quality
Scoring very well on the listening tests, clean 
stereo reception was obtained with signal levels 
over 800^ V. Background hiss was just 
satisfactory, countered by a lively and open 
sound, plus good stereo image, showing fair 
depth and space.

The AM sound was quite presentable and in 
fact above average; but as usual this is not saying 
much!

Conclusions
While this was neither the quietest or the most 
sensitive tuner of the group, it nonetheless 
provided a great sound for the money. Easy to 
use, it was musical as well as ambient, proving 
a worthy match for the NAO 3120 as well as 
any other comparably good amplifier. The value 
rating suggests a Best Buy.

Test Results
Sensitivity for SOJB signal-to-noise ratio
Mono/stereo   4pV/80pV 
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/lkHz ref)
Mono/stereo 63JB/58JB
Muting threshold, R.F. level SpV
Alrernaie channel sek-crivity 68dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHzH8kHz 58dB/-70JB
AM rejection 60JB

'"Capture ratio  I .4JB
Total harmonic distortion
At 100% mod, !kHz, mono/stereo -5\dB/-SOJB 
Stereo separation. IkHz/SkHzllOkHz SS<lB/52dB148<lB
Output level, lOO^lnolulation__________ ___  _ _ 910mV
Channel halance, stereo I_______ .__________________  0.03JB
Uiinension (width, height, depth)4L x L4 x !Ucm 
Typical price inc VAT___________ __ __   .£139
First reviewed / 985
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NAIMNATOl
Naim Audio Itd, Southampton Road, Salisbury spi 2LN. 

---------- TEL: (0722) 332266----------

T
here are now two Nairn FM tuners, 
but this review concentrates on the 
top model, the £1098 two-box 
NATOI. The second newer NATIOI 
model is a pared down version 

with smaller power supply and mechanical 
tuning indicator; at two-thirds the cost it is still 
on the expensive side in terms of the market
place, but offers a similar design philosophy as 
the 'OJ at a slightly lower performance level. 
Nairn place particular emphasis on the need for 
the best possible aerial system for the best 
possible results, in their leaflets and instructions 
to dealers.

Both the NATOI units are contained within 
Naim's 'half width' modules, one being a 
substantial power supply and the other 
containing the actual tuner.

NATO! follows the usual Nairn tradition of 
simplicity first and foremost, and a minimum 
of user adjustment. The power supply contains 
only a switch in preparation for any additional 
tuning modules, and so may be sited out of the 
way for the time being. The tuner itself just has 
a single large knob and a digital fre9uency dis
play, backed up by two indicator-lights, though 
the tuning itself uses analogue varicaps, un
usually with a turning head made by Nairn 
Audio themselves. Though lacking presets, the 
tuning knob has a fine traditional flywheel 

action.
Most of the necessary functions like stereo/ 

mono switching are performed automatically. 
The lower indicator arrow comes on to indicate 
signal, while the upper is added when the tuner 
switches to stereo, while the frequency display 
itself brightens perceptibly when the station is 
precisely tuned. It was felt that presets would 
not be necessary because the user should soon 
learn the handful of main local frequencies like 
telephone numbers. Speaking from a year's ex
perience, this is only partly true: one only easily 
remembers die Cre4uencies that are tuned regu
larly — staying mainly on one station soon 
brings amnesia. That aside, the extreme simp
licity is much appreciated by one who is 
interested in the content as opposed to the 
medium of radio.

Lab Report
The NATO! performed most satisfactorily on the 
lab tests. The frequency response was flat up to 
around lOkHz, then beginning an initially 
gradual rolloff (-2dB at 15kHz), which is a 
sensible characteristic; curiously, a presumably 
harmless 3.5dB peak was recorded at a subsonic 
7.5Hz.

The various RF measurements indicated a 
high quality carefully aligned 'front end', entirely 
effective at capturing wanted and rejecting..
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^ unwanted aerial input and showing evidence of 
careful quality control. The automatic muting 
threshold is set a little higher than most, so this 
is clearly not a tuner for those who wish to 
explore the airwaves and pull in weak, distant 
stations.

Sound Quality
There may be better sounding tuners around 
somewhere in the world, but we have yet to hear 
one. The sound is recognisably 'Nairn-like', but 
NATOJ provides an unsually transparent window 
onto the broadcasting studio. This can be some
thing of a two-edged sword: one is sometimes 
discomforted by the generally mediocre quality 
of much recorded music output, but when a real 
live broadcast comes along the difference is im
mediately, spine-tinglingly obvious — even if the 
music isn’t to taste, it is difficult not to stay 
tuned. And radio drama takes on a dynamic 
realism quite devoid of the artificiality that most 
tuners seem to introduce.

Conclusions
Serious hi-fi listeners interested primarily in the 
content of radio could find NATOJ (or its 

cheaper NAT JOl) something of a pleasant 
surprise, the overall sound remaining remarkably 
civilised and easy on the ear while still proving 
responsive to the fundamental quality of the 
broadcast. Clearly meriting recommendation, 
the crucial question will then be whether or not 
radio programming rates an expenditure of 
£1098.

Test Results
Tuner

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-re-noise Mono/stereo 7p70pV 
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, 1kHz reO “
Mono/steceo 72dB/66dB 
Muting threshold ____  __ ____ _________ SSpV
Alternate channel selectivity—66dB 
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz  -54/-76dB 
AM rejection -73dB
Capture ratio ______ _ ............_ _______________ __ .__2 .JdB
Tora\ harmonic disrorcion
Ar 100% mod, 1kHz mono/stereo .. ________ _______ -50/-60dB
Stereo separation, IkHz/SkHz/lOkHz 35dB/37dB/35dB
Output level, 100% mod 200mV
Channel balance stereo-0.02dB 
Dimensions (width, depth, heighr) (2Ix36x8.5)x2cms
Typical price inc VAT _____ . __£1098

First reviewed: The Collection 1987.
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PIONEER F-55L
Pioneer High Fidelity (gb) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex. Ub6 suz.

-T el 01-575 5757 •

L
ogically partnering the '44 (or '33) in
tegrated amplifiers, the F-55L is a 
somewhat upmarket version of the 
Japanese 'standard’ digital synthesiser 
tuner. A lightweight slimline package 

making extensive use of microprocessors and in
tegrated circuitry, it has 12 double-action presets 
to hold a total of 24 FM or AM (medium or 
long wave) stations in memory. The quartz syn
thesised tuning has a very sensitive computer 
controlled (CCTS) plus 3-speed 'accel’ tuning. 
The mono/stereo mode option is provided, and 
the rear panel has facilities for connecting 
75ohm and 300ohm FM aerials plus an external 
AM aerial, as well as the standard AM loop.

Sound Quality
Having grappled (a little grudgingly) with the 
CCTS, we found fabulous front end FM sensi
tivity that lit the stereo beacon around 5pV (!), 
and was usable from as low as 20pV, with no 
untoward results with overmodulated signals 
either. The sound quality itself rated a solid 
enough average. It was a little on the 'bright’ 
side with some upper range colorations, but 
showed fine subjective 'speed’, albeit with a 
slight loss of bass resolution. The stereo 
soundstage was clear, but with some reduction 
in width and depth.

Though some whistles could be heard, the 
AM performance was really quite respectable, 
given the bandwidth limitations imposed by 
European transmission practise. The 9kHz fre
quency steps prevent any 'fine tuning’ to 

optimise sound quality.

Lab Report
The 55L delivered a very clean bill of laboratory 
health, with fine sensitivity, flat rejection and 
capture ratio, and decent figures for distortion, 
stereo separation and signal-to-noise ratios. The 
muting threshold was set too low, selectivity was 
only average and pilot tone rejection rather 
weak, but the overall pattern is very positive.

Conclusions
The exceptional reception (RF) performance is 
this tuner’s main strength — it could be ideal 
for city flat dwellers unable to erect a proper 
external aerial, for example. The computer 
controlled tuning has its own charm, and the 
sound quality is generally quite respectable, so 
the ‘55L is recommended.

Test Results
Tuner 

Sensitivity for SOdB signal-w-noisc Mono/stereo 3pV/30pV
Ultimate signal-ro-noisc (CCIR/ARM, !kHz rd)
Mono/stereo 70dB/6JdB
Muting threshold_____________  2.5pV
Alcernarc channel selectivity___________   63.5dB
Pilot rone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 37dB/63dB 
AM rejection TAO 
Caprnre ratio 2.3dB 
Tora\ harmonic distortion at 100% mod, IkHz
Mono/sierefl "__________________________________ -48dB/-47dB
Stereo separation, lkHz/SkHz/!OkHz J4dB/JJ.5dB/3ldB 
Output level, !00% mod 820mV 
Channel balance, stereo_______________________   0.03
Dimensions (width, height, depth) __ ,_ .... 42x5.8x22.5cm
Typical price inc VAT_ .  _  _   £110
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QUADFM4
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, 30 St PetersRoad,Huntingdon, Cambs, pei8 7db.

• -T EL: (0480) 52561 •

A
 characteristically distinctive 
design from this famous British 
company, this mid-priced Quad 
tuner has been intelligently de
signed and works with a mini

mum of fuss. A large, well-weighted tuning knob 
gives manual station selection, the tuned fre
quency shown on the large digital display. A 
combined signal-strength/centre-tune bar graph 
is included in the display, and was found to work 
well. Seven pre-set stations may be automatically 
programmed, appropriately marked BBCl 
through 4; BBC LR (local radio); and ILR1/ILR2 
for the local commercial stations.

Rear panel facilities include a three-pin !EC 
mains input, a shrouded !EC three-pin mains 
outlet, plus a 75ohm (female) coaxial aerial 
socket and DIN audio output. Both finish and 
constructional standards are high.

Sound Quality
Despite digital tuning, the FM4 had clean 
backgrounds free from any annoying whistles. 
By the time input reached lmV, it showed de
cently quiet stereo backgrounds, and the sound 
quality was much favoured. Stereo images were 
well focused, and pleasing depth was reproduced. 
Tonally it sounded quite neutral, and the treble 
was free of grain or harshness. Some mild loss 
of detail and bass attack was apparent when 
compared with the original sources, but this is 
a favourable result when the attainment of some 
of the other models is taken into account.

Lab Reports
The FM4 was quite sensitive, reaching 50dB 

stereo quieting (lkHz ref, CCIR/ARM) by 70pV 
and a 66dB ultimate stereo signal-to-noise ratio 
by 2mV, which is a satisfactory result, (slightly 
better than the broadcast chain). This tuner was 
not at its best separating a weak from a nearby 
strong station, with a rather below average 
selectivity of around 50dB. Conversely AM re
jection and capture ratio were quite good. 
Output level was lower than usual at 300mV but 
good pilot tone rejection was shown. Total 
harmonic distortion was about average with 
0.25% mono and 0.5% stereo (full modulation, 
left or right channel only). It also responded well 
to overmodulation, and attained good stereo 
separation.

Conclusions
This tuner appeals on the grounds of its fine 
sound, excellent ease of use, good build and 
finish, and a more than satisfactory technical 
performance. Clearly a quality design.

Test Results
Tuner 

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo 7pV/70pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCJR/ARM, !kHz rd)
Mono/stereo . . _____________________________ 70JB/66JB
Muting threshokl— 
Alternate channel selectivity -49JB 
Pilot tone rejectton, 19kHz/38kH:------------- ------------ .-63JB
AM rejection--------------------- ----------- - ------------------- .___ -6ldB
Capture ratio _ _ . __ ---------- —__ .I.8JB
"fotal harmonic distortion at 100% mod, \kHz
Mono/stereo 0.2 5%/0.35% 
Stereo separation, lkHz/SkHzl!OkHz_____ .____ _48dB/38dB/30dB 
Output level, 100% mod 300mV 
Dimemions (width, depth, height) ____________ ___ Hx2Jx6cm
lypica! price me VAi . . £279
First reviewed: 1983. Rmmg: Recommended.
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REVOXB261
FW.O. B auch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts wd2 4RZ.

--------- T EL:0!-953 0091---------

T
his is a remarkable FM tuner, closer 
to professional than domestic build 
quality. For FM only, it has a host 
of facilities ranging from auto aerial 
rotation to twin volume-adjustable 

headphone sockets. Digitally synthesised, the 
tuner has space for 20 preset stations whose 
names may be entered via a keyboard and are 
then displayed on selection. The signal-strength 
meter is highly accurate and all facilities worked 
well including the variable muting and stereo 
thresholds. Infra-red remote control is possible, 
and this model is also compatible with the new 
line of Revox electronics.

Sound Quality
This tuner was superbly engineered, and felt 
'right' when setting up for the auditioning. It 
proved to be sensitive, with good quieting by 
50^V and was almost silent at 500^V with no 
spurious tones or whistles. The sound quality 
rated as 'good’, if slightly subdued and softened 
when compared to the original source, but very 
pleasant nonetheless, with a clean treble. The 
mid tonal balance appeared a little thin, but not 
seriously so, while stereo focus was good and 
depth satisfactory.

Lab Reports
The !HF mono 50dB quieting figure was an 
impressive 1.6pV, and our 50dB stereo (IkHz ref 
CCIR/ARM) figure was achieved at a good 
45^V This is a sensitive tuner suited to a wide 
range of reception conditions, particularly if the 

aerial rotation facility is taken into account. 
Alternate channel selectivity was very good and 
capture ratio excellent, as was the AM 
suppression at no less than 77dB. Distortion was 
low, particularly when overmodulated. Pilot 
tone suppression was excellent and the ultimate 
signal-to-noise ratios were also pretty good. 
Stereo separation rated as very good, reaching 
60dB mid band, while audio output was an 
ample 2.2 volts, variable to suit the matching 
amplifier. The treble response was very flat from 
!OOHz to 2kHz but showed a very siight lift 
around 0.6dB in the last two octaves.

Conclusions
This comprehensive tuner was a most 
sophisticated and well executed example of 
modem broadcast design. For the FM enthusiast 
with a deep pocket it could be a logical choice, 
and can be expected to give years of service.

Test Results
Tuner 

Sensitivity for SOdB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo________ 4pV/45V.V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref)
Mono/ste<eo 76dB/70dB
Muting threshold_________ ._______ __________________ variable
Alternate channel selectivity . ------- ----- ---------_ -82dB
Piiol tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz-82dB 
AM rejection ----  _----------------- --- -------------- --------- -77dB
Capture ratio  _______________ _________________ ._0.BdB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, !kHz
Mono/stereo___________________________________ _0.04%/0.15%
Stereo ^paration, lkHz/SkHz/!OkHz ____ _ 6MB/SldB/39dB
Output level, 100% mod _ __ _ , 2ZV
Dimensions (width, depth, height) 4Sx33x15cm 
Typical price inc VAT ... _ _ _ _   £1148
Firs[ reviewed: 1983. hating: Recommended.
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ROTEL RT-850L
Rotel hi-fi, 25 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes mki2 6hr.

- TeL:(0908)317707

R
otel's two tuners, the '830 and '850 
have been designed with an accent 
on sound quality — in a sense they 
are of the 'BX' generation. The 
RT850 is the more expensive 

model, and covers FM stereo, medium and long
wave bands; a full digital design, it offers both 
auto-seek 'power' tuning and manual frequency 
entry. In power tune mode, the muting threshold 
is sensibly set to ignore weak, noisy stations.

Lab Report
The RF performance was substantially good, 
with a decent sensitivity coupled with other 
figures which point to a good performance in 
fringe reception areas. Background whistles were 
suppressed well but the rejection of ultrasonic 
signals was not as effective. Rejection of the 
exact pilot tone frequency was numerically quite 
good, but in the presence of normal modulation, 
spurious sidebands appear at only 23dB down. 
Ultimate signal to noise ratios were more than 
satisfactory. Alternate channel selectivity was 
to a decent standard while both the AM 
suppression and capture ratio were first rate.

On stereo, worst case, harmonic distortion 
held to 0.2% in the midband, which was a fine 
result, while stereo channel separation was also 
pretty good. Channel balance was excellent, 
while stereo frequency response proved to be 
very flat and extended, only ldB down at lOHz, 
and 3dB down at 17.SkHz. At high signal 
strengths some variation in AM rejection was 
noted; for example, 50dB at 30mV, and some 
spurious RF responses were also apparent.

Sound Quality
Justifying the designers' efforts, the '850 scored 
well in the listening tests, and was one of the 
best sounding models at the price level. The FM 
stereo showed a good rendition of depth and 
ambience, coupled with fine central focus and 
width; tonally, it was sweeter than usual, with 
good perspectives, and a clear sparkling treble.

Unfortunately, on AM the sound was barely 
average even allowing for the inherently poor 
sound of this waveband. It was however 
relatively crisp and intelligible, particularly on 
voice.

Conclusions
With sound quality regarded as a major 
parameter in Hi-Fi Choice assessments, the 
RT-850L happily scored a Best Buy in its price 
category. Furthermore, the basic tuner RF 
performance was also pretty good.

Test Results
Sensitivity for SOdB signal-ro-nnise ratio
Mono/stereo______________________ _________________ ZpVl17pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/lkHz reO
Mono/stereo .   __________ .   -73dBl-63.0dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level _-------------------------------------4.4pV
Alternate channel selectivity __  .----- ... . ._-----68dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz -  ---------_-40dBl-5idB
AM rejection _ . ... ____ __________________ ____ -66d8
Capture ratio_________________ .-------------------- ._____________ l. ldB
Tora\ harmonic distortion
At 100% mod, !kHz, mono/stereo .... -------------- -63dBl-55dB
Stereo separation, lkHz/5kHz/IOkHz -----------40dBl-4ZdB/-l4dB 
Output level, 100% modularion---------------------------------------- 575mV 
rhannpl hihnrR, rt9NO    -------------- --------- O.OhlD
Dimension (width, height, depch)43 x 6.5 x Jlcm 
Typical price inc VAT...........................   £150
Firs< reviewed 1986
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SANSUI TUD99XL
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit lOA, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware avenue, Green ford,

--------- Middlesex.TeL:0!-575 1133---------

T
his slimline compact model is an 
upmarket design with a compre
hensive specification. A quartz 
locked synthesiser model, it offers 
FM coverage as well as AM 

medium wave, with 8 auto-tuned preset station 
positions on each band. Details include a record 
calibration tone at -6dB on peak level, plus 
a local/normal switch for front end sensitivity 
and a normal/narrow IF switch to aid separation 
of closely spaced stations. There is also a noise 
suppressor for weak stereo stations. At the rear, 
a Japanese-style coaxial connector is fitted using 
a special plug which has to be made up.

Lab Report
The ’99X acquitted itself well in the lab tests. 
The RF performance was fine with very good 
sensitivity, a sensible muting threshold and 
excellent AM suppression as well as capture 
ratio. Selectivity was satisfactory in 'normal' and 
very good in 'narrow' IF mode. Signal-to-noise 
ratios were up with the best, while harmonic 
distortions held to a fine 0.1 %, -60dB, in all 
conditions. Channel suppression was very good 
in normal mode and was still more than 
satisfactory in 'narrow'; for this tuner 'narrow' 
mode operation was no hardship. Output level 
was healthy, balance very good with the 
frequency response respectably flat.

Sound Quality
Scoring very well on the listening tests, the '99 
produced just slight background whistles, which 
had cleared by the 200gV input level, and from 

500^V upwards the stereo output was very quiet. 
It presented a close copy of the original source, 
although the merest dullling of transients was 
noted. Otherwise the sound — stereo, depth, 
and tonal neutrality — all met high standards. 
High level RF blocking was cleared via the 
'local' switch.

The AM sound was thought unpleasant with 
a notable hardness and ringing sound. Here it 
rated below average.

Conclusions
With a front rank sound quality and a very 
strong RF performance, this is clearly a fine 
tuner design. Suited, with the 'local' switch, to 
both fringe and high strength locations, a 
versatile performance is offered, and if the AM 
section is not considered important, it could fit 
the bill nicely. The '99X represents very good 
value and is recommended.

Test Results
Tuner 

Sensitivity for SOdB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo______2.5pV/2SpV 
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, !kHz reO
Mono/stereo 76dBl71dB 
Muting threshold .. ___ __________________________ ____ 40pV
Alternate channel selectivity------------------------------------40dBl75dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHd38kHz 71dB/>9jdB
AM rejection  _   . ---------- ----- >68dB
Capture ratio I.OdB 
l'Otal harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 1kHz
Mono/stereo .------------------------------------------- 60dB/-63(-60*)dB 
Stereo separation. 1kHzl5kHzl10kHz ----------- 55/58/52dB(37/40/42*)dB
Output level, 100% mod__ _________________ _____ 825mV
Channel balance .  ------------------------- ------ 0.ISdB
Dimensions (width, depth, height)     43 x26x5cm 
Typical price inc VAT  .— _______ ___________ __ ______ £230
*Narrow IF bandwidth
Firsi reviewed 1985
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SONY ST-S 700ES
Sony Uk Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex, Twi8 4PF 

• - Tel: STAINES 61688- •

SONY
. , • . x *

* ’ * * ”

SWKÜ W

/ 0 O
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T|his £300 upmarket 'ES’ tuner is the 
top current Sony model available in 
the UK. Described as 'direct com
parator’, it is larger than most, 
solidly built and finely finished.

This quartz digital synthesiser design covers FM 
and medium and long wave AM, with 10 preset 
switches plus ‘manual’ and computer controlled 
electronic tuning.

A feature is the wide/narrow IF option which 
helps get the best performance from local/distant 
stations respectively. Pushbuttons and knobs 
select auto muting/mode plus a variety of tuning 
and programming functions such as 'scan. How
ever, the signal strength meter is rather more 
decorative than functional, using 10 segments 
to display five levels, with full saturation at a 
low lOOpV

Sound Quality
FM sensitivity seemed subjectively very good, 
adequate for good stereo by 200pV and solid 
above SOO^V aerial signal, with noticeably quiet 
backgrounds compared with the norm. The 
sound quality too is very good indeed, with 
excellent stereo focus and width, fine resolution 
at low and high frequencies, and an even, 
smooth overall balance, perhaps a touch on the 
bright side compared with other leading 
references. Coloration was negligible, but a 
slight softening of impact was queried by one 
listener.

The AM reception was competent and the 
tuning indicator worked well. Backgrounds were 
again unusually quiet, and the sound quality was 

pretty decent, particularly in the bass, though 
the 'corner’ of the HF rolloff seemed audible as 
a slightly ‘quacky’ coloration.

Lab Report
An outstanding set of performance measure
ments serve as a worthwhile benchmark against 
which lesser models may be compared, with 
signal-to-noise ratios particularly excellent. The 
normal/narrow tuning 'window’ proved effective 
in operation, with appropriate advantages and 
disadvantages showing up in the figures.

Conclusions
This is a first class tuner in every respect includ
ing FM sound quality, with above average AM 
reception. Though it is more expensive than 
average it shows what a basic Japanese IC 
package can achieve by intelligent engineering 
and a little relaxation of tight budgetry 
constraints, and fully merits recommendation.

Test Results
Tuner 

Scnsitiviry for 10dR signal-m-noise Mono/stereo Z.6/36pV OIWpV 
na rrow) 
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, 1kHz reO
Mono/stereo - 82d B/ - 7 5dB 
Muring threshold 4pV
Alternate channel selcclivity-----------------------7ldB (83dB narrow)
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHzB8kHz-73dB/-93JB 
AM rejection ----------- -- --- ------------------------------------------------- 71JB
Caprnre ratio___________________ .________ l .8dB (2 .6dB narrow)
Tora\ harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 1kHz
Mnnrilitprvn  . .___ _ _ 70dB/ 65dB
Stereo separation, IkHz/SkHz/IOkHz_____  ____54dB/4ZdB/37dB
Output level, 100% mod____________ _______ .__________570mV
Channel balance, stereo-0.0ZdB 
Typical price inc VAT__________ _________ ___ __________ £300
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WHAT'S NEW!
We have carefully 

selected the best range of 
hi-fi from the very latest 

through to the best 
equipment that has a well 
earned reputation. This is 

backed up by friendly 
advice, demonstration 

facilities and a full 2 year 
guarantee.

41 VICTORIA ROAD
CAMBRIDGE -annranra—^—••^ ■ ■■■ ...... ..

/^nnnr- ,,,. • ••^^••^ .■■■■■ ■ ■(0223) 68305 £.—--:.!^"^■!!•^
AMEMBEROFBA0A

A&R " AUDIOLAB " B&W " CELESTION 
CREEK " DENON " DUAL " ELITE " GALE 

HELIUS " HEYBROOK " KEF " LINN " LOGIC 
MAGNUM " MERIDIAN " MICHELL " MISSION/ 

CYRUS " MONITOR AUDIO " MORDAUNT SHORT 

MUSICAL FIDELITY" MYST " NAKAMICHI " NYTECH 

ROGERS " PINK TRIANGLE " QED " QUAD 
ROTEL " SONDEX " SPENDOR " SYSTEMDEK

TANNOY " WHARFEDALE

2: Ol 654 1231 2(040 - 352/4 L<^R ^ADSCO'v\BE. R^^. CR^^X SURREY, CRO7Af
MONITOR AUDIO WHARFEDALE A&R CAMBRIDGE CREEK NAD DUAL DENON GALE 
MERIDIAN MICHELL THORENS YAMAHA REVOX REVOD/ER ROGERS MARANTZ ROTEL 

AIWA BEARD KOETSU AUDIO RESEARCH MAGNA PLANAR ORACLE HEU US KRELL
SONY ES MISSION LINN TECHNICS KEF B&W NAKAMICHI NAIM AUDIO SPENOOR HEYBROOK QUAD AUDIOLAB B&O

.. AUDIO INSIGHT ◄
53 Wolverton Road, Stony Stratford 

Milton Keynes MK I I I ED. 20908 561551



Bf-FIEXPERIENCE pie
----------------THE COUNTRIES LEADING SPECarLIST HI-FI RETAILER

CYRUS I

many amplifiers at twice the cost.
-----------  CYRUS2 ------------

£299 Sets THE standard for al other 
integrated amplifiers irrespective 
of price!

We also stock: LINN, A&R, CAMBRIDGE, 
HEYBROCK, GALE, KEF, AUDIOLAB, MARANTZ, 
REVOLVER, YAMAHA, CELESTION, DUAL, 
SE^NNHEISER, DENON, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, 
QUAD, B&W, NAKAMICHI and ROTEL.

NB Not every brand is available at al branches.

• LONDON Wl Lion House: 227 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London WlP OHX. S (01) 580 3535• LONDON WCl Alfred Place: 32134 Alfred Place, Store St., London WCl E7PD. S (01) 631 4917• LONDON NWl Camden: 214 Camden High Street, London NWl OJH. S (01) 388 1202• MILTON KEYNES: Dukes Drive, Bletchley, Milton Keynes. S(0908) 367341• HI-FI EXPERIENCE at )CV House, Wharf Street, Warwick, CV34 5FQ. 'I\ (0926) 493796• HI-FI EXPERIENCE at Erricks, Rawson Square, Bradford BDl 3JR. S (0274) 309266



TECHNICS ST-500L
Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough.Berks.

----------Tel : (0753) 34522----------

T
he natural partner to Technics' 
'budget' SU500 integrated amp
lifier, this simple £100 tuner is com
fortably the cheapest amongst those 
tested in 1987, yet is also well 

equipped. The construction is very slim and 
lightweight, but external finish in Technics' 
traditional 'camouflage' brown is to the usual 
high standard, and ergonomics are fine.

Using quartz digital synthesis to cover three 
wavebands (FM plus medium and long wave 
AM), 8 presets provide memory for 16 stations 
— the two groups distinguised by pushing briefly 
or holding down the requisite button. The main 
tuning control may be used manually or will 
scan automatically. The rear panel carries 
75ohm coaxial and AM aerial inputs, the usual 
loop AM aerial, plus a remote control socket 
for use when integrating in a Technics system.

Sound Quality
The FM reception (RF) capabilities of this tuner 
are very good, capable of decent quality stereo 
with aerial signals as low as 300^V, delivering 
solid results from lmV, and coping very capably 
with overmodulation. However, the sound 
quality itself rated a little below average. The 
tuner was well behaved enough, generally un
coloured and neutral, but had a tendency to 
'thicken' the sound somewhat. A loss of 'air' and 
'speed' reduced insight into the music some
what, while there was further criticism of a lack 
of 'weight' and 'grip' in the bass region.

The AM sound quality was dire: "sounds like 

music coming down a long furry tunnel", 
according to one panelist. Furthermore the 
9kHz digital tuning intervals prevented any ‘fine 
tuning' remedies.

Lab Report
Fine sensitivity and very good general measured 
perfonnance gives no clue to the low cost of this 
model. The slight weaknesses are the limited 
pilot tone rejection, low stereo signal to noise, 
mild (— IdB) treble shelf cut in the frequency 
response, and a really silly muting threshold.

Conclusions
The combination of a fine RF performance on 
FM and fair sound quality at something of a 
bargain price for tuners nudges us towards 
recommendation, though it must be admitted 
that we found it difficult to raise any great 
enthusiasm for what is, ultimately, very much 
a common denominator performer.

Test Results
Sensirivity for SOdB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo ____ J.8pV/i!OpV 
Ulrimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, !kHz reO
Mono/stereo 73dB/50dB
Muting threshold -- -------------------------- -- -----------------.I .4pV
Alternate channel selectivity _--------- ---- ----------- ----- -64dB
Pilot tone rejecrion, 19kHz/38kHz _ ------------- ------ 3JdB/47dB
AM rejection---- ------------- ----------- ------------------- ---------_ SJdB
Caprnre ratio _ .  ______ ____________ ____ ____ __ IdB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 1kHz
Mono/stereo — ---------------— -54d8/ - 57dB
Stereo separation, IkHz/SkHz/IOkHz 4ZdB/42dB/39dB
Ouq)ut level, 100% mod . _ _____ _ ..... ..._ 62JmV
Channel balance, srereo_____________________________0.33dB
Dimensions (width, depth, height)43x54x19.Scm 
Typical price inc VAT___ _ ___________ _ __£100
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TECHNICS STG7
Panasonic (uk) Lto, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. 

----------Tel (0753)34522----------

F
inished in the traditional Technics 
dark bronze, the upmarket STG7 sports 
a backlit liquid crystal display like the 
Revox. It is a synthesiser design, and 
an array of push-buttons allow pre

selection of up to 16 stations from the FM and 
medium wave bands.

Automatic or manual switching for two IF 
bandwidths helps optimise reception, and the 
display is calibrated to read signal strengths in 
dB. Fine setting of AM and FM synthesised fre
quencies is possible, and a recorder calibration 
output is also provided.

Sound Quality
Highly rated on test, the stereo quality was fine 
by 400pV signal strength, and the background 
was clear of whistles once perfectly in tune. 
Audio quality was considered to be close to the 
original source, with good dynamics. Good 
stereo, depth and focus as well as a wide neutral 
frequency range were also apparent.

However, it sounded quite poor on AM, with 
a muffled and laboured effect. Heavy coloration 
was also present and it was considered quite 
fatiguing to listen to.

Lab Reports
Our test methods differ in some respects from 
those used to specify the G7, and the results 
are further complicated by a dual bandwidth IF. 
On 'wide’, which gives best sound quality, 
sensitivity was normal while signal-to-noise 
ratios were also very good. (CCIR ARM !kHz.) 
Alternate channel selectivity was satisfactory in 

'wide’, and good in 'narrow’. Multiplex tone 
rejection was excellent — no trace of it could 
be found! AM rejection was also excellent, 
together with a fine capture ratio.

Harmonic distortion, while excellent in 
mono, degraded to 'satisfactory’ in stereo, which 
was a pity. Channel separation was very good 
in 'wide’ but rather worse in the narrow IF mode.

Conclusions
In the optimum 'wide’ mode the audio 
performance was very good, with the RF 
parameters a little less so. 'Narrow’ will allow 
reception in difficult conditions but it is a sonic 
compromise nonetheless. The overall sound 
quality was much liked, and together with the 
features and major test results indicates sufficient 
value for recommendation even at this high 
price.

Test Results
Timer

Sensitivity for SOJB signal-to-noise Mono/stereo 5pV/SOpV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, !kHz reO
Mono/stereo 77dB/70dB
Muting threshold 8pV
Alternate channel selectivity__  . --- --------------- 47dB/72JB
Pilot tone rejecliLin, 19kH:/38kl     >90<lB/90dB
AM rejection>70dB 
Capture ratio  J .SJB 
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, !kHz
Mono/stereo -70<lB/-55( — l4*)dB
Stereo separation, IkHz/SkHz/IOkHz____ 53(20*)dB/45(\6*)<lB136JB
Output level, 100% mod____ _________________ _____ _675mV
Channel balance___________ _________________ .__ ______ 0.7JB
Dimensions (width, depth, height) ______ 43x 28x !Ocm
Typkal priu! ii\l VAT , ______________ ______ _________1400
★Narrow IF handuidrh
First reviewed 1985
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YAMAHA TX-500
Yamaha Electronics L to, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, 

---------- Hertswdi 7JS. TeL:(0923) 33166----------

N
ot for the fainthearted, this 
Yamaha tuner is bigger than 
most, and features the largest and 
most colourful display we have 
seen. Under the rather gaudy 

skin this is a conventional enough collection 
of !Cs, providing digital synthesised phase 
locked loop tuning at a price of £150. The signal 
strength meter in particular looked impressive, 
and was quite linear with some 20 different 
divisions, but was fully saturated by a lowish 
200MV.

Ten preset buttons permit memorisation of up 
to 20 stations, while the electronic tuning may 
also be driven manually or scan automatically. 
Additional pushbuttons provide for mono/auto 
stereo mode, and 'high blend’ which may be 
used to reduce noise along with high frequency 
stereo separation when receiving weak signals. 
The aerial input terminals were unconventional, 
resembling a group of four old-style sprung 
amplifier speaker terminals.

Sound Quality
The TX-500 proved subjectively very sensitive, 
capable of giving reasonable stereo results from 
300-400pV aerial signals and fully into its stride 
with lmV, with very low background noise. It 
was most curious to find that the display fre
quency of our pre-production sample had a 
systematic error, reading 8kHz up on the actual 
tuned frequency.

The sound quality was rated above average. 
Competent enough to be sure, it failed to raise 
any real enthusiasm amongst the listeners, who 
described the sound as a bit shut-in’ and ‘leaden, 

with rather coarse treble resolution.
AM plumbed the depths with a dreadful noise 

that sounded as if it were travelling up through 
a long tube, due to the excessive bandwidth 
limiting, the digital stepping system giving no 
option to mistune slightly for improved sub
jective bandwidth.

Lab Report
With a sensitivity a little below average and 
some rolloff of the response at high frequencies, 
the '500 was very quiet and had fine AM 
rejection figures. It certainly passes muster tech
nically, but was also unexceptional overall.

Conclusions
Though the TX-500 gives plenty of display for 
the money and is technically competent par
ticularly on FM reception terms, the AM sound 
quality was poor while the FM sound quality 
rated average. Good enough as an FM partner 
to a Yamaha amplifier, it is not especially 
distinguished as a separate item.

Test Results
Sensitivity for SOdB signal-tumoisc Mono/stcreo--------- JlpV/120pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref)
Mono/stereo 72dB/67dB
Muting threshold ---- --------------------------------- ._______ ____ l7pV
Alternate channel selectivity  -42/-79dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz-50.35dB/-78dB 
AM rejection______________ .________________________ ____74dB 
Capture ratio l.SdB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, lkHz
Mono/stereo ----------------------------------------------------- 52dB/-47dB
Stereo separation, IkHz/SkHz/IOkHz _______ „.__3ldB/3ldB/28dB
Output level, 100% mod_____ _______ ._______ ________ 490mV
Channel balance, srereo ___ „__  ______ . — __ O.ldB
Dimensions (width, depth, height)43.Sx92x27.Scm 
Typical price inc VAT   ______________ ___________£150
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HI-FI AUDIO & 7V CENTRE
• SALES • SERVICE

Technics «
DENON YAMAHA

a
PLUS ALL LEADING BRANDS

Our aim is to provide the highest 
level of service and value 

available in the West of Scotland.

Competitive Credit Terms

^ 041-248 2857 z:
43 HOPE ST, GLASGOW 

OPEN SIX DAYS

No. 1 FOR SERVICE ANO VALUE

ARE YOU SERIOUS ABOUT 
LISTENING TO MUSIC?

Then hear some new equipment that will 
outplay most of the equipment here. Why? 

Because we listen to music not hi-fi.
Audio Innovations all valve integrated amplifier series 300 

from £299. New all valve integrated amplifer series 500 
from £575. Pre-power all valve amplifier series 800 

from £899.
"To say I'm impressed with the performance of the series 300 

is an understatement." — John Banford, March '87
"Best value amplifier I've heard,'' (series 800) — 

Alvin Gold, Hi-Fi Answers.

"The most listenable & musical amplifiers made today," — 
Ian Kuah, Which Compact Disc.

Voyd This turntable allows you to hear more music. (No 
myth - more music).

Snell Loudspeakers superb range of speakers that will 
outplay most, if not all, speakers. You are welcome to 

bring yours along.
Bring your own equipment if you wish, and hear the 
difference for yourself and we will guide you through 

the hi-fi maze.
Second hand equipment available.

Donnington AudioHi-Fi Consultants 
Basingstoke (0256) 20344

THERE ARE REAL ALTERNATIVES TO DUAL, 
NAO, ROTH, ETC, ETC. "BE LESS BORING!!!" 

LOOK & LISTEN TO THE ALTERNATIVE IT'S 
QUALITY WITH A SURPRISE!!!

AMPLIFIERS TUNERS
PM-625 20WPC................... £159.00 TU-905 Analogue..............   C175.00
PM-635 3WPC...................£185.00 TA190 Analogue.................. 1195.00
PM-645 40WPC...................£225.00 TU-912 Digital with Presets ... £235.00
PM-655 60WPC ................. £355.00 TU-915 Digitalwith Presets ....£325.00
PM-665 10CM/PC.................£555.00
HK-870WPC/PA................. £455.00
HK825 PRE-AMP ............ £375.00

AFI available in Black or Silver Champagne

^»»•FI—^z^
AMPLIFIERS
PM-15140WPC..................£ 89.90
PM-2630WPC ........... £12490
PM-24 40WPC....................£1FI90
PM-541160WPC..................£229.90
PM-641110ENPCQ/A . .. £299.90
PM-8411100WPC Mosfet . £499.90
PM-94 140WPCMosfet Q/A ...£849.90

TUNERS
ST-151L Digital with Presets .. .£ 99.90 
ST-5601 Digital with Presets .. .£159.90 
ST-26L Digital with Presets......£124.90
ST-64/16L Digital with Presets .£2^90

@PIONE^"
AMPLIFIERS
A-2230WPC .£ 99.90
A-3340WPC. .£139.90
M455WPC...................... £171.90
A-66X 80WPC.................... £29990
A-77X 10ENPC.. . .£39990
SX-150046WPC........... £169.90
SX-V200L 30WPCRee ......... £199.90

TUNERS
TX-570L AnalogueFM.LW.MW. £ 69.90 
IX-970 Digital with Presets .. £89.90 
TX-l070LDigitalwithPr:se1s £ 9990 
F-55L Digital with Presets...... £109.90
F-77L Digital with Presets....... £169.90
F-99XL Digital Direct Decorder .£24990

AMPLIFIERS
AJG-HX25WPC................£119.90
AUGH1X Mkll 25WPC..........  £129.90
AUG-30X45WPC .. . . £189.90
AUG-50X 61JWPC.... ......... £2271l.90
AUG-77 Mkll 110WPC............£379^90
AUG-90X 130WPC £471l90
62101 20CM/PCP/A......... SPECIAL 
C2101 Pre Amp for B2101...... PRICE
A^500 40WPC....................£ 7490
A-700 65WPC .. £ 99.90

TUNERS
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SUMMARY REVIEWS - TUNERS
Denon TU-717 (£100)
This 'budget’ analogue tuner delivered a fine 
RF performance for this or any other price for 
that matter. The FM sound quality was satis
factory enough for the price, though AM was 
disappointing, but overall recommendation 
remains appropriate.
Hitachi FT5500 II (£230)
Something of a classic design, the original '5500 
was one of the first high preformance digital 
tuners, and the Mk II maintains Hitachi’s in
creasingly rare presence in the separates hi-fi 
market. Covering FM and MW AM only, the 
ergonomics require a little patience but the RF 
performance is very good. Sound quality on FM 
is also good, though perhaps beginning to show 
its age compared with more recent introduc
tions. AM sounded basically satisfactory.
Luxman T215L (£156)
Though soon to be discontinued this attrac
tively presented manual analogue tuner covers 
FM plus medium and long wave AM. The RF 
performance was very good, but FM sound

quality was rather undistinguished, with rest
ricted bass and some treble ‘roughness’. AM 
sounded a little above average.
Marantz ST151L (£105)
This simple digital tuner covers FM plus long 
and medium wave AM, with 8+8 tuning pre
sets. Attractively presented and finished, it is 
also priced significantly below the majority of 
its type. The RF performance was rather weaker 
than average, but sound quality was well up to 
par, and reasonably respectable on AM besides, 
so this ‘budget’ model remains recommended 
for those primarily interested in local reception 
to a decent standard at a modest outlay.
Pioneer 99X (£240)
This comparatively expensive digital synthesis 
tuner covers FM and medium wave AM with 
up to 16 preset, plus extensive features for auto
tuning and optimising local/distance reception. 
The RF performance is first class, not to men
tion unusually versatile, and the sound quality 
was also good on FM and quite respectable on 
AM, so recommendation is appropriate.

Paul Giccn Hi-M Ud
Kensington Showrooms, 
London Road, Bath, Avon

Hi-Fi Consultant for Bath 
& the West
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CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS

F
or some years the amplifier market has 
seen a steady process of polarisation, 
between the low cost integrated model 
selling for maybe £100-200, and the 
more exotic separates costing £1,000 

or more. The middle ground has not been 
entirely barren, but it has certainly not been 
conspicuously fertile. And the sizeable jump 
from one level to the next has been a financially 
painful deterrent to many.

It would be premature to say that this gap has 
been filled, but there are clear signs that 'middle 
ground' amplifiers are finding their feet again, 
ofering customers a more progressive ladder of 
price against sound quality.

The high performance of both the best low 
price integrated models and the cream of high 
priced separates is clearly largely a function of 
their inherent simplicity. Middle ground models 
have often sought to justify their existence by 
adding complexity in features or circuit design 
to the framework of established bread-and-butter 
base models. The result has often sounded 
smoother and better controlled, but also less 
lively, transparent and informative at the same 
time.

Though there remain exceptions largely 
amongst companies active in the broader con
sumer electronics market where there remains 
significant demand for extensive features, spe
cialist manufacturers have increasingly accepted 
that complexity is a negative quality, to be 
avoided as far as possible. They have also dis
covered that the cost of adding value 'under the 
skin can pay off in sound quality terms and con
sequently sales at whatever price point.

That said, the most active sector is still the 
simple integrated amplifier. Sound quality here 
continues to improve as time passes, with plenty 
of new contenders raising the standards of com
petition - and generating effective response 
from several established favourites.

Such models are currently distinguished from 
conventional consumer electronics equivalents 
by a price premium — selling at say £130-150 

instead of around £100 — but offering signifi
cantly better sound quality at some sacrifice in 
features and facilities. Though only one or two 
feature moving-coil cartridge inputs, this is 
clearly a future trend, but it must be pointed 
out that such inputs often represent something 
of a compromise at these prices. In the quest 
for simplified signal paths, some of these models 
now omit the amplifier's line stage entirely. This 
can be an advantage with the highish standard 
output of a CD player, but can leave the amp
lifier a little short of the gain needed for other 
ancillaries. Fortunately this is not a major 
problem, but there may be some instances where 
ideal compatibility at line level is not achieved.

Best Buys
Recommendations

Our extensive measurement programme does 
reveal weaknesses in performance, but ironically 
these seem more likely to be found in a good 
sounding amplifier than in the more mundane 
subjective performer. Given the 'acceptable' 
standards of lab performance attained by the 
majority, sound quality in relation to price has 
become the prime arbiter when selecting Best 
Buy and Recommended models.

We take the task of establishing sound quality 
ratings very seriously, with extensive compara
tive auditioning under a variety of conditions, 
plus re-rating of earlier reviews to take account 
of steadily improving standards. But sound 
quality is not an absolute. It depends signifi
cantly on both the listening conditions, and on 
the taste and perception of the listeners.

To give each amplifier its best shot requires 
using the highest quality ancillary components 
for auditioning, but in the case of cheaper 
modelsthis will not necessarily represent 'typical 
use conditions. An amplifier transparent to the 
finest quality source may not necessarily handle 
a compromised source with its accompanying 
distortions quite so effectively.

Furthermore, during the sessions there were 
J7S



clear differences between panelists, not so much 
in what they heard but what they regarded as 
important and how they valued different aspects 
of performance. So rather than take our ratings 
as gospel, we would advise the reader to use 
them as a guide to shortlisting likely conten
ders, and then try to get to hear some alterna
tives, preferably with similar components to 
those which will be used in the final systems.

We have distinguished our favourites as Best 
Buy models, but there will be circumstances 
where a Recommended or Worth Considering 
model is more appropriate to the overall sub
jective performance that you want from your 
particular system.

Best Buys — Amplifiers 
Restricting the Best Buys to integrated amplifiers 
costing below £300, the list starts with the 
NAD 3020e (£109), a newly updated 'economy’ 
version of this classic budget amplifier which 
is sonically a clear cut above mainstream 
consumer electronics models. For a few dollars 
more (£120 to be precise), the Denon PMA 250 
comes in as a fine all-rounder, substantially 
better than the still available '707, while the 
first British model in the lists is the QED 230s 
(£1J9), a little sparse and spartan but sweet and 
musical to the ears nonetheless.

Moving up the price ladder, the QED 240CD 
appears at around £199, adding a little more 
verve to the basic '230 package. The Mission 
Cyrus One (£150) is visually and sonically 
superb, with exceptional transparency for the 
price, while the Rotel 820BXII (£150) stays fully 
competitive, trading a little see-through’ 
subtlety for superior bass drive and ‘slam.

A new entry at £200 is the Cambridge 'P40, 
a fast and lively performer with a Oust) usable 
moving-coil stage. (It has a slightly bigger P55 
brother which is apparently very similar, though 
we haven’t tried it yet.) Move up to £300 and 
the moving-coil inputs improve significantly, on 
the fine Mission Cyrus Two and Audiolab 
BOOOA, representing contrasting sound qualities 
and philosophies but both offering near audio
phile sound quality at an affordable price.

Recommended 
Amplifiers

The three least expensive Recommended 
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models are all fine performers in their own right, 
but suffer a little in comparison with their more 
recently developed peers. The Denon PMA 707 
(£100) was rated a Best Buy last year, but im
proving standards from Denon themselves and 
others now leave this fine budget amplifier 
amongst the Recommended models. Again suf
fering a little in comparison with its BX/I sta
blemate, the Rote! 820 (£1JO) is still fine value 
for money.

Moving to the next price point there are sev
eral exciting new contenders from the overseas 
manufacturers. The Yamaha AX300 (£120) is 
a very hopeful sign, representing a substantial 
improvement over previous low cost amplifiers 
from this manufacturer. Likewise the Sansui 
AUGllX (£130) brings this manufacturer back 
into competitiveness for 1987 in the near-budget 
market. With a better record than most for tail
oring their product to suit the UK palate, the 
Marantz PM26 (£130) maintains this tradition 
in a neatly styled package. And as if to celebrate 
changing their UK name from Trio, the £130 
Kenwood KASSO shows new impetus from this 
company, with the added advantage of a decent 
quality moving-coil cartridge input.

Two fine British amplifiers offer a welcome 
alternative to this oriental onslaught. Whether 
A&R’s £150 Arcam Alpha is a Plus or not in 
name remains a moot point, but the recent im
provements are cosmetically attractive and keep 
this well balanced all-rounder competitive on 
sound quality. The £150 Creek 4040 is less 
neutral and was more controversial soundwise, 
but continues to deliver good musical integrity 
and shows significant measured improvements 
over earlier versions.

At £180 the Marantz PM45 is a logical step 
up from the '26, again offering good sound 
quality but with significantly greater power out
put plus a decent quality moving-coil cartridge 
input. The £190 Sansui AUG30X rated Best 
Buy in last year’s edition, but steadily improving 
standards suggest Recommendation is now more 
appropriate for this powerful and good sounding 
all-rounder. (We haven’t yet received a £200 
Rote! 840BXII, but previous subjective 
experience with the Mk 1 and Llie teLuH.l uf the 
820BXII suggests this model should also be 
worth a close look.)

Three British models occupying the next
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three price slots offer similarly ultra-simple con
figurations but strongly contrasting sound charact
eristics. The £200 QED 240SA (£199) adds 
moving-coil cartridge capability to the fine 
qualities of the cheaper QED models and gives a 
neutral, open and lively sound. The £210 Musical 
Fidelity Al may lack power and get hot, but it has 
a Class A sweetness and transparency that some 
willfind irresistable, and a (mildly compromised) 
moving-coil input. The £240 Nairn Nait could 
not provide a greater contrast soundwise, its 
musical integrity making up for a sound which 
some now regard as slightly 'dated’.

Topping £315, and assuming continued avail
ability, the Rote! RA870 is a powerful, decent 
sounding model withmoving-coil cartridge input, 
continuing to merit recommendation.

The £400 Musical Fidelity AlOO represents an 
enlargement of the Al concept, similarly 
idosyncratic but with sound and power improve
ments to match the price increase.

Worth Considering 
Integrated Models

The following models are regarded as fine per
formers in their own right, but were not in our 
estimation quite as competitively priced as the full 
recommendations:
Arcam Delta (£330), giving extra power and a 
good quality moving-coil input in a package with 
some similarities to the Alpha.
Harmon Kardon HK645 (£225) and 655 (£350) 
have so much in common, including fine finish 
and sensible facilities, plus comfortably above 
average sound quality.
Myst TMA3 (£287), a sweet-sounding, simple 
integrated model with quality moving-coil input 
and fine construction.
Onkyo Integra A-8057 (£230), a moving-coil 
equipped powerful performer with fine lab perfor- 
manceand a respectable standard of sound quality. 
Sony TA-F700ES (£500), expensive, but sound
ing decent enough with extensive facilities and 
fine build.

Recommended Separates 
Given our policy of recommending products that 
achieve a certain high standard irrespective of 
price, plus a reluctance to award Best Buy ratings 
within the separate pre-/power sector, the follow
ing list becomes a little unwieldly, so for con

venience is broadly grouped according to transistor 
or valve operation, each working through at stead
ily rising prices, with some manufacturer's ranges 
covered together. We have also included items 
which have not been formally reviewed, but of 
which we have some subjective experience. The 
valve/transistor split does not imply favouritism for 
one or the other approach, but acknowledges the 
'differentness’, both subjectively and practically; 
note also that the valve items do not include 
moving-coil cartridge compatibility as a matterof 
course.

Three British transistor systems provide middle 
market contrast. The Audiolab 8000C/P (£275/ 
£450) gives traditional facilities, good transpar
ency and generous power output. The Cambridge 
Audio C75/A7 5 (£259/279) is exceptional value 
for money having a simple, quality pre-amp and 
generous power output at a quite modest price. 
The Exposure VII/ViII (£316/£309), with our 
preference and formal recommendation primarily 
for the power amplifier, this combination is unus
ually presented with fine build and the provision 
for pre-amp upgrading.

The Musical Fidelity separates range is increas
ingly extensive, and is generally recommended in 
isolation or combination. The Preamp Za (£300) 
and MVT (£1000) have both been revised since 
our last auditioning, but presumably continue to 
set a high standard at their price points. The Pl70 
(£460), PZ70 (£990) and A3 70 (£1990) are 'double 
mono’ power amplifiers moving steadily up the 
power and quality scale with increasing Class A 
operation with increasing price.

In contrast, the Nairn Audio separates range 
should only be used in combination and a carefully 
matched system. NAC32-5 and '42-5 pre-amps 
(£425/£262) with SNAPS or HICAP supplies 
(£212/£385), plus NAP140, NAP250 and 
NAP135 power amplifiers (£414, £959, £966) 
have a distinctly 'different’ soiimd quality which is 
not to all tastes but has many loyal adherents (in
cluding The Editor), with logical consistency and 
upgrading paths within the range.

Amongstimported items, the US manufactured 
PS Audio PS4.5 (£695) is a fine pre-amplifier with 
good 'speed’ and transparency. The French 
Nuance/Plenitude combination (£795/£795) ia 
sweeter and softer, with our preference for the 
power over the pre-amplifier. At higher prices our 
findings on the DNM pre-amplifiers (from £1000)
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are rather out of date; despite being a little expen
sive, recommendation presumably remains appro
priate. The Tannoy SR-840 (£1200) is a hefty 
MOSFET power amplifier aimed at the profes
sional market, but with asubtle soundquality that 
belies its massive power output.

At the top end of the transistor price spectrum 
theDeltec DPAlOOis an expensive but fine power 
amplifier from Wales. US contenders include the 
two very good Conrad Johnson Motif 7 and Motif 
8 pre-amplifiers(£4,400/£2,400). And in a price 
group all on its own, the Cello Audio Suite is a 
totally flexible and extravagant pre-amplifier 
system that provided a fine reference point 
throughout the tests.

Amongst the extensive Krell range, our prefer
ence is for the larger power amplifiers, particularly 
the KMAlOOII monoblocks (£5,750/pr), with the 
KSAlOOII (£3600) also highly rated. The PAM5 
pre-amp (£1589) and smaller KSA50ll power 
amplifier (£2300) remain worth considering.

The valve ladder starts with a variety of UK 
items. The Croft Super Micro/Series I VS (£250/ 
£730) is a typically sweet-sounding combination. 
The VTL Minimal (£300) and Standard (£500) 
are alternative pre-amplifiers, while recommen
ded power amplifiers in the same general price 
bracket are the Beard P35 (£695) and Radford 

STA25 Renaissance (£977).
The £995 Beard 506 is a largely successful 

attempt to produce a full feature valve pre-amp 
with built-in m-c transformer, whilethe £1775/pr 
US monoblock Quicksilver power amplifiers re
main recommended. Also from the USA, the 
Counterpoint range continues to provide above 
average power in a valve 'hybrid' configuration 
with the SAIZ (£1250) and SAZO (£2350) power 
amplifiers, while the SA7 pre-amp (£747) still 
merits consideration.

Amongst the real US valve (increasingly 
1 hybrid') exotics, the extensive Audio Research 
range continues to set the pace, matched at most 
price points by alternatives from Conrad Johnson.

Our main Audio Research recommendations 
are for the SPlO and SPl 1 pre-amplifiers(£2850/ 
£5150), plus the Dl 15 ll(£3331), MlOO (£2850), 
D250 lI (£6950) and M300 (£4998 each) power 
ampl ifie^, covering .rereo :md monoblock rongc3, 
while the SP8/D70 II combination (£1998/ 
£2190) remains worth considering.

The Conrad Johnson Premiere Three (£3400) 
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pre-amp could combine with Premiere Four 
(£3600) or Premiere Five power amplifiers — or 
the cheaper(£1,795)MV50forthat matter, while 
the £2 ,010 PV5 pre-amp is also worth considering.

Worth Considering
Besides the handful mentioned above, many other 
separates remain worth considering. In many cases 
these are derived from older reviews and assume 
that the product has not changed significantly, 
whereas in practice many manufacturers follow a 
policy of continual improvement, so some may 
well have merited full recommendation had our 
experience been more up to date.

Availability has been assumed, but may be limi
ted in some cases.

Transistor combinations include the Linn 
LKl/LKZ (£800), Linx Stratos (£999), Burmes
ter 838/846/850 (£990/£1050/£2650/pr); pre
amps include the Quad 34 (£259) and Tandberg 
3008A (£564); power amplifiers the Quad 405 

(£290), NAD 2200 (£340), Hafler DH120 
(£360/kit £300), Robertson Forty Ten (£1000), 
Magnum AlOO (£2000/pr).

Valve components include Le Tube pre-amp 
(£535) and the VTL 50 Watt (£1150/pr), Ment- 
more MlOO (£1140/pr}, and Beard M70 

(£1,595/pr) Monoblock power amplifiers.

Tuners — Best Buys & 
Recommended

O
ur recent series of tests show no 
particular technical trends, ana- 
logue/varicap models co-existing 
alongside — and frequently out
performing — digital synthesis 

models, though amongst the latter the inci
dence of 'synthesiser hash' is mercifully now rare.

Choosing a tuner is often made on ergonomic 
or cosmetic grounds, to partner an amplifier 
from the same manufacturer for example. But 
it does make some sense to consider local re
ception conditions and the quality of the aerial 
installation. Decent FM sound quality really 
demands a fine aerial, though a number of our 
recommended models can make do surprisingly 
well with the proverbial 'piece of wet string' — 
0dL Jwdlet> plea>e note. But if you do provide 
a decent aerial signal, there is far less need to 
go for high sensitivity unless you want to pull 
in distant (eg European) stations.
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FM quality is given far greater weight in our 
assessments than AM quality, simply because 
there is precious little one can do about the 
latter's limitations, but again consider your 
requirements in the light of local programme 
availability — bearing in mind that many tran
sistor radios do a better job on AM bands than 
most of the digital devices tested here.

Best Buys
These models gave exceptional value for money 
coupled with a substantially good performance. 
Arcam Alpha Tuner (£140)
Good sound quality on FM and (comparatively 
speaking) AM bands plus fine ‘traditional' 
ergonomics and presentation combine with a 
good standard of RF performance at a sensible 
price from this analogue design.
Creek CAS3140 (£150)
FM-only, this analogue varicap tuner gave out
standing RF performance including high sensi
tivity, plus a very superior sound quality for a 
highly competitive price.
NAD 4020B (£140)
This traditional analogue design gives good 
sound quality and decent RF performance, and 
still represents good value for money.
Rotel RT-850L (£150)
This all-band digital synthesis model gave good 
FM sound quality yet was poor on AM, but still 
rates strong recommendation for its overall FM 
performance at a competitive price.
Sonv STS700ES (£300)
With outstanding presentation and lab perfor
mance throughout, this digital synthesis design 
gave a very good FM sound quality and even 
made a decent attempt on the AM bands.

Recommendations
The following models are recommended on the 
basis of good value with the accent on improved 
performance in the case of the more costly mod
els. Sound quality improves with price only up to 
a certain point but performance as a selective 
receiver continues to get better as cost increases.
Denon TU-717 (£100)
With good measured performance for the price 
the TU-717 also rated as satisfactory on sound 
quality.
Hitachi FT-5500 11 (£230)
In its Mk I1 form, this classic design scored on 

excellent radio performance, designed to cope 
with a range of reception conditions, coupled 
with a basically good audio quality.
Marantz ST151L (£105)
This nicely styled and very well finished digital 
tuner gave acceptable technical results, and 
while best suited only to normal reception areas, 
did give decent sound on all bands.
Mission Cyrus (£180)
Rating highly on sound quality, this tuner was 
not so impressive on radio performance, making 
its potential abilities in poorer reception areas 
less than outstanding.
Nairn NATOl (£1098)
With attractively simple ergonomics, this expen
sive analogue/varicap model provided reference 
standard sound quality of FM bands, requiring 
a reasonably strong aerial signal.
Pioneer F-55L (£110)
This all-band digital synthesis model delivered a 
fine RF performance with acceptable sound 
quality, but was poor on AM.
Pioneer FX-99X (£240)
This digital tuner offered exceptional radio per
formance suiting almost any reception conditions, 
along with basically good sound quality.
Quad FM4 (£279)
An ergonomic delight, this FM-only model has a 
very competent all round performance and a pleas
ingsound, continuing to merit recommendation.
Revox B261 (£890)
A flagshiptuner, this versatile model had a wealth 
of facilities including auto aerial rotation. For the 
serious FM radio enthusiast the RF performance 
was excellent.
SansuiTUD99X (£250)
Something of a reference in 1986, the '99X del
ivers excellent RF performance and good sound 
quality on the FM band, but was rather mediocre 
on AM.
Technics ST-500L (£100)
With a thorougly respectable RF and lab per
formance, the sound quality was considered 
acceptable enough for recommendation as a basic 
FM tuner, though AM was poor.
Technics ST-G7 (£400)
Comprehensive facilities and a generally impres
sive level of technical performance justify a high 
price so this well-furnished model can again be 
recommended.
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WEARE NOT 
BADA DEALERS

Audio Innovations, 
Audio Note, 
Helius, Snell, 
Logic, Goldring, 
J.P.W., Sugden, 
The Voyd, Ariston, 
Yamaha, Rotel, 
OED, Elite Rock.

A&RARCAM DELTA AMP

1 lilfl li-ii
• THE VITAL COMPONENT

ROTELBXll

AGENCIES INCLUDE: Linn Products, Nairn Audio, 
Rega, Creek, A&R, Roksan, Mantra, Nytech, 

Denon, Yamaha, Supex, Rata, SME, Koetsu, Sony, 
Goodmans, EPOS, Monitor Audio, KEF.

178 Kings Road, Harrogate HG1 P.G 
Tel: 0423 521831

229 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, P.3 7BY 
OPEN 9 JO to 8 FI pm

Tel: WORCESY,R (0905) 58046

PRECISION AUDIO CONSULTANTS
PREMIER DEALER

INTRODUCING YOU TO THE ROCK BURMESTER PROAC
If you are serious about music and want a life long investment 

-you must hear this.
Also for the fortunate few we stock the excellent 

AUDIO LABOR KONSTANT -a true heavyweight.
Nationwide delivery and installation, 

home demonstrations arranged.
Telephone (0472) 698015 for an appointment.

We offer a level of service which we think you will be amazed with.
Agencies include:

PROAC, ELITE TOWNSHEND, COPELAND VAN DEN HUL, INFINITY, MARTIN 
LOGAN, AUDIO LABOR, NUANCE, SONDEX, KUZMA, EMPIRE, KISEKI- 

and other fine products.



DEALER GUIDE
Aylesbury Hi-Fi

Turntables from the Dual CS505 to the Gyrodeck 
always on permanent demonstration.

Wide range of cartridges and arms in stock — 
from Audio Technica to Zeta.

Aylesbury Hi-Fi
98 ('amhridgc St. Aylcshurx. Bucks 

Td:0296 28790

AR, ADC, AIWA, AKAi, ARISTON, A&A, B&W, BOSE, BOSTON 
ACOUSTICS, CASTLE DENON, OIESIS, DUAL, HAFLER, HARMON 
KAADON, HEYBAOOK,JBL, JVC, KEF, LUXMAN, MITSUBISHI, 
MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, MYST 
NAO, NAKAMICHt, PIONEER, PROTON,OED,QUAD, REVOLVER. 
ROTEL, SPENDOR, TANNOY, T&A, TEAC, THOREN$, TRIO, 
WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA

• DELIVERY SERVICE • INSTALLATION • CAA PARKING
• MAILTELEPHONE ORDERS • INSTANTCREDITUPT0£1,000
• ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, AMEX, DINERS CLUB

45 HIGH STREET HOUNSLOW MIDDLESEX 
TEL 01-570 7512

All Hi-Fi Bought!
We buy or exchange ALL 2nd 
hand Audio & Video equipment. 
Everything accepted in ANY 
condition - absolutely NOTHING 
refused!

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Notting Hill Gate, London W11

Open 7 days 1Oam-8pm 
Tel: 01-727 3538

Fta5ting5_HLFi
z---------------------------— CONSULTANT
4«* HiePveBll OnAtt OT 1 mLUBnB TBI ' AAt.

’—CONSULTANTS—.
32 WESTERN ROAD, ST LEONARDS. TEL' 442^975.

MUSICAL FIDELITY, EXPOSURE, 
HARMON KARDON, INCATECH, QUAD, 

A&R CAMBRIDGE, ROTEL, MISSION

Full demonstrations - in store and in home

Hi l l MARKELS Part Exchange 
Access, Visa 
Credit Facilities 
Open 9-6 Mon-Sat

PETER ELLIS AUDIO
Always a wide range of superior audio products in 

stock, including:
Amplifiers: A&R, Quad, OED, Creek
Loudspeakers: Castle, Rogers, Ket, Mordaunt Short,
Wharfedale, Mission
Cartridges: Ortofon, Goldring, ADC, Nagaoka, Raia
Turntables: Dual, Thorens, Walker, Ariston, Michell
Compact Disc Players: Akai, Trio, Philips

SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

29 KIRKGATE, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAM 
(06361 704571

Westwood & Mason (Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

"YOurSo sole L^m dealer 

in the area''

Warstones

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM A&R CELESTION
CREEK DEAN DENON DUAL HEYBROOK 

KEF I LINN SONDEK MISSION MONITOR
AUDIO MORDAUNT-SHORT MUSICAL FIDELITY 

I NAIM i QUAD i REGA ROTEL i SPENDOR
SYSTEMDEK TANNOY WHARFEDALE YAMAHA 

. BEYER . FOUNDATION AND TARGET STANDS
NAGAOKA. IQED ORTOFON GLANZ
SENNHEISER I SUPEX THORENS EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment

46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

Hi-Fi NAD B&W

A&R e CAMBRDGE e 
SPENDOR e MONITOR 
AUDIO e SANSUI • 
ROGERS e NAKAMICHI

Studio
• B&W e OUAD

Norman H. Field

• RA.T.A. • SUPEX • DENON e 
ORTOFON • P.S. AUDIO • DUAL

ALBANY HOUSE, 
HURST STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM RR 4R IHohtr of np^ning-
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 10am-6pm

Thurs, Fri 10am-9pm
54a W^retones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton 

Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

Telephone: 021-622 2323

HLFI MARKELS
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DEALER GUIDE
^^ 

CHICHEATE!' 
vaici' Hltim

Appoinled ‘locki’" ol' 
A&R ( amhridge, (. a,lle, ( elestion, 
Creek Audio, ( àddring. Kd. I.inn. 

Mordaunl-Shorl, 'aim, Quad, Rega, Roger-, 
SMF. 'akamkhi, Ackroyd. I annoy

4O l.itlle London, Chidlder, H. Susse’ 
I elephone 024J 776402 

({ 'losed all day Monday)

va
I^ITO 
^P,

■A&R •Aiwa
■B&O ■ B&W
•Castle •Denon
■ Dual •Marantz
■ Mission ■Monitor Audio

• Mordaunt-Short •Musical Fidelity •Nakamichi •Pioneer
• PhilipsCD • Ouad •Rogers •Ratel •Revox •Sony
• Spender •Tanney • Technics^Thorens •Trio •Yamaha etc.

Two-year guarantee 
Private listening ^m 

Excellent comparator demonstrations

va ^P,l St,^^, ^nœ.

'Best Buys' from: AIWA, JVC, 
PIONEER, SANSUI, TRIO, FISHER, 

JPW, MORDAUNT, SHORT, 
WHARFEDALE.

ROGERS Hi-Fi 
13 BRIDGE STREET, GUILDFORD, 

SURREY. Tel: (0483) 61049

AMPLIFIERS INCLUDE: 
MUSICAL FIDELITY, EXPOSURE, A+R, 
QUAD, CAMBRIDGE, SUGDEN, OED, 

SANSUI, TECHNICS.

(HI Fl SPECIALISTS) LTD.
45 Radford Road, Nottingham. 

Telephone (0602)783862

BOWERS & WILKINS 
for 

DEMONSTRATIONS 
INSTALLATIONS 

and 
AFTER-SALES SERVICE

1 Becket Buildings, Little Hampton Road, 
SUSSEX

WORT-HING 04141
80WEK* "w va TLKLVS

ffiWAYHI-FI
LONDON'S BEP, HI-FI DEALER

Full demonstration facilities at:
313-315 Edgware Road, London, W2

Tel: 01-402 2441 
67 Tottenham Court Road, London W1 

Tel: 01-637 3508
242 Tottenham Court Road, London W1 

Tel: 01-636 5974
Stockists of: Akai, Aiwa, JVC, Dual, Thorens, Technics. 
Pioneer, Sony ES, Hitachi, AR, Wharfedale, Goodmans

THE AUDIO SHOP
Stockists of:

Speakera: Tannoy, Castle, Infinity, Mordaunt Short.
Amplifiera: Nytech, OED, Sansui.
Cartridges: Audio Technica, Nagaoka, Ortofon, 

Goldring, Grado.
Turntables: Dual, Logic, Thorens, Walker.

Find us at:
Coffee Tavern Court, High Street, Rushden, 

Northants. Tel: (0933) 57349

SPEAKSTAR LTD
MAIN AGENTS FOR: 

AMPLIFIERS: 
TRIO, AIWA, SANSUI, SHARP, TEAC, etc

SPEAKERS:
WHARFEDALE, JBL, CELESTION, etc

BREWERY COURT, CIRENCEvaER 
Í028515981
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DEALER DIRECTORY
Choosing a good hifi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system that is

right for you. This uique directory gives full information on dealers in your area.

Avon
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 65 Park St, Clifton, 
Bristol. (0272) 24975. A&R, Denon, Dual, Meridian, 
Mission, NAO, Quad, Ratel, Technics, Yamaha, etc. (closed 
Weds) BADA MEMBER
PAUL GREEN HI-FI LTD, Kensington Showrooms, 
London Rd, Bath. (0225) 316197. A&R, Creek, Dual, 
Heybrook, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Ratel, Systemdek, 
Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ring for appointment, 
car park. Open Tues-Sat, 9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
inscallation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. BADA MEMBER. ^S
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 31-33 Gloucester Rd, Bristol. 
(0272) 429370. Stock a full range of hi-fi from over 60 brands. 
specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Fri 
9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6;00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service Jept.
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton Rd, Weston-Super- 
Mare. (0934) 414423. Stock a full range of hi-fi from over 
60 brands. Specialise in C.D. Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-6.00. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.

Berkshire
FRASERS, HI-FI & VIDEO, 4 Park Street, Slough. (0753) 
20244. AR, Aiwa, Dual, Grundig, Mitsubishi, Mordaunt 
Short, Pioneer, Sansui, Trio, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Sharp. 
Dern facilities available. Open 9.30-6. Free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4-6 Harris Arcade, Friar St, 
Reading. (0734) 585463. The best equipment, advice and 
service from Berkshire’s premier Hi-Fi emporium. BADA 
MEMBER S

Buckinghamshire
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, 
Milton Keynes. (0908) 561551. A&R, Audiolab, Heybrook, 
KEF, Linn, Mission Cyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, 
Nytech, Rotel. Dern facilities available. Open Tues-Sat. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBERS®
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. 
(0296) 28790. Dual, Heybrook, Linn arms, Musical Fidelity, 
Mission, NAO, Nakamichi, Quad, Rotel. 2 Dem moms 
available, ring for appointment. Open 10-6 Mon-Fri, 
9.30-5.30 Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diner, Visa. 
Service dept.
JCV HI-FI SUPER STORE, I Viscount Way, Dukes Drive, 
Bletchley, Milton Keynes. (0908) 36734. 'Everything from 
specialist hi-fi w midi-systems, all at the best prices' BADA 
MEMBER^S

Cambridgshire
CAM AUDIO, 110 Mill Rd, Cambridge. (0223) 60442. 
A&R, Crc- L, Lum, Mantra, Mbslun, Nairn, l akamichi, 
Rega, Revolver, Teac. Dem faciliries: 3 single speaker rooms. 
Appointment required for one not for 2. Open 9.30-7.00 
Mon-Sat 9.30-3.00 Thurs. Free installation, interest free 
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credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, Diners.
CAMBRIDGE HI FI, I Hawthorns Way, Cambridge. (0223) 
67773. AR, Cambridge Audio, Monitor Audio, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Sony ES, Technics, Thorens, Trio, Yamaha. 
Demonstration facilities. No appointment required. Open 
9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Credit facilities. Up to 
any amount. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept. 
available.
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge. 
(0223) 68305. Quad, Ratel, Dual, Denon, Krell, Nakamichi, 
Marantz, Monitor Audio, Tanney. Demonstratin facilities. No 
appointment required. Open I0.00-6.00, Mon-Sat. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit up to 
£3,000. Credit cards: Access, Bacclaycard. Service dept.

Cheshire
ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St. Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. 
Wide relection of equipment in NW. Two-year guarantee. 
Dern facilities: 3 dem rooms, appointment required. Open 
I0-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation. Instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. 
Service dept. BADA MEMBER ^^
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington. (Hadgate 0925) 828009. ‘Largest choice of 
specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. £100-£20K’. All credit cards. Dern 
facilities. BADA MEMBER
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO, 29 Gaskell St, Stockton Heath, 
Warrington. (0925) 61212. Single speaker pair dems. 
Specialising in Linn, Rega, etc. Systems from £350.00. BADA 
MEMBER
HI FI CENTRE, Green Lane, Wilmslow SK9 ILQ. Tel: 
(0625) 522112/5^4766. B&O, Technics, Sony, Panasonic, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Revox, Teac, Harman Kardon, Marantz. 
Demonstration facilities — no appointmenrs required. Open 
9-1, 2-5.30 (closed Wed). Open all day Sat. Home trial 
facilities, free insrallarion, credit facilities. New customers up 
to £500 credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, American Express, 
Diners Club, Wilmslow Card. Service dept. available.
NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-1 Castle St, Lower Bridge St. 
Chester. (0244) 24179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National 
Panasonic, Denon, Rotel, Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Philips. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem rooms. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat, closed 
Wed. Free installation, instant credir. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Trustcard. BADA MEMBER
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. 
(0625) 526213. A&R, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Monitor-Audio, Pioneer, Trio, Yamaha, NAO. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.15-5.45. Closed 1-2 Lunch. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cords: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Cornwall
TRURO HI-FI & E.T.S. Ltd, 25 King St, Truro. (0872) 
79809. A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrok, Linn, Mission Cyrus, 
Nad, Quad, Rote!, Thorens. Dem facilities: Single speaker 
studio. Open Mon-Sat 8.45-5.30. Home trial facilities, credit 
iip rn fl 0^ l'odtt cordci Acee'>. ETC V;," Service dept.

Derbyshire
ACTIVE AUDIO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. 
(0332) 380385. Meridian, Mission, Denon, Yamaha, Rotel,



A&R Cambridge, Monitor Audio, Trio, Marantz. 
Demonstration facilities. Open 9.30-6.00 — early closing 
Wednesday. Home trial facilities: credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Barclaycard, Diners, American Express. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER. =5*1

Dorset
BLACKMORE VALE, The Square, Gillingham, Dorset. 
(07476) 2474. AR, Ariston, Boston, Dual, KEF, Marantz, 
NAO, Nagoaka, Sennheiser, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Closed for lunch 1-2. Home trial 
facilties, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Essex
A.T. LABS, 442/4 Cranbmok Rd, Gants Hill, Ilford. (01) 518 
0915. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER 
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 6 Market St, Braintree. (0376) 
29060. A&R, Ariston, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Musical 
Fidelity, NAO, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad, Rote!. Dem 
facilities 2 single speaker rooms. Open Mon-Sat, 9.30-6.00. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE, 2 Ingrave Rd, 
Brentwood. (0277) 221210. B&W, Denon, Harmon Kardon, 
JBL, QED, Quad, Rote!, Tunnoy, Trio, Yamaha. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.
RUSH HI-FI & VIDEO, 516 Comhill, Chelmsford. (0245) 
57593. Akai, Aiwa, JVC, Marantz, NAO, Quad, Rote!, 
Sansui, Sony, Technics. Dern facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open Mon-Fri 9.30-6.00 Sat 9.00-5.00. Home 
trial facilities, free credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept.

Gwucestershire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 40/42 Albion St. 
Cheltenham. (0242) 583960. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, 
Meridian, Mission, NAO, Rotel, Technics, Yamaha, etc. 
(Closed Wed). BADA MEMBER ^^
ETTLES AND BUMFORD, Brewery Court, Cirencester. 
(0285) 3946. ADC, Aiwa, Ortofon, Celestian, Grundig, 
Harman-Kardon, Hitachi, JBL, Teac, Trio. Dern facilities: One 
single speaker dem room. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Hampshire
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers 
furd. (04215) 2827/65232. Quality CD and analogue agencies.
5 dem studios. Large free car park. BADA MEMBER^^D

Hertfordshire
ACOUSTIC ARTS Ltd, IOI St Albans Rd, Watford, Herts. 
(0923) 45250. A&R, Audiolab, Beard, Conrad-Johnson, 
Denon, Heybrock, Magneplanar, Mission, Quad, Rogers. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem studios, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept.
THE AUDIO FILE, 40 Hockerill St, Bishops StortforJ, 
Herts. (0279) 506576. Linn, Roksan, Rega, Nairn, A&R 
(Camb), Heybrook, Rote!, Denon, Epos, QED.Demonstration 
facilities, no appointment required. Open 9.30-5.30 Mon
Sat. Home trial facilities. Free installation, credit facilities 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Diners, Amex. 
Service dept. available.
W. DARBY & CO. Ltd, St Peter's St, St Albans. (0727) 
50961. B&O, SonyES, Quad, A&R Cambridge, Revox,

Denon, Yamaha, Luxman, Ariston, Thorens. Demonstration 
facilities, no appointment required. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access and Barclaycard. Service dept.

Kent
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd West, 
Canterbury. (Canterbury) 69329. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, 
MYST., Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Rote!, Sansui, Technics, 
Quad. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30 
closed Wed. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Creditcharge. 
Service dept.

Lancashire
MONITOR SOUND , 54 Chapel St, Chorley. (02572) 
71935. A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Roger’s, Rote!, Spendor-, 
Thorens, Nakamichi, Yamaha. Dern facilities. 2 dem rooms. 
Open Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Free installation, instanr credit 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Leicestershire
SOUND ADVICE, The Sound Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LEll IED. (0509) 218254. A&R, Creek, Linn 
Products, Epos, Mission Cyrus, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Rote!, 
Yamaha. Dern facilities, domestic size and furnished studios. 
Callers welcomed. Demonstrations by appointment.. Open 
9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Amex. Service dept.

London
A.T. LABS, 159 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367 
3132. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Export worldwide. Service dept., car park. Amex, Visa, 
Access. BADA MEMBER^^O
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London NW6. (01) 794 
7848. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6.00. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER
BARTLETTS HI-FI, 175-177 Holloway Rd, London N.7. 
(01) 607 2296/607 2148. 'Large range of British & Japenese 
products available. 2 bookable single speaker dem rooms. 
Service dept. Mail order dept.. Export worldwide. Access, 
Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER =3^1
BARTLETTS HI-FI, 19 High St North, London E.6. (01) 
552 2716. BADA MEMBER^CT
BILLY VEE, 248 Lee High Rd. Lewisham, London SE13 
5PT. (01) 318 5755/852 1321. Aiwa, A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, 
Linn, Heybrock, Quad, Nairn, Rega. Dern facilities: 2 single 
system studios ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 10-7, 
closed Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, interest 
free credit up to £750.00. Credit cards: Access, Visa,. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER^^ .
CORNFLAKE SHOP,, 37 Windmill Street Qust off 
Tottenham Court Road), London WI. (01) 631 0472. 
l0am-7pm, Mon-Sat.. Akroyd, Alphason, Cambridge, Dual, 
Epos, Manticore, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Nairn, 
Nakamichi, Rega, Roksan, SME, Supex, Van den Hui, 
Wharfedale & Yamaha. Excellent demonst.r-at.ions in 
comfortable listening room, full delivery and installation 
service. Credit cards: Access, Visa. NON BADA MEMBER.. 
6RAHAMS HI-FI, 86-88 Pentonville Rd, London NI. (01) 
8374412. 'FBA Dealer of the year 1985? Linn, Nairn, Rega 
etc. £300-£3,000-£13,000. BADA MEMBER
H.L. SMITH & Co. Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London W2 
!BE. (01) 723 5891. Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF, Ortofon, 
Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-1, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
K.J. LE!SURESOUND, 48 Wigmore Street, London WI. 
(01) 486 8262/3. Most major brands; 2 dem studios, 
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appointment preferred. Open 10-6 Mon-Sar. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. BADA MEMBER
MUSICAL IMAGES, 45 High St, Hounslow, Middlesex. 
(01) 570 7512. AR, A&R, Aiwa, B&W, Bose, Castle, Denon, 
Dual, Diesis, Harmon Kardon. Single speaker dem room. 
Open 9.30-6 Mon-Sat. All credit cards.
MYERS AUDIO, 6 Central Parade, Hoe St, London E.17. 
(01) 520 727718. Bang & Olufsen, NAO, Nakamichi, Sansui, 
Technics, Hitachi, Panasonic, A&R, B&W, Mission. Dem 
facilities one dem room. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa, Amex, Diners. Service dept.
WRBI HOME DEMONSTRATIONS, 13 St Johns Hill, 
London SWll ITN. (01) 228 7126. Alphason, Audiostatic, 
Beard, Castle, Celestion, Deca, Ear, Elite, Jordan, Pink 
Triangle. Open Tues-Thurs 10-6, Fri 10-7, Sat 10-5.30. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St, London 
NWI OJA. (01) 387 8281. A&R, Burmester, Krell, Magne- 
planar, Meridian, Linn, Nakamichi, John Bowers. Dern 
facilities: 3 single speaker dem rooms, appointment required. 
10-6 Tues-Fri, 9-5 Sar. Home trial facilities, instant credit up 
to £10,000. Credit cards: All. Service depr.
TELESONIC Ltd, 92 Tottenham Court Rd, London. (01) 
636 8177. A&R, B&O, B&W, Haller, Luxman, KEF, QED, 
Quad, Nakamichi, Rogers. Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9.30-4. Home trial facilities, free installa
tion, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, 
Visa. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd, No I, Cathedral St, 
London Bridge, London SEI 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3088. 
Akroyd, Creek, Denun, Exposure, Linn, Manticore, 
Mordaunr-Short, Nairn, Roksan, Rega. Dem facilities 
available, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat, I0-7. Home 
trial facilities. Free inscallation, instant credit up ro £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBER ^»5
UNILET PRODUCTS Ltd, 14 Bute St, London SW7. (01) 
589 2586. Mon-Sat 9-6. Dern facilities. Large stock. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. BADA MEMBER sg^

Manchester
CLEARTONE HI-FI, 62 King St. nr. Kendals. (061) 835 
1156. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAO, Nairn, etc. Dern studio, 
Compact Disc centre, video and TV BADA MEMBER =^^ 
CLEARTONE HI-FI, 235 Blackburn Rd, Bolton. (0204) 
31423. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAO, etc. Dern studios. 
Laser vision and compact disc centre. BADA MEMBER zSsS 
THE MUSIC ROOM, 50 Bridge St, Manchester. (061) 835 
1366. Dern room, service depr. Competitive credit and charge 
card facilities. BADA MEMBER

Merseyside
ABOUT SOUND, 116 Bold St, Liverpool LI 4JA . (051) 709 
4865. Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Myst, Quad, Revox, 
Sansui, Sugden, Thorens, Walker, Yamaha. Dem facilities 
single speaker room. Ring for appointmenr. Open Tues;Sat 
9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Diners, Visa. Service depc. ,
WA. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 
733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. 
£100-£20K'. All credit cards. 3 dem rooms. BADA 
MEMBER 3SS

West Midlands
A ITFRNATlVE AUDIO Ltd, 9J-95 Hobc Mont Rd, 
Solihull. (021) 742 0254. A&R, Audiolab, Denon, KEF, 
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, M.A., Pink Triangle, Philips. 
Dem facilities available, appointment required. 10;6 Tues;Sat, 

closed Mon. Home trial facilities, service dept, free 
installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
FIVEWAYS HI-FIDELITY Ltd, 12 Islington Row', 
Edgbaston, Birmingham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Denon, 
Dual, KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity', Nakamichi, Philips 
CD, Quad, Revox, etc. Dern facilities. Single speaker dem 
room. Open 9 .30-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.
GRIFFIN AUDIO Ltd, 94 Bristol St, Birmingham. (021) 
692 1359. Linn, Naim, Rega, Creek, Denon, Nakamichi, Kef, 
Quad, Dual, Marantz. Dern facilities 2 single speaker rooms. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa.
SOUND ADVICE, 162 Alcester Rd, Mosley, Birmingham. 
(021) 449 3328. A&R, Creek, Linn, Manticore, Nairn, 
Nakamichi, Nytech, Onyx, Rega, Revox. Dern facilities 2 
studios, ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6 closed 
Wed. Free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.
WARSTONES HI-FI STUDIO, 54a Warstones Rd, Penn, 
Wolverhampton. (0902) 345114. Dern facilities 3 rooms. Open 
Mon-Wed 10-6. Thurs-Fri 10-9. Sat 10-6. Home trial facilities, 
free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Eurocheque. 
Service dept.

Oxfordshire
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High St, 
Headington, Oxford. (0865) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, 
Mission, NAO, Ratel, Yamaha. Also 256, Banbury Rd, 
Summertown. BaDA MEMBER
ASTLEY AUDIO LTD, 3 Market Place, Wallingford. (0491) 
39305/34349. Akai, A.R. Dual, Mordaunt Short, Mission, 
Monitor Audio, Philips, JVC, Technics, Tannoy.. Open Tues- 
Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5. Records, tapes and !OOO+ CDs. Service 
depr. Access, Visa, Diners.
WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George St, Oxford. 
(0865) 247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrook, Dual, 
Mordaunt-Short, Spendor, Tannoy, Quad, etc. BADA 
MEMBER £5-5!
WITNEY AUDIO, 28 High St, Witney, Oxford. (0993) 
2414. A&R, Aiwa, Akai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, 
Pioneer, Philips, Sony., Yamaha. Dern facilities. Open Mon
Sat 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

Shropshire
AVON HI-FI Ltd, 12 Barker St, Shrewsbury.. (0743) 55166. 
A&R, B&W, JBL, Dual, NAO, Nakamichi, Revolver-, Trio, 
Quad, Yamaha. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 
9-5.30, closed Thur. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service
dept. Somerset
AVALON HI-FI STUDIO, The Old Nursery,, Butleigh, 
Glastonbury. (0458) 50370. A&R, Audiolab, Goldbug, 
Helios, Musical Fidelity., Nene Valley., Pink Triangle, Ruark 
Acoustics, Spendor. Dern facilities: studio & home, ring for 
appt. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Closed Weds. Late night 
Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. Service dept.
WATTS RADIO - THE ENGINEERS, I West Street, 
Somerton. (0458) 72440. Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, 
Mordaunt-Short, Ortofon, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, Yamaha. 
Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-1, 2-5.30, Wed 9-1: 
Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access. Service dept.

Suffolk
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 3 Brentgovel St, Bury St
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Edmunds. (0284) 6835I. A&R, Ariston, B&W, Kef, Meridian, 
Musical Fidelity,, Nad, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad. 
Single speaker dem room: Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 
217217. A&R, Aiwa, Celestion, Denon, Dual, Linn, NAD, 
Philips, Quad, Technics, Thorens. BaDa MEMBER

Surrey
AERCO Ltd, II The Broadway, Woking. (04862) 4667. 
A&R, Ariston, Exposure, HK, A.R., Heybrook, JBL, KEF, 
Magnum, NaO, Pt. Quad, Revox. BadA MEMBER
UNILET PRODUCTS Ltd, 35 High St, New Malden, 
Surrey KT3 4BY. (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-7. 
Credit cards: Amex, Access, Diners, Visa. Dern facilities. 
Large stock. BADA MEMBER =531

Sussex (east)
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East Sussex. 
(0273) 609 431. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon, late night Wed. 
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA MEMBER 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert Parade, Green St, Eastbourne, 
East Sussex. (0323) 31336. 2 Jem rooms, closed Mon. Late 
night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA 
MEMBER
HASTINGS HI-FI, 31-32 Western Rd, St Leonards On Sea. 
(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mission/Cyrus, NAO, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Rote!, Systemdek, Tannoy,, Yamaha. Dern 
facilities. 2 single speaker dem studios. Open Mon-Sat 9-7. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Visa. Service depr.

Sussex (west)
BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, I Becket Buildings, 
Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. (0903) 64141. B&W, Dual, JVC, 
KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony,, Technics. Dern 
facilities 2 dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Weds 9-1. 
Home trial facilities free installation, instant credit up to 
£!,OOO. Credit cards: Visa. Service dept.
CHICHESTER HI FI, 40 Little London, Chichester PO!9 
IPL. Tel: (0243) 776402. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek, Naka
michi, A&R etc. Demonstration facilities available — no 
appointment required. Open Tues-Sat. 10-1, 2-5.15 (closed 
Mon.) Free installation. Credit cards: Access + Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER

Tyne and Wear
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, II Olive St, 
(Off Park Lane) Sunderland. (Sunderland) 672087. Aiwa, 
Bose, Denon, JVC, Luxman, Michell, Pickering, Spendor, 
Thorens, Trio. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
Free installation, interest free credit. Credit cards: Visa. 
Service dept.

Warwickshire
JCV HI-FI SUPERSTORE, Units 7/8 Wharf St, Warwick. 
(0926) 493796. 'Everything from specialist hi-fi to midi
systems all at the best prices’. BADA MEMBER

Wiltshire ,—
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND YIDEO, 60 'Fleet Stre;t; 
Swindon. (0793) 38222. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meridian, 
NAD, Rote!, Technics, \amaha. (Closed Wed). BADA 
MEMBER

Yorkshire (north)
ELITE HI-FI, 178 Kings Road, Harrogate HG! 5JG (0423) 
521 831. Alphason, Beard, Cambridge, Elite Rock, Michel 
Engineering, Celestion, Rogers, Monster, Nakamichi. Dern 
facilities — 2 ;dem rooms. Open 7 days a week 9-6. Free 
installation. Service dept.

THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygate, York. 
(0904) 27108. Akroyd, Dual, Creek, Linn, Mordaunt-Short, 
Nairn, Nytech, Sony,, Wharfedale. Dern facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept. BADA MEMBER

Yorkshire (west)
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds. (0532) 
789115. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical 
Fidelity,, Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers. Dern facilities available, 
ring for appointment. Open Tues-Fri, 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
Tame trial facilities, free insrnllation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER
ERRICKS, Hi-Fi Experience, Fotosonic House, Rawson 
Square, Bradford. (0274) 309266. Dem facilities. Sales/service 
agents for A&R, Linn, Quad, Naim, Nakamichi, Mission etc. 
BADA MEMBER =5-5
IMAGE HI-FI Ltd, 8 St Annes Rd, Headingly, Leeds. (0532) 
789374. 'We stock most of the worlds leading Hi-Fi products. 
Dems by appointment please. BADA MEMBER=3»^

Scotland
Angus

ROBERT RICHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray,, Montrose, Scotland. 
(0604) 73765. A&R, Creek, KEF, Linn, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Sony,, Technics, Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open 9-1, 2-5 Mon-Sat, Wed 9-1. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.

Glasgow
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. A.R., Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free installation, instant 
credit. Credit cards: Access. Visa. Services dept.
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St, Glasgow. (041) 
248 7221. Demroom, service dept. competitive credit and 
charge card facilities. BADA MEMBER =332

Kirkcaldy
ANDREW THOMPSON, 3 Whytescauseway, Kirkcaldy. 
(0592) 205997. Denon, Dunlop Systemdek, KEF, J A Michell, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver, Tannoy,, Yamaha. Dern facilities: 
4 rooms. Appointment preferred. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30 cl. 
Wed. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities 
up to £3,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. 
Service dept.

Wales
Glamorgan (west)

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 9 High St, Swansea. (0792) 
474608. 'South Wales only independent Hi-Fi specialist, 
dedicated to excellence. BADA MEMBER =5*5]

WE WOULD LIKE 
TO HEAR FROM YOU 

if you have complaints or praise for any of 
the shops listed here.

If you feel your shop should be included in 
this directory please ring

Hi-Fi Choice on: 01-631 1-433
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MUSICALFIDELITY A100 QUADFM4A&RARCAM DELTA AMP 
Other agencies include:

A&R • • AIWA • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • BURMEISTER • CELESTION • 
CREEK • DENON • DUAL • ELITE • EXPOSURE • FOUNDATION • GOLDBUG • GOLDRING • 

GRADO • GALE • HEYBROOK • KOETSU • KRELL • LINN PRODUCTS • LINX • 
MAGNAPLANAR • MERIDIAN • MISSION • MICHELL • • MONITOR AUDIO • MORDAUNT SHORT 
• MUSICAL FIDELITY • MYST • NAGAOKA • ONIX • ORTOFON • PHILIPS • PINK TRIANGLE • 

QUAD • REGA • ROGERS • ROTEL • SENNHEISER • SME • SUPEX • SYSTEMDEK • 
TANDBERG • TARGET • YAMAHA • WHARFEDALE • ZETA

KEITH MONKS RECORD CLEANING SERVICE AVAILABLE

vleadwwL 
teufte

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST.. READING. BERKS. RG1 1DN. TEL (0734) 585463 

Tues-Sat: 9.30am to5.30pm. (LUNCH: 2to3pm. EXCEPTSAT) 
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!

Closed all day Monday 3ÆDA

ANALOG fiNCHLEY’s Hi-Fi Specialists
DENON

NEW PMA 250 AMPLIFIERS 
First class product 

New range of Cassette Decks including 
DRM07 and DRM 30(3 head)

Y AM A H A NEW 
PRODUCTS IN STOCK 
including: AX300 AMPLIFIER, AX400 AMPLIFIER, 

RX300 RECEIVER, CASSETTE DECKS
ANew high quality Midi System with the Surround Sound Compact 

Disc Players

ROTEL
RA820BX2 improved version of a great 

amplifier
RT850 Tuner, still one of the best
FIRST CLASS RP830 Turntable

. ..... ..... ... .............. ........

AR Amplifiers & 
Tuners, Cd Players , . 

AD4 2 x40Watt, AD6 2 X60 Watr''
Greatly Reduced

ARCD4 Compact Dies Player 
Hard to Beat E:quipment

NAD New T8oducNE 
3020E Amplifier to follow great 

pedigree
3240 Amplifier, new model 
CD Player and all the range.

Many great models by many manufacturera including: 
Ariston, AR<Audio Technica, A&R, AKG, Castle, Denon, Dual, 

Luxman, Harman Kardon, Hafler, Marantz, Monitor Audio, 
Mordaunt Short, NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Rotel, TEAC, Thorens, 

Tannoy, Yamaha, to name but a few.

ANALOG AUDIO (The friendly people)
849 HIGH ROAD N.12 TEL: 01 445 3267

HI-FI MARKETS
INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1000 MAIL ORDER EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME



PRODUCT INDEX
Arcam Alpha Plus__________________ 16 Mission Cyrus One ____________________ 76

Arcam Alpha Tuner 147
Arcam Delta .....  18
Audio Research SPll/MlOO_____________20
Audio Research SP8/D70 133
Audiolab 8000A_____________________ 24
Audiolab 8000P/C_____________________ 26
Beard M70/CA506 ___________________ 28
Beard P35 . .____ ._______ _ ___ ._____ 30
Burmester 838/846/850 133
Cambridge C75/A75 36
Cambridge Audio P40 .................................. 34
Cello Audio Suite 38
Conrad Johnson III/IV 134
Conrad Johnson Motif 8  42
Conrad JohnsonPV5/MV50 133
Copland  44
Creek 3140 148
Creek 4040 46
Croft Super Micro/Series IVS 48
Deltec .____________ ____________ 50
Deltec Pre-amp 133
Denon PMA 707  133
Denon PMA 250 52
Denon TU450L 149
Denon TU717 _ ____  173
DNM __ ____ ,___ 133
Exposure VII/VIII 6
Hafter DH120 134
Harman Kardon 645 134
Harman Kardon 655___________________ 58
Hitachi FT 5500 II 173
Hitachi HA3 134
JVC AX22 ____________________________ 60
JVC FX33L ■___ _ _____ 153
Kenwood KA550 62
Krell KMA 100 64
Krell PAM5/KSA50 66
Linn LK1/LK2 .. __ _ _ 68
Linx Stratos 70
Luxman LV-105
Magnum PlOO/AlOO 134
Marantz ST26 154
Marantz PM26 72
Marantz PM45 74
Marantz PM64 134
Marantz PM84 134
Marantz ST 151L 173

Mission Cyrus Two/PSX 78
Musical Fidelity Al 80
Musical Fidelity AlOO 82
Musical Fidelity Separates 84
Myst TMA3 88
NAD2200 136
NAO 3020E 90
NAO 4020B 156
Nairn NAIT 94
Nairn NATOl 157
Nairn Separates 96
Nuance/Plenitude 98
Onkyo Integra A-8057 136
Pioneer 44 100
Pioneer A-77XBK 136
Pioneer F55L 161
PS Audio P4.5. _ _______ ______ 102
QED 230/240 104
Quad FM4 162
Quad 34/405 136
Quicksilver 106
Radford STA 25 Renaissance 108
Revox 261 . _ _ _ 163
Robertson Forty Ten 136
Rotel 820BXII 110
Rotel RA840BX 138
Rotel RA820 138
Rotel RA 870 136
Rotel RC870/RB870 138
Rotel RT850L 164
Sansui AUG 30X 112
Sansui AUG IIX 114
Sansui TU-D99XL 165
Sansui C/P2301 138
Sony STS700ES 166
Sony TAF500ES 116
Sony 3AF700ES 118
Sugden Cl28SL/Pl28 138
Tannoy SR840 120
Technics ST500L 169
Technics STG7 170
Technics SU500 124
Technics SUV60 . . 126
Trio KA54 138
VTL_____ ___________ _ . 128
Yamaha AX300 130
Yamaha T500 171
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BY READERS of "HI-FI" NEWS and "RECORD REVIEW*

; The best choice: 
I in Hi-Fi because: 
; we'vedone : 
i our homework.:

ARCAMDELTA

Whatever your budget choose from our hand
picked selection of the finest U.K. Hi-Fi separates in 
our unique country dem room.

For friendly and experienced service!/ 
call in to Basically "
Sound... fora 
better sound 
in the home.

3^
S^Kl5T5 OF: A&R (CAMBRIDGE) ‘ AUDIOlAB ■ !LO■ CREEK ■ OENON ■ HARBER • HEYBROOK ■ KU. LINN 

LOOK • MANTM^ MORDAUNT SWRT • NAIM • NAOMICHI • ONIX • REGA • SPENOOR • WHARF!DALE

• Tel: 789115 •

TUES-FRI 9.30-6.00
SAT 2.30-530 ^ an hur,

BusUa Suia&
45 HEADINGLEY LANE, LEEDS

1 BASICALLY SOUN 
1 OF NORFOLK
I oidSdiuul,
I School Road, Bracon Ash,
I Near Norwich, Norfolk 

elephone (0508) 70829
■

Fast Direna^
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